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INTRODUCTION

In the philosophical literature o f the past century few if  any philosophers present a greater 

wealth o f ideas or pose more important problems than W. V. Quine. In spite o f the 

diversity o f his contributions to philosophy, it is clear that they form a systematic unity. It 

is precisely the systematic unity o f  his thought that has established Quine as the most 

mfluential philosopher o f the past century. The basis o f Quine’s system lies in his revival 

o f “naturalism": this is the view that there is no vantage point outside science; philosophy 

is continuous with science not distinct from it or prior to it; hence, it is science that tells 

us what exists and science that tells us how we know what exists. The complex system o f 

interlocking positions that make up Quine’s naturalism have shaped the concerns o f the 

philosophical community for the past fifty years.

As befitting a philosopher o f such influence and stature, there are many recent 

works on Quine-. Some o f these are written with great clarity, rigour and scholarship, and 

m.ore or less comprehensively cover his main positions and arguments. Whal, then, is m y  

reason for adding to the flood? Originally, I Avas motivated by questions about what I 

considered to be “realism” and “relativism” and the relation between these to 

mathematics. Consequently, the combination o f realist and relativist dimensions in 

Quine’s philosophy appealed to me as offering a solution to some o f these worries. 

Howev^er, it took only a short time studying Quine to realise that my vague ideas of 

"realism” and “relativism” could noi have been whatever 1 assumed them to be. But my 

study o f Quine’s brilliant and rigorous analysis o f these concepts raised two imiportant 

questions that replaced my initial formless groping.



First, “How are realism and relativism related in Quine’s philosophy?” I try to 

show here that the correct way to understand Quine’s philosophical position is as a 

compromise between the polarities o f  extreme realism and extreme relativism. However, 

there is a tendency in works on Quine to emphasis either the relativist dimension o f 

Quine’s position to the detriment o f the realist dimension, or to do the opposite o f 

stressing Quine’s realism at the expense o f his relativism. This is not surprising as it is 

difficult to reflect the subtlety o f the balancing act Quine performs between these two 

positions. In contrast, I argue that the combination o f realism and his relativism in 

Quine’s position is not a source o f  tension in his philosophy; rather it is precisely what is 

attractive about this position. For it is only by combining important and profound aspects 

o f both realism and relativism, that Quine avoids the problems associated with extreme 

versions oThoth o f these positions. This interpretation naturally raises the issue of what is 

required for this compromise position to actually hold tliese apparemly competing 

tendencies together. I show here, that for Quine, the key is to take naturalism very 

seriously. That is. judging as earnestly  and sincerely as we can from v.ithin our on-going 

scientific conceptual scheme.

The second question to be considered here is, “Does Quine’s com.promise actually 

does work?” Th.at is, once we have fully acknowledged both the realistic and the 

relativistic sides o f is philosophy is it the case that Quine actually provides a genuine 

alternative from either extreme? The answer to this question is more complicated, but 

ultimately in this thesis I argue that Quine’s position, as he sets it out, cannot do the work 

that he envisaged o f it. That is, it does not provide a genuine alternative to the opposing 

polarities o f extreme realism, and extreme relativism.
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Turning to consider some specifics, in this thesis I characterise the opposing 

polarities o f extreme realism and extreme relativism in terms o f the philosophy o f 

Beilrand Russell and Rudolf Carnap respectively. It is clear that Quine is influenced 

greatly by each o f these philosophers, and the promise held out by Quine’s approach is 

that, by accepting enough o f Carnap’s relativism to avoid Russell’s extreme realism, and 

enough o f Russell’s realism to avoid Carnap’s extreme relativism, he can circumvent the 

problems associated with both Carnap or Russell. To begin, I want to show how he 

claims to achieve this compromise.

!n chapter 1 ,1 characterise extreme realism in terms o f  Bertrand Russell’s 

philosophy between his break from Absolute Idealism at the end o f the nineteenth 

century and circa 1914 .1 characterise extreme realism as a metaphysical view about 

reality as it is in itself. To be precise, it is the view that reality comes to us “pre-curved 

up”; that is, completely independent o f our interaction with it. This view emphasises the 

distinction between the question o f what exists and the question o f how we knov.' what 

exists. Russell holds that the metaphysical existence o f  reality as it is in itse lf\s  a 

completely separate issue from any issues in epistemology or semantics. The central 

point running through extreme realism is that ontology doesn’t rest on either o f  these tvvo; 

quite the opposite in fact. Russell holds that what can be known or can be meaningfully 

said depends on what exists.

In general. Russell holds that in knowledge the mind gains direct and un-medisted 

contact with reality as it is in itself. This is his doctrine o f “acquaintance’’. Russell 

believes that in knowledge we are acquainted both with particular objects, namely -  sense 

data, i.e., the appearances o f physical objects, and general objects, such as relations.
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univcrsals. propositions, and so on. Foi' rlusseil., aii o f these arti pai1 o f  I'^aiity as it /v m  

itself, while only the particular objects have existence, general objects “subsist” in a 

separate realm o f being. Russell also develops a philosophy o f language in keeping wiih 

this notion o f acquaintance; he holds that ihe meaningfulness of sentences containing 

proper names presupposes acquaintance with, and hence tht  ̂existence of, che entity 

named, and that the meaningfulness o f a sentence presuppos^.es acquaintance with, and the 

existence of, a proposition ihat is the meaning o f that sentence. Consequently, Russc^ll 

holds that analysing language reveals the actual constitiients and structure o f  reality as it 

is in itself. Ultimately, for Russell, acquaintance provides a transcendent connection 

betv/een the knower and reality as it is in itself, allowing the know'er to escape from, her 

theory-bound, immanent perspective.

Following on from this I outline Q uine's rejection o f  extreme realism in terms of 

his specific rebuttal o f Russell’s philosophy, i' argue that the basis tor Quine’s rejection of 

Russell’s extreme realism is his aigumem that all inquiry is inevitably immersed in our 

on-going conceptual scheme, and while we can change our conceptual scheme bit-by-bit 

from v/ithin, there is no possibility o f escaping from all conceptual schemes. This cuts 

against Russell’s extreme realism because it rules out Russell’s assumed transcendent 

connection In acquiescence between the knower and reality as it is in itself

I show that Quine develops this central insight o f v/orking from vvithin our on

going conceptual schemic into a rebuital o f extreme realism in terms of. whc.: I call 

“strong-global” under-determination. Quine holds that from our imn'anenl perspective, 

immersed in on-going inquiry, we must accept that ali theory is an extrapolation from the 

empirical checkpoints that count as evidence for or against it, but that every theory goes



tar beyond v*!iat is directly supported by chis evidence. It fcliovv’s that while a theory is 

based on evidence, because the same evidence supports numerous radically different 

theories equally, any theory is under-determined by the evidence that supports it. In 

addition lo this basic thesis, hov/ever, Quine holds that our conceptual scheme is under- 

detennined in a st' ong-globa! sense. Tha: is. if we take al! the observation seiitence in 

langtiage used for reporting observable events m rile external worl.l, and appiv dates av'd 

positions lo them i;i. all cornbina-ions iirespective o f  whether thej' v/ere actually observed 

at the place and time, those that are true by virtu-̂ ,- o f  the observable though unobserved 

past and future events in the world gives us the totality o f possible evidence. 1 have called 

this ideaiised situation in v.?hich the totality o f all evideiice lias been collated “cnd-of- 

inquiry” aiid the conceptual scheme that accounts for this totality o f  evidence our 

“idealised conceptual scheme”.

Quine then applies this notion o f strong-global under-determination to rebut 

P.usselTs version of extreme realism. Russell assumes that in knowledge we ha^ '2  

acquaiiuati'.'e v/iih either sense data, or univcrsals, botli o f which are aspects o f reality as 

ii is in Use.lf, and that in knowledge we break through cur conceptual schem.e to gain 

access to reality as it is in itself. But, in contrast to this, Quine holds that from our 

perspective immanent to our oa-going conceptual scheme there is no possibility, even 

unto eternity, that we can tbrmulatc ai'y one systeniiitisaticn o f our surface irritations that 

is better than all possible others; rather, he holds that countles-s altemaLive conceptual 

schemes will be tied for first place. Thus, strong-global under-deterfnination recognises 

that our concv^ptiiai scheme is just one o f a series o f possible conctptual schemes, equally 

as good as one another, but logically hicompafible with one another. This implies that the
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sense data, or for Quine “obsei-vation sei:tences", mat constitute the evidence for 

scientific tiieory is not, as Russell assumed, part of reality as it is in itself, but is rather a 

theoretical posit, constructed immanent to our on-going conceptual scheme. Hence, in 

contrast to acquaintance, in knowledge we do not escape from our immanent perspective.

In addition. 1 show that on this basis Quir.e also rejects Russell’s exttem e vca'ist 

metaphysics. Quine argues that we must take seriously the view o f reality that we 

develop immanent to our on-going conceptual scheme; but this means rejecting the 

metaphysical notion o f  reality as it is in itself. This extreme realist notion holds that there 

is a reality somehow above or beyond reality as posited by on-going science, which is 

somehow more “re a f’ than scientific reality. However. Quine insists that we take 

seriously ihe conceptual scheme we are immersed in, and so rejects the extreme veali^t 

nietapliysical notion o f  reality as it is in itse lf as unscientific. Finally, 1 show that Quiiie 

also rerects Russell’s extreme realist account o f meaning by showing that the mer."; 

meaningfulness o f language does no^ commit us to the existence o f any entities 

whatsoever.

As T sai<̂ l above, in this tiiesis I characterise Quine as holding a Cv)mpromise 

position between the polarities o f  extreme realism and extreme relativism. Consequently, 

in cliapter 2 . 1 give an account o f extreme relativism and set out Quine’s rejection c t this 

viev/. Here, R udolf C arnap’s philosophy is taken to lepresem the polarity or extreme 

relativism.

I'o  begin, I characterise Carnap’s extreme relativism in terms o f his rejection of 

all metaphysical assertions as m.eaningless pseudo statemcr.ts. and his subsequent 

lolerancc o f radically different vvorld-views, I'pe starting poi.it of Carnap’s extreme
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relativism is his notion o f a linguistic framework, and the subsequent distinction between 

statements made internal or external to a framework. Carnap holds that all theoretical, 

true or false judgm ents arise internal to some framework or other; the rules of the 

framev/crk provide the rules that determine the true or false answer to judgments. 

However, an internal assertion does not imply belief in the entities asserted; rather, the 

truth or falsity o f an assertion is relative to the framework or form o f language thai 

contains it. In contrast, statements externa! to a tramev/ork are not genuine theoretical 

assertions but arc pioposals about whether to adopt a framev/ork, a forrr. o f  language or 

not. Tnese are determined on purely pragmatic grounds, such as whether the framev/ork 

is useful, economical, simple, and so on; hence, a framework itself is r>ever troe or false. 

Consequently, .-Hlopting a frarnework signifies cccepting a form o f language, not the 

belief in the existence o f  the ei’< itie£ asserted ir. ths framev/ork. So, in contrast to 

Russell’s extreme realist notion o f  acquaiatauce v/ith the object o f kncwiedge. Camap 

holds that nothing v/e say or kiiow implies an oritological coirimitment. Because Camap 

hoidii dial none o f these frameworks is taken seriously as implying ari ontological 

comiri'tmeni io ihe entities asserted, the pliilosopher should adopt a tolerant or extreme 

rclativistic attitude to alternative frameworks, allowing as many to be developed as 

possible.

rhe  kej' to Carnap’s extieme relaiivism i.s his distinction between intemai and 

external senter.ces. External sentences have a quite different epistetnologica! status from 

all olher senieaces. These sentences are nc/t answerable to evidence, and thus account for 

apri.jrity and neces'iiy. By holding that rhe role o f philosophy is to analyse these cxletTial 

sentences, Caman secures the status o f philosophy as offering a methodology distinct
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from icierxe. That is. for Caniap, the philosopher does not get invol ved in c-n-going 

debates, but stands aloof from all inquiry and aims to clarify these frameworks from a 

neutral perspective. Thus, for Carnap, philosophy offers a transcendent perspective 

outside o f all linguistic frameworks, from where it becomes possible to adopt a tolerant, 

or reiativistic, attitude to competing frameworks without having to take anyone o f  them 

seriously. I conciude this account o f Carnap by explaining the key role o f 'he an^Jyiic- 

syutlietic disiinciion in facilitating the intemal-exteiTial ’distiixtion and. as a corisequcnce, 

in this (ijodel o f extreme relativism.

In the second part o f  chapter 2 , 1 argue that Quiiie rejects exti-eme relativism in 

generai. and show how' he rebuts Carnap’s version o f extreme relativism in particular. I 

argue here, that once again the starting point o f Quine’s rejection o f Carnap is his 

insistence that all inquiry is necessarily immersed in some cn-gcing conccptual scheifje 

or other: there is no possibility o f  a ttanscendem perspccii'/e. This assertion that we must 

alw'ays work from within our on-going conceptual scheme cuts against Carnap’s extreme 

relativism because it means that, even though our conceptual scheme is one am.ong a 

number o f ether equally good conceptual schemes, we nevenbeless niusi take orn current 

conceptual scheme seriously, and judge all other conceptual schemes from this 

perspective. This means that in contiast to Camap, Quine assens that it is net possible to 

stand alocf from on-going inquiry and adopt a lo'erant, relaii vis tic,'attitude to alternative 

conceptual schemes; rather, for Quine, the pl.ilosopher is in the same boat as everyone 

else, taking seriously txhe real debates in on-going inquiry, and getting her hand dirty 

adjudicating between theory choices, asserting w'hich o f them are true and which are 

false. So although Quine does not hold liiat there is a reality as it is /■'; itseAf Xoi our
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conccDtiial scheme to be uniquely right or 'wrong dboiit, he rejects Carrico.'’s exrrcme

relativistic viev,' that we should tolerate all conccptual schemes equally.

To be precise, I show here that Quine rebuts Carnap’s extreme relativism by

rejecting the analytic-synthetic distinction. Ultim.ately, Quine rejects this distinction

because it has no role in any scieniific account o f how vve use language on an on-gcing

basis, hi contrast, Quine holds thal language forms a holistic web that rules Dut the

possibility o f a sharp distinction between ajialytic and synthetic sentences. The upshot o f

this, for Quine, is that without the analytic-synthctic distinction Carnap cannot separate

language into purely pragmatic, external sentences and purely theoretical, internal

sentences; raiher, Quine argues that theoretic and pragmatic factors play a roie in

justifying all sentences. Thus, Ouine rebuts Carnap’s extreme relativism by rebutting the

epistemological distinction between internal and external sentences that this view

presupposes, i conclude this account o f Quine’s rejection o f extreme relativism by

explaining Quine’s criterion o f ontological commitment. I argue that this is a prime

example o f what it means for Quine to take our on-gcing conceptual scheme seriously.

It is clear, therefore, that from very eariy in his career Quine rejected both

extreme real’sm and extreme relativism. For example, in his essay ‘'Ideiitity, Osteasion.

and Hypostasis ’ o f l95C, Quine writes

i'he fundamental-seeming philosophical question, How much of our 
s;.-ience is merely contributed by language and how much is a genuine 
reflection o f  reality? is perhaps a spurious question which itself arises 
wholly from a certain particular type o f language. Certainly we are in a 
predicament if  we try to answer the question; for to answ'er the que.stion 
we must talk about tiie world as w ell as about language, and to talk 
about the world we must iiiready impose upon the v/orld some 
conceptual scheme pecv.liar to our own special language.

Yet we must nvo* leap tCi Llie fatalistic conclusion that wc are 
stud: v/ith the conceptual scheme that we gvevv up in. we cun change it



bit by bit, plank by plank, though meamvnile there is nothing to carr>' us 
along but the evolving conceptual scheme itself. The philosopher’s task 
was well compared by Neurath to thav o f a mariner who must rebuild his 
ship on the open sea.

We can improve our conceptual schem.e, our philosophy, but by 
bit while continuing to depend on it for support; but we cannot detach 
ourselves from it and compare it objectively with an unconceptualized 
reality. Hence it is meaningless, 1 suggest, to inquire into the absolute 
correctness of a conceptual scheme as a mirror of reality. O'jr standard 
for appraising basic changes of conceptual scheme must be, not a 
lealistic standard of couespondeoce lo reality, but a pragmatic standard.*

Here, (^uine rejects both Russell's extreine rei'lism, dismissing th€ “fundamental-seeming

philosophical question” o f the nature of reality as it is in itself as a bogus problem that

arises only by not taking seriously our on-going conceptual scheme; bat lie also rejects

Carnap’s extreme relauvism by rejecting that philosophy has its own distinctive

methodologv giving us a fonn of inquiry separate from on-going scientific inquiry. The

key question, therefore, becomes “How does Qu;ne forge a coherent compromise

between these extremes?”

In chapter 3 ,1 turn to this question of hovv Quine builds hia ( ornpromise position

by binding a number of strands from either polarity into a coherent, unified middle

position. Here 1 argue that while it appears that because they express such radically

different philosophical viewpoints, weaving strands from these polarities together would

prove quite problemiatic, in actual fact Quine is unconcerned by the opposing tendencies

in his philosophical position. '1 he key for Quine is that fiom the perspective of the

compromise position he embodies, these problems simply do not arise. Quine’s

fundamental point is that both extremes are based on a presupposed transcendent

perspective, somehow outside or above our current, theor>'-bound view of reality;

' V Q 'line, ‘ Identity, O sten sio n . and H y p o sta s is’ reprinted iii From  a Lop.icai P oin i o f  V ie w . 
fCaiTibriJge, M A; H arvard U n iversity  P ress p.



however, i f  vve real! v take seriously our cuneiit on-going conceptual scheme, then this 

transcendent perspective and the extreme positions based on it are not possible. To 

understand Quine’s philosophical position, one must acknowledge Q uine's view that by 

working from within our on-going conceptual scheme it is possible to combine and 

reconcile realisni and relativism. This is the basis o f Q uine's so cailed ‘"robust reaiicm”.

This concludes the first part o f my thesis. In part 1 ,1 make every effort to present 

Quine’s philosophical position in as strong a light as possible, in particular, I try to 

emphasise that the attractive quality about Quine’s compromise position is its openness to 

developments in on-going inquiry in a non-dogmatic fashion. Both o f  the extreme 

positions are based on the transcendent perspectiv^e, but once disabused o f this 

illegitimate vantage point one can only assert extreme realism or extreme relativism 

dogmatically: extreme realism is based on Russell’s brute assumption ihat in knowledge 

we are acquainted with reality as it is in itself, while extreme relativism is based on 

Carnap’s brute assumption o f an aloof perspective from where to adjudicate between 

debates in on-going inquiry, oy rejecting these dogmatic, positions, Quine is open-m.inded 

towards developments in on-going inquiry, and is willing to take seriously the 

commitments o f our best inquir/. whatever they turn out to be.

In pari 2 . 1 try to set up a problem for Quine’s compromise position. In chapter 4,

1 try to show the connection between some o f the distinctions explained in Part 1. in 

particular, I show that Q uine’s distinction between real and indeterminaie theory choices 

is linked to his aistinction between different versions o f the under-determination thesis. 1 

argue that, fcr Quine, a theory choice is a real dccisiori if it is only undc; -deiern'i;iie<i in 

the nonnai, i.e., non-strong-globai, sense; v.’hi-le. in contrast, any theory clioice tliai is



strong globally fnder-determir.ed is also iridetemiinatc. As I have argued, Quir.e’s 

compromise position is based on his assertion, against Russel!, that theory choice at end- 

of-inquiry is strong-globally under-determined, coupled with his assertion, against 

Carnap, that theory choices in on-going inquiry are real decisions. Now, given the 

connection betv/een the real-indeterminatc distinction and the distinction between 

different versions o f the under-determination thesis, we can formulate the following 

picturc v)i Quir.e’s so-called “robust realist” account o f  on-going inquiry: for Quine, 

strong-global undcr-determination infects only end-of-inquiry and illegitimate, i.e., non

physical science, modes o f on-going inquiry, but on-going scientific inquiry is insulated 

fronT strong-global under-detennination; for this reason ail theory choices in on-going 

scientific inquiry aie real decisions, even though theory choices at end-of-inquir>’ and in 

illegitimate on-going inquiry are indeteiTninate. In the second part o f  tnis chapter, I set 

out Quine expla."aticn o f this connection between pi)ysical science, the reai-indetennim'.te 

distinction and various versions o f  the under-determination thesis in ten as o f the notions 

o f ful 1-coverage, facts-of-the-matter and the reciprocal containment of epistemology and 

i>ntology.

In chaplet 5 . 1 show that Quine’s view o f the relationship betw'een the real- 

indeterminaie distinction, under-determiration, and physics reinirod’jces a version o f 

Carnap’s distinction between internal and external questions (albeit -jne thai arises 

imm^anent to on-going physical science t atiier than from Carnap’s aloof transcendent 

perspective). Quine nolds ihat physical scicnce aione is taken seriously, and all o f 

legitimate on-going inquiry is carried out immanent to this conceptual schcme. Tlence, all 

legitiinaie theory choices arise internal to physical science, and are fcr this reason rea!



decisions. In c('nti£ist, externa! il'ieory <:ho’ces between competing conceptua! schemes 

can occur only at end-of-inquir>, or between non-scientific modes o f  inquir}'; in theoe 

cases, theory choice is strong-globally under-determined and hence indeterminate. This 

means that Quine’s compromise position is predicated upon the assumption, in contrast to 

Cainap, that theie is only one conceptual scheme in legitimate on-goirig inq>.iit> tind 

hence external questions cannol arise in legitimate on-going inquiry. Consequently, I 

argue that should Quine be forced to admit alterrlative conceptual schemes into on-gomg 

inquiry, he would be faced with external, indetenninate theory choices between these 

rival conceptual schemes, and his position would begin to look identical to Carnap’s. The 

key question in relation to Quine’s project o f building a compromise between extreme 

realism and extieme relativism thus becomes whether or not there arc cases o f strong- 

global under-determination in on-going scientific inquiry. If there are none, then Quine is 

vindicated in assummg that all o f  on-going mquiry proceeds internal to a single 

conc'jptual scheme and all theory choices in on-going inquiry are real decisidiis, n-jt if 

I here are, then Quine must accept that there are alternative conceptual schcmv'^s in on

going inquiry, giving rise to external, indetemiinaic theory choices in legitiv.iate on-going 

scientific inquiry.

1 argue here that because he holds strong-globai under-determination at end-of- 

inquiry Quine is com^mitted to the existence o f  “brarichirig points” . Assuming that rival 

conceptual schemes that, at end-of-inquiry will be both ideal conceptual schemes, have 

evolved from a common origin, a branching point is the last point in the line o f evolution 

common to both. It follows that a branching point is a theory choice between tVv'o proto

idealised conceptual schemes, and is, by uefinitlon, an indeterminate decision. Hence, the
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existence o f  a branching point would establish thax strong-global under detennination 

infects on-going inquiry.

The problem raised by a branching point is that bccause the choice between the 

branches is indeterminate, this reintroduces the internal-external distinction into on-going 

inquiry. I argue that this has a number o f important consequcnces for Q uine’s proposed 

compromise position. First, it shoves Thai Quine's view o f on-going inquiry is in certain 

general respects similar to Carnap’s. In particular, in order to accommi>date a briJnc'hing 

point Quine must both abandon his view o f ontology and accept moderate holism; 

however, doing this brings his account o f on-going inquiry much closer to Camap than 

previously thought. Indeed, I argue that the primary difference between Cam ap and 

Quine now is where they draw the line between real and indeterminate theory choices. 

Furthermore, because a branching point reintrodi'ces t'ne internal-external distinction, it is 

clear tha: the disagreement betv,een Carnap and Quine is not a dispulr a'r;out the 

epistemological distinction between purely pragmatic sentences and purely theotciical 

sentences, as Quine presents it as being. The logical core o f  this dispute cannot be located 

in the external-internal distinction liowever, since branching points mean that Quine, as 

v/ell as Camap, needs to maintain some form o f ihis disliiiction. Finally, the existence c f  

a branching point in on-going inquiry illustrates the deeper philosophical point that the 

disagreement between Quine and Camap is really a dispute over the nnture o f 

philosophy, specifically, Cam ap believes philosophy must be distinct from sciencc as its 

role is to analyse the presuppositions underlying any branch o f scientific inquiry; whereas 

Quine rejects that philosophy can haye this n»‘le, and immersed all forms o f inquiry into 

on-going science.



The problem for Quine is that whiie he rules out Caniap’s method o f distinguishing 

between real and iudeterminate theory choices in on-going inquiry, he leaves us v«th no 

idea o f how he is going to draw this same distinction from a perspective immanent to on

going science.

A key question here is v/hethcf there are ony genuine branching points in on

going inquiry. And in chapter 6 , 1 set out what i consider to be a genuine branching point 

in relation to the age-old dispute over'whether the space-time continuum, is discrete or 

continuous. The discrete version o f the continuiini holds that all continuous phenom*enon 

and magnitudes can be reduced to collections o f separate, individual entities, sucli as sets 

o f points or numbers; whereas in contrast, the continuous version o f  the continuum holds 

that a continuous phenomenon yr magnitude is irreducible to a discrete collection. Tiie 

mathematical orthodoxy for the past number o f  ceniuries has been that tne discrete, set 

theoretic version o f the continuum, was the definitive victor; indeed, ihis dispute is 

generally thought o f as a paradigm oxaniplc o f a real dispute that has been denniti'/dy  

resolved in favour o f  the discrete. I argue here that recent developments in matitemalics, 

in particular in category theory, pro'dde a rigorous basis for the continuous version o f the 

continuum, in which the continuous is not reducible to the discrete.

1 begin by briefly setting out the historical ci>niext o f  this debate from ancient 

Greek mathematics up to modern analysis. N'ext, I give a brief presentation o f the sec 

theoretic account o f t.he continuum, which reduces the continuous to the discreie. 

Following on from this I explain Category theory and Bell's smooth infinitesiiria! 

analysis, whicli attempts to pat the intuitive conception o f the continuum as inherently 

continuous on a ngoAius mntlierpatical basis. Finally, I argue that it is more reascnabie
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for Quine to accept that this is a possible branching point, than to insist that there is a real 

choice betv/een the continuous and discrete. My argument is that it is inconsistent with 

Q uine's proclaimed openness to on-going scientific inquiry to insist that there is a real 

choice here. I argue that Quine’s only motivation for asseiting that there is a real theory 

choice here is his dogmatic insisting on preserving his compromise position. Kowe'^er, 

this is at odds with his commitment to naturalism and its acceptance o f developrrients in 

on-going inquiry, whatever they m.ay be. Indeed, it is Carnap’s aloof stance above these 

theories, accepting that there is no real debate between them, that is more ODen to 

progress in on-going inquiry and in keeping with the naturalistic stance Quine proclaims.

1 conclude that the only difference between Quine’s position here and Carnap’s is 

Quine’s dogmatic insistence on a real choice between competitors simply in order to 

preserve a philosophical position.

In conclusion, the reasonableness o f seeing the dispute between discrete and 

continuous versions o f the space-time continuum presents a serious problem for Quine. In 

particular, it shows that the differences between his position and Carnap’s extreme 

relativism are not as great as widely thought. Moreover, it shows that the locus u f  the 

dispute between them is not over epistemoiogica! questions, but ccnccm s the deeper 

issue o f the nature and role o f  philosophy. In relation to the central theme o f  whether 

Quine achieves a coherent compromise between extreme realism and extreme relativism, 

i conclude that until he provides us with a conception o f how to distinguish between real 

and indeteiminate theory choices in on-going inquiry he has not provided us with a 

coherent alternative to these extreme polarities. P-ut moreover, because seems that 

drawing this distinction demands a conception o f philosophy similar to Carnap's, it
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seems that when the anti-realist diincnsions o f  Ouiritr's coiTipromist- position are fi'Jly 

appreciated, it is difficult to see that there is any substantive dispute between him aud 

Carnap.
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CHAPTER 1

QUINE AND  EXTREM E REALISM  

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter I want to give an account of Quine’s rejection of “extreme l ealism”. The 

distinctive feature of extreme realism is a m.etaphysical thesis about the nature oi reality, 

namel)' -  the belief that there is such a thing as reality as it is in itself, wholly 

autonomirus from how we interact with it My principal aim here is to show that Quine 

rejects this extreme realist view of metaphysics

In order to explain Quine’s position here, I first give the account of cxire-ne 

realism as presenied by Bertrand Russell. I characterise Russell as holding an extreme 

realist view of metaphysics that asserts that reality as it is in itself exists completely free 

of all interaction with it; Russell holds that reality comes to us “pre-carved up”, as it 

v.'ere, and that the task o f inquiry is to locaie the pre-existing joints in reality. Russell’s 

extreme realist metaphysics is based on the assumptioji of knowledge that reaches above 

and behind what we experience immanent to our on-going conceptuc',1 scheme. This is 

Russell’s epislemologicai doctrine o f ’'acquaintance”, which holds that in knowledge the 

miiid comes inio direct and im,rnediate contact with reality as it is in itAcIf, that is, in 

acquaintance the mind’s relation to the object of knowledge is un-mediated by any 

theoretical constructs. It follows that, for Russell, starling from experiei.'ce it is possible 

to acquire Icnowledge about that which transcends experience by means of inference, an«;i 

we say something abc-ut reality beyond tlie empirical experience o f a sequence of events 

that exhibit a certain regularity. This epistemologica! inference of acquaintance with



regality as it is in iisi’l f  then provides the solid base on which scientific theories can be 

built. For Russell, we are acquainted with reality as it is in itse lf in the form o f either 

individual sense datum or abstract objects such as universals or relations. I complete this 

discussion o f Paisseil’s extreme realism by explaining the account o f linguistic meaning 

that Riissell develops, which is in keeping with this extreme realist metaphysics and his 

epistemologicai doctrine o f acquaintance.

In contrast, Quine holds that we are inevitably immersed within our own on-going 

conceptual scheme, and he argues against Russell that v/e are unable to step outside of 

our own skin, as it were, and know something beyond or outside o f our experience.

For this reason, Quine holds that the transcendental question o f v/hether and in how far 

our conceptual scheme measures up lo reality as it is in itself, is an empty demand. But 

more importantly, I show that Quine holds that the metaphysical notion o f  reality as it :s 

in itself, completely independent o f  our conceptual scheme, cannot be take seriously. 

Quine's commitment to taking seriously the imimanent perspective, immersed In our on

going conceptual scheme, means taking seriously the ascriptions o f reality made from 

this imma'ient perspective. Conseqi-ently, the idea that reality as it is in itse lf 

independent oui conceptual scheme, is somehow more real than the ascriptions of 

reality made iiv.mancnt to our conceptual scbea.-e Is repo.diated. In contrast, the only 

notion o f reality that vve take seriously is the scientific account o f  reality h s  ascribed from 

within our on-going conceptual scheme. In addition to rejecting Russell’s extreme realist 

metaphysics, and his epistem.ological doctrine of acquaintapce, I show that Quine also 

rejects RusseU’s account o f  linguistic'meaning, and instead develops a philosophy o f



language in keeping with his insistence that %ve are inevitably bound to work fiorn wiuv.u 

some conceptual scheme or other.

SEC TIO N  1

RU SSELL'S EXTREM E REALISM  

LI Introduction.

Russell’s early philosophy is dominated by his break with Bradley’s version of Absolute 

Idealism, and his subsequent attempts to develop a coherent alternative to ihis position.'^

It is in this context that Russell develops his version of extreme realism. Russell does not 

devise a conclusive refutation of Absolute Idealism,^ rather he develops a web of 

doctiines around a central core of extreme realist principles, V v h ic h ,  he ar5,ues. provides a 

more coherent and attractive account of experience. The fundamental tenet of Ru.^S£iri. 

position is his extreme realist belief that reality as ii is in itself exists wholly autonom*ou;> 

from our interaction v/ith it; Russell believes that the objects that make up our experience 

acmally do exist, pre-carved up, independently of us, and in inquiry we atf-timpr to find 

out where the joints in reality actually are. Russell bases this extreme lealist metaphysical 

position on the assumption thai in knowledge the agent comes into direct and immediate 

contact with reality as it is in itself. This view is summ.ed up as the epistemological 

doctrine o f ‘acquaintance’; this is the doctrine that in knowledge the mind breaks through 

the theoretical conceptual scheme that organises and systematises our experience of 

reality to gain a direct and un-mediated contact with a part o f reality as it is in iiself 

^ I am  con cern ed  w ith  roughly  the period  from  1 9 0 0 -1 9 1 4
 ̂ Peter K iiton, R u sse ll. Id ca iism . and the E m ergen ce  o f  A n a ly tic P h ilo so p h y . (O xforJ: C larenJori 1990)



RusselPs project o f deveiopiiig a coherent realist philosophy is characterised by 

the large number o f radical shifts and revisions Russell undergoes in attempting to 

reconcile his antecedent philosophical commitment to realism with his acceptance o f 

significant developments in mathemacics, from Cantor’s introduction o f set Theory and 

transfmite numbers, to Russell’s own discovery o f set theoretic paradoxes. In the course 

o f his development Russell comes to reject a number o f doctrines he earlier espoused, 

however, it is possible to identify a set o f central doctrines that he consistently holds and 

that characterise his position as a version o f extrem.e realism^ In this section, I will 

concentrate on three o f these in particular, namely -  Russell’s metaphysical position, his 

epistemological doctrine o f acquaiistance, and his philosophy o f language.

1.2 Russell's realism and rejection o f  Absolute Idealism,

The account o f Idea!i.sm that Russell rejects is a form o f ‘monism ’: it holds that, in fact,

despites appearances, the universe is an organic whole that cannot be coherently

understood as composed o f separate simpler parts; rather, the whole and the pan  are

mutually dependent, and parts are no simpler than the wholes they belong to. Foi" the

Idealist only the Absolute was not self-contradictory and hence it alone is real; all parts o f

the Absolute, such as numbers, space, time, matter, and so on. are self-contradictory, and

hcnce not real. Russell describes this picture as foiiows;

Hegel thought o f  the universe as a closely ki'it unity. His universe was 
like a jelly in the fact that, if  you touched apy one part o f it, the whole 
quivered; but it was unlike a jelly in the fact that it couid iioi rt-aily be 
cut up into parts.'’

Russell. ‘Why ! tov^k ;o Fhiiosojiny" qucicd by R. Monk, Bertrcnd R.usse!!: Ih e  Spirit ot S o lil^jdo 
(London- Jonatnan Cape !99&) p. ! 14



In this context, analysis is falsification: the Absoiuie Idealists hold that the ccnceptuai 

distinctions we make in characterising the world do not pick oiit actual differences in the 

world.

Russell argues that this lype o f Idealism is predicated upon the assumption that 

every proposition attributes a predicate to a subject and that every fact consists in a 

substance having a property.^ More precisely, it is predicated upon the doctrine o f 

internal relations implied by the primacy o f the subject-predicate analysis o f  propositions. 

The doctrine o f internal relations holds that because reality is actually indivisible ai)d the 

universe is in fact just one thing, the Absolute, apparent relations between things are an 

illusion. However, Russell argues that irr^cucibly relational propcsition, i.e., propositions 

that are true but cannot be put into siibject-predicate form, shov.' that relations are 

external not internal, that is, it shows that objects are relaied to each other, but these 

objects are the same irrespective o f  the relations between theiri. Once he rejects the 

doctrine o f internal relations. R.ussell rejects Idealism and monism and udopts realism and 

piuralism. Hence, Russeil now holds that the world consists o f separate, independcrit real 

objects and relations between <hese objects.

Moreover, in rejecting Idealism, Russell accepts that the part is simpler than the 

whole, and that wherever parts themselves are complex they can be analysed as far as is 

possible to reveal ultimately simple terms w'ith no parts. Thus, in contrast to the Ideali^is 

for whom the proposition is a unity that defies analysis, Russell writes in Principles of 

Mathematics.

Tiie only kind o f  unity i.o which I can attach any precise sense -  apart
from the unity o f the absolutely simple -  is ihai o f a whole composed

 ̂ Bertrand Russell, My Philosophical D ev elopm ent, ( l  ondon 19.59). p. 61-63



c f  parts. But this form o f unity caru'-oi be what is called organic; foe if 
the parts express the whole or otber parts, they must be complex, and 
therefore themselves contain parts; if the parts have been analysed as 
far as possible, they must be simple terms, incapable o f expressing 
anything except themselves.^

So while there arc a plurality o f  possible ways to analyse a whole into complex parts, if

analysis is pushed as far as possible only one way to analyse it into its simple parts; that

is each whole adm.iis o f a unique ultimate analysis. Thus, Russell wriies,

A given vvhole is capable, if  it has more than two parts, o f  being 
analysed in a plurality o f  ways; and the resulting constituents, so long 
as analysis is not pushed as far as possible, will be different for

*7

different ways o f  analysmg.

For Russell, then, any whole admits o f a unique ultimate analysis into simple parts. This 

means that, against Idealism. Russell holds that our knowledge o f reality comes to us bit 

by bit. and it is possible to understand the nature o f a single object independent o f 

everything else in the universe; Russel! no longer acccpts that our ignorance o f the whole 

o f reality undermines our knowledge o f a single thing. This is the case because the v\oild 

is made up o f individual, distinct objects, and the nature o f each is independent s f  the 

others.

After rejecting Idealism, Russell developed whai 1 stiall call “extreme realism”. 

Extreme realism holds that, in contrast to Idealism, all the things that make up our 

experience actually do exist -  numbers exist in a Fiatopic heaven, points in space and 

in.stances in fime are actually exisiing entities, matter is composed o f the actual eiUities 

just as physics tell us. Moreover, he now holds that any true synthetic propositio.i is true 

iti virtue o f its relation to a fact; and facts, in general, are independent o f  experience.

 ̂ Cerlrand Russc!!,. The Princip les o f  V atliefr'.atlcs. -ed. Cambridge: Cambridge Uni''ersity Presc. (1937) 
(First Published 1^03). p 466  

R'.iSieli, Principles o f Mathei'natics. p. 77
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While he eispoiised Absolute idealism Russel! had held that there are degrees o f Jnsth and 

degrees o f  reality; something may be true from one perspective but false from another, 

likewise an object may be one thing from one point o f  view and something else from 

another point o f  view. In contrast to this, as an extreme realist Russell now holds that a 

proposition is either true or false absoluteiy, and a thing is v,^hat it is, irrespective o f our 

point o f view.

In this project o f devising a coherent aUehiative to Absolute Idealism. Russell is 

initially not concerned with the nature o f thought, mind or experience; his concern, 

rather, is about the truth o f any particular field o f  study; he originally holds that the 

question o f whether that truth can actually be known is a separate, non-philosophical 

question. While he is not initially concerned with the presuppositions for knowledge, his 

extreme realist metaphysics clearly assumes a very specific picture o f the mind and its 

capacities. In the next section I will explain the account o f knowledge that Russell’s 

extreme realist metaphysics is predicated upon, namely -  his epistemological doctrine of 

acquaintance.

1.3 Russell’s epistemohgy -  acquaintance.

While Russell to begin with has little to say about the nature o f IcTxOwledge, his account o f 

the objects o f knowledge has some obvious and significajit im.pHcations for the nature of 

knov/ledge. To be precise, his extreme realist meuiphysical view implies that the mind is 

in direct contact with the objects o f  knowledge. Russell icnds to desui ibc this type o f 

knowledge as “acquaintance”.
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F u n d am en ta lly , acquaintance is an immediate relation between the mind and tne

object o f knowledge. By an “immediate relation” Russell means that knowledge by

acquaintance is both presuppositionlcss and unproblematic: acquaintance means that we

do know the object o f  loiowledge in a direct and un-mediated way, nothing more can be

said about how we know this object. For Russell, however, acquaintance does not imply

that the object o f knowledge is necessarily mental; rather. Russel! insists on a distinction

betvveen the mental, subjective act o f knowing and '.he non-mentai, external object of

knowledge. Indeed, more generally, this distinction applies in judgm ents other than

knowledge, such as imagining, believing, perceiving, and so on. In these cases, the mind

is in contact with some object that is not mental, and is completely unchanged by the

minds contaci with it. Thus in 1910 Russel! writes.

In all cognitive acts, such as believing, doubting, disbelieving, 
apprehending, perceiving, imagining, the mind has ubjecfs other th:in 
itself to-vWiich it stands in some one o f thesie various relations.

For Russell, therefore, in acquaintance the mind comes into an un-mediated contact with

seme actual object external to the m.ind.

For Russell, however, we are not acquainted w'ith any physical objects, such as

my mouse, my keyboard, and my desk; in contrast, he holds that the particular objects of

acquaintance are sense data, i.e., the appearances o f physi^jal objects.'^ Thus, Russell

writes,

.'\lthcugh 1 believe the table is ‘really’ o f the same colour all over, the 
parts that reflect the light look much brighter than the other parts, and 
some parts look white because o f reflected ligW. I know that, if  I move,
Ifie partij that reflect the light will be different, so that the apparent 
d.istribuiion o f colours on the tabie will change. It follows ihat if several

*' B. Russell.  ‘On the Nature o f  Truin and F u isehood '. wriiteii esp. for the vo l  PhilcFophica! fassa'/r 
'London: A llen  &  u n v / in ,  1966; r ' e d n .  1910) p. !5 0
 ̂ Initially, Russe l l  he ld  that w e  can be  aequainted with piiysical objects  -  such as ivlr. Aiil'ur



people are locking at the table at the same moment, no two o f them will 
see exactly the same distribution o f colours, because no two see it from 
exactly the same point o f  view.'*^

The perception o f  a table, the way it sounds when tapped, and so on, shows ihat the real

table, if  indeed it exists, is not what we immediately experience by sight or touch; rather

it is sense data that are immediately known to us in acquaintance -  these are colours,

sounds, smells, hardness, smoothness, and so on. Moreover, sensory illusion m*cans that

knowledge o f pliysical objects cannot be ceit^iin, but is open to doubt - - 1 may be

dreaming right now. or under the influence o f hallucinogenic drugs, delusiona!, and so on

-  bat this type o f  dubitable knowledge cannot come from acquaintance. Hence, the real

tabic is not immediately known to us but must be inferred from sense data that are

immediately known to us. Russell holds that the sense data we know directly are caused

by physical objects, and he argues that because this conjecture simplifies and

systematises our account o f experience, it is pragmatic for us to accept that the external

world o f  ordinary physical objects actually does exist."

It is clear that the sense data 1 am acquainted with depends on both the external

circumstances, and the sense organs usea to perceive them; for exam.ple, if  I put m.y

fmget'ji in my ears I alter the sense data available to me right now. In this ser.se, sense

data are privaie, and so do not exist independeiuly o f us. Russell wriies,

Berkeley was right in treating the sense-data which constitute our 
perception o f the tree as more or less subjective, in the sense that they 
depend upon us as much as upon the tree, and would not exist if  the tree

I  9were not being perceived.

R u ssell, Prob lem s o f  P h ilo so p h y  2'"^ ed ., (O xford: O xford U n iversity  P ress Cl9 6 7 )  (o r ig in a lly  published  
1912)) p. 2
" R u sse ll, Prob iem s o f  P h ib so p h v  2^ ^  ed ., pp. 8 -12  

R usscll. P rob lem s o f  Ph ilo so p h y , 2''** cd ,. p. 21



However, Russeli argues that the fact that they are private does not imply that sense data 

are mental entities, as they were for Berkeley. In contrast, Russell holds that while the 

sense data are causally dependent on the sense organs, nerves, brain, and so on, of the 

percipient, the percipient’s mind adds awareness c f  this physical stimulation from the 

external world.

Wb.iie sense data provide the most obvious example o f an object that we are 

acquainted with, it is clear that Russell sees no problem is being acquainted with abstract

1 -j ^

objects, such as universals. For example, in the Preface to Principles o f Mathematics, 

Russell illustrates how this form of knowledge can be used in relation to the indefinabies 

of logic, he writes,

' The discussion c f  indefmabies -  which forms the ch’.ef part of 
philosophical logic -  is the endeavour to see clearly, and to make others 
see clearly, the entities concerned, in order that the mind may have that 
kind of acquaintance with them which it has with redness or the taste of 
a pineapple.'"'

This passage shows that, for Russell, we have direct and immediate kjiowledge of 

abstract entities in addition to sense data. Moreovei, for Russell, because we rnus; 

distinguish the mental act of knowing from the object of knowledge, we must also 

distinguish the mental state of .knowing an abstract entity from the abstract entity that is 

the object of Icnowledge. For this reason he assumes that abstract entities, such as 

propositions, classes, relations, and so on, are non-mental entities that are also part ct 

reality as it is in itself, completely independent of us.

In additior- to giving us direct access to reality as it is in itself, Russell argues that 

the mere acquaintance with objects pro v'idf̂ s us with knowledge of specific self-evident

'■ Russeli, Principles o f  Matiiemtitics, chapter X 
Kassel;, .'Principles o f  M athem atics, p. xv
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truths about tliat object. In general. Russell distinguishes ‘knowledge Oi'ihinqs' from 

'knowledge o f truths’, and he holds that as knov/ledge o f  truth is propositional in nature 

only propositions can be true or false, whereas a thing is neither true nor faise.'^ Thus, he 

writes.

The actual sense-data are neither tm e nor fal<?e. A particular patch o f 
colour which I see, for example, simply exists: it is not the sort o f  thing 
that is true or false. It is true that there is such a patch, true that it has a 
certain shape and degree o f  brightness, tnie that it is surrounded by 
certain other colours. But the patch itself, like everything else in' the 
world o f sense, is o f a radically different kmd from the things that are 
true or false, and therefore cannot properly be said to be true)

Knowledge by acquaintance is essentially simpler than knowledge o f truths, and is

logically independent o f knowledge o f truths, hence, Russell argues that while

acquaintance gives us certain knowledge, it does not necessarily give us knowledge o f

[ruths about the object. However, because in acquaintance the mind is in un-mediated
1

contact with the object o f knowledge, and can concern only things about which it is

impossible to be mistaken, Russell thinks that the perceiver im m ediately knows certain

self-evident truths about the object o f acquaintance.'^ First, Russell holds that it is self-

evidently true thai what we are acquainted with exists. Thus, Russell vvxites,

vVe shall say that we liave acquaintance with anything o f  which we are 
directly aware, without the intermediary o f any process of inference or 
apy knowledge o f truths. Thus in ihe picsence o f my table I arn 
acquainted with the sense-data that make up the appearance o f  my Inble 
-  its colour, shape, hardness, smoothness, etc.; all these are things o f 
which 1 am immediately conscious when 1 am seeing and touching my 
table. The particular shade o f colour that I am seeing may have many 
things said about it -  I may say that it is brown, that it is rather dark, and 
so on. But such statements, though they make me know truths akout the 
colour, do not make me know the colour itself any better than I did 
before: so far as concerns kno’.vlc'igs o f the colour itself, as opposed to

'' R u ssell, F roh lem s o f  P h ilo so p h y  2"** ed  p. 65  
'’R ussell, F’rcb lem s o f  P h ilo so p h y 2'“* ed. p. 65  

R iisscil, P rob iciris o f  F hilosoD liv  2"'' ed. P. 25
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knowledge o f truths about it, I know the colour perfectly and compleiely 
when I see it, and no further knowledge o f it itself is even theoretically 
possible. Thus, the sense-data which make up the appearance o f my 
table are thing with which i have acquaintance, things immediately 
known vo me just as they are.'

For Russell, because acquaintance is an actual relation between the mind and the object

o f  knowledge, it cannot occur without the existence o f  both the mind and the object o f

know'ledge, therefore simply being acquainied with an object gives me the knowledge

that it exists.''^ In addition it is a self-evident truth o f perception that if  acquainted with a

sense datum that is red and round. I immediately know the truth that this sense datum is

red and roii-id. Thus, Russell writes

If. for instance, we see a round  paich o f red, we may judge 'that patch o f 
red is round’. This again is a judgm ent o f perception., but [here]... we 
have a single sense-datum vvhich has both colour and shape: the colour 
is red and the shape is round. Our judgm ent analyses the datum into 
colour and shape, and then recombines them by stating that the red 
colour is round in shape... in this kind o f judgm ent the sen.se-datum 
contains constituents which have some relation to each other, and the 
judgm ent assens that these constituents have this relation.

It is clear that while Russell accepts that we are operating from within the conceptual

scheme o f physical objects, assumed to exist on the basis o f our direct experience o f

sense data, he also holds that in knowledge we are acquainted with leaiity as ii is in itself,

and that we can immediately know some self-evident truths about reality as it is in itse lf

'T'hus, for R,ussell. acquaintance breaks through the conceptual schem-''; vve arc immersed

in to provide a direct and imm.ediate contact \\'ith reality as it is in it.^elf

In the next section I want to show how Russell incorporates this extreme realist

metaphysics into his account o f linguistic meaning.

'* R ussell, Prob le in s o f  Ph ilosophy  2"‘* ed . P. 25 
R ussell, P fob lem s o f  P h ilo soohv  2” ^  ed. P. 23 
Russ'^11, P rob icms. o f  l^hiiosophv 2" '^  ed  p. 56



1.4 Russell’s philosophy o f  language.

So far we have seen that Russell holds an extreme realist view of metaphysics, according

to which reality exists “pre-carved up”, completely independently of oui interaction with

it. hi addition, I have argued that Russell bases this extreme realism on tlie

epistemological doctrine of acquaintance, vvhich argues that though we are immersed in a

conceptual scheme, in knowledge the mind has a direct and immediate relation to reality

as it is in itself. In this section I want to show that Russell develops a philosophy of

language in keeping with this extreme realisi view of metaphysics and the

episteniological doctrine o f acquaintance.

The central idea in Russell’s philosophy o f language is his view that the

proposition expressed by any sentence is a non-linguistic, non-mental entity. Kussetl’s

insight here is that since a proposition can be an object of thought or knowledge, it must

be independent of the mental act of judging or knowing. Propositions, then, are objective

and independent entities, completely separate from the mind that s’jcceeds or fails to

know them. I'hus, Russell writes.

Words all have meaning, in the simple sense that they are symbols 
which stand for something other than themselves. But a proposition, 
unless it happens to be linguistic, does not itself contain words: it 
contains the entities indicated by words. Thus meaning in the sense in 
which words have meaning is irrelevant to logic.

For Russell, propositions not sentences are true or false, ai'd hence logic concerns

propositions, not sentences. However, Russell takes sentences to be a more or less

transparent medium, through w'hich propositions can be perceived. That is. while

■' Russel!, Princ'plcs o f  M athem atics, p. 5!
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sentences and their constituent words are not what ’-ve are talking about (unicss the

proposition is linguistic), there is fairly accurate relationship between a sentences and its

constituent words on one hand, with the proposition and the constituent entities expressed

by that sentence on the other. Moreover, usually, the object that a proposition is about is

a constituent of that proposition. Thus, in a letter to Frege on 12 ' December 1904,

Pvusseli readily asserts (to Frege’s incredulity) that.

Concerning Sinn and Bedeutung, I see nothing but difficulties which I 
cannot overcome. I explained fhe reasons why I cannot accept your view 
a.s a whole in the appendix of my book, and I still agree with wh.'it I 
wrote there. I believe that in spite of all its snowfields Mont Blanc itself 
is a component part of what is actually  asserted in the proposition ‘Mont 
Blanc is more than 4000 metres high’. We do not assert the thought, for 
this is a private psychological matter: we assert the object o f thought, 
and this is, to my mind, a certain complex (an objective proposition, one 
might say) in which Mont Blanc is itself a component part. If we do not 
adm.it this, then v/e get the conclusion that wc know nothing at all about 
Mon: Blanc.

Here Russell cheerfully admits that the proposition "Mont Blanc is more thaii 4000 

metres high” is about the object Mom Blanc, and this object is a constituent o f that 

proposition.

Husse'1 is committed to this vievv because his notion o f acquaiiitance implies that 

in order to understand a proposition one must be acquainted with the object that that 

proposition is about. As we have seen, this means coming into direct contact with ihai 

obj'-Ct; hence, understanding a proposition thus means coming into direct coiitaci with the 

constituent object that that proposition is about. Thus, Russell writes.

"  Rus£^!1 is forced backtrack from this idea when considering general sentences about objects we caanot in 
principle be acquainted with. I address this point later in this section.
■* Russell’s letter to Frege 12 December 1904, in G. Frege, Philosophical and Mathematical 
Correspondence, trans., Hans Kaal (Oxford: Blackwcll. 19S0), p. 169
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Every proposition which we can undersiand must be composed wholly o f  
constituents with which we are acqiminted.^‘̂

T his means that whatever preconditions there are on knovv ledge, these are not

preconditions on prepositions or other objects o f thought themselves, as these exist

independently o f  us; rather, what propositions mere are is determined Dy w'hat objects

there are. This implies that the fact that one can think o f  X, or that X can be the subject of

a proposition, presupposes that X is an entity that we are acquainted with. Russell sums

up this extreme realist view o f language by saying that all knowledge m ast be recognition

o f pre-existing entities and pre-existing relations between entities, on pain o f  being niere

illusion. Russell writes.

Arithmetic must be discovered in just the sense in which Columbus 
discovered the West Indies, and ŵ e no more create the numbers than he 
created the Indians. The number two is not purely mental, but is an 
entity which may be thought o f  Whatever can be thought o f has being, 
aiid its being is a pre-condition, not a result, o f its being thought. '

However. Russell denies that everything that is, exists. He distinguishes between what

exists and what has being in order to ensure the olyectivity o f things that cannot exist in

space and time, such as the objects o f mathematics. Russell argues that this distinction is

necessary if v/e are to avoid falling into psychologism, i.e., the view that numbers,

relations, and so on. are mental. Thus Russel! writes,

Misled by neglect o f  bemg, people have supposed that what does not 
exist is nothing. Seeing that numbers, relations, and many other objects 
o f thought, do not exist outside thf* mind, they have supposed that the 
thoughts in which we thing o f these er.lities actua'iy create their own 
objects. Everyone except a philosopher can see the (’iffereuce between a 
post and my idea o f a post, but few see the difference betweep. the

Russell, ‘K now ledge by A cqusintance and K now ledge by D escription’, in M vsticisir. and Lo gic. 
(London: Longmans. Green and C o.. 1919) p. 219  

Russell, PrincT ies o f  M athem atics, section 427



number 2 and my idea of the number ?. Yet the distinction is as 
necessary in one case as in the o ther/”

Here Russell assumes that something can be objective only if it is an object -  or more

precisely, a non-mental object. Clearly, these objects cannot be physical, as then they

would be particular and could not exist in two minds at once. Hence, as they do net exist,

but are not inental, Russell says they “have being'’. Russel' says.

Numbers, the Homeric gods, relations, chimeras and four-dinlensioaal 
spaces all have being, for if  they were not entities o f a kind, we could 
make no propositions about them. Thus being is a general attribute of 
everything, and to mention anything is to show that it is.^’

Consequently, every constituent o f a proposition, everything that can be an object of

i.hougli  ̂or can be mentioned has being; in contrast, only those objects that are have

existence.

Russell distinguishes between terms on the ba.>is of tlie roles they can perform in a

proposition. First, R.ussell points out that everything can play the role of a subject in a

proposition; hence, everything is a term. Thus he v.Tites,

Whatever may be an object of thought, or may occur in any true or false 
proposition, or can be counted as one, I call a term. This, then, is the 
widest word in the philosophical vocabulary. I shall use as synonymous 
with it the words unit, individual, and entity. The first two emphasize ihe 
fact that every term is une. while the third is derived from llie fact thai 
every term has being, i.e. is in sortie sense. A man, a moment, a number, 
a class, a relation, a chimaera. or anything else that can be mentioned, is 
sure to be a term; and to deny that such and s\ich a thing is a lerm must 
alv/ays be false.

For Russell, whatever can perform the role of the subject in a propcsition is an object. So. 

for example, because a concept of a horse can occur as a logical subject in a preposition.

R usssl!. Principles o f  M athem atics, section 427  
R ussell, Principle'; o f  Matriematics. section 427  
Russell, Principles o f  M athem atics section 47
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29such as “The concept horse is a corx-ept”, the concept horse must be an object.

However, Russell does distinguish between things and concepts on the basis o f the roies

they can perform in propositions. Russell explains this distinction as follows.

Among terms it is possible to distinguish two kinds, which I shall call 
respectively things and concepts. The former are the terms indicated by 
proper names, the latter those indicated by all other words. Here proper 
names are to be understood in a some .vhat wider sense than usual.'*

The distinction here is that whereas a concept can perfcrm either the subject cr the

predicate role in a proposition, a thing c.̂ an play the subject role but not the predicate role.

He illustrates this by contrasting Socrates witli humanity:

Socrates is a thing, because Socrates can never occur otherwise than as a 
term in a proposition: Socrates is not capable o f that curious tv/ofold use 
which is involved in hum.an and humanity.^'

Socrates is a thing because'it cannot perform both a subject and a predicate role in a

p'opositioii; in contrast, thought the words “human" and “humanity” are different, the

concept humanity can perform both the subject and the predicate roles in a proposition.

As there are both particular and universal propositions, Russell holds that we must

be acquainted with both particular and universal objects. For Russell, the only particulars

we can be acquainted with are sense data; hence, the only singular prepositions w'c can

underste<jid are about sense data. This means that becai-se sense data are ficeting and

private and are known thrcaigh experience, sJagular propositions are also feT^ling, piivate

and are knov/n a posteriori. In addition, since in being acquainted with a se-ise datum, we

know it completely and mdubitably, in knowing a singular proposition v/e immediately

T his is in contrast to Kfpgs w h o  iio ld s that bec/'iiisc ?ny con cep t is in co m p lete  or unsaturated a concepr  
cannot be an o b ject. See  ‘On C o n ceot and Object", repri.ited in T :a nslation  from  the r h ilo so p h ica l V/riting3  
u f  G ottlob  ed- P. (?ieach and M. Blaci< (O xibrd: B asil B in ck w eil, 1952j, pp. 4 2 -5 5  .

R 'jsscli. h’rin-.iples o t M athem atics, s sc tio n  48  
” R ussell. P rit'cip les o f  Ivlatliei'iatics sec tio n  48
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and fully know what it is about. Therefore, Russell believes that in simply understaiidiiig 

a singular proposition we know something about the cbject it is about, and sincc this 

object is a part o f reality as it is in itself, independent o f the mental, in understanding a 

singular propc-sitiun we know some truths about reality as it is in itself.

The situation with regard to universal propositions is more complicated, however. 

Prior to 1900 Russell holds that there is no entity that we cannot in principle be 

acquainted with, and consequently holds that we can apprehend any proposition. 

However, after meeting Peano at the International Congress o f  Philosophy in Paris in 

1900, which RusseU describes in his autobiographical essay ‘My Mental D evelopm ent’ 

as the most ijnportant event in the most important year o f  his inteliectiza! life’’", Russell 

accepts C'antor’s theory o f  transnnite numbers, and is im.m.ediately faced with the 

problem o f explaining how wc can talk o f  transfmite numbers, which for Cantor are 

completed infinite sets, v/hen clearly these are entities that we cannoi be acquainted with. 

In rf;sponse to this problem Russell devises his theory of denoting concepts. For example, 

Russell writes.

Indeed it may be said that the logical purpose that which is served by 
the theory o f  denoting is, to eriabie propositions o f finite complexity to 
deal with infinite classes o f terms: this object is effected by all, any, 
and every, and if  it were not effected, every general proposition about 
an infinite class would have to be infinitely complex. '^

R.usse!l holds that definite descriptions o f the form ‘all Fs’, ‘every F ’, ' any F ’, ‘an F ‘,

‘some f . and ‘the F ’, are denoting phrases. In contrast to a proper name, which

contributes the entity it designates to ihe proposition, if a denoting concept a

constituent o f a proposition, the proposition is not about that entity, rather it is about the

Bertrand R ussell. “My .Mental D evelopm ent ’, in The Philosophy o f  Bertrand Ru ssell, (eds.) L. E. Hahn 
P Schiipp, (La Salle: Open Court 1944) p, 12 

■” Russell. Principles o f  M athem atics., p. 145
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entity denoted by the denoting concept. Thus, we can understand and think about entities

that we cannot be acquainted with. Russell argues that denoting phrases are the

grammatical subjects o f general sentences.. He says,

A concept denotes when, if it occurs in a proposition, the proposition 
is not about the concept, but about a term connected in a certain 
peculiar way with the concept. If I say “1 met a man,” the proposition 
is not about a man', this is a concept which does not walk the streets, 
but lives in the shadowy limbo of the logic-books. What 1 met was a 
thing, not a concept, an actual man with a tailor and a bank-account or 
a public-house and a drunken wife.""*

So, fof Russell, we can understand general sentences about entities that we cannot in

principle be acquainted with, such as transfinite numbers, because sentences containing a

denoting phrase express propositions that contains denoting concept as a consUtiient, and

this denoting concept designates the object that the sentence is about.

However, Russell later comes to revise this theory o f denoting concents in a

significant way. In the paper 'On Denoting.’^̂  Russel! introduces an important new

approach to definite descriptions. In contrast to his earlier view, here he argues that a

definite ilescription does not express a denoting concept, and does not designate an object

that the .sentence is about.

Russell’s theory in “On Denoting’’ is based on the idea thai definiie dcscrlpUor'S

and proper names function differently. That is, a proper name contributes the object it

designates to the factual content expressed by the sentence, but a definite description does

not contribute the object it denotes to the factual content of the sentence it occurs in.

Russell overcomes the problem of how a sentence containing an empty denoting phrase

caii be both meaningful and have a truth-valui;^, by analysing genera! sentences inio

Russell, Principles o f  M athem atics., p. 53
Russell, ‘On D enoting’ reprinted in Logic and Knovvledae. ed., Robert C. Marsh.



quantificational noiation. The importanr step here, for Russell, comes in accepting that a 

quantificational translation o f a sentencs gives a full analysis o f that sentence, a claim 

that he had earlier denied. He now accepts that the sentence

The F is G

1g given a complete analysis as the sentence

(3x)(Fx & (Vy)(Fy —> y = x) &Gx).

This quaniiilcational sentence is both meanmgful and has a truth-value irrespective o f 

whether ‘the F ’ is an empty denoting phrase or net. In contrast to his earlier account, 

then, if  there is not even one F then this sentence is false.

However, once he accepts quantificational translations o f general sentences 

Russell must shovv̂  what entities vve must be acquainted with in order to understand ihese 

sentences, and 'A'hat these sentences are about; that is. he must set out the constituents o f 

ti'.e factual and conceptual ccm ent o f these sentences. Russell’s solution is to accept that 

proposilional functions are real entities. Prepositional functions are similar to denoting 

conccpts in that they are non-linguistic entities that occur as a constituent o f the 

conceptual content expressed by a sentence. However, in contrast to the theory o f 

denoting concepts, Russell holds that when a prepositional function is the subject o f the 

conceplual content expressea oy a sentence, the sentence is about that prepositional 

function itself, not any entity designated by the prepositional function, 'fhis means that 

for Russell, general sentences are about prepositional functions, and v/e must be 

acquainted with these prepositional functions if  Vv'e are to understand the general 

sentence. Russell also makes this point by saying that general sentences are about 

universais. And he argues that many sentences that appear to be about particulars are in
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fact aboul iiniversals. By saying this, Russell claims that the entity that a general sentence

is about is a constituent entity of the propositional content expressed by that sentence.

Moreover, we must be acquainted with that entity if we are to understand this sentence.

Thus, Russell WTites,

One v/ay o f discovering what a proposition deals with is to ask 
ourselves what words we must understand -  in other words, what 
objects we must be acquainted with -  in order to see what the 
proposition means. As soon as v/e see what the proposition means, 
even if we do not yet know whether il is tiue or false, it is evident that 
we must have acquaintance with whatever is really dealt with by the 
proposition. By applying this test, it appears that many propositions 
which might seem to be concerned with particulars are really 
concerned only with universals.

in contrast to the theory o f denoting concepts, here Russell holds that the entity that a

general senierice is about is also the entity that we must be acquainted with in oraer to

understand a general sentence. The general sentence ‘any collection formed o f two twos

is a collection o f four’ is about the universals ‘two,’ ‘four,’ and ‘collection’, and these are

the entities that we must be acquainted with in order to understand the sentence; we do

not need to be acquainted with all the couples in the world, as if this were necessr.ry we

would never imderstand the proposition. For Ruusell, then, general sentences are about

universals and atomic sentences are ab(>ul particulars. In either case, the entity that the

sentence is about exists, and is what we must be acquainted with in order to undersvand

the sentence.

Russell, Probleiris o f  Philosophy, p. 60
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1.5 Conc'nshn.

In this section I have set out Russell’s extreme realist view of metaphysics. Russell’s 

ceiitral idea here is the belief that realiiy as it is in itself exists completely independent of 

our interaction v,̂ ith it. Russell’s metaphysical position here is supported by the 

epistemciogical notion of acquaintance: it is because he believes that acquaintance 

provides a means to break through our conceptual scheme to reality as it is in itself that 

Russell cLin infer the extreme realist viev/ that our subjective experiences o f sense-data is 

an immediate connection with reality as it is in itself This means that the fact that we are 

immersed in our own conceptual scheme does not prevent us from breaking through to 

reality as it is in itself. In addition, I argued that Russell developed an account of 

linguictic meaning in keeping vvith this extreme realist metaphysics and epistemological 

notion of acquaintance.

In the next section I show that Quine rebuts Russell’s epistemological doctrine of 

acquaintance, and consequently rejects his extreme realist view o f metaphysics.

SECTIO N 2

STRONG-GLOBAL UNDER DETERM INA TION  

2.1 introduction.

In tiiis section I show that Quine repudiates Russell’s extreme realism. I argue that the 

origin of Quine’s rejection of Russell’s extreme realist metaphysics lies in Quine’s 

acceptance of the epistemological point that all inquiry is immanent to some conccptuai 

scheme or other. Russell’s extreme realism is predicated on his view ihat rtCAiuainiyncv
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provides the means to break through the conceptual scheme we are immeised in lo reality 

as it is in itself. Quine rejects the possibility of this transcendent perspective, and insists, 

in contrast, that there is no possibility of breaking out of our conceptual scheme to reality 

as it is in itself. The point of dispute between Quine and Russell is epistemological in the 

sense that Quine’s naturalism rules out Russell's assumption that in knowing a particular 

sense datum, or a universal, the mind is acquainted with reality as it is in itself.

Quine argues this point by developing and defending the doctrine that theory is 

under-determined by the totality o f available evidence. T show that Quine’s andcr- . 

detemiination thesis cuts primarily against Russell’s epistemological doctrine of 

acquaintance; but because Russell’s metaphyi^ical doctrine o f extreme realism is 

predicated upon his epistemological notion o f acquaintance, by rejecting acqiiuiritance 

Quine coirespondingly rejects the basis of Russell extreme realist metaphysics.

2.2 The vieK’ from within.

A comrnitment to the belief that all inquiry necessarily proceeding immanent to seme

conceptual scheme or other is the dominant leitmotif throughout Quine’s entire

philosophy. For example. Quine writes in ‘On What There Is’ (1948),

Judged v/ithin some particular conceptual scheme -  and hovv else is 
judgment possible? -  an oniological statement goes without saying, 
standing in need o f no separate justification at all.

In Word and Object (1960),

The philosopher’s task differs from the others’, then, in detail; but in no 
such drastic way as those suppose who imagine for the philosopher a

Qi'ine, ‘On what There Is', From a Loeical yoint ot V iew . 2’’“̂ rev ed. (Cair.bridgc;, MA: Harvard 
University' Press (1953) p. 10



vantage point outside the conccptual schone that he takes in charge.
7'here is no such cosmic exile. He cannot study and revise the 
fundamental conceptual scheme o f  science and common sense without 
having sonle conceptual scheme, whether the same or another no less in 
need o f philosophical scrutiny, in which to work. He can scrutinise and 
improve the systeni from within.^'*

And, in ‘1 hings and Their Place in Theories' (1980),

It is a confusion to suppose that we can stand aloof and recognise all the 
alternative ontologies as true in their several ways, all the envisaged 
worlds as real. It is a confusion o f truth with evidential support. Truth is 
immanent, and there is no higher. We must speak from within a theory,

■JQ *

albeit any o f various.

1)1 these passages Quine denies the possibility o f  “cosmic exile” : the possibility o f

standing outside o f  all conceptual schemes, and inquiring about reality or the

preconditions for human knowledge or language without taking seriously our own viev/s

on reality, knowledge or language. In contrast, Quine has continually stressed that

judgment is possible only from within some conceptual scheme or other. That is, we must

speak from within some conceptual scheme, albeit any o f numerous conceptual schemes,

and must judge from this immersed perspective. However, N eurath’s famous figure o f

rebuilding a boat at sea, Quine says.

Yet we must not leap to the fatalistic conclusion that we are stuck with 
the conceptual scheme that we grew up in. we can change it bit by bit, 
plank by plank, though meanwhile there is nothing to carry us along bat 
the evolving conceptual scheme itself. The philosopher’s task was well 
compared by Neurath to that o f a mariner who must rebuild his ship on
. 1  40the open sea.

Quine W uid and O bject. (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press 1960) p 275-6
Quii’.e, ‘Things and Their Place in T heories’, reprinted In T heories and Things (Cam bridge, MA; Harvard 

University Press 1981) ,  p. 21-22  
Quine, ‘Identity, O stension, and H ypostasis’, in From a Logical Point o f  V iew ., p. 78-79
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Quine’s point is that the philoscpher is in the same boat with al! others; she does not have

a vantage point outside o f tlie conceptual scheme that she is exam.ining, but m.ust assess

her conceptual scheme from within.

Furthermore, because there can be no “detached” or “external” position from

which to philosophise, Quine argues that we must start from the conceptual schemo wc

currently inhabit, namely -  the conceptual scheme o f physical science. Thus, he writec.

No inqniiy being possible v/ithout some conceptual scheme, we may 
as well retain and use the best one we know -  right down to the latest 
detail o f  quantum mechanics, if  we know it and it matters.

However we choose to revise our conceptual scheme on an on-going basis, we 'must

always start in the middle o f  some conceptual scheme, and for us, v/e begin with middle-

.•iizeci objects, niiddle-distance away from us, mid-way through the cultural evolution of

the race. This is our scientific heritage whicli lias been evolving since iht- beginning of

the race conditioned by the survival forces o f needing to predict and coping vvith the

environment. Quine writes.

The conceptual scheme in which we grew up is an eclectic heritage, and 
the forces which conditioned its evolution from the days o f Java man 
onward are a matter o f conjecture."*^

The conceptual scheme we begin from is characterised by this inherited scientific lore

and the continuing barrage o f  sensory stimulation. On-going inquiry, theii, that aitc>r;pi

10 bend this scientific heritage to fit the continuing sensory promptings. Quine describes

this starting point our “scientific heritage” or “the evolving lore o f  the ages” :

Let us therefore accept physical reality, whether in the manner o f 
unspoiled men in the street or with one or another degree o f scientific 
so]jhistication. In so doing we constitute ourselves recipients and cr.rriers

Quine, Word and Object, p. 4-5
Quine, 'Identity, O stension, and H ypostasis’, From a Loaical Point o f  V iew ., p. 77 
Quine. ‘Two D ogm as cfE m piricisir i', From a L ogical F o iiit o f  V iew , p. 46
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o f the evolving lorf. of' the ages. Then, pursuing in detail our thus 
acceptcd theory o f  physical reality, we draw conclusions concerning, in 
particular, our own physical selves, and even concerning ourselves as 
lorebearers. One o f  these conclusions is that this very lore which we are 
engaged in has been induced in us by irritation o f our physical surfaces 
and not otherwise. Here we have a little item o f lore about lore. It docs 
not, if rightly considered, tend to controvert the lore it is about. On the 
contrary, our initiallv uncritical hypothesis o f a physical world gains 
pragmatic svipport from whatever it contributes towards a coherent 
account o f  lorebearing ot other natuiai phenomena.'*'*

We accept the physical reality that has come to us as an evolving lore o f  the ages, we

scrutinise it in detail, and pursue our own placc as physical objects in this physical world.

As a culture we pass on this lore o f physical reality to further generations as their

scientific heritage.

Here Quine is simply describing the position he embodies, and is not trying to

give some independent argument to justify this position. Indeed, because there is no

possibility o f “cosmic exile” the conceptual scheme we are immersed in does noi stand in

need o f any separate justification; that is, one must presuppose some conceptual scheme

within which to work, so the philosopher can scrutinise her own conceptual scheme only

from within. And, because Quine is not attempting to justify physical science Ironi a

more secure perspective, but aims to expound the viev/ o f reality from a perspective

immersed in physical science, it follow's that, unlike the Cartesian project o f  justifying

science from a neutral perspective, we can employ our own science in this project o f

describing knowledge, reality, and truth. Quine says

Unlike Descartes, \\ e ov.'n and use our beliefs o f the m.oment, even in the 
midst o f philosophising, until by what is vaguelv called scientific 
m.ethod we change them here and there for the better.'^'

'' Quine, ‘The Languajje and Scope o f  Scien ce’, The Wavs o f  Paradox ?.nd other esr.avs rev cd. 
(Csinbridge, .MA: Harvard U niversity Press 1976) p. 230
45 Quine, Word and Object, p. 24-25
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Hencc the starting point for Q uine’s philosophy is acceptance that we are immersed in the 

conceptual scheme o f  physical science; there is no more basic or more fundamental 

position from, which to begin, and from, which to validate this conceptual scheme. Thus, 

Quine writes.

My stance is naturalistic. By sensory evidence 1 mean stimulation of 
sensory receptors. I accept our prevailing physical theory and 
therewith the physiology o f  my receptors, and then proceed to 
speculate on how this sensory input supports the very physical theory 
that 1 am accepting. I do not claim thereby to be proving the physical 
theory, so there is no vicious circle.'’^

From his perspective immanent to this scientific heritage Quine accepts the pre Vu-1 ling

physical theory, and consequently he accepts both that the sensory evidence for our

theory o f the external world is the stimulation o f sensory receptors, and that our account

o f the external world supports the physical theory he is accepting as basic. The circularity

here is intrinsic to Quine’s position; because he is not offering an independent

justification for his acceptance o f physical theory, he can employ science to give an

account o f reality, knowledge, language, and so on. More importantly, however. Quifie

argues that a scientific self-re flection on our current science confirms that current science

is under-determined by the totality o f available evidence.

2.3 Under-determination.

Turning to the epistemologica! q u e s tio n  of our scientific account o f ttie external world, 

any immanent, scientific account o f the relation between theory and evidence v.'ili 

conclude that theory is under-determined by the totality o f evidence that suppoiis if.

Q'jine, ‘Empirical Content’, Theories and Things., p. 24
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To say that a theory is under-determined by its evidence means that the evidence 

that supports this theory does not support it uniquely; rather, this evidence equally 

supports alternative, logically incompatible theories. This means that while the scientist 

formulates general laws on the basis o f experience; the inference from evidence to theory 

is deductively invalid. Tn science, then, the relation between theory and evicience is 

asymmetric’: a theory implies the observations but the observations do n.ot imply the 

theory. In this passage, taking “obser/ation categoricals” as the supporting evidence and 

“theory formulation” as scientific theory, Quine makes the case for under-determination 

as follows;

The observation categorical.s implied by a theory formulation constitute, 
v/e may say, its empirical content; for it is only the obsen'ation 
categoricals that link thcor\’ to observation. If  two theory fonriulat'ons 
imply all the same observ'ation categoricals, they are empirically 
equivalent.

A theory formulation merely implies its observation categoricals, 
and is not implied by them, unless it is trivial. Two theory formulations 
may thus imply all the same obsen'ation conditionals without implying 
each other. They can be empirically equivalent without being logically 
equivalent.

In fact, they can be empirically equivalent and yet logically 
inconsistent, incom patible... Thus imagine an exhaustive encyclopaedic 
fomiiulation o f our total scientific theo:y o f the world. Imagine another 
just like it except that the words ‘molecule’ and ‘electron’ are switched.
The formulations are empirically equivalent: all the implicative
connections betv.^een the observation categoricals and the sen’ences 
containing the words ‘molecule’ or electron’ in the one theory
formulation are matched by the same imphcative connections in the 
other theory v'dth the two words rewritten. The observation categoricals 
remain identical, for they lack those words. Yet the two theory
formulations are logically incompatible, for the one attributes properties 
lo molecules that the other formulation denies o f molecules and
attributes to electrons.'''

If we imagine scicnoe as a 'vhole to form a field o f force whose boundary condiiions t̂ re

empirical experiences, a conflict at the periphery will lead to a readjustaient in the

Quine, 'Empirical Content’, Theories and Tilings, p. 28-29
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interior o f the field, and rcvaluating one statement in the interior wiU lead to the

revaluation o f others. Then to say that the total field is under-determined by the evidence

ai its boundaries im.plies that there is extensive latitude of choice as to which statements

to revise in the interior in order to accommodate the recalcitrant experience. Indeed, so

long as the edge o f  the field remains .squaie with expeiience, the interior is open to

arrangement in any number o f v»̂ ays. even in incompatible ways."^^

It is safe to say that this general idea o f theory being under-deteiTnincd by data

trades on its clear intuitive appeal: scientific laws, as universal generalizations,

necessarily outstrip the evidence on which they aie based, and so it is unccntroversiai that

current scientific laws arc empirically under-determ ined'^ However, Qaine holds a much

more extreme version o f the undcr-detenninatidn thesis than this uncontrovei siaJ view of

current science. In particular, Quine needs to show that science is utider-detenriined “in

print ipie” ; that is, he needs to show that there are rival conceptual schemes that no

evidence can adjiidicaie."'' Thus, Quitie writes.

Consider all the observation sentences o f  the language: all the occasion 
sentences that are suited for the use in reporting observable events in the 
external v/orld. Apply dates and positions to them in all combinations, 
without regard to whether observers were at the place and time. Some o f 
ihese placed-time sentences v v 'i ll  be tm e and others false, by virtue 
sim.ply o f the observable though unobserved past and future events in 
ihe world. Now my point about physical theory is that physical theory is 
undevdetemiined even by all these truths. Theory can still vary though 
all possible observations be fixed. Physical theories can be at odds v/ith 
each other and yet compatible with all possible data even in the broadest 
sense. In a word, they can be logically incompatible and empirically 
equivalent. This is a point on which I expect wide agreement, i f  only

Quine, ‘Two Dogmas o f  Empiricism’, p 42-43 
Quine, ‘Two Dogmas o"Empirii;ism\ p. 45
Quine ‘On Reasons for the Indeterminacy o f  T ra n sla tio n Journal o f  Philosophy 67(1970) pp 178-83 
Tlie phrase “under-uetcrmined in principle” comes from Gibson, Enlightened Empirici:m ( Tampa, FL: 

University of South Flcrida Press, 1988) p. !17



because the observatioaal criteria o f theoretical terms are commonly so 
flexible and fragmentary.^^

Here Quine argues that even were we to collate the totality o f all possible evidence, any

conceptual scheme that could account for this totality o f  evidence would be empirically

under-determined. That is, even w'ere one to accumulate all possible observations reports

that are true o f the v/orld -  all reports true in the past, present or future -  there would still

be alteinative scieniific theories, logically incompatible with each other, that account for

this totality o f data equally well.

I shall call this much more extrenie version o f the under-detennination thesis

"strong-global” under-determination. Strong global under-detennination holds that it is

not possible, even unto eternity, to formulate a systematisation o f our empirical evidence

lhat is uniquely supported by that evidence. Thus, Quine writes.

We have no reason to suppose that m an’s surface irritations even unto 
eternity admit o f any one systematisation that is scientifically better or 
simpler than all possible otheis. It seem.s likelier, if  only on account o f 
symmetries and dualities, that countless alternative theories would be 
tied for first place. Scientific method is the way to tmth, but ii affords 
even in prmciple no unique defmition o f truth.

It is important to remember that for Quine strong-global under-deteim'naMon is a

scientific account o f the relation between theory and evidence. Hence, he does not see

him self to be advancing independent arguments for strong-global under-determination;

rather, he argues that science teils us that should we e\'er achieve the stage v/here no

further experience could falsify our total theory o f the v/orld. the evidence would support

numerous equally good but logically incompatible total theories.

Quine, ‘On the R easons for the Indeterminacy o f  Traiisiation’, p. 179 
”  Quine, Word and Object, p. 23
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In contrast to the relatively uncontroversial thesis about cutrent science, strong-

global under-determination is contentious and most philosophers who write iji support o f

under-determination do not have the strong-global thesis in mind. It is perhaps a little

disingenuous o f Quine to state that he expects “wide agreement” among philosophers and

scientists on this thesis; certainly there is wide agreement on current under-deterrnination,

but not on strong-global under-determinaxion. Indeed, a num.ber o f philosophers reject

this characterisation o f science completely, and Quine recognizes that a number o f

qualitications are necessary to make the strong-global thesis coherent, if  not more

convincing to those who reject it.

First, as the strong-global thesis is not about current evidence but about <?il

possible evidence, it follows that this is a thesis about complete conceptual schemes.

Thus, Quine writes.

If all observable events can be accounted for in one comprehensiA'e 
scientific theory -  one system o f the world, to echo Duhem ’s echo o f 
Nev.lon -  then we may expect that they can be accounted for equally in 
another, conflicting system o f the world. Such is the doctrine that natural 
science is empirically under-determined.^'^

Second, in general, two com.plete conceptual schcmes are logically incompatible if  the

rival conceptual schemes posit entities that possess incompatible properties, however,

Quine .‘specifies tw'o im poitant requirements that conceptual schemer, m ust fiillTi ir they

are to be geraiinely logically incompatible. First, if  two apparently incompatible theories

can be rendered compatible through a “reconsirual o f the predicates” o f  one, then they are

actually expressions o f the same t h e o r y . T h u s ,  Quine characterises tv/o logically

incompatible theories as,

W. V. Quine, “On Einpirically  Equivalent Sys tem s o f  the W orld’', F .rkenntris  9 ( i ‘575)' n. 313
Quine. ‘ On Em pirically  Equivalent S y s tem s  c f t h e  W orld”, p. J13.
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tv/0 theories ... such that ... we see no way o f systematically convening one into 
the other by reinterpretation sentence by sentence.

For example, if  Ti employs the theoretical terms ‘molecule’ and ‘electron’ to name what

T2 calls ‘electron’ and ‘m olecule’, then by a reconstrual o f the predicates ‘molecule’ and

‘electron’ maps them to the open sentences ‘x is an electron’ and ‘.r is a molecule’

respectively.^' Thus, for Quine, tvv̂ o theories are iircducible to one another if  and only if

one cannot be converted into the other through a reinterpretation o f  the predicates o f

one. And theories are different in the relevant sense if  and only if  they arc irreducible to

one another. In addition, Quine’s second requirement is that rival theories be 'tigh t’; that

is, one rival theory must not be a gratuitous extension o f one another.'** By a gratuitous

extension o f a theory’ Quine means an ancillary term or hypothesis that is added to the

theory but has no effect on the overall theory: the theory is ju st as go(»d withoui it. It is

clear that any two theories can be incompatible if  w'e add gratuitous extensions;

therefore, only logical incompatibility among tight theories is philosophically

interesting.

Even with these qualifications strong-global under-determinaiion remains a

contentious thesis. But for Quine theie can be no independent argument either for or

against it. There is no possibility o f  cither justifying or disproving it without stepping

into ‘cosmic exile”; rather, Quine is offering a description o f theory from the

perspective immanent to physical science. Thus, Quine v/rites,

Mighi another culture, another species, take a radically different line of 
scientific development, guided by norms that differ sharply from ours 
but that are justified by their scientific findings as ours are by ours? And

Ouipe.Pursuit o f  Truth, p. 97
Quine, “On Empirically Equivalent System.s o f  the W orid”, p. 5 13 
Quine, “On Em pirically Equivalent System s o f  the Wnrld”, p. 323  
Quine, ‘Relativism and A bsolutism ' The M onist 67 1 -84  p.29^
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might these people predict as s'lccessfully and thrive as well as we? Yes,
I think that we must admit the possibility in principle; that we must 
admit it even from the point o f view o f our own science, which is the 
only point o f  view ( can offer. I should be surprised to see this 
possibility realized, but 1 cannot picture a disproof.^'^

Quine accepts that another culture or species may have taken a radically different line of

scientific development to achieve their overall conceptual scheme o f  the world; and he

argues that we must accept this claim because there is no way to disprove it without

adopting the transcendent perspective o f cosmic exile. Properly understood, ihen, for

Quine from the perspective immersed in the physical sciences, we must adm it that our

theor>' is under-determined in the strong-global sense.

2,4 Strong-global under-determination and acquaintance.

Having explained Quine’s notion o f strong-global undcr-determination, I want next to 

argue that strong-global under-determination rebuts R-Ussell’s epistemological doctrine o f 

acquaintance.

The key point here is that accepting that we are alw'ays working immanent to our 

on-going conceptual scheme entails a subtle but fundamental shift in how one views the 

epistemologicai notion o f evidence for theory. As was pointed out above, Russell holds 

that we are acquainted with sense data and hence we know sense data im*mcdiately, but as 

we are not acquainted v/ith physical objects their existence is inferred from sense data; 

hence, the existence o f  ordinary physical objects is a theoretical construct devised by us 

to sy.stematise and sim^plify experience, and v/e accept iheir existence on r, pragmatic

W .V Q uine ‘R esponbes” , in 1 hcories and T h ings, .p. 18 i



b a s i s . T t  Is clear that Quinc holds a \ ie\v o f ihe relation between theory and evidence 

that is quite similar to this. To begin, like Russell, Quine holds that science is a 

conceptual bridge o f  our own making that links sensory stimulation to sensory 

stimulation; it is a conceptual apparatus that helps us foresee and control the triggering o f 

our sensory receptors in the light o f  previous triggering o f  sensory receptors. I'his 

triggering o f  our sensory receptors is all we have lo go on in forming our account o f 

reality: there is no extrasensory perception. For Quine, then, ordinary physical objccts are 

theoretical, like Russell, Quine views our talk o f ordinary physical things as a way to 

allow us to organise, control and predict the triggering o f sensory receptors. Thus, Quine 

'.'.Tites

To call a posit a posit is net to patronize it. A posit can be unavoidable 
except at the cost o f  other no less anificial expedients. Everything to 
which we concede existence is a posit from the standpoint o f a 
description o f  the theory-building process, and simultaneously real from, 
the staiidpoint o f the tlieory that is being built. N or let us look dcv.ii on 
the standpoint o f the theory as make-believe; for we can never do berter 
than occupy the standpoint o f some theory or other, the best we can 
muster at the time.^^

So, both Quine and Russell agree that the stimulation o f sensory receptors cannot account 

for immediate experience, and bcth hold that we must introduce physical things to hint; 

together our coucepiion o f leaiity. v/hile the physical objects we posit give us our 

primary continuing access to past sensations, considered relative to our sensory receptors 

physical objccts are posits that we introduce in order to help us in developing systematic 

connections between our sensory stimulations.

I'he difference between Quine and Russell is in terms o f their contrasting 

understanding o f  sense data and scientific evidence. For Quine, observation is the basis

Ru:;5c11, Froblem s o f  P h ilosophy p. 62  
’̂Quii'e, Word.and O bjeci.. p. 22
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for scientific theory. However, Quine clarifies the notion of observation not in terms of

sense data, but by shifting to the triggering of sensory receptors. Quine writes.

It is common usage to say that evidence for science is observation, and 
that what we predict are observations. But the notion of obsen/ation is 
awkward to analyse. Clarification has been sought by a shift to 
observable objects and events. But a gulf yawTis between them and our 
immediate input from the external world, which is lather the triggering 
of our sensory receptors. I have cut through all this by settling for the 
triggering or stimulation itself and hence speaking, oddly perhaps, o f the 
prediction of stimulation. By the stimulation undergone by a subject on a 
given occasion I just mean the temporally ordered set o f all those o f his 
exteroceptors that are triggered on that occasion.

Obsen^ation then drops out as a technical notion. So does 
evidence, if that was observation. We can deal with the question o f 
evidence for science without help of ‘evidence’ as a technical term.
We can make do instead with the notion of observation sentences.

In contrast to Russell, Quine does not make use of sense data, nor does he develop a

theory o f evidence; instead Quine deals with the question o f the evidence for science

solely in terms of observation sentence, i.e., the sentences most directly coiinected wiili

sensory stim.ulation. These are not sentences about observation or sense data, but are

sentence that a speaker will consistently assent to in the presence of certain sensory

•Stimulation, Mid dissent from in the absence of this stimulation.^"*

On its face, it looks very inuch as if Quine has the same picture o f evidence and

theory as Russel), but has simply replaced Russell's sense data with observation

sentences. Hcv/ever, this apparent similarity hides a key difference between llusscH’s and

Qi'ine's view' of the existence of physical objects, namely -  for Russell, sense-duta is a

bruLe given, i.e., a part of reality as it ix in itself that v/e have direct acquainiance with,

and from which we deduce our account o f reality, but f<jr Quine this is the wrong picture;

Quine. The Pursuit o f  Truth (2"‘* edition), p. 2
Quine, ‘Empirical C ontent', in Theories and Things., p. 25
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in contrast. Quine holds that the evidence for science is itself immanent to science. Thus, 

Quine writes.

So the notion o f  pure sense datum is a pretty tenuous abstraction, a 
good deal more conjectural than the notion o f an external object, a 
table or a sheep. It is significant that when we try to talk o f  the 
subjective w'e borrow our terminology from the objective: I feel as if  I 
were falling, T have a sinking sensation, I feel on top o f  the world, I sec 
pink elephants (better: I feel as if  1 were really seeing pink elephants), 
etc. Even the terms which we have come to regard as strictly and 
immediately senGor>', like ‘red’, are obviously objective in reference in 
the first instance: we learn the word ‘red’ by being confronted w îth an 
external object which our parents call red, just as v/e learn the Vv’o rd  
‘sheep’ by being confronted with an external object which our parent 
calls a sheep. When, at a certain stage o f epistemological 
sophistication, we transfer the word ‘red* to an alleged daxum of 
immediate subjective experience, we are doing just what we do when 
vve have a sinking sensat'on: I feel as if  I were really, externally 
falling, and 1 feel as if  1 were really confronted by an external red 
objcct.^^

Quine argues that we are not immediately aware o f  our neural intake, and we do not 

deduce anything from it. Rather, he holds that we have learned to assert certain sentences 

in reaction to specific ranges o f neural intake, and these sentences constitute the basic 

experimental evidence for science. The notions o f sensory receptors, neural imake. and 

conceptual scheme, are all a scientific concepts, devised immanent to our roiiceptual 

scheme that make sense only on the assumption o f a prior amount o f sophisticaled 

scientific theory. The distinction between coiiccptual scheme and evidence i,'. if>elf a 

scientific description o f how science comes about, but is not a justification for science, 

that is, science tells us there is a wcrld wholly independent o f our conceptual schemc. 

that this vvorld causes the stimulation o f  our sensoiy receotors, and that the stimulation o f 

sensory receptors is the basis for ail k n o w le d g e .B u t even if  this is true, this account c f

Q uine, 'O n M ental E n tities’, W avs o f  P aradox, p. 225  
^  Q uine, “On ilu  ̂ V e iy  (deal o f  a Tliird D o g /n a ” in T fieorie? and T h in gs., p. 3 9



how wc acquire ioiowledge does not imply that the triggering o f one’s sensory receptors

is the first thing that one is aw'are o f  Thus, Quine writes.

Nobody could suppose that 1 supposed that people are on the whole 
thinking or talking about the triggering o f their nerve endings; few 
people, statistically speaking, know about their nerve endings... I 
assume no awareness o f  the firing or any interim contemplation o f  sense 
data. I treat o f  stimulus and response. The response is assertion o f the 
occasion sentence or assent to it. ’

So, while Quine holds that observation sentences are the basic evidence for science, in 

contrast to Russell, he argues that the notion o f observation sentence, like the notion o f 

ordinary physical objects, is not an immediate given, but is itself a theoretical notion that 

arises immanent to sophisticated physical science.

It is d e a r  that this strictly immanent view o f observation sentences, v*'hcn coupled 

with the strong-global under-determination thesis, undenr.ines Russell’s epistemological 

doctrine o f acquaintance. The significant point here is that because obser'/ation sentences 

are tl'eniselves theoretical consiructs timt come after not before physics, physiology, 

psychology, and so on, this means that difffcreni; conceptual schemes will posit different 

observation sentences as the evidence for science. Consequently, as strong-global under

determination holds that there are equally legitimate but logically incompatible 

conceptual schemes, it follows that each o f  these will posit sets o f  observation sentences 

that are different, perhaps incompatible, frsm  each other, but v/hich are equally 

legitimate. Consequently, if  Russell’s belief that in acquaintance v-/ith sense data, or 

univeisals, the mind breaking through the conceptual scheme to the ultimate constituents 

o f reality as it is in itself, were true, then because there is no possibility, even unto 

eteiT.ity, o f coming up with a uniquely justified conceptual scheme, each conceptual

Quine, ‘On the Very Idea o f  a Thirci Dogma’, p. 40
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scheme would be immediately and directly connecied with incompatible sets o f sense 

data, and thus incompatible versions o f reality as it is in itself. Hence, there is no reason 

to believe that any one o f  these conceptual schemes comes into direct contact with reality 

as it is in itse lf

Ultimately, taking seriously the idea that v/e are necessarily working from within 

some conceptual scheme or other undermines Russell’s epistemological notion o f 

acquaintance. While Russell accepts that we are immersed in some conceptual scheme or 

other, his assumption that the percipient gains direct and immediate cotUact with realiry 

as it is in itse lf is seen to be illegitimate on two counts. First, the notion o f  a sense-datum, 

or an observation sentence, is a notion that arises immanent to our on-going conceptual 

scheme, and presupposes a signitlcant chunk o f sophisticated scientific theory; hence, il 

sense data is not an immediate given, and is not the first thing we are aware of. Second, 

tlie strong-global under-determination thesis shows ihat, even unto eternity, there will not 

be one uniquely justified conceptual scheme. And as each o f these conceptual schemes 

Dosits their own set o f  observation sentences as evidence for theory, there is ro  basi>’ for 

assuming that any one o f  these amounts to acquaintance with reality as it is in itself.

2.5 Strong-global under-determination and extreme realism.

As has been explained, the strong-global under-determination thesis is, strictly speaking, 

an epistcmological thesis, and as such it undermines RusscITs epistemological notion of 

acquaintance. In this section, nowever. 1 want to show that strong-global under- 

determination also has significant metaphysical implications, ruling out Russell’s extreme
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realist metaphysics; that is, his assumptioR that reality as it is in itse lf pre-carved up 

independent o f us.

For Quine, it is a misunderstanding to suppose we can stand aloof from our

conceptual scheme to assess how it measures up to reality as it is in itse lf  And without

this transcendent point o f view any account o f reality will be under-determined in the

sirong-global sense. For example, Quine writes.

Transcendental argument, or what purports to be first philosophy, 
tends generally to take on rather this status o f  immanent epistemology 
insofar as I succeed in making sense o f it. What evaporates is the 
transcendental question o f  the reality o f the external world -  the 
question whether or in how far our science measures up to the Ding an 
sich.̂ ^

In this passage Quine says that strong-global under-determination rules out the 

transcendental question o f the extent to which our conceptual scheme is an accurate 

mirror o f reality as it is in itself. However, Quine’s claim, here can be interpreted in either 

o f two ways. First, if  we interpret stiong-global under-determination as a purely 

epistemological thesis, then the above claim amounts to asserting that our attempts to 

devise a unique account o f  reality as it is in it.self will inevitably fail. On the other hand, 

however, we can interpret strong-global under-determination as implying, in addition to 

this epistemological claim., a further metaphysical thesis, namely -  as rejecting the notion 

o f reality as it is in itse lf independent o f all conceptual schemes. While the former 

interpretation rules out Russell’s extreme realism as unattainable, Ihe latter argues the 

stronger point that extreme realism, doesn’t make any sense whatsoever. 1 ihink there are 

good reasons for rejecting the former and adopting the latter interpretation.

Quine, ‘Thing.s and Their Place in Theories’ Theories and Things., p. 22



The important consideration to take sto ck  o f in this context is that should we 

interpret strong-global under-determination as a purely epistemological thesis, i.e., as 

asserting that we can never devise a uniquely justified account o f  reality, then it implies a 

fom: o f radical scepticism. That is, the epistemological interpretation is compatible with 

accepting that reality us it is in itse lf exists, and had we the perspective o f  “cosmic exiie” 

v*e could say the extent to which our conceptual scheme measures up to reality as it is in 

itself, but, because there is no “cosmic exile”, it is impossible know wliether or not t'ur 

overall conceptual scheme is a good fit for reality as it is in itse lf Hence, on this 

interpretation strong-global under-determination presents a type o f  Kantian picture o f the 

relation between reality and theory; it implies thai reality as it is in itse lf exists forever 

beyond the reach o f our theory, and even were we to devise a perfectly accurate account 

o f reality as it is in itse lf we  Vv^ould not know that we had. Consequently, when interpreted 

as a purely epistemological thesis about our knowledge o f  reality as it 'is in itse lf strong- 

global under-determination would imply a radical, transcendent scepticism.

But, in contrast to this, i think it is obvious that Quine does not accept that this 

type o f radical, transcendental scepticism is a coherent notion. Because Quine holds tiiat 

all inquiry proceeds immanenf to ^orne set o f beliefs^ or conceptual scheme, he is 

committed to the view that all ascriptions o f reality come from within one 's own 

conccptuai scheme, and are o f a piece with scientific in q u iry .H o w e v e r, it is clear that 

the idea o f reality as it is in itselj, absolutely independent o f scientific inquiry, is not a 

scientit'ic notion; rather, this is the notion o f a more real type o f  existence out beyond the 

ascriptions o f reality v/e make, and take seriously, frotr. V v'ithin our conceptual scheme. 

Thus, Quine writes 

Q uine, ‘O n w hat T here  is ’, From  a L.cczical Point o fV ie w ..p !6-17
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Our talk o f external tilings, our very notii)n o f things, is just a conceptual 
apparatus that helps us to foiesee and control the triggering o f our 
sensory receptors in the light o f previous triggering o f our sensory 
receptors. The triggering, first and last, is all we have to go on.

In saying this I am talking o f eternal things, namely, people 
and their ner\'e endings. Thus what I am saying applies in particular to 
v/hat I am saying, and is not meant as sceptical. There is nothing we 
can he more confident o f than external things -  some o f them, anyway 
-  other people, sticks, stones. But there remains the fact -  the fact o f 
science itself -  that science is a conceptual bridge o f our own making, 
linking sensory stimulation to sensoiy stimulation; there is no 
extrasensory perception.

Here Quine asserts that ascriptions o f reality from within our conceptual schem t, i.e..

reality immanent to science, are as real as it gets; there is no extra-scientific reality that

we can take more seriously than the reality we ascribe from within science.

For Quine, having an immanent view on realitj' does not amount to a form of

scepticism; in contrast, Quine holds that nothing is more certain than the independent

existence o f things such as other people, sticks, stones, and so on. For Quine, scepticism

is coherent only if  it arses immanent to our on-going conceptual scheme: he accepts that

our account o f reality can and does go wrong, that science is vulnerable to illusion, and

that our success in predicting observations may waver, however, he insists that this type

of scepticism is a scientific thesis arising immanent to our on-going inquiry. Indeed, for

Quine, even radical scepticism -  doubting the existence o f the external world -  is not

incohoreni so long as it arises as pari o f the on-going scientific project. Tiius, Quine

writes.

Radical scepticism ... is not o f itself incohereni:. Science is vulnerable to 
illusion on its own showing, what with seemingly bent sticks in water 
and the like, and the sceptic may be seen merely as overreacting when 
he repudiates science across the board. Experience might still take a turn

Quine, ‘Things and l iieir Place in Tineories’ Theories and '.rhings.. p. !-2
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that would justify his doubts about external objects... but our doubts 
would still be immanent, and o f a piece with the scientific endeavour.’ *

What Quine does not accept, however, is the scepticism that questions the transcendental

connection between our conceptual scheme and reality as it is in itself. This notion that

our theory does or does not measure up to reality as it is in itse lf completely independent

o f science, is not o f  a piece with scientific endeavour. In fact, it amounts to a refusal to

lake scientific endeavour seriously, and makes our theory subject to a fundamentally

unscientific form o f scepticism. Thus, Quine v/rites,

Our scientific theory can indeed go wrong, and precisely in the familiar 
way: through failure o f  predicted observation. But what if, happily and 
unbeknownst, we have achieved a theory that is conformable to every 
possible observ'ation, past and future? In what sense could the v^orld 
then be said to deviate from what the theory claims? Cleaily in none, 
even if  we can somehow make sense o f  the phrase ‘every possible 
observation’. Our overall scientific theory- demands o f the world only 
that it be so structured as to assure the sequences o f  stimulation that our 
theory gives us to expect. More concrete demands are empty.

Thus, for Quine, the type o f radical scepticism based on a demand for a more secure

perspective from which to justify science, is unscientific and incoherent.

It follows, 1 argue, that Quine’s strong-global under-determination thesis should

be taken to imply a rejection ot the metaphysical notion, o f reality as it is in itse lf v v h o l ly

autonomous o f  all scientific inquiry. I conclude that rather than exemplifying radical,

transcendental scepticism, as the purely epistemological interpretation suggests, strong-

global under-determination shows that radical transcendental scepticism is incoherent; it

shows that the notion o f reality as it is in iise if independent o f scientific inquiry, is not

taken seriously as a part o f science but is a fundamentally unscientific notion. Hence,

adopting strong-global under-dctermination undermines both Russell’s epistemologica'

Q uine, ‘T hings and Their Place in Theories' ,  p. 22  
' Quine, ‘ Things and Their Place in T heor ies ' ,  p. 22
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notion o f acquaintance and\\\z  metaphysical assumption in the existence ot'icality iz> it is 

in itself.

2.6 Conclusion.

In this section i have argued that Quine rejects Russell’s extreme realism. The 

fundamental point o f  difference between them is that Quine rejects Russell'3 assumption 

that in acquaintance the mind comes into direct and imm.ediate contact with reaiit>' as it is 

in itself. In contrast, Quiae insists that we are always, inevitably, immersed in some 

conceptual scheme or other, and as a consequence, we cannot escape a theoretically- 

tainted, immanent perspective. argues fiarthor that from this immanent perspective, 

scientific theory is under-determined in a strong-global sense; that is, there is no 

possibility, even unto eternity, o f devising a uniquely justified systematisation o f  

empiiical data. I argued that the chesis o f strong-global under-determ.i nation cuts against 

both Russe'd’s epistemologicdl doctrine o f acquaintance, and his extreme realist view o f 

metaphysics. The conclusion, for Quine, is that Russell's extreme realisi metaphysical 

notion o f reality as it is in itselfxs based on contusion and is a source o f  much conftision, 

rather, it is by thinking within this unitar.' conceptual scheme itself, thinking about the 

processes o f  the physical world, that we com.e to appreciate that there is no sense of 

reality that is niore real than reality as ascribed from v/ithin our on-going ccncepiual 

schcmc.
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SECTIONS

THE MYTH OF THE MUSEUM  

3.1 Introduction.

In the final section of this chapter, I want to show that in keeping with his rejection of 

Russell’s metaphysical notion o f reality as it is in itself, pre-carved up independent of us, 

and his epistemological notion o f acquaintance, Quine also reject!» Russell’s extreme 

realist philosophy of language.

Quine’s fundamental objection to Russell’c philosophy of language is that it 

conceives of the meaning of an expression as a non-linguistic, mental state, beyond the 

speaker's disposition to overt behaviuur. He views Russell’s approach to language as 

exemplifying the “myth of the museum” explanation of meaning. The m.yth o f the' 

m.uscum metaphor runs as follows: the alleged non-linguistic meanings are exhibits on 

display in the speaker s mental museum, and the words expressing those meanings aie 

labels on each exhibit; it follows that two words arc synonymous when they are both 

labels for the same exhibit/meaning, and translating a language means switching the 

labels on the exhibits/meanings. The myth of the museum thus implies that understanding 

language involves knowing both the verbal noises or written symbols -  through 

observing and imitating the physical and phonetic behaviour o f speakers -  and 

understanding, or being acquainted with, the mental entity that the phj'sical w^ord "'is the 

label o f .
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For Quine, this is an inherent) v unscientific account o f language, ai;J he holds tliat 

this lack o f rigour manifests itself in the unwanted ontological commitments that arise 

from the myth o f the museum. On Russell’s account o f language, the mere 

meaningful ness o f an expression im.plies the existence o f  certain entities. To be precise, 

there aie two separate ways that it does this; first through the problem o f asserting non- 

being -  the myth o f the museum ontologically commits to the entity named in any 

sentence that denies the existence o f that thing; second, through the idea that the meaning 

o f a general expression is a ursj-versal and the meaning o f  a sentence is a proposition. 

Quine rejects both o f these. Quine adopts a twin strategy to rebut Russell’s account of 

language; first, he argues that positing an entity as the referent o f a proper name, or 

appealing to hyposi atised entities, such as propositions, universals, as the meaning o f an 

expression,, offers only the illusion o f an explanation; and second, Quine develops a much 

more economical explanation o f  meaning purely in terms o f the speaicer’s obsep/able 

behaviour

3.2 The elimination o f ail proper names.

in general the “myih o f the museum" approach generates the old Platonic riddle of 

asserting non-being: non-being must in some sense exist, otherwise what is it that is not? 

The idea is that for the sentence asserting the non-being o f  an entity to be meaningful, we 

must presuppose the existence o f this entity named. For example, Pegasus must in some 

sense exist, because otherwise it would be nonsense to assert “Pegasus is no-’". This idea 

ha;s led to a slew o f suggestions for the type o f thing Pegasus can be -  an idea, a poss’ble
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object, and so on. However, even the most cogent o f ihese notions comes undone upon 

considering the sentence that asserts the non-being o f an impossible entity such as “the

73round square cupoia on Berkeley College”.

Russell, o f  course, initiates the approach to solving this problem through his 

theory o f descriptions in “On Denoting”; here he shows how we can meaningfully use 

apparent names without presupposing the existence o f  the entity apparently nanied. 

Russell’s theory' applies directly to complex descriptive names, such as ' ‘the present King 

o f France”, “the author o f  W averley”, or “the round square cupola on Berkeley College”. 

His approach is to analyse any complex name systematically as a fragment o f the entire 

sentence in which it occurs, i.e., as an incomplete symbol. According to this theory the 

sentence “There is the author o f  Waverley" is explained as “Someone (or, something) 

wrote Waverley and nothing else w o te  V/averley"; similarly, the sentence “The author of 

Wuvtrley is not”, becomes the false but meaningful alternation, “Either each thing failed 

to write Waverley or two or more things wrote Waverley”. In this alternation no 

expression purports to name the author o f Waverley, hence the meaningfulness o f this 

statement does not presuppose the existence o f the entity whose being is in question. By 

analysing this complex name in context as an incomplete symbol, the sentence as a whole 

is still m.eaningful, and is true or false, but there is no unified expression as an analysis of 

the descriphve phrase. RusselPs theory shews that where descriptions are conccrned, 

there is no longer any problem in asserting or rejecting existence.

However, because Russell aims to preserve his assumption that analysis o f 

language reveals the actual structure o f reality^ the aim o f his theory is to distinguish

Qi'.ine, 'On '.Vliat There Is’, p. 4-5
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genuine f''oin spurit>us proper riames, i.e., definite descriptions, and to siiow that genuine

proper names refer to objects, and are learned by acquaintance. Thus, Quir.e writes,

Russell did not take the further step o f treating all names as descriptions 
and thus eliminating them too. He preferred to preserve an 
epistemological distinction between names that were short for 
descriptions and names that were irreducibly proper, 'earned by 
acquaintance.’"

However, because Quine rejects Russell's notion o f acquaintance on v/hich his view o f 

proper names is based, so he also rejects the alleged epistemological distinction betw'een 

names that are short for descriptions and names that are irreducibly proper. Consequently, 

from his perspective Russell’s method o f paraphrasing away definite descriptions can be 

applies to all names; all names can be paraphrased as definite descriptions aiid elfminatetl 

from all cotite.Kls.

Now what o f ‘Pegasus’? This being a word rather than a descriptive 
phrase, Russell’s argument does not immediately apply to it. However, 
it can easily be made to apply. We have only to rephrase ‘Pegasus’ as 
a description, in any way that seems adequately to single out our idea; 
say, 'the Vv^inged horse that was captured by Bellerophon’. Substituting 
such a phrase for ‘Pegasus’, we can then proceed to analyse the 
statement ‘Pegasus is’, or ‘Pegasus is not’, precisely on the analogy o f 
P.usselFs analysis o f ‘The author o f Waverlcy is’ and ‘The author o f 
Waverley is not’.’"

The general concept behind Russell’s method was the replacement o f specitlc definite 

descriptions by quantifiers, predicates and truth functions. Quine’s suggestion now is to 

treat every proper name as an undivided general term.

The key point, for Quine, is that RusseH’s method o f  singular descriptions can be 

tailored to fit words other than definite descriptions, x̂ -'or most proper names no undivided 

general term will stand out as ob'/ious, but we can generate the general terms by

W .V. Quine, M ethods o f  t .o gic. (N ew  York: Holt 1950) p.234  
Quine, ‘On What There Is’, From a 1-ogica! Point o f  V iew ., p. 7



paraphrasing the name as a verb: fcr example, the name ‘Pegasus’ becomes ‘the thing that

Fegasizes' or ‘the thing that is-Pegasus\ And, given any sentence that contains a singular

term, this sentence can be regimented into quantificational notation and each constituent

singular term paraphrased into a definite description; after this, all definite descriptions

can be eliminated through Russell’s method of singular descriptions. Thus, in Philosophy

of Logic Quine argues that names are expendable; he writes.

Chief among the omitted m ils is the name. This again is a mere 
convenience and strictly redundant, for the following reason. Think of 
‘a ’ as a name, and think of ‘F a ’ as any sentence containing it. But 
clearly 'Fa' is equivalent to (3;t:)(a = x . Fx).’we see from this, 
consideration that ‘a’ needs never occur except in the context ‘a = ’. But 
we can as well render ‘a = ’ always as a simple predicate ‘A ’, thus 
abandoning rhe name ‘a ’. Fa' gives way thus to ‘(3x)(/lx . FxY, where 
the predicate ‘A ’ is true solely of the object 'a 'V

For Quine, each singular term can be replaced by a predicate such that, if  ihere is an object

that the name stands for. this predicate applies lo that object. Quine says.

We need no longer labour under the delusion that the meaningfulness of 
a statement containing a singular term presupposes an entity named by

7 K  "the term. A singular term need not name to be significant.

For Quine, therefore, Russell’s solution to the problem of the intelligibility of affimiing 

non-be'Dg uliimately points the way to the eliminability of all singular terms.’*’

For Quine, the supposition that we could not meaningfully aftirm the non-being of 

an entity unless the entity named exists, is now seen to be com.pletely groundless since the 

name of the object in question can be expanded into a singular description and anal)'sed

W.V. Ouiiie, Philosouhv o f  Logic. 2"“* ed. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press 1986)
Quine, Philosophy o f  Logic, p.25 

^  Quine, “on Wliat There Is”, pFom a Lop.ical Po.ini o f  View p. 8-9 
Quine, Methods o f  Locic. p. 232 Here. Quine sets oat formally his application o f  Riissel''s theory o f  

descriptions to ail names. He says, if  we take the general form for the singular term ’there is such a thing as 
F' as (u:XF;c), in Russell’s method this is paraphrased as {Elx){x)(Fx x = y )  which is devoid or' ihe 
singular term (u)(Fx). However, (;’;)(F.r) can be eliminated fiom other contexts aiso. fo  take two examples: 
(a) if  ‘O' represents any predicate, then ‘G(Dr)(FA:)’ which attributes ‘G ’ to ‘the thing that is F’, can be 
parsed as (3;i)i'G>'a(a:XFji- =>/)].: and (b), if  (/,v)(Fj:) does not exist, then ‘(jc)(.F.v x = y ) ’ is false.
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away a la Russell’s theory of denoting. But, more generally, Quine conciudes that we do 

not commit ourselves ontologically by the mere use o f a name. Because all names can be 

eliminated from language without affecting our ability to refer to objects, Quine concludes
O A

that names are not part of the referring apparatus of language. Thus, in contrast to 

Russell’s myth o f the museum account of language, it is now clear that, for any sentence, 

mere meaningfulness does not presuppose the existence of the object named.

3.3 The elimination o f ‘'meanings'\

There is, of couise, a second way in which the myth of the museum imputes ontological 

commitment on us by our mere use of language, namely -  through the idea that the 

meanings of the terms we use have being in a realm of subsistence, rather than exist in 

space and time. That is, according to the myth o f the museum we are ontologically 

committed lo propositions as the meanmgs of sentences and universals as meanings of 

general words. For Quine, hov/ever, the risk in hypostatising obscure entities sucli as 

“meanings” is that one then reads into them an explanatory value that is nof. there. Thus, 

Quine writes

The explanatory value of special and irreducible intermediary entities 
called meanings is surely illusory.*'

Becausc it creates the illusion o f having explained something, the m'\'th of the museum is

Vv^orse than useless in linguistics:

An object referred to, named by a singular teim or denoted by a general 
term, can be anything under the sun. Meanings, however, pwpoit to be 
entities of a special sort: the meaning of an expression is the idea

I discuss Q uine’s criterion o f  ontological com m iiinent in the next chapter.
Quine, ‘On what There !s’. From a Logical Point o f  V iew, p. 12
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expressc<4. Now theie is considerable agreement among modem linguists 
that the idea o f an idea, the idea o f the mental counterpart of a linguistic 
foiTn, is worse than worthless for linguistic science. I think the 
bchaviorists arc right in holding that talk of ideas is bad business even 
for psychology. The evil o f the idea idea is that its use, like the appeal in 
Moliere to a virtus dormitiva, engenders an illusion of having explained 
something.

Quine proposes a twofold response to the myth of the museum account of meaning: fust 

he rejects the notion that abstract entities do any M̂ ork in explaining how language is 

meaningful; and, second, he develops an alternative, behaviourist model of language that 

does not rely on positing any such abstract entities.

Quine’s first step is to show that Russell's hypostatised propositions are “useless 

lumber” that add nothing to our understanding of language. One way to illustrate this

0 4

point, Quine thinks, is in connection with the propositional calculus." Quine holds that 

the calculus of propositions can therefore be divided into; (a) a set of logical principles of 

deductions governing the manipalation of sentences, which functions antecedent to and 

are seen as concerning (b) Russell’s alleged set of abstract non-linguistic propositions 

Quine notes that there is widespread agreement concerning the operation of the calculus 

taken as a series o f techniques for manipulating sentences; but Vvhile there is little 

essential disagreement concerning the logical properties of propositions, the question of 

the intrinsic charaCtet o f propositions has been a constant source of illusionary

p c
problems. ' However, as we never talk about propositions in contexts other than 

discussions of logic, but engage in the manipulatioii of sentences themselves and not of

Quine, ‘The Problem o f  M eaning in L inguistics’, ^'''om a Lo'^ical Point o f  V iew ., p. 47-48  
W .V. Quine ‘O ntological Remarks on the Propcsitiona! C alculus’, W avs o f  Paradox, p. 269  
W .V. Quine, ‘O ntological Remarks on the Propositional C alculus’, p. 265 - 271 
Quine, ‘O ntological Remarks on tlie Propositional C alculus', p. 265
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the postulated propositions, Quine suggests that there is no reason to take these types of

questions seriously. Thus Quine writes,

Outside discussions of logic we never bestow consideration upon 
propositions, in the sense of non-sentences whereof sentences are 
symbols, but engage only in the manipulation of the sentences 
themselves. We do not. e.g., have occasion to observe that ‘Boston is 
east o f Chicago’ and Chicago is west ot Boston’ are (or are not) two 
names for the same proposition; indeed, whereas we may have 
occasion to reflect that ’Boston’ is the name of a city, v.'e do not have 
occasioi' to regard ‘Boston is east of Chicago’ as a name of anytliing 
whatever Thus it is that in the theory of deductions, as a forma! 
systematisation o f certain aspects o f the ordinary use of language and 
exercise o f reason, there is no call to consider whal manner o f entity a 
proposition may be or to formulate the conditions under which 
propositions are identical. Propositions are hypostatised entities, 
inferred denotations o f given signs.

The boitom. line, for Quine, is that v/e can sweep away all talk of proposition-' and relain

ihe theory of deductions as a manipulation of sentences; that is, propositions are ultimately

redundant in the explanation of language.

Indeed, Russell’s own strategy for explaining language shows that propositions are

superfluous. Had Russell posited propositions in the belief that they contribute to the best

explanation o f our language, then the fact that they explained language ^vould be the right

type Of reasori to support belief in their existence. But, as Quine poinvs out, th'is is r-oi the

type of argument that Russell proposes; rather, Russell appeals to prcpositioiis ofUv all the

explaining has been done. That is, Russell himself explains the prepositional calculus by

treating it as a set of sentences, positing non-linguistic entities adds nothing to the

explanation. Thus, Quine writes,

From this point of view all speculation as to the nature o f prupOsiilons 
drops out. The theory of deductions becomes a paradigm depicting the 
use o f the connectives ‘or', ‘if-then’, etc., with a view to the 
truthfulness of the sentences which they generate. There are no interred

Quine. ‘O iiiological Remarks on the Propositional C aicuius’, p. 266
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entities, no fiight o f abstraction beyond tlie realm o f everyday uses o f
87v/oras.

First and foremost, the logical calculus is about sentences; it is only once we have 

postulated abstract entities do the logical principles for manipulating sentences become 

lulcs for manipulating propositions. Thus, the logical calculus is to be interpreted as 

theory o f deductions, i.e., as a formal grammar for manipulating sentences, and drop all 

lalic o f hypostatised propositions.

Th a similar fashion, Quine argues that the strictures against propositions apply 

with equal force against attributes, relations, or universals. Again, Q uine’s strategy is to 

show first that the myth o f  the museum offer only the illusion o f an explanation, and then 

to show that we can make do without the posited non-linguistic entities. Quine Holds that 

the variety o f ways in which meanings are invoked boil do'vn to two, namely - Having 

meanings, which is significance, and samene.'^^s o f ineaning, which is synonymy. The key 

once again is that the fact that expressions are significant or are synonymous comes first; 

the >>o-caileil meanings are then concocted in order to explain this irreducible fact. 

However, Quine makes it quite plain that one can talk o f meaning without talking o f 

meanings; rather, the meaning o f any sentence can be explained without appealing to this 

mysterious third dimension.*^ Thus, we can speak directly o f expressions as significant 

or insignificant, as synonymous or heieronymous v ith  one another; the explanatory value 

o f positing intermediary entities is illusionary. So, similar to his argument tliat names can 

be eliminated from language without diminishing our ability to refer lo the external 

world, here be argues that abstract semantic entities can be eliminated without 

diminishing the meaningfulness o f  language. Thus, Quine writes,

Quine ‘O ntolcgical Remarks on the Propcsitional C alculus’, p. 269  
*** Quine. ‘U se and Us Place in M eaning’, Theories and Things., p. 45
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I feel no reluctance tow'ards refusing to admit meanings, for I do not 
thereby deny that words and statements are m eaningful... 1 remain 
free to maintain that the fact that a give linguistic utterance is 
meaningful (or significant, as I prefer to say so as not to invite 
hypostasis o f  meanings as entities) is an ultimate and irreducible 
matter o f fact; or, I may undertake to analyse it in terms directly o f 
what people do in the presence o f the linguistic utterance in question 
and other utterances similar to it.°^

Quine takes the meaning o f an expression to be an ultimate and in'educible fact, but

argues thai we are no better o ff in pomt o f real explanatory power for all the occult

entities that are posited as the meanings o f  these terms. For Quine, these occult entities

are the inherited baggage o f Aristotle’s metaphysics; he describes them to be the ghosts

o f departed essences, saying

Meaning is v/hat esscnce becomes when i1 is divorced from the object o f 
reference and wedded to the word.^'^

In contrast, for Quine, words are hurnan artefacts, meaningless apart from how we

associate them with experiences to bestow them v/ith meanmg; that is, meaniiig is

primarily a property o f behaviour, namely -  the use o f the term. Consequently. Quine

argues that we can make do with the use, the behaviour, and jettison the meaning.

3.4 Conclusion.

To conclude, it is clear that Quine’s ultimate point against Russell’s myth o f  th.e museum 

account o f linguistic meaning is that it is simply not a scientific account o f how language 

actually works. Russell’s assumption that meaningful expressions presuppose the 

existence o f entities either as the referents o f genLiine names, or as the meaningn of

Q uine, “cn  W hat T here Is” , Ffopi a L ogica l Point o f  V iew  [>. i 1
Q uine. ‘T w o  D o g m a s o f  E m p ir ic ism ', From a L og ica l PciRt c :  V ie w', p. 22
Q u in e’s behaviou rism  w ill be d iscu ssed  in m ore detail in a laler chapter.
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significant express-uns, offers no real explanation for how we use language on an on

going basis. In contrast, these hypostasised objects enter the theory only after Russell’s 

real attempt at explaining language has been given. For Quine, in contrast, it is clear that 

any account o f language must be a scientific account; that is, one that acknowledges our 

immanent perspective immersed in our on-going conceptual scheme.

CO NCLU SIO N

In this chapter I have first set out Russell’s extreme transcendent realism. I argued that 

this view is essentially a metaphysical thesis, which claims that reality as it is in itse lf is 

wholly autonomous from our thinking or theorising about it. Hov^ever. as I have stressed, 

Russell’s arguments for this thesis are based primarily in his epistemological doctrine of 

acquaintance, w'hich holds that in knowledge the mind comes into direct contact v/ith the 

object of knowledge. Russell believes that acquaintance enables us to break through our 

on-going conceptual scheme and to understand something o f reality as it is in itself, 

above and beyond our on-going experience o f patterns o f environmental stimulation. In 

particular, he believes that there are self-evident truths that can be immediately derived 

from the sense data we are acquainted with, and that we can know that abstract entities 

such as relations, universals, and propositions, subsist in the realm o f being.'^'‘’ In 

addition, I explained Russell’s myth o f the museum account o f linguistic meaning, which 

was developed in keeping v\’ith his extreme realist metaphysics and his episteniological 

doctrine o f acquaintance.

B. Russell,  Ti^e Problem s oF P h i lo so p h y . ed.)  pp, 65 ,  66



T^'ollowing on from this, I argued that Quine rejects Russell’s extreme realist 

metaphysics, his epistemological doctrine o f acquaintance, and his myth o f the museum 

account o f linguistic meaning. 1 argued that the key point in Quine’s rejection o f 

Russell’s extreme realism is Quine’s insistence on the inevitability o f  always working 

from within some conceptual scheme or other. I argued that this insight cashes out most 

importantly as the doctrine o f strong-global under-determination. This is ("Quine’s 

argument that because all modes o f inquiiy procec-d immanent to our on-going conceptual 

schem.e, any account o f  the relation between theory aiid the evidence that supportt; it wiil 

be given from a perspective immanent to on-gomg theory. And Quine holds that, from 

this perspective, we must acknowledge that theory is under-determined in the strong- 

global sense; that is, there is no possibility, even unto eternity, o f  devising a theory that 

accounts for all possible evidence that is uniquely supported by that evidence. I argued 

that this thesis o f strong-global under-determinatiOn at end-of-inquiry is the baius for both 

Quine’s rejection o f Russell’s epistemological doctrine o f acquaintance and his extreme 

realist metaphysics. On this basis, Quine argues both that Russell’s inference from 

experience lO reality as it is in itse lf h  unjusiified and unscientific, and that Russell’s 

metaphysical notion o f reality as is in itse lf is an inherently un-scientific notion, which, if 

adopted, would transform all o f scientific inquir>' into a form o f radical, transcendental 

scepticism. To conclude, I showed that Quine’s insistence on working from with oar on

going conceptual scheme also rules out Russell’s myth o f the museum account vof 

meaning. In contrast, Quine argues that the postulation o f non-linguistic entities as the 

referents o f names, or as the meanings o f signif'caiit expressions, offers merely the 

illusion o f an explanation for language, and furthenriore, he argues that postulating ncn-
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linguistic entities in addition to physical objects, when we can make do v '̂ilh physical 

objects alone, gives us an inherently unscientific account o f language.

The upshot o f this critique is that Quine clearly rejects extreme realism, and this, I 

argue, is the basis for the first dimension o f Quine’s compromise position. In the next 

chapter I show that Quine also rejects extrem.e relativism, specifically, that as developed 

by Carnap.
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CHAPTER 2

QUINE AND EXTREM E RELA TIVISM  

INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter we saw that Quine rejects Russell’s extreme realism. 1 argued 

there that Quine rejects Russell’s metaphysical assumption of reality as it is in itself, his 

epistemolcgical doctrine o f acquaintance, and hip philosophy o f language, on the grounds 

ihat they are all predicated upon the assumption of a transcendent connection that breaks 

through the conceptual scheme we are immersed in, to allow direct contact with reality as 

it is in itself. In contrast, Quine insists that we are inevitably immersed in some 

conceptual scheme or other, and must take this imm.anent perspective seriously.

In this chapter, I want to show that Quine also rejects extrem.e relativism. Here ! 

give the account of extreme relativism as presented by Carnap. The central claim in 

Carnap’s extreme relativism is his rejection of all metaphysical assertions as meaningless 

pseudo-statements. Carnap holds that metaphysical questions about what exists are 

“practical” questions about w'hich proposed ‘'linguistic framev/ork” to adoi^t, ^nd are not 

“theoretical” questions leading to assertions that are thie or false. Theoretical questions, 

made internal to a framework, are determined by the rules of tnat framework and do not 

imply any commitment to ontology independent of the framework. Moreover, as the 

practical questions of whether there are numbers or things are asked extenial to all 

frameworks, they are decided on purely pragmatic grounds about whether it is to our 

advantage to adopt a particular framework. Consequently, Carnap holds that we ase not 

ontologically committed by anything we say as nothing we say asserts a belief in the
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existence o f the objects talked ahoui; raxher, for Carnap, to accept a certain type o f  entity 

means nothing more than accepting a certain way o f speaking.

Herein lies Carnap’s extreme relativism. Because there are never any ontological 

consequences arising from what we say, there is nothing to preclude us from developing 

as many different forms o f language as possible. Carriap believes we should adopt a 

tolerant attitude to alternative linguistic frameworks; each o f these is true from its own 

perspective and brooks no higher ciiticism. For this reason, the role of philosophy is no! 

to arbitrate between alternative frameworks, but is to provide a neutral position from 

which the philosopher can stand aloof from on-going inquiry and clarify the rules 

constituting each framework. In addition, Carnap develops an account o f language that is 

in keeping with this rejection o f  metaphysics and attitude o f extreme realism. This view 

o f language is central to Carnap’s overall project because it provides for the distinction 

between analytic and synthetic sentences, which in turn is crucial to his general 

distinction between proposals made exterrial to, and assertions made internal to a 

framework.

Following on from this account o f Carnap’s position, I show that Quine rejects 

Carnap’s extreme relativism. To begin, 1 argue that, as with his rejection o f Russell's 

extreme realism. Qum e’s rejection o f Carnap’s extreme relativism is based in his 

insistence on the inevitability that all inquiry pioceeds from a perspective immersed in 

our on-going cohceplual scheme. In this case, working from within cuts against Carnap’s 

assumption that philosophy provides a transcendent position from which lo conduct 

neutral inquiry. I'his point targets ihe logical core o f Carnap’s extreme relativism; in 

rejecting the transcendent perspective aloof from on-going inquiry. Quine confound.? the
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idea lhal we can be tolerant o f competing linguistic frameworks, or concepinal schemes, 

without having to take any o f them seriously. Rather, for Quine, because all inquiry is 

immanent to our on-going conceptual scheme, we have no option but to  acknowledge and 

take seriously the conceptual scheme we currently embody.

I show here that, for Quine, the key to carrying out this attack on  Carnap's 

extreme relativism lies in rejecting the analytic-synthetic distinction. For Quine, this 

distinction is arbitrary, vague, and has no bearing on how' we actually use language; in 

contrast, Quine proposes a holistic account o f language that does not facilitate the 

anai>^ic-synthetic distinction. Following on from this, I show that rejecting the analytic- 

synthetic distinction is important because it establishes that Carnap cannot draw a sharp 

distinction between purely pragmatic decisions and genuine theoretical judgrnenis A.nd, 

as a consequence, Carnap cannot maintain the distinction between statements made 

internal and those made external to a linguistic fram.swork. Ultimately, this mles out 

Carnap's extreme relativism. I conclude this chapter by showing that, in contrast to 

Carnap’s account o f  language, Quine develops an account o f language wlicre, rather than 

pretending to escape the consequences o f our assertions by claiming to merely adopting a 

form o f language, we take seriously the ontological commitments o f sentences we asseit 

as true.

My purpose in this chaptcr is to present Q uine’s reading o f  Carnap. C onsequently, 1 vvil! not ccr.sidcr the 
validity o f  that re-ading or how  accurately it reflects Carnap’s actual v iew s. I return to this question later in 
the thesis.
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SECTION 1

CARNAP^S EXTREME RELA TIVJSM 

l . l  Introduction.

In this section I give an account o f Carnap’s extreme relativism. To begin, I show that 

with Quine. Carnap rejects Russell’s belief in reality as it is in itself, wholly autonomous 

from our conceptual scheme; however, in contrast to Quine, Carnap goes on to deny that 

metaphysical assertions have any meaning whatsoever. Carnap’s rejection o f  metaphysics 

turns on the concept o f  a linguistic framework, and his subsequent distinction between 

questions asked internal or external to a framework. Carnap argues that all m.eaningful 

assertions are made internal to a framework; these alone are real, tm e or false, theoretical 

judgments. In contrast, statements made external to a framework are proT.iosals not 

assertions; tliat is, these are suggesiions about adopting a form o f language, which ftre 

decided on a pragmatic basis and cannot be true or false. Carnap argues that intern&l 

assertions do not imply any commitment to the existence o f the entities spoken about; 

while external proposals are not true or false so do not imply any ontological 

commitments either. Consequently, Carnap adopts an extreme relativistic attitude to 

alternative frameworks, insisting that we tolcraie all frameworks and do not make the 

mistake o f demanding any one o f them, to be true or false. Following on from this, 1 show 

that Carnap's account o f language is in keeping witli his rejection o f metaphysics and 

notion o f linguist frameworks. 1 show that this account o f meaning provides for the 

analytic-synthetic distinction, which 1 argue is the basis for Carnap’s distinction between 

iniemai assertions and external proposals; and hence, is the basis for his extreme 

relativism.
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1.2 Carnap's rejection o f metaphysics.

In contrast to Russell’s extreme realism, Carnap’s general position is characterised by his

rejection o f metaphysics. Carnap is a strict empiricist, who accepts logical analysis as the

only legitimate form o f  philosophy. He writes,

In our ‘V ienna C ircle’, as well as in kindred groups... the conviction has 
grown, and is steadily increasing, that metaphysics can make no claim to 
possessing a scientific character. That part o f the work o f  philosophers 
which may be held to be scientific in its nature -  excluding the empirical 
questions which can be referred to emoirical science -  consists o f logical

1 - 9 4analysis.

Empiricists are in general apprehensive o f any kind o f abstract entity, such as propenies,

classes, numbers, relations, ai'd so on. and usually feel more sympathy to nominalism

tnan realism. I'his distrust means that, as far as possible, empiricists try to avoid reference

to abstract entities and to restrict themselves to nominalistic language. The residual

problem with this approach, however, is that in many contexts there is no option but to

refer to abstract entities; and in these cases the empiricist is likely to dismiss that part of

scicncc that refers to abstract entities as un-interpretcd language. Thus, Carnap writes,

A physicist who is suspicious o f abstract entities may perhaps try to 
declare a certain part o f the language o f physics as uninterpreted and 
uninterpretable. that part which refers to real numbers as space-time 
coordinates or as values o f physical magnitudes, lo functions, iimits, etc.
More probably he will just speak about all these things like anybody else 
but with an uneasy conscience, like a man who in his everyday life does 
with qualms many things which are not in accord with the high moral 
principles he professes on Sundaj's.^^

R. Camap, Logical Syntax o f  Language, trans. Amelhe Smeaton (London: Routlc^dge 2000) xiii 
R. Camap, ‘Empiricism, Semantics, and Ontology,’ reprinted in Meaning and N ecessity, jj. 205
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Ukimately, the question facing the empiricist is whether the meaning and truth o f tliesc

sentences commits the scientist to a metaphysical ontology of the Platonic kind, thus

violating the basic principles of empiricism.

For Carnap, the solution to this problem lies in recognising that existence claims

must meet the standard o f meaningfulness set for all sentences; and, for Carnap, this

means that exist'Cnee claims must be subject to a set o f rules for testing, accepting, or

'•ejecting them. These rules for forming sentences about particular entities constitute whai

Carnap terms a “linguistic framework”. In order to talk about a type o f entity one must

have in hand a framework that states how to speak about this entity; and in order to

introduce a ncv/ type o f entity one must introduce a new framework. The acceptance of

any kind o f entity is represented in language by the introduction of a framework of new-

ways o f speaking to be used according to a new set o f mles. There are two essential Gteps

in the inuoduction of the framework:

First, the introduction of a general term, a predicate ol'fiigher levei, for 
the new kind of entities, permitting us to say o f any particular entity that 
it belongs to this kind (e.g., ‘Red is a property’, ‘Five is a number’).
Second, the introduction of variables of the new type. The new entities 
are values o f these variables, the constants (and the closed compound 
expressions, if any) are substitutable for the variables. With the help of 
the variables, general sentences concerning the new entities can be 
formulated.

The question of whether properties, classes, numbers, propositions, ordinary' ohysica! 

things, and so on, exist, can only be understood by clarifying two kinds of questions 

con>'"erning reality or existence.

To begin, once these new linguistic forms are introduced into the language it is 

possible to formulate and answer questions internal to the framework. Carrjap holds that

Carnap “Empiricism, Sem antics and O niology”, p. 214 (fbolnote om itted)
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depending on the framework, internal questions can be either empirical or logical,

making a true answer either factually true or analytic, i.e. true purely in viruie of the rules

of the language. Thus, Carnap writes,

If someone wishes to speak in his language about a new' kind o f entities, 
he has to introduce a new ways of speaking, subject to new rules; we 
shall call this procedure the construction of a linguistic framework for 
ihe new entities in question. And now we mast distinguish two kinds of 
questions of existence: first, questions of the existence o f certain entities 
o f the new kind within the framework, we call them internal questions', 
and second, questions concerning the existence or reality o f  the system o f  
entities as a whole, called external questions?''

Once we have decided to accept a particular framework, we can pose and resolve

questions internal to that framework. For example, once we have decided to accept the

‘thing language’, which is Carnap’s term for the language ihat deals with the simplest

kind of everyday entities, we can raise and answer internal questions, such as ‘Is there a

key board on my desk?', ‘Did Dinosaurs really v,'alk the Earth?’, ‘Are Leprechauns real

or imaginary?’, and so on. These questions can be answered by empirical investigation.

The results of observations are adjudicated according to the rules for confirming oi'

disconfirming evidence for possible answers set out in the thing language. Internal

questions are theoretical, i.e., true or false, because the framxwork specifies what counts

as a genuine answer to the question.' '̂^

The various branches of science are constituted by questions asked internal to

various different frameworks, and these types of questions exhaust all meaningfiil

questions that can be asked of any given type of entity. However, the concept of reality

CaiTitip, ‘Empiricism, Sem antics and O ntology', p. 206
98

in contrast to the thing language, tiie framework o f  natural numbers is logical rather than factual in 
nature, and here answers to questions are found not by empirical investigation based on obssrvarior but by 
logical analysis o f  the rules for the expressions in this framewor!:. For this reason, statements in the system  
o f  natural numbers are analytic, i.e., logically  true.
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occurring in these questions and answers internal to the thing language is a scientific,

empirical and non-rnetaphysical concept; internal to a framework, something is real if  it

can be incorporated into the system o f things at a particular space-time position, so that it

coheres with all other things recognised as real, according to the rules o f  the framework.

Thus, Caniap writes.

It is clear that the acceptance o f a linguistic framework must not be 
regarded as implying a metaphysical doctrine concerning the reality o f 
the entities in question.

For Carnap, this internal notion o f existence is clearly distinguished from the traditional

metaf)hysical notion o f  the existence or reality o f  the total system o f entities: to assert the

existence o f  certain entities internal to a particular framework means no more than

accepting o f  that framework, and does imply an ontological commitment to these entities.

In addition to internal questions, this model also identifies external questions; that

is, the question o f  the reality o f  things in themselves independent o f the framework used

to speak about them. This type o f question purports to inquire into the basic categories of

reality as H is in itself, independent o f all frameworks. Traditionally, philosophers had

regarded questions o f  this kind as ontological questions answered before a linguistic

framework talking about these entities could be legitimately introduced. They assumed

that introducing a new framework is legitimate only if  there is a prior ontological insight

affirming the existence o f  the entities in cjuestion, and justifying the introduction o f the

framework. However, for Carnap, philosophers have been led to view' ontological

questions in this erroneous way because ontological questions are invariably framed

incorrectly. Caniap writes,

”  Carnap, ‘Ernpiiicism , Sem antics and O ntology’ p. 2 ’.4
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To be real in the scientific sense means to be an element o f  the system; 
hence this concept cani*ot be meaningfully applied to the system itself.
Those who raise the question o f the reality o f  the thing world itself have 
perhaps in mind not a theoretical question as their formulation seems to 
suggest, but rather a practical question, a matter o f  practical decision 
concerning the structure o f  our language. We have to make the choice 
whether or not to accept and use the forms o f expressions in the 
framework in question,'^''

While the question o f the existence o f things prior to the adoption o f any particular

franiewoik looks like a genuine theoretical question, Camap argues that it cannot be

formulated internal to a scientific language, and has no cognitive content; hence, any

answer to this question will also lack cognitive content. V/ithout supplying a clear

cognitive interpretation o f  this question it must be regarded as what Camap calls a

‘pseudo-question’, i.e., a non-theoretical question disguised as a theoretical question. In

contrast, what this question actually presents us with is the practical problem o f whether

to incorporate the linguistic framework o f things. However, this is a matter o f deciding

whether to continue to use the thing language, or to restrict ourselves to the phenomfinal

language o f ‘sense data’, or construct some other alternative. Thus, Carnap writes,

If someone decides to accept the thing language, there is no objection 
against saying that he has accepted the world o f things. But this must not 
be interpreted as if  it meant his acceptance o f  a belie f \n the reality o f the 
thing world; there is no such belief or assertion or assumption, because it 
is not a theoretical question. To accept the thing world means nothing 
more than to accept a certain form o f language, in other words, to accept 
rule for forming statements and for testing, accepting or rejecting them.
The acceptance o f the thing language leads, on the basis o f  observations 
made, also to the acceptance, belief, and assertion o f  certaifi statements.
But the thesis o f  the reality o f the thing world cannot be among these 
statements, because it caimot be formulated in the thing language or, it 
seems, in any other theoretical language.''^'

Camap, ‘Empiricism, Sem antics and O nti)iogy’ p. 207  
Carnap. ‘Empiricism, Sem antics and O ntology' p. 207-2CS
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b. accepting the thing language, one accepts the world o f  things, i.e., one accepts a

certain form o f language or rules for forming statements, testing, confirming and

disconfirming them, but it must not be interpreted as referring to a belief in the reality o f

these entities, in the traditional m.etaphysical or ontological sense. Thus, Carnap writes.

An alleged statement o f  the reality' o f  the system o f entities is a pseudo
statement without cognitive content. To be sure, ŵ e have to face at this 
point an important question; but it is a practical, not a theoretical 
question; it is the question o f whether or not to accept the new' linguistic 
forms. The acceptance cannot be judged as being either true or false 
because it is not an assertion. It can oniy be judged as being more or less 
expedient, fruitful, conducive to the aim for which the language is
intended. Judgments o f this kind supply the motivation for the decision

1

o f accepting or rejecting the kind o f  entities. ^

The decision to accept the thing language, though influenced by theoretical l^TiOW'ledge, is 

net of a cognitive nature; rather, the key issue concerns the purpose for which the 

language v/ill be used, and the decisive factors here will consist o f  purely pragmatic 

concerns such as the efficiency, fruitfulness, and simplicity o f use o f the thing language. 

Cons'iquently, the fact that the thing language is highly efficient for most purposes in 

everyday life, is not confirming evidence for the reality o f the thing world, b\;t is a reason 

that makes it advisable to accept the thing language.

For Carnap, neither internal assertions nor external proposals commit one to ihe 

metaphysical reality o f  the entitles in question. Hence, Carnap rejects as absurd the idea 

that even a strict empiricist who rejects Piatonistic metaphysics but who accepts the 

language o f phj'sics with its real number variables would be com.mitted to a Platonistic 

o n t o lo g y .  Fur Carnap, in contrast, both the thesis o f ihe reality or the extenial world and 

the tiiesis o f its irreality are rejected as pseudo-statements. Thus, Carnap concludes that 

tlie implical/ons o f  the acceptance o f a language refeiring to abstract entities are not 

Caniap. ‘Empiricism, .Semantics and O ntology’ p. 214
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prcblematic fcr the empiricist; using sucli a language does not imply embracing a 

Platonic ontology but is perfectly compatible with empiricism and strictly scientific 

thinking.

1.3 Carnap’s extreme relativism.

So far, we have seen that like Quine, Carnap rejects Russeirs extreme realist 

metaphysics. Continuing on from this, in this section I show that, again like Quine, 

Carnap rejects Russell’s epistemological notion of acquaintance as a meaningless pseudo

theory. However, I show that having rejected acquaintance Carnap goes on to develop an 

extreme version of relativism, based on his attitude of tolerance to alternative 

frameworks.

We saw in the previous section that in rejecting metaphysics as meaningless 

pseudo-statements, Carnap holds that all statements that assert something factual are 

internal, and, if true, belong to empirical science. This raises the question of what rem.ains 

for philosophy. For Carnap, what remains for philosophy is not factual statements, or 

theory, but is only method, namely -  the method of logical analysis. 1 his method of 

logical analysis has both positive and negative applications: the negative apolication 

leads tc, among other things, the rejection of Russell’s epistemologicd doctrine of 

acquaintance; the positive application of this method generates Carnap’s principle of 

tolerance and his extreme relativism.

Firsi. for Caiiiap, the logical analysis of language pronounces the rneKninglessness 

c f any stetements that claim, to reach above or beyond experience. V»'e saw in the
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previous section that this conclusion applies in the first place to speculative metaphysics, 

and accordingly it applies to RusseH’s claim that reality as it is in itse lf exists 

independent o f all linguistic frameworks. However, this judgment similarly applies to the 

equally metaphysical claim that starting from experience we can acquire knowledge 

about what transcends experience, by means o f inference from what is experienced; in 

particular, it applies to Russell’s epistemological doctrine o f acquaintance that in 

knowledge the mind is in direct and immediate contact with reality as it is in itself. For 

Caniap. Russell’s claim that the sense-data we arc immediately acquainted with are o f a 

piece with reality as it is in itse lf h  either an internal assertion or an external proposal, but 

in neither case does it imply the metaphysical im.portance Russell assumes.

Consequently, Carnap holds that Russell’s notion o f acquaintance with reality as it is in 

itse lf a'meaningless pseudo-statement.

In addition to the negative application o f this method, Carnap takes it to have 

positive applications in serving to clarify meaningful concepts and propositions, and to 

set out the logical foundations for linguistic frameworks. For Carnap, then, philosophy 

provides a methodology distinct frorn empirical science. For Carnap, philosophy is “firsl 

philosophy" -  it is a mode o f investigation that offers a neutral perspective on all on

going inquiry, and a means to stand aloof from all linguistic frameworks in order to 

investigate them from an unbiased position. The philosopher’s task, Tor Carnap, is to 

stand aloof from on-going inquiry, and to show where apparently leal disputes aie in 

actuality a dispute over which framework to choose. Therefore, v/hile all genuine 

scientific questions are internal questions, resolved by the rules constituting that



framework, philosophical analysis, as an inquiry into the nature o f a fran'ievvori-. !t?elf, is a

non-scientific mode o f inquiry.

For Carnap, obscurities frequently arise in philosophy because philosophers often

find themselves talking at cross-purposes. This, Carnap believes, is in large p^rt due to

the use o f the material rather than the formal moce o f speech. In particular, tl'ie material

mode o f  speech gives rise to obscurities by employing absolute concepts instead o f

syntactical concepts that are relative to language. Carnap holds that with regard to every

philosophical sentence, if  the language or kind o f language to which it is to be referred is

not given, the sentence is incomplete and ambiguous. In contrast, if  the formal syntactical

mcdc o f  speecli is used, it becomes quite clear that linguistic expressions are being

discussed. Thus, Camap writes.

The use o f the material moile o f  speech leads... to a disregard o f  the 
relativity to language o f  philosophical sentences', it is responsible for an 
erroneous conception o f  philosophical sentences as absolute

hi particular, the use o f the material mode o f  speech obscures the fact that philosophical

statements are proposals not assertions. However, when stated in their correct formal

mode, it is clear any dispute about the truth or falsehood o f a philosophical thesis is

mistaken. For Camap, traditional philosophical disputes are invariably a mere empty

battle of words that arise because the disputants do not realise that they are operating in

different frameworks; in contrast, the correct approach is to examine the pragmatic utility

o f the proposals, by focusing on consequences.

This dynamic is seen m.ost clearly the debate within the Vienna Circle itself

between Neurath and Schlick over the nature o f protocol-sentences. Neurath argues that

science is a uniiary system within which there are no fundamentally diverse object-

R. Camap, Logica' Sy.ntax o f  Language, p. 299
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dom?.ins. Consequently, he demands a universal language o f science -  which includes the 

domains o f science, the protocol-sentences and the sentences about sentences. He argues 

that every language o f any sub-section of science can be translated into this universal 

language. Here the laws o f nature are treated as equally privileged proper sentences of 

science, even though they have unrestricted universality. Hence, for Neurath, both 

universal and particular sentences ai'e admitted as protocol sentences. In contrast to this, 

Schlick holds that every sentence, if it is to be significant, must be com.pleteiy verifiable; 

this means that every sentence must be a molecular sentence composed o f elementary 

sentences. According to this view, the laws of nature are not among the sentences of 

science. This is because either these laws must be stripped of their universality, and be 

interpreted as merely sentences reporting particular experiences, or they are left with their 

iinrestricied universality, in which case they are merely directions for constnicting 

sentences but not proper sentences of science.

For both Nfiurath and Schlick this is a real dispute, i.e., one that has a true and 

false answer. Consequently, according to Carnap, there is the potential here for endless 

fruitless discussion between these two as to which of them is right, and what the protocol 

sentences actually are.''^^ For Carnap, in contrast, this is an idle dispute about pseudo

theses that originated in the use of the material mode of speech. He argues that by 

translating the principle theses involved in the controversy into the formal mode of 

speech, thus rendering the discussion more precise by stating whether it is meant as an 

asserdon or a proposal, and to which language it refers, this apparent philosophical

R. Carnap, L ogical Syntax o f  Language, p. 321
O f course, according to R ussell's epistem ological doctrine o f  acquaintance im plies that sincc in 

know ledge the mind com es into direct and inunediate contact with reality as it /j  in itself, i'. follow s chat 
eith'^r Neurath’s or S ch lick ’s account o f  protocol-scntcnces (or botli), is wrong.
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dispute evaporates: if the disputants pass over into the formal m*ode of speech and agree 

as to which of the interpretations is intemied then the fruitless arguments come to an end. 

Stated in the formal mode of speech the dispute clearly concerns how the descriptive 

atomic sentences, or primitive symbols, in a specific language are to be c o n s tru c te d .i t  

thcri becomes obvious that these sentences are not incompatible with one another, and is 

is possible to reconcile the two theses, even if they are interpreted as assertions about the 

whole o f s cicnc6.

Neurath and Schlick talce themselves to be making incompatible assertions, but 

when translated into the formal mode of speech it becomes clear that they are merely 

making different proposals, and hence are talking at cross-purposes. Cons^qvientiy, this is 

not a real, theoretical dispute with a true and false answer, but is a pragmat’c ry-atter of 

choosing a language. And, for this reason, Carnap counsels a tolerant attitude heie; he 

does not say that either way of constructing the physical language is inadmissible, but in 

general insists on the free and unhindered constiuction of as wide a ’̂ariety c f  linguistic 

frameworks as possible. He sums up this attitude as his ‘principle o f tolerance’, which 

states that.

It is not our business to set up prohibitions, but to arrive at cunventiorrs...
In logic there are no morals. Everyone is at liberty to build up his own 
logic, i.e. his own form of language, as he wishes. All that is i’equ.ired of 
him is that he wishes tu discuss it, he must state his methods clearly, and 
give synthetical rules instead of philosophical argum.cnts."'^'

The principle of tolerance encourages us io develop a variety of framev/orkG^ and argues

that vve should adopt any theory if it is pragmatic to do so. Thus, in relation to adopting

the 'thing' language, Carnap says

R. Caniap, Logical Syntax o f  Lant’nafce. pp. 305-306 
Rudolf Carnap, The Logical Syntax o f  Language, p.51-52
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To decree dogmatic prohibitions o f certain linguistic forms instead o f 
testing them bj' their success or failure in practical use, is worse than 
futile; it is positively harmfiil because it may obstruct scientific progress.
The history o f  science, shows examples o f such prohibitions based on 
prejudices deriving from religious, mythological, metaphysical, or other 
irrational sources, which slowed up the developments for shorter or longer 
periods o f time. Let us learn from the lesson o f history. Let us grant to 
those who work in any special field o f investigation the freedom to use 
any form o f expression w;hich seems useful to them; the work in the field 
will sooner or later lead to the elimination o f those forms which have no 
useful function. Let us be cautious in making assertions and critical in

1 r
examining them, but tolerant in perm itting linguistic forms. '

When-presented in this way, it is plausible to characterize Carnap as an extreme’iclativist 

in contrast to Russell’s extreme realism. For Carnap, the truth and falsehood o f any 

sentence is dependent on our decision to adopt certain framework rules, thereby making 

mathematics true relative to the acceptance o f the framework o f  numbers, cr physics true 

relative to the framework o f empiric-al science, and so on.

1.4 Carnap account o f  meaning.

To conclude this brief discussion o f Carnap, in this section I want to show that Carnap 

develops an account o f meaning in iceeping with his extreme relativism, and, in 

particular, to explain the relationship between his distinction between analytic and 

synthetic sentences and his distinction between internal and external questions.

As vve have seen. Carnap v'ews Russell’s notion o f acquaintance as a 

metaphysical pseudo-statement, and, consequently, he also rejects Russell’s vievv̂  that we 

car* meaningfully use this language only because there really is a system, o f entities o f the 

kind in question that v/e are acquainted with. In contrast to the myth o f the museum

Carnap, ‘Empiricism, Sem antics and O ntology’ p. 221
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approach to language, Camap develops an account o f meaning in keeping with this

rejection o f metaphysics and his tolerance o f alternative linguistic frameworks.

For Camap, our understanding o f language proceeds through conventionally

determining the rules o f language. In the forward to The Logical Syntax o f  Language’*̂

Camap describes this change from the myth o f the museum, as follov/s:

Up to now, in constructing a language, the procedure has usually been, 
tirst to assign a meaning to the fundamental mathematico-logical symbols, 
and then to consider v/hat sentences and inferences are seen to be logically 
correct in accordance with meaning. ... (I approach) from the opposite 
direction: let any postulate and rules o f inference be chosen arbitrarily; 
then this choice, whatever it m.ay be, v/ill determine what meaning is to be 
assigned to the fundamental logical sym.bols.’"

As with Quine. Carnap’s rejection o f Russell’s notion o f acquaintance with extra-

linguistic entities does not constitute a rejection o f meaning per se, but is a rejection o f a

For Cam ap, the question o f  the existence o f  abstract entities such as universals, relations, or 
propositii'-ns, is not a theoretical inte-'nal question; rather it is an external questioii about whether to adopt a 
particular form o f language or not. If someone accepts the fraiiiework for abstract entities, then she must 
acknowledge the sentence “The sentence ‘Chicago i‘ large’ designates a proposition” as a true statement. 
Thus, Carnap writes,
For those who w'ant to develop or u^e semantical m ethod ', the decisive question is not the alleged 
ontological qacstiori o f  the existence o f  abstract entities but rather the question whether the use o f  abstract 
linguistic forms or, in tech.nical term s, the use o f  variables beyond those for things (or phenomena'! data), is 
expedient and fruitful for the ptir]joses for which se:r.antical analyses are made, viz. the analysis, 
interprcfalion, clarification, or construction o f  languages o f  com m unication, especially languages o f 
science. This question ...is  not a question simply o f  yes c r  no, but a m atter o f  degree. ( ‘Empiricisin, 
Sematitics and O ntology'; pp. 220-221)
The question o f  the adm issibility o f  abstract entitie.s as designata for meaiiingfiil expressionc reduces to the 
external question o f  the acceptability o f  the linguistic framewor.k for those entities. And, as an external 
question this is a pragm atic question about the fi'uitfulness or expediency o f  incorporating these linguistic 
forms into our language, but because it is not in need o f  theoretical justification it does .'.ot imply a belief or 
assertion. So while Russell regarded the acceptance o f  the system o f abstract entities as an assertion that 
these entities existed, Carnap clearly rejects this type o f  view as a m etaphysical pseudo-statement. But, for 
the same reason, Carnap rejects the nom inalist’s suspicion that the acceptance o f  abstract entities populates 
tne world with fictitious entities, as again overlooking the fundamental difference betwee.n t.̂ ie acceptance 
o f  a system o f  entities and an internal assertion.

R udolf Camap, The Logical Syntax O f Language. traiiS, ."a. Snieaton (London; P.oudedge & Kegan .*̂ au!, 
1937).

R. Carnap The Logical Syntax O f Language., p.xv.
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bad piccure o f m eaning."^ According to Carnap’s new account, the key to meaning lies in

the rules o f  language, i.e., what a language can say is completely determined by the

formation and transformation, syntactical and semantical rules o f that language. The

system o f rules for the expressions o f the framework suffices to introduce the framework.

making it theoretically unnecessary to add further explanations o f  the elem*ents o f  the

framework, as these follow from the rules. These rules do not purport vo any connection

with extra-linguistic entities, but are simply representative o f the conditions o f meaning

for any expression within that language. Consequently, the semantic rules o f  language

relate to the meaning o f  expressions as given by the rules o f the linguistic framework

they belong to. Thus, Carnap writes,

Since the meaning of a v/ord is determined by its criterion o f  application 
(in other words: by the relations o f deducibility entered mto by its 
elementary sentence-form, by its truth-conditions, by the method o f its 
verification), the stipulation o f the criterion takes away one’s freedom to 
decide what one wishes to ‘"mean” by the word. If  the word is to receive 
an exact meaning, nothing less than the criterion o f application musi be 
given; but one cannot, on the other hand, g i\e  more than the cnteiion of 
application, for the latter is a sufficient determination o f meaning. The 
meaning is implicitly contained in the criterion; all that remains to be 
done is to make the meaning explicit."'^

For Carnap, the meaning o f an expression is implicitly contained in the criterion o f

application for that expression, i.e., it is contained in the rules that constitute the linguistic

framework to which that expression belongs.

Intemal to a framework, the meaning o f  a statement lies in the method o f its

verification; hence, a statement asserts only so much as is verifiable with respect to it.

J. A lbcito Coffa, The Senianlic Tradition From Kant to Garnap: To The V ienna StPtioii. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge U niversity Press, 1991) p. 2 6 3 .f. C offa describes the accounts o f  meaning developed by Carnap 
and the m iddle W ittgenstein as a new ‘Copernican turn’.

R. Carnap, ‘The Elimination o f  M etaphysics Through the Logical .Analysis o f L anguage’ reprinted in A. 
J. Ayer (ed .) L ogical P csitiv ism , (London: The Free Press 1959); pp 50-82 p. 63
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This divides meaningful sentences into the following kinds. First, analytic sentences are 

true purely in virtue o f their form: these aie not factual sentences but are used for the 

transformation o f  factual sentences. Second, self-contradictory sentences are false purely 

in virtue o f their form. For all other meaningful sentences, the decision about their truth 

or fa lsity  is based on the protocol sentences; hence these are empirical, factual sentences, 

which make up the domain o f  empirical science. A factual sentence can thus only be used 

to assen an empirical proposition, we cannot meaningfully talk about something that lies 

beyond all possible experience.

We can illustrate this by locking at the linguistic frameworks o f  the ‘thing 

language’ and the ‘number language’. In the former, as for all factual frameworks, a 

sentence has meaning only if  its relatioris o f deducibility to the protocol sentences ^re 

fixed, and a word has meaning only if sentences in which it occurs can be reduced to 

protocol sentences. In contrast, sentences in the number language are neither empirical 

nor factual; rather, they are analytic, and hence say nothing about reality. For Carnap, the 

truths o f logic and mathematics follow immediately from the rules o f language, and for 

this reason are necessary. The vaJidity o f mathematical statements thus depends solely on 

the conventionally cliosen definitions o f the symbols it contains; these conventions can be 

abandoned and replaced with different rules, but to do this would simply introduce a n<iv/ 

language, it would not falsify the original language. For Carnap, then, any system o f logic 

or mathematics is only one among many possible systems, each o f which is composed o f 

analytic statements, defined by the conventional rules governing the language they 

belong to.
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I  his account o f meaning is significant i:>ecause it facilitates the distinction 

between analytic and synthetic sentences. This distinction is central to Carnap’s general 

project o f extreme relativism in a number o f ways. First, analyticity is central to the 

coherence o f Carnap’s notion o f a linguisti-c framev/ork. Carnap holds that the formation 

and transformation rules constituting a linguistic framework constitute the meaiiing and 

justification o f  its constituent terms, consequently, the framework carmot justifj' its ov/n 

rules o f I'ormation and transfcnnation, i.e. the rules constituting the framev/ork, such as 

the criterion o f  application, cannot be internal, theoretical sentences; rather, the rules o f a 

framework are themselves external to all frameworks, and are not empirical, factual 

sentences. And, as these rules o f  a framework are not self-contradictory sentences nor 

meaningless metaphysical pseudo-sentences, for Camap, these rules m ust be analytic 

sentences.

Second, the notion o f anal>1.icity supports Carnap’s distinction between purely 

pragmatic decisions and theoretical, true or false judgments. I'he definitions o f concepts 

within the framework are formulated in terms o f these analytic sentences; however, these 

analytic sentences are chosen not as a matter o f knowledge but o f decision. Thus, analjlic 

sentences tna'‘k o ff a set o f sentences that are not justified on a theoretical basis, but are 

conventionally chosen and knowledge o f extra-linguistic facts is not involved. This is 

why the acceptance o f a framework dose not imply the assumption, belief, ('r assertion in 

the reality o f the entities introduced by the framework. The acceptance o f  these analytic 

sentences is a pragmatic decision determined according to our purposes, and isolated 

from genuine judgment.
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Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the notion o f anah/ticity also provides the 

basis for Carnap’s view of philcsophv. Without tlie concept of analyticity, the project of 

seeing philosophy as a neutral mode of inquiry collapses. Because analyticity isolates a 

special preserve o f pragmatic decisions from theoretical judgments, there is a separate 

role for philosophy distinct from scientific inquiry. Carnap thus envisages the philosopher 

as playing the role o f neutral investigator, clarifying the analytic frameworks in order to 

distinguish pragmatic questions o f framework choice from real theoretical questions 

internal to an accepted framework. It follows that a linguistic framework consists of a set 

of analytic sentences, and philosophy as a scientific discipline involves identifying 

precisely those claims that disputants are taking as analytic.

1.5 Conclusion.

In conclusion, in this section I have shown that Carnap develops an extreme version of 

relativism. The basis of Carnap’s extreme relativism is his rejection o f metaphysics as a 

meaningless pseudo-theory. His rejection of metaphysics turns around the nolion of a 

linguistic framework and the subsequent distinction between internal and external 

questions. In addition, this model means that philosophy offers a distinctive m ethodology 

separate from natural science; for Carnap, the philosopher stands aloof from on-going 

inquir)', enjoying her neutral perspective, and engages in the logical analysis of linguistic 

frameworks. This allows Carnap to indulge in an attitude of tolerance for all frameworks, 

taking the extreme relativistic view that each is true from its own perspective, anJ brooks 

no higher criticism. However, we have seen that the coherence of this position, in
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particular the distinction between internal theoretical assertions and external pragR'.atic 

proposals, turns on the coherence of the distinction between analytic and synthetic 

sentences. And, in the next section, I show that this is precisely the point that Quine 

targets in his attack on Carnap’s extreme relativism.

SECTION!

QUINE’S  CRITICISM OF CARNAP 

2.1 Introduction.

In this section 1 want to sei out the key difference between Quine and Carnap. Here I 

emphasise that the principal difference between their views comes down to Quine’s 

insistence that we always work from within one conceptual scheme or other. That i z ,  in 

contrast to Carnap, Quine holds mat rhere is no transcendent position from v.'hich to 

conduct neutral inquiry. This point goes to the heart of Carnap’s philosophical system., 

and adhering to it leads Quine to endorse a radically different philosophical system. In 

particular, because he holds that all inquiry is conducted immanent to some conceptual 

scheme, Quine repudiates Carnap’s view of philosophy as a separate discipline with its 

own methodology, and his tolerant attitude to competing linguistic frarfiev^'orks.

In this scction I set out Quine’s rejection of the analytic-synthetic distinction. Tor 

Quine, this distinction is arbitrary and unrelated to our actual use of language; in contrast, 

Quine proposes a holistic account of language that is incompatible with the analydc- 

syntheiic distinction. Tollowing on from this, I show that, for Quine, because Carnap 

cannot substantiate the analytic-synthetic distinction he likewise cannot establish that
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there is a sharp distinction between pureiy pragmatic decisions and genuine tjieoretioal 

judgments unless he can come up with. And, as a consequence, Carnap cannot maintain 

the distinction between statements made internal and those made external to a linguistic 

framework.

2.2 Quine and extreme relativism.

In this section, I want to outline the general basis for Quine’s rejection o f  Carnap’s 

extreme relativism. And, as with his rejection o f Russell’s extreme realism, the key iactor 

here is Quine’s insistence that all inquiry proceeds from a perspective immersed in our 

on-going conceptual scheme; that is, for Quine, the human predicament is lo be forev er 

unable to “step outside our ovv̂ n skin” in order to reflect on our scientific enterprise from 

a neutral perspective.

For Quine, there is an interesting correlation between Carnap's cxtrenie relativism 

and Russell’s extreme realism. In the previous chapter Vv'e saw that Russell’s extreme 

realist metaphysics is predicated upon the assumption o f a direct com'iection with the 

object o f knowledge; this connection between the mind and the object o f  knowledge 

transcends our conceptual scheme to give a non-theoretical, un-mediatcd relation with 

reality U is in itself. Hence, for Russell we are not bound to a perspective immanent to 

our on-going conceptual scheme; rather, the analysis o f our knowledge atid meaningful 

language gives us a transcendent view o f the ultimate constituents and structure o f reality 

Qs il is in itse lf Sim.ilarly, for Quine, Carnap’s extreme relativism is similarly predicated 

upon the possibility o f stepping o'atside o f any particular conceptual oclieme or I'ngiiisuc
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framework, and adopting a transcendent, framework-neutrai perspective towards choices 

in on-going inquiry. O f course, like Quine, Carnap rejects Russell’s epistemological 

assumption that in knowledge the mind breaks through to gain immediate acquaintance 

with reality as it is in itself, and so he also rejects Russell’s extreme realist metaphysics. 

Consequently, in contrast to Russell, Carnap does not hold that the analysis o f  knowledge 

or meaningful language gives a transcendental perspective on the ultimate constituents or 

structure o f reality as it is in itself, but, for Carnap, the analysis o f language, or m ore’ 

precisely the logical analysis o f linguistic frameworks, enables the philosopher to stand 

aloof from on-going inquiry, and survey alternative linguistic frameworks from a 

completely neutral perspective. Thus, Carnap holds that philosophy is an autonomous 

discipline, complete with its own distinct methodology, independent o f any other iviode o f 

inquiry. In this sense, for Camap, philosophy is continuous with the traditional 

conception o f philosophy as “first philosophy”, i.e., as a discipline separate from science. 

This view o f philosophy as providing a transcendent perspective on inquiry that allows 

Camap to adopt his relativistic, tolerant attitude towards all linguistic frameworks; 

without this capacity to stand aloof from all frameworks, we would not be able to survey 

linguistic frameworks without being committed to any one in particular.

Quine’s general point against Carnap’s relativism involves rejecting his view o f 

philosophy as having a methodology distinct frcm the general scientific eriteiprise, that 

allows the philosopher to stand aloof from on-going scicntific disputes and adopt a 

lolerant/relativistic attitude to competing frameworks, in contrast, Quine holds that the 

philosopher and the scientist share the same immanent perspective, and are both 

immersed in the same conceptual scheme. Thus Quine’s insistence on the inevitability c f
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being immersed in some conceptual scheme or utlier, thereby denying the possibility o l'a  

transcendent peispective on our scientific entetprise, cuts against both Russell’s extreme 

realism and Carnap’s extreme relativism.

In the next section, I want to spell out more precisely the details o f  how Quiue 

rebuts Carnap’s assumption o f a transcendent perspective. In particular, I show that in 

order to establish this point against Carnap, Quine must rebut Carnap’s distinction 

between statements made irrternai and external to a linguistic framework. I*, is clear thai 

this point comes down to rejecting Carnap’s rule based account o f  language as 

unscientific and artificial, and, ultimately, to rejecting Carnap’s assumed distinction 

between analytic and synthetic sentences.

The basis o f Quine’s attack on Carnap, therefore, boils dowi; to rejecting the 

analytic-synthetic distinction. Quine’s problems v/ith Carnap’s use o f  analyticity surfaced 

very early in Quine’s career, and his rejection o f the analytic-synthetic distinction has 

become a central feature o f  Quine’s own philosophical system. Throughout 

approximately the first twenty years o f his career Quine developed a series o f arguments 

again.st this distinction. These can be briefly summarised as follows."'* Quine points out 

that analyticity has usually been clarified in terms o f a circle o f  intensional concepts, such 

as, synonymy, definition, necessity, and so; however, Quine argues that none o f these is 

adequate to the task o f clarifying analyticity, as each o f these notions is as much in need 

o f clarification as analyticity. Alternatively, Carnap’s attempt to clarify analyticity in 

terms o f the semantic rules for artificial languages is also unsuccessful as these rules are

"■* I m erely mention these arguments brt concentrate on Q uine’s doctrine o f  holism  as it the most relevant 
criticism  o f  the internal-external distinction.



arbitrary, in the sense that they are not based on empirical grounds."^ Quine goes on to 

argue that an arbitrary definition o f analyticity is insufficient to establish Carnap’s 

distinction between purely pragmatic sentences and genuine theoretical sentences."^

Ultimately, these criticisms exemplify the underlying point that Carnap’s account 

o f language is both unscientific and anificial; for Quine, Carnap’s account o f  language 

makes the use and meaning o f words ariificially precise, and holds on a much niore 

exalted view o f the notions o f definition, meaning postulates, and convention, that is 

actually the case in natural languages."’ In the next section, I show that Quine rebuts this 

view by proposing an alternative account o f language, developed from within our on

going unitary conceptual scheme itself, in v/hich there is no role for the analytic-synthetic 

distinction.

2.3 Quine's alternative account o f  meaning: Holism.

In this section, I explain how Quine rebuts the analytic-synthetic distinction by proposing 

a more scientifically accurate account meaning that is incompatible with this distinction. 

Essentially, Quine’s point is that Carnap's account o f language gives far too much weight 

to artificial distinctions that are not in keeping with an actual, scientific account o f 

language. Moreover, for Quine, it is pieciscly the artificiality o f  Carnap’s account o f 

language thar sustains both the analytic-synthetic distinction and the interna!-external 

distinction. However, Quine argues that if'we take sei lously the way v/e actually use

Quine ‘Two D ogm as o f  Em piricism ' reprinted in From a L oaical Point o f  V iew , pp 20-^ 7
Quine, ‘Tnith by C onvention’, and ‘Carnap and Logical Truth’ , reprinted in V /ays o f  P^tfadox, Chapters 

I I ,  12
See Quine, ‘M ecessary Truth’, ‘Truth by C onvention’, and ‘Carnap and Logical Truth’, in W avs o f  

Paradox.



language now, it is clear that in fact language forms a unitary web, in which an absolute 

cleavage between analytic and synthetic sentences cannot be drawn.

Quine argument turns on the doctrine o f ‘holism’, which he introduces in the last

I I o

two sections o f  ‘Two Dogmas o f  Empiricism’. Quine’s other lines o f  attack 

concentrated on the issue o f the intelligibility o f the analytic-synthetic distinction and 

argued that without a behaviourist criterion this distinction is arbitrary and illegitimate, 

but liere, instead o f  criticizing aiialj^icity directly, Quine argues that the analytic- 

synthetic distinction is superfluous to a rigorously scientific account o f  empirical 

confirmation. The key is that the holistic view o f language is one that remains faithful to 

the insight o f  working from within.

Quine begins by pointing out that the analytic-synthetic distinction is intimately 

connected with the verification account o f meaning. The verification account o f meaning 

holds that the meaning o f  a stateiiient is the method o f empirically confirming or refuting 

it. Quine argues that the verification account o f meaning is taken as a basis for clarifying 

the dogma o f  analyticity because it states that expressions are synonymous if  and only if 

they are alike in point o f empirical confirmation or refutation. Armed with this account of 

synonymy one could then define analyticity in terms o f it and logical truth. Thus Quine 

concludes that

If the verification theory can be accepted as an adequate account o f 
statement synonymy, the notion o f analyticity is saved aiier a ll.” ^

fvlore precisely, Quine is concerned with the na'iVc view o f this relation between an

expression and its mode o f confirmation, called “radical reductionism” .

Quine ‘Two Dogmas o f  Empiricism’ pp. 37-47 
Quine ‘Two Dogmas o f  Empiricisii;’ p. 38
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Radical Reductionism implies that each individual sentence has its own fund o f

empirical c o n t e n t . T h i s  means that every meaningful sentence can be traced back to a

sentence consisting o f only logical constants and terms for immediate experience. This

idea supports the notion o f a sentence comprising wholly o f linguistic components,

making no claim about reality. Such a sentence would be analytic; moreover, it would be

epistemologically different from other sentences as no experience could refute it. Clearly,

this view of reductionism tie? in weil with Carnap’s overall project. However, it bccams

apparent to Carnap, who as Quine points out was the only reductionist who attempted to

carry through on this assumption by taking serious steps towards carrying out the

reduction o f science to terms o f immediate experience, that this approach is

121fundamentally flawed. Quine points out that, impressive as Carnap’s efforts certainly

are, he was quickly confronted by intractable obstacles: the reconstm ctions he did effect

amount to only a small fragment o f  the overall project; but more problematically, he

discovered that there are fundamental scientific teims that cannot be found in immediate 

122experience.

In contrast to rcductionisrn, therefore, both Carnap and Quine adopt Pierre

Duhem 's doctrine o f meaning and evidential holism. This is the view thai statements

about the external world are tested against sense experience not individually, but as a

corporate body.'""* Thus, Quine v-xites.

The totality o f our so-cailed knov/Iedge or beliefs, from the most casual 
matters o f geography and histor}' to the profoundest laws o f atomic 
physics or oven o f  pure mathematics and logic, is a man-made fabric

Quine ‘ Two D ogm as o f  E m piricism ’, p. 38 
Quine “Two D ogm as o f  Em piricism ’''p. 39 
Quine ‘T w o  D ogm as o f  Empiricism"’ p. 40  
Carnap, Logical Syntax o f  Language, p. 318
Pieire Duiiem, L? Theorie Physique: Son objel et sa Stiucture (Paris, 1906) p.303-328
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which impinges on experience only along the edges. Or, to change the 
figure, total science is like a field of force whose boundary conditions 
are experience. A conflict with experience at the periphery occasions 
readjustments in the mterior of the field. Truth values have to be 
redistributes over some of our statements. Reevaluation o f some 
statements entails reevaluation of others, because of their logical 
interconnections -  the logical laws being in turn simply certain further 
statements o f the system, certain further elements o f the field. Having 
reevaluated one statement we must reevaluate some others, wliich may 
be statements logically connected with the first or may be the statements

Iof logical connection themselves.

Holism is the doctrine that statements about the external world aie confirmed or refuted 

as a corporate body, not individually. This doctrine asserts that there is in the strict sense 

no refutation or falsification of any individual hypothesis, because even if one of these 

prove incompatible with some experience, there is always the possibility o f maintaining 

the hypothesis and reorganising the rest of theory to accommodate both ihe hypothesis 

and the observation. Similarly, there is no strict confirmation of any individual 

hypothesis; at best, the hypothesis is increasingly confirmed v.'ith the increasing number 

of instances where the consequences o f the hypothesis fit in with experience. More 

generally, therefore, it is not possible to test an individual hypothesis in isolation; rather, 

in deducing any hypothesis tiie other hypotheses making up the theory must also be used. 

Therefore, it is the system of science as a whole that faces the tribunal o f experience, and 

Individual hypotheses cannot be put to empirical test.

Holism has two important implications for reductionism in particular, and the 

verification account of meaning in general. First, it implies that the reductionist account 

of verification is an artificial account of science and language. For Quine, the picture that 

terms in science contain hidden or implicit definitions carrying them back to ultimate

Quine “Two Dogmas o f  Empiricism” p.42



terms relating to immediate experience simply duei; not stand up to scientitlc scrutiny.'"^

In contrast, Quine demands an account o f knowledge that more faithfully reflects the

actual holistic nature o f  science. It follows that, for Quine, the content o f  our knowledge

forms a system-based rather than a statement-by-statement distribution. The central idea

is that on the one hand we have language as an infinite totality o f  expressions while, on

the other, we have sensor>’ experiences. These two are keyed-in together at various

places. Quine describes it as follows.

The linguistic material is an interlocked system which is tied here and 
there to experience; it is not a society o f separably established terms 
and statements, each with its separate empirical definition. There is no 
separate meaning, in terms o f direct experience, for the statement that

1 97there is a table here, or that there is a planet in outer space.

For Quine, our knowledge is arranged as a unitary fabric or web, in which all hypotheses

are related to each otlier tlirough the inferential links o f  logic, where these inferential

links are thenisslves merely sirands in the web among infinitely many more. The fabric

touches empirical data only at its periphery, but all hypotheses are related to empirical

data through their connection to the periphery hypotheses. Consequently, no individual

hypothesis can be linked with a particular confirming or falsifying experience. Rather, for

Quine, it fo l lo w s  that

the contribution which linguistic meaning makes to knov/ledge and the 
contribution which sensory evidence makes to knowledge are two 
inextricably intertwined to admit o f a sentence-by-sentence separation.

Blocks o f theory generate predictions; therefore, blocks o f theory rather than individual

statements have empirical content.

W .V, Quine, ‘Mr. Scrawson on Logical Theory’, l epHnted In W avs o f  Parade;:, p .140 
'■’ W .V. Quine, 'i.'n Mental Entities’ reprinted in W avs o f  Paradox, p .2 2 1-222 

Quine ‘Mr. Strawson and Logical T heory’, p. 138
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Second ho\\su-\ implies that all hypotheses of science are revisablc in principle.

Because sentences about the physical world face the tribunal of sense experience as a

corporate body not as individuals, all scientific laws may be revised as soon as it seems

expedient to do so. That is, because no individual sentence has its own separate fund o f

etnpirical evidence, which can confiuTi or refute it, any sentence can be rejected or held

true irrespective of the evidence, so long as compensatory adjustments are made

elsewhere in the system. Thus, Quine writes.

Any statement can be held true come what may, if  we make drastic 
enough adjustments elsewhere in the system. Even a statement very 
close 10 ihe periphery can be held true in the face of recalcitrant 
experience by pleading hallucination or by amending certain statements 
of the kind called logical laws. Conversely, by the same token, no 
statement is immune to revision. Revision even o f the logical law of 
excluded middle has been proposed as a means o f simplifying quantum 
mechanics; and what difference is there in principle between such a 
shift and the shift whereby Kepler superseded Ptolemy, or Einstein 
Nevv1;on or Darwin Aristotle?'^^

For Quine, then, because our theory forms an interconnected unitary system, any

sentence belonging to it can be repudiated. The only difference between law's in this

respect is that some of them are easier to repudiate than others; revising an observation

sentence is relatively unproblematic, but repudiating sentences at the centre of the web,

such as a law o f logic or mathematics, will greatly disturb the entire web. So, while all

sentences can be revised in principle, logic and mathematics are seldom revised because

to do 30 would mean radically altering the rest of the web.

As I mentioned above, once Carnap abandoned the project o f translating

sentences about the physical world into sentences about immediate experience, he also

Quine “Two Dogmas o f  Empiricism” p.43
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adopted holism. Indeed, it is clear that Quine first gels his anti-reductionist, holistic

view o f language fi'om Camap; thus Quine writes,

Camap seems to have appreciated this point afterward; for in his later
writings he abandoned all notion o f the translatability o f statements about
the physical world inJo statements about im m ediate experience.
Reductionism in its radical form has long since ceased to figure in Carnap’s 

1 -> 1

philosophy.

However, while both Cam ap and Quine accept holism, there is a fiindamental difference

in their view o f the significance o f  holism. In particular, Camap, but not Quine, !/elieves

that holism is compatible with the anal>lic-synthetic distinction. For example, although

Camap accepts that ail statements are revisable in principle, he holds that there is a

fiiiidamental epistemological distinction between revising an analytic and revising a

synthetic sentence. Thus, Carnap vvrites,

First o f all, I should make a distinction between two kinds o f 
readjustment in the case o f a conflict with experience, namely, 
between a change in the language, and a mere change in or addition 
of, a truth-value ascribed to an indeterminate statem ent... A change o f 
the first kind constitutes a radical alteration, sometimes a revoluticri, 
and it occurs only at certain historically decisive point in the 
development o f science. On the other hand, changes o f the second 
kind occur every minute.

Thus, although Carnap endorses hoUsm he continues to holds the internal-external

distinction. For Camap, while both internal and external sentences can be revised, >‘he tvvo

type o f  revision are fundamentally different in kind: intemal to a framcv*ork a revision is

decided in temis o f  theoretical justification, whereas an extemal sentence is revised on

the basis o f a practical decision. That is, Carnap continues to hold that revising synthetic

sentences is a revision o f belief in the facts, whereas revising analytic sentences.

Camap, Logical Syntax o f  Language, p. 318  
Quine, ‘I  w o D ogm as o f  Em piricism ’ p. 40
R udoif Carnap, ‘R eplies and Expositions, Quine on Logical Truth’, in The PhiiosQphv of. R udolf 

Camap. K. Hahn & P. A. Schiipp (eds.) p. 92!
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including iniemal analytic sentences such as mathematical assertions, means a change of 

theory.

In contrast to this view, Quine argues that holism undermines the analytic- 

synthetic distinction. For Quine, holism shows that the relation of evidence to theory is 

not simply the case of this observation supporting this sentence, but involves broad and 

vague factors such as simplicity, rruitfulness, conservatism, and so on, such that these 

factors will play a role in revising or asserting any sentence. The key here is that ^vhile it 

is clear that the truth of a sentence depends both on language and extra-linguistic fact, 

holism shows that it is a mistake to assume from this the possibility o f analysing the truth 

of a sentence into distinct linguistic and factual components (and hence into analytic 

sentences where the linguistic component is all that matters). In contrast, holism implies 

that the contribution that sensory evidence makes to knowledge and the contribution that 

linguistic knowledge makes to knowledge are too inextricably intertwined to allow for 

the sentence-by-sentence separation presupposed by this distinction.'^'* Thus, Quine 

writes.

My present suggestion is that it is nonsense, and the root of much 
nonsense, to speak f>f <i linguistic component and a factual component in 
the truth o f any individual statement. Taken collectively, science has its 
double dependence upon language and experience; but this duality is not 
significantly traceable into the statements of science taken one by one.'"’̂

Holism means that sentences are tied to the testimony of the senses in a

systematic way that defies any sentence-by-senterice distribution o f empirical

confinnation; hence it is not possible to isolate the linguistic and the empirical

components of knowledge.

R. Carnap, Meaiiing and Necessity, p. 12, 28
Quine ‘Mr. Strawson on Logical Theory', reprinted In Wavs o f  Paradox. p .l39
Quine, ‘Two Dogmas o f  Empiricism’, p. 42



In addition, Quine holds that radical revisability im plied by holism  is

incom patible w ith the analytic-synthetic distinction. Quine argues that holism  im plies

that there is no distinction in how  we revise our beliefs; rather, holism  show  that it is

im possible to distinguish sharply betw een changes in m eaning and changes in belief, as

assum ed by Cam ap. Q uine’s point here is that cu r actual usage o f  tem is is not precise

enough to facilitate th is type o f  sharp distinction. Thus, Quine w rites.

Even the identity historically introduced into m echanics by defining 
‘m om entum ’ as ‘m ass tim es velocity’ takes its place in then netw ork o f  
connections on a par w ith the rest; i f  a physicist subsequently  so revises 
m echanics that m om entum  fails to be proportional to  velocity , the 
change will probably be seen as a change o f  theory and not peculiarly  o f  
m eaning.'^*

Quine argues that, for exam ple, the word ‘m om entum ’ is defined sim ply as short for 

‘m ass tim es velocity’, how ever, even though he has depaiied  from  the definition o f  

‘m om entum ’, a physicist who revises the law that m om entum  is proportional to velocity 

is not now speaking gibberish; rather, revising the definition o f  m om entum  is no different 

fioiri rev iiing  any other proposition o f  physics. In assum ing the opposite. C am ap relics 

on a m ore exalted view  o f  the act o f  definition ihat is actually the case. For. while it is the 

case we Icam  theoretical term s either through context, i.e., by learning a web o r  terms in 

whiwh this term  occurs, or through definition, i.e.. by learning w here to subs^:Ituie this 

term  for other term s, how  vjq  actually  learn a term  is a historical accident but is not an 

enduring difference in status betw een laws o f  theory. Consequently, for Quine, it is not 

the case that a certain class o f  sentences are revised on a pragm atic basis and another 

class revised on a theoretical basis; rather, Quine tiolus ihat all revisions coiiibrrh to a 

single m ethod. Quine term s this approach ‘m ethodological m onism ’. By this, Qoine

Quine, Word and O bject, p. 57
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means that all statements within the web o f belief are epistemologically on a par.’^̂  So, 

while Quine acknowledges that there is a distinction between a revision at the centre o f 

the system and a revision at the periphery, he argues that this is a difference in degree not 

a difference in principle. He concludes that the analytic-synthetic distinction is simply 

incompatible with ihe holistic account o f knowledge.

In conclusion, Quine holds that the account o f empirical confinnation and 

linguistic meaning that supports the analytic-synthetic distinction is inherently 

unscientific. Quine argues that holism provides an account o f language in which the 

analytic-synthetic distinction plays no role, and which, because it emphasizes the 

interconnectedness o f  our all our beliefs, is more consistent with what happens in 

scientific inquiry. Consequently, once he accepts holism, and its anti-reductionistic 

implications, Quine argues that Carnap should also repudiate the assumption o f a 

cleavage betvveen the analytic and the synthetic, and accept that this distinction is 

superfluous to a rigorous, scientific account o f knowledge and language.

2.4 Quine's rejection o f the internal-external distinction.

So far we have seen that Quine rejects Carnap's distinction between analjtic  and 

synthetic sentences by proposing an account o f language in which tliis distinction has no 

role to play. In this section I want to explain why Quine believes that in rejecting the 

analytic-synthetic distinction he thereby rebuts the internal-external distinction.

Carnap’s distinction between internal and extcrnai statements depends on a 

linguistic framework. Internal to a framework we can assert that there are black swans,

\V V. Quine, ‘Five M ilestones o f  Einpiricisni’, reprinter! in Theories and T hings. pp,67-73



mountains over 4000 meters high, prime numbers above 700, and so on; on the other

hand, we can propose the framework o f numbers, the framework o f  things, and so on. For

Carnap, the difference here is that in the former case we are including certain entities as

vaiues o f the variables o f a language we accept, whereas in the latter we are (if what we

are saying is meaningful) talking about whether to accept a linguistic framework or not.

This means that because the latter are external to any framework they cannot be

theoretical, while the former depend on the adoption o f a framework and cannot be

pragmatic. Hence, Carnap’s model assumes a fundamental segregation within language,

in order that the type o f questions asked internal to a framework and those external or

prior to a framework are utterly sealed off from one another; such that, external

statements are purely pragmatic while internal statements are purely theoretical.

However, once the analytic-synthetic distinction has been rejected it is no longer

possible to separate language into its purely pragmatic sentences and its purely theoretical

sentences, and consequentl)’, according to Quine, it is no longer possible to distinguish

between internal and external sentences. Thus Quine writes.

No more than the distinction between analytic and synthetic is needed in 
support o f Carnap’s doctrine that the statements commonly thought o f 
an ontological, viz., staiements such as ‘There are physical objects’,
‘There are classes’, ‘There are numbers’, are analytic or contradicvory 
given the language. No more than the distinction between analytic and 
synthetic is needed in support off his doctrine that the statenients 
commonly thought o f as ontological are proper matters o f contention 
only in the form o f linguistic proposals. The contrast which he vvanis 
between those ontological statements and empirical existence statements 
su'jh as ‘There are black swans’, is clinched by the distinction o f analytic 
and synthetic. True, there is in these terms no contrast between 
statements o f existence such as ‘There are prime numbers above a 
hundred’; but I don’t see why he should care about this.'^*

Q uine, ‘C arn ap ’s V iew s on O n to lo g y ’, Jlaiad^ox, p. 210



For Quine, Carnap needs the analytic-synthetic distinction to support the intemal-extemal

distinction; consequently, rejecting the former means rejecting the latter. Quine v/rites,

I have set down my misgivings regarding the distinction between 
analytic and synthetic... Let me merely stress the consequence: if there is 
no proper distinction between analytic and synthetic, then no basis at all 
remains for the contrast which Carnap urges between ontological 
statements and empirical statements of existence. Ontological aucstions

I ”̂ 0  *then end up on a par with questions of natural science.

Having abandoned the analytic-synthetic distinction and adopted holism, Quine argues

that rather than identify purely pragmatic sentences and purely theoretic sentences, one

must accept that all parts o f inquiry are a combination of pragmatic and theoretical

considerations to some degree.

Quine’s view that all sentences are a mixture of both pragmatic and theoretical

factors has two important implications. First, it means that the external decisions that

Carnap believed to be purely pragmatic are in fact theoretical. And second, pragmatic

concerns are brought into the heart of theoretical judgements. For example, in ‘Two

Dogmas of Empiricism’, Quine writes that

Carnap, Lewis, and others take a pragmatic stand on the question of 
choosing beiween language forms, scientific frameworks; but their 
pragmatism leaves off at the imagined boundary between ihe analytic 
and the synthetic. In repudiating such a boundary I espouse a more 
thoroagh pragmatism.'"*'^

As Quine says here, he is proposes a more robust pragmatism than ihat of Carnap

because, whereas Carnap holds that pragmatic factors are decisive in determining the

external questions determining a linguistic framework only, Quine makes pragmatic

c onsiderations central to scientific inquiry itself Thus, Quine writes.

Quine, ‘On Carnap’s View o f  Ontology’, , p. 211 
Quine “Two Dogmas o f  Empiricism’" p.46



Our standard for appraising basic changes o f conceptual scheme must 
be, not a realistic standard o f  correspondence to reality, bu: a 
pragmatic standard. Concepts are language, and the purpose o f 
concepts and o f language is efficacy in communication and prediction.
Such is the ultimate duty o f  language, science and philosophy, and it 
is in relation to that dut>' that a conceptual scheme has finally to be 
appraised.''^'

For Quine, all decisions are made on the basis o f  pragmatic considerations, such as

simplicity, economy, conservatism, fecundity, and so on.'"*  ̂For Quine, simplicity ajid so

on, is precisely the type o f thing that scientists engaged in on-going,inquiry take as

theoretical evidence pointing in favour o f one hypothesis over another. In ‘On Mental

Entities’ he writes.

How do we decide on such retentions and revisions? To be more 
specific: how do we decide, apropos o f the real world, what things 
there are? Ultimately, 1 think, by consideration o f simplicity plus a 
pragiTiatic guess as to how the overall system will continue lo work in 
connection with experience.''*’’

It is clear that Quine agrees with Carnap that ontological questions, questions o f

niaihematical and logical principles, etc.. are a matter o f choosing a pragmatic conceotual

scheme or framework, but in contrast to Carnap, Quine insists that this is the case for

every scientific hypothesis. That is, the fact that all theory choices involve a pragmatic

component does not make such choices any less theoretical or substantive; as there no

longer is any sharp distinction between pragmatic and theoretical sentences all choices

are both pra'gmatic and genuine, theoretical judgments. This means that, for Quine, there

are no areas o f inquiry from which genuine judgm ent is excluded, and all judgm ents ir.

the web are true or false judgm ents; Quine holds that rejecting the analytic-synihetic

distinction means that pragmatic judgm ents are genuinely true or false.

Q uine. “ Identity,  O stension  and H ypostas is” ii) Frutn a L ogical  Point o f  V i e w , pp. 6 5 -8 0 ;  p. 79  
■'*' W .V, Quine 'Pos its  and R ea l i ty ’, reprinted in W avs o f  Paradox, p. 2 4 7  
'■*’ W .V . Quine, ‘On Mental Entit ies’ reprinted in W dvs o f  P a ia d o x . p.223
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For Quine, therefore, in denying the analytic-synthetic distinction one also denies 

the theoretical-pragmatic distinction. But more importantly, in rejecting the theoretical- 

pragmatic distinction one also rejects the internal-external distinction. That is, just as 

pragmatic concerns are not distinct from theoretical concerns so also are external 

framework questions not distinct from internal questions. Because holism makes all 

decisions a combination o f pragmatic and theoretical concerns, it follows that it is not 

possible to isolate the purely external, i.e., pragmatic, sentences from the purely internal, 

i.e., theoretical, sentences.

2.5 Conclusion.

In this section I have identified the basis o f the dispute between Carnap and Quine as 

Quine’s insisterice on taking seriously the commitments o f  the conceptual scheme we are 

immersed in. This means that, for Quine, we are unable to stand aloof from on-going 

scientific enterprise and survey alternative linguisiic frameworks from an entirely neutral 

perspective. I showed that Quine makes this case against Camap by rejecting the 

anal>a!c-synthetic distinction, which in turn targets the deeper epistemological distinction 

between purely theoretical internal assertions and purely pragmatic external proposals.

For Quine, Carnap's distinctions between analytic-synthetic and internal-external 

are tied together as follows: Carnap requires analytic sentences to play the part of 

formation and transformation mles constituting a linguistic frarnewoik; by distinguishing 

between analytic and synthetic sentences, Camap substantiates the distinction between 

genuine, theoretical true-false sentence made internal to a linguistic framework (which



may be either analytic or synthetic depending on the frameworlc), and meta-!inguistic 

sentences that comprise the framework itself, which are chosen according to pragmatic 

concerns and are neither true nor false (these are invariably analytic). Consequently, by 

rejecting the anal>1;ic-synthetic distinction Quine thereby rejects the distinction between 

questions made internal and external to a framework.

hi the next section I show' how this rejection o f the analytic-synthetic distinction, 

and the corresponding rejection o f  the intenial-extenial distinction, leads Quine to rebut 

Carnap’s version o f extreme relativism.

SECTIONS

QUINE'S REJECTION OF EXTREME RELA TIVISM 

3.1 Introduction.

To conclude this discussion, I want to show how Quine’s rejection o f the internal- 

external distinction leads to a rejection o f Carnap’s extreme relativism. Carnap holds that 

the choice between alternative frameworks is a pragmatic decision between different 

proposals, and that Ihe role o f philosophy is to stand aloof from on-going inquiry. In 

contrast, havmg ruled out the possibility o f the distinction between internal-external 

sentences, Quine argues that all forms o f inquiry are bound to proceed from within our 

on-going conceptual scheme. This means that, in contrast to Carnap, for Quine, 

philosophy does not occupy a neutral point o f view aloof from all on-going inquiry, all 

theory choices in on-going inquiry are real, theoretical judgm ents that are true or false.
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I'herefore. in rejecting the aloof, neutral perspective, Quine rejects C arnap's extreme 

relativism.

In this section, I show' first that rejecting the internal-external distinction means 

rejection Carnap’s view o f philosophy as having its own methodology distinct from 

natural science; and second, 1 show thar working from with our on-going conceptual 

scheme means acknowledgmg the theory choices we make as real tnae or false 

judgments, that commit us ontologically. Ultimately, Quine’s view is that we ought to 

acknowledge the conceptual schem.e we are currently embedded in rather than pretend 

that we can stand aloof from all conceptual schemes.

3.2 Quine’s rejection o f  aloof philosophy.

We have already seen that the notion o f a linguistic framework plays a central role in 

Carnap’s philosophy. In this section I want to show that rejecting the internal-exiema! 

distinction in turn means rejecting Carnap’s distinction between philosophy and science, 

and his distinction between metaphysics and science. In contrast to these distinctions, the 

philosophical picture that Quine proposes is o f all forms o f  inquiry proceeding from v/ith 

in our unified on-going conceptual scheme; that is, both philosophy and metaphysics are 

assimilated to (laiural sc 'eiue, and reinterpreted from this perspective.

As was pointed our above, the internal-external distinction is the ba.sis for 

Carnap’s extreme relativism. First, this distinction is the basis for Carnap’s distinction 

between philosophy and scientific inquiry. Philosophy is taken to be the analysis o f  the 

set o f analytic sentence that constitute the framework, and hence philosophy offers a
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neutral perspective, independent o f all frameworks, and which employs its own 

methodology distinct from empirical science. Second, the internal-external distinction 

forms the basis for Carnap’s distinction between metaphysics and science. All scientific 

sentences are internal, and hence are genuine theoretical assertions; in contrast, all 

metaphysical sentences are made external to a framework, and are proposals rather thifn 

genuine theoretical assertions. It follows that, in this context, rejecting the internal- 

external distinction means rejecting both the distinction between philosophy and science, 

and the di.stinction between metaphysics and science. I will explain each o f  these points 

in turn.

Quine’s rejection o f the internal-external distinction rules out Cafiiap’s 'dew  o f 

philosophy, and implies, in contrast, that v/e are always working from within some 

conceptual scheme or other. Carnap held that the task o f philosophy was to logically 

analyse the rules o f alternative linguistic frameworks; he holds that this provided 

philosophy v.'ith a neutral (or transcendental perspective outside o f any particular 

fram.ework, from where to analyse the rules o f all o f on-going inquiry. It follows that, for 

Carnap, philosophy is a separate discipline complete v '̂ith its own distinct mcthodolovy, 

wholly independent o f empirical science, or any ether mode o f  inquiry. Hovvever, by 

showing thal there is no internal-external distinction Quine thereby shows that there can 

be no qualitative difference between the sentences o f philosophy and those belonging to 

the empirical sciences. For Quine, philosophy is conducted immanent to oui cuncepUiai 

scheme, and the only way philosophy can aspire to genuine cognitive knowledge is as a 

pan  o f empirical science. Thus Quine v/intes.

Philosophy, or what appeals to me under that head, is continuous with
science. It is a wing o f science where aspects o f  method are examined
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more deeply or in a wider perspective than elsev/here. It is a wing also 
where the objectives o f a science receives more than average scrutiny, 
and the significance o f the results receives special appreciation... The 
relation between philosophy and science is not best seen even in terms 
o f give and take. Philosophy, or what appeals to me under that head, is 
an aspect o f  science.

Once the im sm al-extem al distinction is rejected, there is no possibility  o f standing aloof 

iron 1 all conceptual schemes; rather, our viev/ is always immersed in some conceptual 

scheme or other. And, since we must give up the hope o f  assessing science from some 

perspective that is more secure, it follows that the philosopher and the scientist are in ths 

same boat.’'*̂  As we saw in the previous chapter, Quine explains this notion by appealing 

to the analogy o f  ‘N eurath’s boat'.

In addition, for Quine, it follows that as v/e are immersed in our on-going 

conceptual scheme we must take seriously the judgments we make as real, true or false 

assertions. The clearest indication o f how Quine's insistence on taking our theory choices 

seriously differs from Carnap’s extreme relativism is in relation to ontology. For Carnap, 

the internal-external distinction allows him to distinguish sharply between natural science 

and metaphysics; he hoids that because all meaningful assertions o f existence were made 

internal to a fiamev^ork, they did not imply the assertion or assumption in the reality of 

the entities posited. However, for Quine, rejecting the internal-external distinction leads 

to a blurring o f this supposed distinction between science and o n t o l o g y . T c  be prccise. 

it means talcing seriously the ontological commitments o f the assertions made in our on

going conceptual scheme. I explain this point in more detail in the next section.

Quine, ‘Philosophical Progress in Language Thecrj'’, in M etaphilosophy Vo!. 1 (1970) p. 2.
Quine Wcrd and Object p. 3
Quine, ‘On Carnap’s Views o f  Onvology', p.210
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3.2 The criterion of ontological commitment.

For Quine, because our perspective is always from the middle o f our on-going cor.ceptual 

scheme, we must acknowledge all theory choices as real, true or false judgm ents, which 

must be taken seriously. To be precise, taking our conceptual scheme seriously means, 

among other things, acknowledging the existence o f the entities that our conceptual 

scheme presupposes as existing. This leads to a re-inflation o f the notion o f  ontology; in 

contrast to Carnap, who deflates ontological statements as either pragmatic proposals that 

are neither true not false, or as internal assertions that are not ontologically committing, 

Quine holds that we must take seriously the ontological commitments o f  all statements 

•hat we assert.

In this connection, Quine devises a criterion to determine those objects v/hose 

existence is presupposed by our best theories, and which we in turn must accept as 

existing in asserting these theories as true. This criterion of ontological commitment has 

both negative and pcsiti'. e applications. The discussion in the previous chapter has 

illustrated the negative application o f this criterion: we saw that Quine rejects Russell’s 

assertion that the meaningfulness o f a sentence presupposes the existence o f  the object 

named, or o f the non-linguistic meaning o f that sentence, and in that context it ser/es to 

eliminate false ontological comniitmeiits. In its positive application, this criterion ser/es 

to clarify genuine commitments, and shovv's that our ontological commitments are real 

decisions in on-going inquiry, not pragmatic choices between alternative proposals.

The first task here is to clarify Quine’s criterion o f  ontological commitment, and 

having eliminated all names f'om  language, and having denied that w p  are ontologicaliy



coiTimitled by the mere ineaningfulness o f language, ihe question anses whether anything 

v/e say commits us ontologically. Quine’s seminal paper ‘On What There Is’ sets out his 

diag^iosis o f how to address this question. The key for Quine here is to devise a means to 

pose ontological questions in a ‘non-self-defeating’ manner. That is, Quine proposes a 

method for detcmiining genuine oiuological commitments without predetermining the 

issue in favour o f either the extreme realist or the extreme relativist. Thus, Quine writes 

that whereas

There are these who feel that our ability to understand general terms, 
and to see one concrete object as resem.biing another, would be 
inexplicable unless there were universals as objects o f  apprehension.
And there are those who fail lo detect, in such appeal to a realm o f 
entities over and above the concrete objects in space and time, any 
explanatory value.

His o'ATi viev/ is that.

Without settling that issue, it should still be possible to point to certain 
forms o f discourse as explicitly presupposing entities o f  one or 
another given kind, say universals, and purporting to treat o f  them; 
and it should be possible to point to other forms o f discourse as not 
explicitly presupposing those entities. Some criterion to this purpose, 
some standard o f ontological commitment, is needed if we are ever to 
say meaningfully that a given theory depends on or dis(>erises with 
assumptions o f such and such objects.

Quine’s aim. is to set out a neutral framework for uncovering our hidden ontological

assumptions; that is, a criterion to m.ake explicit those objects that we do hold as existing.

For Quine, the key to establishing this neutral framework is to identify' when a

person is and is not unambiguously committed to the existence o f a specific object. To do

• 148this. Quine distinguishes two separate questions:

'''' W .V. Ouine, Logic And The Reification o f  U r.iversah’. reprinted in Fiotn A L ogical Point O f V iew , 
p j.. 102-129. p. 102
' * Charles Chihara, O ntology and the V icious Circle Principle. (Ithaca: Cornell U niversity Press 1973') p. 
87



(1) V/hat are the ontological commitments o f theory T?

(2) Is theory T true?

The first question concerns how to identify those objects that a theory actually does

presuppose. For Quine, a theory presupposes the existence o f an object i f  that object must

exist in order for the theory to be true. However, it is clear that because naines can be

eliminated without affecting what a theory says, for Quine, a theory does not presuppose

the existence o f the objects named by its singular terms; names are altogether immaterial

to ontological issues. Rather, Quine argues that the question o f  ontological commitment

ultimately concerns the status o f singular existential statements. Thus, Quine writes.

Singular existential statements “there is such a thing as so-and-so”, 
together with their trivial variants such as “So-and-so designates”, 
begin to assume the air o f a logically isolated class o f  statements -  
logically independent o f the rest o f discourse, verifiable or falsifiable 
at caprice, we must find some relationship o f logical dependence 
between the singular existence statement and the rest o f discourse.'"’̂

Quitie holds that singular existential statements are iiniced to the rest o f  discourse through

the inference o f  existential generalisation. That is to say, asserting a singular existential

statement containing a denoting term affects the truth or falsity o f the general statement

obtained from it through the inference o f existential generalisation. Whereas, in contrast .

if  the singular existential statement does net contains any denoting terms, then it can be

alnnned v.'ithout affectmg the truth or falsity o f  the general existential statament. Thus,

Quine writes

A word W  designates if  and only if existential generalisation with 
respect to (Vi sa  valid form o f inference.

So, for example, imagine theory T asserts the statement:

Quine, ‘Designation and Existence’ Journal o f  Philosophy 36 (1939) 701-709, p. 705 
Quine ’Designat'on and Existence’, p. 706
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(aj “Pebbies have roundness”.

This theory is ontoiogicaliy committed to the entity ‘roundness’ if and only if the 

existential generalisation

(b) (3x)(pebbles have x)

is a valid form of inference. If this inference is valid, then we can conclude that this 

theory endorses the entity roundness, and interprets (a) as asserting that pebbles have this 

entity. In contrast, if  this inference is invalid, then this theory is not com.mitted to the 

existence of the entity roundness. Rather, it construes the term ‘roundness’ as having 

meaning only in the context of a complete sentence; that is, ‘roundness’ is a 

syncategorematic expression rather that a denoting term. Consequently, inserting a 

variable ‘x’ for it in (b) would be ungrammatical, just as inserting ‘x’ for ^ble' in

(c) (3x)(pebx have roundness)

is ungrammatical.'^' Thus, if this theory does not allow us to infer (b) from (a) then it is

not ontologically committed to the entity ‘roundness’.

For Quina. the inference of existential generalization supplies us with a form.al

basis for distinguishing denoting terms from syncategorematic expression. The expression

‘There is such an entity as’, or ‘(3x)’, may be prefixed to a denoting term only, making

denoting lenns the constant expressions that replace variables and are replaced by

variables; all other meaningful expression will occur syncategorematically. Consequently,

Quine holds that the criterion o f ontological commitment is found in the bound variables

of quantification. Quine writes.

We can very easily involve ourselves in ontological commitments by 
saying, for example, that there is something (bound variable) which

Quine “A I,ogistical Approach to the Ontological Problem” in Wavs o f  Paradox, pp ! 97-202 p. 198



red houses and sunsets have in common; or that there is something 
which is a prime number larger than a million. But this is essentially, 
the only way we can involve ourselves in ontological commitments:

152by our use o f bound variables.

The quantifiers (3x) and (x) mean respectively ‘there is an entity x such th a t . . . ’ and ‘each

entity .X is such t h a t w h e r e  the variable ‘x ’ is ‘bound’ by the appropriate quantifier.

Thus, tlie ontological comm.itments o f any theor>' are determined by realm o f entities it

requires as the values o f its bound variables in order for it to be true. Or, as Quine puts it,

Elliptically stated; We may be said to countenance such and such an 
entity if  and only if  we regard the range o f variables as including such 
an entity. To be is to be the value o f a variable.

There are many symbols or letters that mathematicians and logicians would typically

consider as being variables that do not imply ontological commitment because they are

1 r  •

not bound by any quantifier. ‘ '

Turning to question (2), while the first question focuses on uncovering the 

ontological presuppositions that a theory makes, question (2) concerns whether we are 

committed to these objects. For Quine, only in asserting a theory as true are we committed 

to the objects that it presupposes. That is to say, we can meaningfully discuss a theory 

without being committed to the objects it assumes as existing, but once we assert a theory 

as true, ws are committed to the existence o f the objects that theory presupposes as 

existing if  its assertions are to be true. Thus, Quine wxites

Quine, “On What There Is”, p. 12
For Quir.e, his insistence that the criterion o f  ontological com m itm ent primarily and fiindamentally  

applies to quantification discourse is an insistence tnat there is no distinction betw een saying ‘there are' in 
‘there are athletes’, ‘there are num bers’, and so on, and saying ‘there are’ in (3x). Q uine holds that som eone  
who rejects diis criterion must say either that quantification discourse is not being used in its normal way, 
cr that ordinary language is being used in som e new way. H ow ever, either case is irrelevant to the present 
issue.

W .V. Quine, ‘A Logistic Approach to the O ntological Problem’, p .199.
Harold N. Lee, ‘D iscourse and Event: The Logician and R eality’, in The Philo'^onhv o f  Oii‘nc. H. Hahn 

& P. A. Schiipp (eds.) p.298
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We commit ourselves to an ontology containing numbers when we say 
there are prime numbers larger than a million; we commit ourselves to 
an ontology containing centaurs when we say there are centaurs; and 
we commit ourselves to an ontology containing Pegasus when we say 
Pegasus is. But we do not commit ourselves to an ontology containing 
Pegasus or the author o f Waverly or the round square cupola on 
Berkeley College when we say that Pegasus or the author o f Waverley 
or the cupola in question is not}^^

For Quine, we must distinguish the ontological assumptions that are implied by a theory'

from the ontological commitments that a person m.ay hold.'^^ A theory is ontologically

committed to the set o f objects it presupposes in order for its theorems to be true,

however, one may discuss this theory without being committed to its ontological

presuppositions; rather, for Quine, someone is ontologically committed only by their

assertions. By distinguishing these two issues, Quine creates a neutral space wliere

ontological qucslions can be asked and answered without presupposing any ontologicai

commitnients. This is what Quine nxeans by a nr-utral framework -  one is committed only

by the theories that one is willing to assert as true, but in the simply discussing a iheory,

one is not committed to any ontology.

Quine holds that we are committed ontologically as a result of taking seriously the

decisions we make immanent to our on-going conceptual scheme; he holds that one is not

committed to the ontological presuppositions of a theory unless one asserts that theor)' as

true, consequently, it is incoiisisteiU of someone to claim to repudiaie certain entities all

the while continuing to assert theories that presuppose their existence. Thus, Quine writes,

I am not suggesting a dependence of being upon language. What is 
under consideration is not the ontological state of affairs, but the 
ontological commitments of a discourse. What there is does not in

Quine, “On What There Is” p. 8
‘Logic and the R eification o f  U niversals’, From s  Logical .‘̂ oint o f  V iew , p. !U3
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general depend on one’s use of language, but what one says there is 
does.'̂ **

For Quine, ontological questions are scientific questions: the sentences we assert and take

seriously are determined immanent to our current conceptual scheme of science. So, while

what-a theory says there is depends on what it takes as the values o f its bound variables,

we are ontologically committed to these entities only by asserting that theor>' as true.

Thus, Quine writes,

Our acceptance o f an ontology is, I think, similar in principle to our 
acceptance o f a scientific theory, say a system of physics; we adopt, at 
least insofar as w'e are reasonable, the simplest conceptual scheme into 
which the disordered fragments of raw experience can be fitted and 
arranged. Our ontology is determined once we have fixed upon the over
all conceptual scheme which is to accommodate science in the broadest 
sense... To whatever extent the adoption o f any system of scientific 
thcor} may be said to be a matter of language, the same -  but no more -  
may be said o f the adoption of an ontology.

For Quine, we must take seriously the sentences we assert as true, and acknowledge that

from our immanent perspective these are real theory choices.

One clear example of this insistence on taking our on-going theoiy choices

seriously surfaces early on in Quine’s work. Quine points out that while, at present, we

regiment ordinary language into the canonical idiom of quantification to uncover its

ontological commitments; it is equally possible to translate ordinary language into an

idiom that dispenses with quantification altogether, such as Schonfinkel’s com.binatoriai

logic. Because the combinatory idiom dispenses with variables and quantification

altogether, were we to regiment language into this idiom we would not have any

ontulogical commitments, and both reference and ontology would become redundant.

Thus Quine writes,

Quine, ‘Logic and the Reification o f  Universals', p. 103 
Quine ‘On What There Is’, p. 16-17
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An ingenious method invented by Schonfini;el, and developed by Curry 
and others, gets rid o f variables altogether by recourse to a system o f 
constants, called combinators, which express certain logical functions.
The above criterion o f ontological commitment is o f course inapplicable 
to discourse constructed by means o f combinators. Once we know the 
systematic method o f translating back and forth between statements 
which use combinators and statements which use variables, however, 
there is no difficulty in devising an equivalent criterion o f ontological 
commitment for combinatory discourse.'^®

For Quine, then, it is open to us to translate sentences we assert as true into combinatorial

logic and thus abandon ontology altogether. The reason why we do not do this, but

regiment ordinary language into quantificational notation, is that reference and ontology

are central to our understanding o f  reality; but should it turn out to be more pragmatic or

more economical to abandon ontology altogether, then so be it.'^ '

3.4 Conclusion.

In this section I have argued ihat Quine’s insistence on working from within our on-going 

conceptual scheme rules out Carnap’s extreme relativism. I argued that Quine’s rejection 

o f extreme relativism is exemplified in first his rejection o f  the distinction betw'een 

philosophy and science, and second, in his insistence on taking seriously the ontological 

commitments o f theories and sentences we assert as true. Taken together these two points 

illustrate the central difference betv/een Carnap’s extreme relativism and Quine’s 

immanent perspective, namely -  for Quine, all theory choices made in on-going inquiry 

are real, true or false judgm ents, that musi be taken seriously.

Quine, ‘Re-fication o f  Universa.'s', p. lÔ l 
Quine ‘Facts o f the M atter’, p. 184
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, in this chapter I have argued that Quine rejects Carnap’s extreme 

relativism. Carnap’s extreme relativism encourages the free and unhindered construction 

of alternative linguistic frameworks, where we adopt an attitude o f  tolerance towards 

these alternatives. Because truth claims are relative to the containing framework, no 

framework is true or false; rather, choosing betw'een them is a purely pragmatic decision 

Furthermore, there can be no genuine disputes between different fraraew'crks; real, true or 

false judgm ents arise only internal to a framework, so disputes between frameworks are 

simply a matter o f  pragmatic decision. Apparent framework disputes are based on 

linguistic confusion, and are resolved by translating the disputed claims into foiTnal 

language, diereby showing that alternative framevvorlcs are not making incompatible 

assertions, but are instead proposing alternative forms o f language. And, as there is no 

basis to determine that one framework is true and the other false, it is only raaonai to 

tolerate alternative frameworks.

In contrast to this extreme relativism, while Quine accepts the possibility of 

alternative conceptual schemes, he does not adopt Carnap’s tolerant attitude towards 

them. For Quine, Carnap’s principle o f tolerance is predicated upon the illegitimate 

transcendent perspective, i.e., on Carnap’s belief that il is possible to stand back from hI' 

framew'orks and consider them from a detached, framework-neutral point o f view.

Indeed, for Carnap, this is exactly w'hat philosophy achieves by examining the analytic 

statements that make up the constituent rules o f each linguistic framework. As has been 

shown, however, Quine holds that this aloof perspective is illusionary and illegitimate; in 

coi’trast, for Quine, all inquiry proceeds from a perspective embedded in some conceptual



scheme or rither, thus ruling out Caniap's tolerant attitude tov/ards alternative conccptual 

schemes.

I argued that the basis o f  Quine’s argument against Camap is his rejection o f  the 

distinction between analytic and sj'nthetic distinctions. As the formation and 

transfonnation rules constituting a linguistic framework must be analytic, the analj'tic- 

synthetic distinction is fundamental to Carnap’s distinction between statements made 

internal to a framev/ork and those mad external to it. Consequently, by showing that the 

analj^ic-synthetic distinction has no role to play in a scientific account o f  language, 

Quine undermines Carnap’s extreme relativism.

My discussion in this and the previous chapter should have fleshed out for the 

reader my claim that Quine develops a philosophical position that is a compromise 

between the polarities o f  extreme realism and extreme relativism. It should now be clear 

that Quine is neither an extreme realist nor an extreme relativist, but is at once both more 

o f a relaiivist than Russell and more o f a realist than Camap. The key to Q uine’s 

comproniise between these extremes is his rejection o f an assumed transcendent 

standpoint, outside o f  all conceptual schemes. In the previous chapter, we saw tha: 

Quine’s strong-global under-determination thes’s rebuts Russell’s extreme transcendent 

realism because it means we cannot detach ourselves from all conceptual schemes we 

cannot gain any access to reality as it is in itself. Similarly against Camap, Quine rejects 

that analysing the mles o f  a linguistic framework can provide a transcendent standpoirit 

aloof from all conceptual schemes, from which to compare them to one another; rather, 

because we are always immersed in some conceptual scheme or other, we m.uct 

adjudicate between theory choices in on-going inquiiy from this perspective, and take
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tnese choices as real decisions that are either true or false. By holding these two 

doctrines, strong-global under-determination at end-of-inquiry and that all theory choices 

in on-going inquiry are real choices, Quine holds that there is a middle position between 

the dogmatism of extreme transcendent realism and aloofness o f extreme transcendent 

relativism.
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CHAPTER 3

QUINE'S COMPROMISE POSITION

INTRODUCTION

So far I have argued that Quine is neither an extreme realist nor an extreme relativist. In 

this context the central theme has been Qume’s rejection o f the possibility o f a 

transcendent perspective, somel’ow outside o f on-going inquiry. His insistence on the 

inevitability o f  working from within our on-going conceptual scheme is the basis for 

Quine’s thesis o f  strong-global under-detenniiiation at the end-of-inquiry, which in turn 

rules out Russell’s extreme realism; sirailaily, because we are working from within we 

must accept that we cannot distinguish language into purely pragmatic and purely 

theoretical sentences, and §o cannot stand aloof from all on-going inquiry, as Carnap 

held, and view competing theories from a transcendent, absolutely neutral perspective.

in this chapter 1 want to soiidify the claim that Quine forges a compromise 

position between these polarities o f extreme realism and extreme telativism. That is, I 

show here that Quine develops a philosophical position that is at once less-realist that 

Russell and less-relativisi than Carnap. In order for Quine to achieve this, however, 

Quine adopts both inherently relativistic doctrines and inherently realistic doctrines. 'I'he 

challenge, for Quine, o f course, is to balance these com.peting doctrines despite the fact 

that they very obviously pull in opposing directions. In this chapter I want to show the 

sense in which Quine does reconcile these competing doctrines.

To be precise, in this chapter 1 want to establish two related points about Quine’s 

compromise position. Firsi, I want to emphasis that Quine’s position is precisely a



compromise between the polar opposites o f extreme realism and extreme relativism. And, 

as such, it must incorporate elements from both realism and relativism. While it is 

coherent to suggest that Quine cannot hold these competing tendencies in a coherent 

balance, it is simply misguided to suggest that either the realist or the relativist dimension 

is inconsistent with the overall Quinean project; rather, the overall project must be 

identified v/ith both o f these dimensions. That is, if Quine did not embrace a certain 

relativity i-n relation to language, but instead accepted absolute facts about language, it is 

clear that his position would collapse into Russell's extreme realism; likewise, if  Quine 

did not adopt a certain realism stance toward language, such as taking the ontological 

presuppositions o f v/hat we say seriously, despite this relativism, then his compromise 

would collapse into Carnap’s extreme relativism.

In developing this point. I begin by briefly outlining the views o f  a number o f 

critics o f Quine v\'ho, depending on the critic, argue that either the realist or the relativist 

dimension undermines the other, and is incompatible with what Quine is trying tc 

achieve. Next. 1 outline the type o f relativism about reference that Quine accepts; I show 

that this is a very profound type o f  relativism that has the potential to undei rnine any 

pretence Quine may have towards realism. However, it is clear that his relativism does 

not destabilize his v^ersion o f realism.; rather, I shew that Quine’s version o f  realism, so- 

called “robust realism”, is predicated upon this relativity about language. I conclude that, 

in this sense, Quine views the relativity about language that he endorses lu be “good 

relativism” : it undermines extreme realism but does not lead to extreme relhtivism, and in 

this sense actually solidifies his compromise position.



The second point I make in thi3 chapter is tnat in addition to the "good relativism” 

tliat Quine adopts, he is also susceptible to ‘'bad relativism”; that is, versions o f  relativism 

that would undermine the compromise position, leading his position to collapse into 

either extreme realism or extreme relativism. The archetypical “bad relativism” is 

relativism about truth. In section 2, i show that the question o f  whether Quiiie is 

susceptible to the relativist doctrine o f truth is a complicated matter. I begin by setting out 

Quine’s official, non-relative, version o f truth, and then consider a number o f  objections 

from Donald Davidson, which argues that Quine’s version o f truth implicitly commits 

him to the epistemic theory o f  truth, and hence to a relativistic doctrine o f  truth. I show 

that while Davidson is incorrect to impute the epistemological doctrine o f  truth o f Quine, 

there is an interesting sense in which Quine is susceptible to a relativistic thoorv' o f truth, 

namely -  Quine’s rebuttal o f Russell’s extreme realism presupposes the relative theory o f 

tnith in the sense that at end-of-inquiry, there are a number o f  alternative conceptual 

schemes, each o f which is true from its own perspective.

SE C TIO M

THE TWO SIDES OF QUINE 

1.1 Introduction.

In this section I show that, for Quine, our on-going conceptual schem.e is characterised by 

both realist and relativist doctrines. And that, according to Quine, these opposing 

doctrines do not undermine one another, but come together to form a scientific account of 

on-^oing inquiry.
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As a starting point for this discussion, I begin by outhning a number of criticisms 

of Quine’s compromise position, v/hich argue that Quine cannot accommodate both 

realist and relativist dimensions in a coherent, unified position. Here I briefly set out both 

the case for viewing Quine’s realism as undermining his relativism, and the opposing 

case that his relativism precludes any possibility of him holding a coherent version of 

realism.

Following on from this, I show that both of these lines o f argument are incorrect. 

In contrast, i show that the forms of relativism and realism that Quine develops are 

consistent with one another. The significance of Quine’s philosophy lies in his combining 

a certain type o f relativism with a certain type of realism, for it is precisely by facilitating 

this combination that Quine achieves a compromise between the polarities o f extreme 

realism and extreme relativism. 1 conclude that one cannot properly understand Quine’s 

overall philosophical project unless equal weight is given to both the realist-and the 

relativist dimensions o f his position.

1.2 Realism and relativism.

To begin, a number of philosophers who applaud the realist dimension o f Quine’s

position have argued that this realism is i=ncompatible v/ith his acceptance o f relativism.

Foi example, J.J.C. Smart commeming on Word and Object finds to his Gurprise Quine’s

“full blown realist philosophy o f  the theoretical entiries o f  physics”; thus. Smart \\Tites

Before beginning to write this paper I expected to find lingering traces 
of a pragmatism and instrumentalism which is evident in s^>me of 
Quine’s earlier writings. However I found no definite evidence o f such 
traces, and in fVO Quine seems to me to have moved right over to a



definitely realistic attitude to the theoretical entities of physical 
science. For evidence of his earlier pragmatism and instrumentalism I 
would draw attention to his From a Logical Point o f  View ... Such a 
point of view seems to have been eliminated from Quine’s thought in 
WO ... Indeed, if we needed to interpret Quine in this instrumentalist 
way he would surely be saying something inconsistent with his own 
position about ontological criteria. (In this respect I think there is 
probably an inconsistency in his earlier position, but there is no good

* Ievidence for thinking it survives in WO.)

Smart contrast what he sees as Quine’s early pragmatism and instrumentalisni against liis 

more mature acceptance of ‘'full blown realism”, and he argues that this early and mature 

versions o f Quine are inconsistent. Consequently, Smart concludes that Quine’s mature 

realism precludes any suggestion o f instrumentalism.

Similarly, Robert J. Fogelin distinguishes the components of Quine’s philosophy 

into two broad categories, which he terms the “austere or hard component, and the more

1 f \ ' Xopen or soft componenf’, corresponding more or less to what I have called the realistic 

and ihe relativistic dimensions o f Quine’s philosophy, and he argues that ultimately 

commitments defining these two categories are incompatible with one another. Fogelin 

writes,

If we look separately at these two clusters of commitments, the items 
in each seem, intuitively at least, to suit one another. Quine exhibits 
great skill in his writing in showing how the themes in each cluster 
interrelate with one another. In contrast, if we compare the two 
clusters as wholes, they seem, again intuitively, to display 
fundamentally different tendencies. Depending on which way we 
proceed, it can seem that all the toughness in the first cluster is given 
away by the softness in the second, or, going the other direction, that 
the openness of the second cluster can seem to be throttled by the 
narrow constraints of the first. Quine, of course, thinks that he has 
brought these apparently competing viewpoints into proper balance.'*’"'

J.J.C. Smart, "Quine's Philosophy o f  Science, reprinted in W ords and O'oiections. (eds.) D. Davioson & 
J. Hintikka; pp. 7-8

Robert J. Fogelin, ‘Quine’s Limitod Naturalism’; Journal o f  Philosophy, XCIV, nuinber 11, Noveitiber 
1997;pp. 543-564, p. 543

Robert .i. Fogeiin, ‘Quine’s Limited Naturalism’; p. 544.
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Fogelin argues that Quine does not succeed in bringing these competing clusters into a

proper balance; rather, ultimately if  the “hard” realist side o f Quine’s position is pursued

in an unrestricted manner it would undermine the “soft” relativist side; he says,

In fact, as the centre o f gravity o f Q uine's position shifts towards 
naturalized epistemology, all the components in what I have called the 
soft cluster come under pressure.'^’'

For Fogelin, the aspects o f  Quine’s position that come from the relativistic or soft side o f

this theory are at odds with his naturalistic program.

More recently, Stephen Yablo has implied that there is a similar conflict between

Quine’s early realism and his later relativism about o n t o l o g y . Y a b l o  takes it that early

on in his career’ ’̂ Quine takes existence questions “deadly seriously” , b u t  implies that

his later writings are more relativist and incompatible with this early realism.

In contiast, to this view that Quine’s realism must be prioritised over his

relativism, which is seen to be somehow incompatible with Quine’s overall project, a

number o f philosophers have argued the other side o f the toss -  that Q uine’s relativism

undermines his claims to realism, and ultimately realism does not fit into the Quinean

project.

I'or example, Richatd Rorty argttes that Quine’s rejection o f the extreme realist 

metaphysical notion o f reality as it is in itself,'^'^ his tehultal o f the ana!ytic-syii<ireiic 

distinction, and his holistic approach to rationality and justification, lead to a type of

Robert J. Fogelin, ‘O uine’s Limited N aturalism ’; n. 550-551
Stephen Y ablo, ‘D oes O ntology Rest on a M istake?’, P roceedings o f  the A ris to te lian  Society, V ol. pp. 

229-261
S p tcifica lly , Y ablo m entions the period from ‘On What Ihere Is’, up to Word and Object as when 

Quine is taking ontological questions seriously; Vablo, ‘D oes O ntology Rest on a M istake?', f^iotnote 3, p. 
23C

Yablo p. 230
For exam ple, see Ror^y C onsequences orPraii'natism '(8righton: Harvester 1982) Introduciion p. xiv
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relativisiR that both he applauds and a p p ro p ria te s .B u t this relativism, Rorty maintains,

means that Quine must pass up on any claims to realism. Rorty holds that all claims to

realism are based on an appeal to a transcendent perspective that Quine has claimed to

give up: for Rorty, without the transcendent perspective, immersed in our own culture

and our own community, we have neither the need nor the legitimate means to prioritise

physical science as limning the nature of reality. Rorty argues that once Quine accepts

that all theories are convenient fictions Quine must accept all theories as equally noii-

factiial; the only way Quine can substantiate the claim that physics picks out substantive

laws and limns the nature of reality is to appeal to reality as it is in itself, but without the

transcendental perspective to back it up, his preference for physics is little more than a

nostalgic prejudices, a remnant of his positivist heritage, that is unjustified, “purely

aesthetic”, and “will not work”. Thus, Rorty vvrites,

\Vhy, however, do “believes in ...” and “translates a s ...” owe more to 
the necessities of practice than “is the same electron a s ...” and “is the 
same set as,...”? Why do the Natiirwissenschaften limn reality while the 
Geisteswissenschaften merely enable us to cope with it? What is it that 
sets them apart, given that we no longer think o f any son of statement 
having a privileged epistemological status, but of all statements as 
working together for the good of the race in that process of gradual 
holistic adjustment made famous by “Two Dogmas o f Empiricism”?
Why should not the unity of empiiical inquiry be the whole o f culture 
(including both the Natur- and the Geisteswissenschaften) rather than 
just the v/hole of physical science?'^'

Moreover, for Rorty, Quine’s prioritisation of physics is unnecessary, he dismisses it as

an embarrassing remnant of the old metaphysical picture of reality. In contrast, Rorty

holds that all areas of culture on a par. Thus, P.orty writes.

Pragmatism...does not erect Science as an idol to fill the place once held 
by God. It views science as one genre of literature -  or, put the other

'™ For exam ple, see Po'"iy ‘Solidarit)' or O bjectivity’ p. 2fc
' '  Rorty Philosophy and tiie Mirror o f  Nature. (Oxford: B lackw ell 1980) p. 201



way around, literature and the arts as inquiries, on the same footing as 
scientific inquiries. Thus it sees ethics as neither more “relative” or 
“subjective” than scientific theory, nor as needing to be made 
“scientific”. Physics is a way of trying to cope with various bits of the 
universe; ethics is a matter o f trying to cope with other bits... The 
question of what propositions to assert, which pictures to look at, what 
narratives to listen to and comment on and retell, are all questions about 
what will help us get what we want (or about what we should want).'

For Rorty, Quine’s claims to realism are incompatible w'ith his insistence on an immaiient

perspective, and should be eliminated from the Quinean project.

Likewise, Hilary Putnam also argues that once Quine has given up on the

metaphysical notion o f reality as it is in itself, then Quine’s version of realism is empty of

content, and his insistences that he is a realist ring hollow. Thus, Puvnam writes,

Quine is asking us to think that there is something about which we 
should be “realists” and telling us that the relation between our thoughts 
and that something is purely “immanent”, that is, internal to our 
language and theory; that that language and theory do not have a 
relation to that something v^iich is singled out in a way that can be 
scientifically determined by rational inquirers independently of how or 
whether we interpret them. This sounds like saying that there is a reality, 
bu( you aren’t really thinking about it. Or like saying there isn’t a 
reality, but you pretend there is one whenever you think, or you have to 
take seriously the reality you pretend there is. Or still more like Hume 
saying that when he is in his study he sees that total skepticism is 
correct, but whenever he leaves his study he is a “robust realisf’. (Hume

1 -j-j

didn’t use those exact words.)

Here Putnam maintains that Quine is being disingenuous in claiming to be a realist; 

instead, Putnam compares Quine’s view of robust realism to Hume’s ambivalent view of 

scepticism: in the same way that Hume’s intellectual commitment to scepticism wavers at 

the billiard table, while in his study Quine accepts that his arguments point only to 

relativism and the rejection of realism, but outside his study he tries to forget these

Rorty Consequences o f  Pragmatism, p. xliii
Hilary Putnam, ‘A Comparison o f  Something witii Something Else’, reprinted in Wcrds and Life. 

(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press 1994) p. 347
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arguments an<i to pretend that reality actually does exist. Once again, the poini is that

Quine cannot balance relativism with realism; rather his relativism undermines and

precludes his claims to realism.

More recently, Nicholas G e o rg a l is 'h a s  also argues that the tension betw'een the

realist and relativist tendencies in Q uine's philosophy cannot be balanced.

Tc my m.ind there has always been a fundamental tension in Quine’s 
v/ork between his commitment to a kind o f scientific realism, on the 
one hand, and his ...rejection o f transcendental metaphysics on the 
other.

In addition to identifying this tension, Georgalis argues that the Quine’s acceptance that

obser/ation sentences arise immanent to our on-going conceptual scheme, and in this

sense are '‘theory-dependent”, undermines his claims to realism.

Quine has given up the claim that holophi'astic observation sentences 
are independent o f  theory ... Quine came to agree that the relevant 
hoIophra.stic observation sentences are theory dependent. Nevertheless,
Quine appears reluctant tn accept the fact that this concession 
undermines the alleged virtue^  ̂ o f observation sentences just 
mentioned. In what follows 1 detail the theory dependence o f an 
important class o f  holophrastic observation sentences to show how this 
forces a rejection o f Quine’s realism.

Georgalis holds that Quine’s relativistic side, in particular his rejection o f transcendent

metaphysics, undennines Quine’s claims to v/hat Georgalis calls his “scientific reali.'m”.

He concludes that Quine should give up on his claims to realism and ‘'downgrade

ontology all the way” .

it is clear that each o f these philosophers emphasise one side o f Ihe Quinean

compromise over the other, and holds that the alternative dimension ought to be

J'licholas Georgalis, ‘O ntology Downgi'aded All The W av’, P acific P h ilosoph ica l Q uarterly  80 (i9<39) 
238-256

Nictioias Georgalis, 'O niology Downgraded All The W ay’, p. 238  
N icholas Georgalis, ‘O ntology Do'vngradcd AM The W ay’j p. 239
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abandoned as incompatible with the overall Quinean piX'ject. In the remainder o f this 

section I show that this criticism o f Quine is misguided; rather, the realism and the 

relativism that Quine espouses are compatible and can be held together in a coherent 

philosophical position. Moreover. I stress that Quine’s position can be properly 

understood only by acknow'ledging that the realist and relativist dimensions have equal 

weight for Quine; otherwise, his position would not be a genuine compromise between 

them.

1.3 Quine’s relativism about language.

To begin, Quine argues that a scientific account o f how we actually use language shovvr.' 

us that there are no absolute facts about language in the sense that Russell assumed there 

to be. Rather, Quine holds that all facts about language are relative; more precisely, the 

facts about any language are relative to a further inteipretation in a background language. 

This is the case because from, our perspective, immersed in our on-going conceptual 

scheme, it is not possible to give an absolute interpretation o f our language; rather the 

meaning, reference, and ontological commitments, o f what we say is always relative to a 

further interpretation in a backgror.nd language. This leads Quine to develop three related 

relativistic theses about language, namely - the “inscrutability o f reference” the

‘indeterm inacy o f translation” and “ontological relativity (OR).'^^

For exam ple, Quine, O ntological Relativity and Otiier E ssays. (T'Jew York: ColombiT Universit)' Press 
1969)

For exam ple, Quine, Word and O bject. ! w ili d iscuss the indeterminacy o f  tiansiation thesis in more 
detail in chapter 4.

For exam.ple, Quine. O ntological Relativity and Other Essays,



Taking Quine’s thesis o f (IR), Quine develop?; this idea in terms o f the notions of

a ‘proxy function’ and ‘cosmic complement’. He explains a proxy function as a function

that maps one system of reference into part or all of another. For example, in Pursuit of

Truth Quine defines proxy functions as follows,

A proxy function is an explicit one-to-one transformation, / ,  defined 
over the objects in our purported universe. By ‘explicit’ 1 mean that for 
any object x, specified in an acceptable notation, we can specify fx .
Suppose now we shift our ontology by reinterpreting eacli of our 
predicates as true rather of the correlates j6c o f the object x  that it had
been true of. Thus, we reinterpret ‘Px ’ as meaning that x is /  o f a P.

180Correspondingly for two-pace predicates and higher.

The origin for his idea of a proxy function is the distinction between direct and deferred 

ostension, i.e., betVveen pointing to the ocean to indicate blue, and pointing lo the petroi

1 0 1

gauge to indicate that the tank is empty. Quine develops a more sophisticated example 

of this distincticn in terms of the mathematicai device of Godel-numbering: he shows that 

by giving each element in a system a Godel-number we can specify any original elements 

by pointing to its Godel-number. The process of Godel-numbering gives a permutation, 

or one-to-one mapping, o f the terms of one language onto those of another, such that by 

reinterpreting our theory T under a proxy function/as Ti, we switch the entire system of 

reference of T while ensuring that the truth-values assigned to each sentence in T remc .̂in 

invariant under their reinterpretation by proxy function/as T |. Donald Davidson offers 

an illuminating example of how such a proxy function might work. First, assume that 

eveiy object has one and only one shadow. T ak e /to  mean ‘the shadov/ o f .  On system S 

we take ‘Wilt’ to be true o f Wilt, and ‘is tall’ to be true of tall things. On S’ we take 

‘Wilt’ to be true to Wilt’s shadow and ‘is tall’ to be true o f the shadow of lall things.

Quine Puisuit o f  Truth, rev ed, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press 1992)p. 31-32  
Quine, O ntological R elativity and Other Essays, p. 40
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Thus, on S ‘W ilt is tall’ is true if and only if  Wilt is tall, while on S’ ‘Wilt is tali’ is true if  

and only if  the shadov/ o f W ilt is the shadow o f a tall thing. Clearly, under proxy function 

f  the truth conditions remain invariant. The key point here is that the evidence for or 

against S or S’ consists o f the set o f circumstances in which the speaker would assent to

Cl'S

or dissent from each sentence.

In addition, Quine has introduced the notion o f a ‘cosmic com plem ent’ to

illustrate just how extreme the shift in reference can be Vv'ith. The cosmic complement o f

loy watch, for Quine, is the entire universe apart trom my watch. Thus he Vvxites,

The word ‘rabbit’ would now denote not each rabbit but the cosmic 
complement o f  each, and the predicate ‘furry’ would now denote not 
cach furry thing but the cosmic complement o f each. Saying that rabbits 
arc flirry would thus be reinterpreted as saying that complements-of- 
rabbits are complements-of-fuiry things, v/ith ‘com plements-of-rabbits’ 
and ‘com plem ents-of furry’ seen as avomic predicates. The two 
sentences are obviously equivalent.'^'’

Properly understood, therefore, it is possible to reinteipret any sentence in such a  rashioii

that a term taken to refer to the object 'x ’ in the original now refers to the entire universe

apart from the object ‘x '. Moreover, Quine holds that the truth-values o f any sentences

referring to my watch remain invariant even though these sentences now refer to the

cosmic complement o f my watch. For Quine, the conclusion is chat the reference o f any

term cannot be stated absolutely but is always relative to the particular interpretation or

1 8 4translation manaval employed.

Donald Davidson, ‘The Indeterminacy o f  R eference’, reprinted in Trt:th and Interpretation. (Oxford: 
Blackwc!! lyS 6)p . 230

Quine From Stimulus to Scien ce. (Cambridge, M a ; Harvard U niversity Press 1995) p. 71-72  
We know fi-om the doctrine o f  ontological com m itm ent that, for Quine, referer.cc and v>ntoIogy aie  

closely  coi'.nected. so it com es as no surprise that the reiaiivity o f  reference im plies that onfoicgy is also 
relative to a particular inteiprelation. For Quine, inscurability  o f  refeicnce (IR) begets ontological relativity 
(OR), and in either case there is no way to specify rcferencc or ontology absolutely
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What makes ontological questionn meaningless when taken absolutely is not

universality but circularity; rather, to say what object tehn in one language refers tc we

must retreat to another term in some other background language. Thus Quine writes,

A question o f the form ‘What is an F?’ can be answered only by 
recourse to a further tenn: ‘An F is a G’. The answer makes only relative 
sense: sense relative to the uncritical acceptance of

For Quine, what we say makes sense only through the uncritical acceptance o f some

background language to translate the object language into. However, this background

language must itself be interpreted, and so is itself relative to its interpretation in yet

another background language, and so on and so forth. For example, the question '"‘Does

‘rabbit’ really refer to rabbits and not rabbit parts?” is meaningless if  asked in an absolute

s'-nse; someone can always counter with their own question: “Refer to rabbits in wliat

sense of rabbits?”. Foi Quine, such is immanent relativity: we need a background

language to interpret any utterance, but as (IR) applies to that background language also,

we appear to have begun an infinite regress of background languages.

More significantly, however, immanent relativity arises in our home language

also; boih in hov/ we interpret other speakers of our own language and in how we

interpret what we ourselves say. First, relativity arises in connection to other speakers of

the same language because according to Quine’s model we must employ a translation

manual whenever we interpret what is said in our home language. That is, Quine holds

that this translation, which equates my neighbour’s English words with the btring of

phonemes in my own mouth, proceeds purely on the basis of behavioural evidence and

Quine, O ntological Relativity, p. 53
Moreover, for Quine, the relaiivit)' to a buci<ground language itse lf has to com ponents: first, the cnoice  

o f  background language, second the choice o f  prc.xy function that maps one language onto the other. 
O ntology, therefore, is doubly relative.
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the concurrcnt environmental surrouadiRgs. It follows that it is possible to nompletely 

reinterpret the reference of my neighbour’s utterances through proxy functions, and given 

extensive readjustments, the behavioural evidence will be indifferent to switch of 

reference and ontology. Thus, I can reinterpret my neighbour’s apparent references to 

rabbits as in fact references to undetached rabbit-parts, and her apparent references to 

formulas as actually references to Godel numbers, etc.'*^ It follows that what has been 

said about translating alien languages applies equally to communicating in the home 

language. That is, (IR) pervades all aspects of the home language.'**

Even more disturbingly, how'evcr. it follows from this that immanent relativity 

applies equally to my own speech. That is, for Quine, it is not possible for me to {Ix the 

reference or ontology of my own utterances in any absolute sense. This more troubling 

situation follows from the fact that there can be no private language: if  reference in public 

language is relative then reference in my own language must also be relative.'*'*  ̂Clearly, 

if immanent relativism affects my own use of my home language the notion of reference 

traly does become nonsensical: it means that I do not know whether in saying ‘rabbit’ I 

am referring to rabbits or to so>ne other dev'icusly penr.uted denotation. It follows, Quine 

argues, that

We begin to appreciate that a grand and ingenious permutation of these 
denotations, along with compensatory adjustments in the interpretations of 
the auxiliary particles, might still accoinmodate all existing speech 
dispositions. This was the inscrutability of reference, applied to ourselves; 
and it makes a nonsense of reference.

Indeed, Quine readily admits the absurdity o f this conclusion. He writes,

Q uine O nto log ica l  Relativ ity  p. 47  
Q uine O nto log ica l  Relativity  p. 4 5 -4 6  
Quine O ntolog ica l  Relativ ity  p. 47  
Quine O ntolog ica l  Relativity  p. 48
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We seem to be manoeuvring ourselves into the absurd position that 
there is no difference on any terms, interlinguistic or intraiinguistic, 
objective or subjective, between referring to rabbits and referring to 
rabbit parts or stages; or between referring to formulas and referring to 
their Godel numbers.

Thus, immanent relativity appears to raise the possibility that a speaker cannot know the 

difference betw'een referring to a rabbit and refen-ing to each o f  its parts, or between 

referring to a fonnula or referring to its Godel number.

It is clear that Quine erhbraces a very comprehensive notion o f  relati'.'ity. In 

relation to language, relativity arises because from our immersed perspective we cannot 

get an absolute interpretation o f what we say; rather, we must interpret what we say in 

some fiirther background language or other. This type o f  relativism is significantly 

different from Carnap’s extreme relativism, in that it does not rely on a transcendent 

standpoint; however, the type o f  relativism that Quine embraces also threatens to 

overM'helm his compromise position, and to force him to adopt an outlook just as extreme 

as Camapian relativism. In particular, when applied to our own use o f  the home language 

Quine’s relativism about language threatens to create a kind o f referential nihilism, where 

there is no objective basis for determining the meaning, reference or ontology i>f wiiat 

someone says, therebj' m.aking communication imipossible.

1.4 Working within the home language as ‘robust realism’.

It is clear that incorporating this relativism about meaning, reference, and so on, does not 

lead 10 the drastic situation that it first appears to; rather, Quine holds that what thi '̂ 

relativism actually illustrates is not that communication is undermined by the failure to 

Q uine O nto log ica l  Relat iv ity  p. 4 7
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access absolute facts about language, but that absolute facts about language are not 

necessary for communication to happen. Quine holds that using a language is all there is 

to understanding that language, and because ihis relativism does not undermine cur 

ability to use language, this relativism does not undermine our understanding  o f 

language. That is, Quine holds that in communicating we do not stand back and question 

the meaning, reference or ontology o f a language but simply use it or “acquiesce” in it, 

taking its terms “at face value” .

The problem raised by Quine’s relativism about language is tnat it appears to 

require the speaker to construct an endless series o f meta-languages to determine w'hat 

she is talking about. However, Quine holds diat in practice this regress o f  background 

languages would not go on for very long; no one is going to formulate a meta-meta-meta- 

language in order to determine what tenns in the language refer to -  not because it is 

impossible to forrhulate such a language but because there is no point in doing so. Rather, 

in order to speak at all we must stand somewhere - it is not possible to question all 

background languages at once -  so even though there are no absolute facts about 

language, we simply use the relative facts about language that we do have. The« Quine 

writes.

We need a background language, I said, to regress into. Arc we involved 
no in an infinite regress? If  questions o f reference o f  the sort wc are 
considering make sense only relative tc a background language, then 
evidently questions o f reference for the background language make 
sense iri turri only relative to a further background language. In these 
;enn.? the situation sounds despernle, but in fact it is little different from 
questions o f position and velociiy When v.e are given position and 
velocity relative to a given coordinate system, w'e can always ask in turn 
about the placing o f origin and orientation o f  axes o f that system o f 
coordinates; and there is no end to the successicm o f farther coordinate 
systems that could be adduccd in answering successive questions th'.is 
generated.
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In practice o f  course we end the regress o f coordinate sj^stems by 
something like pointing. And in practice we end the regress of 
background languages, in discussions o f reference, by acquiescing in our 
mother tongue and taking its words at face value.

The key point, for Quine, is that when we acquiesce in our home language we do not

question the reference o f these terms; rather we employ its terms ‘ar face value’. That is,

for Quine simply using language prevents the regress fiorn getting .started.'^'’

But doesn’t this simply beg the question? Doesn’t his relativity about language

put the very possibility o f ‘using’ a language in doubt? In particular, by entangling it with

considerations to do with translation manuals and background languages, it appears very

much as if  it is iinpossible to use a language because the terms we are using are always

up for grabs. For Quine, however, this is not the case, and it is important to see why.

Quine has at times attempted to clarify ihe notion o f acquiescence in terms o f a

distinction between the ‘heterophonic’ and the ‘homophonic’ translation manuals. Me

explains the difference between these manuals as follow's. The hetercphonic rale

correlates different words to one another, such as those o f one language to words o f

another -  thus the field linguist engaged in radical translation must employ a

hetercphonic translation rule. In contrast, the homophonic rule simply niaps teims on^o

themselves; it is what Quine calls the ’identity transformation’. Quine writes,

The homoplionic rule is a handy one on the whole. That it works so w'el) 
is no accident, since imitation and feedback arc what propagate a 
language. We acquired a great fund o f basic words and phrases in this 
way, imitating our elders and encouraged by our elders amid extemai 
circumstances to which the phrases suitably apply. Homophonic 
translation is implicit in the social method o f learning. Departure from 
homophonic translation in this Quarter would onlv hinder

194communication.

Quine Ortologicai Relativity p. 49
Stewart Shapiro, ‘Second-Order Logic, Foundations, And Ruies’, Journal o f  Philosophy {\99Q)  p. 252 
Quine Onu'logical Relativity p.46-47
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For Quine, acquiescing in the home language means employing the homophonic

translation manual, which simply maps terms in the home language onto themselves. It

follows therefore, that the home language is taken as its own background language; the

homophonic translation manual takes each sentence o f the home language as its own

translation in the background language, and map each term in the home language into

i ts e l f .T h u s ,  relativity of meaning, reference, and so on, arise in the home language

only if one systematically departs from the horcophonic translation and applies a

heterophonic translation rule. He writes,

In short, we can reproduce the inscrutability of reference at home... The 
problem at home differs none from radical translation ordinarily so callcd 
except in the wilfulness of this suspension of hom*ophonic translation.'^^

Properly understood, Quine holds that by chox)sing the homophonic translation manual,

thus taking the home language at face value, the leiativity is resolved.

For Quine, acquiescence continues naturalisni’s central theme of adv.pting an

immanent perspective on inquir>'. but in this case we must be immanent to language

rather than to the conceptual scheme of physical science. Quine holds that when we use

language we ‘staying aboaid our own boat' and see iu from ‘the inside out’. Thus, Quine

v.rites

The point is not that we ourselves arc casting about in vain for a mooring. 
Staying aboard our ov/n language and not rocking the boat, we are bonie 
smoothly along on it and all is well; ‘rabbit’ denotes rabbits, and there is 
no sense in asking ‘Rabbits in what sense o f ‘rabbit’?’ '^'

So, viewed from within we use language and take its terms at face value. O f course, it is

possible to view our cunent home language as an alien inscrutable language, but we can

Hilai'v Putnam, ‘A Comparison o f  Som ething witli Som<;thing E lse’, in Words and L ife, p. 335-537
Quine Ontological R elativity p. 47
Quine “Tilings and Their Place in Theories", iii Theories and Things, p. 20



do this oPxly by adopting some further language as the home language. Treating our 

current home language as an alien language and questioning the reference o f its terms 

requires that we retreat from our current home language into some further language, but 

acquiescing in it and taking its terms at face value means accepting the home language as 

the home language.

For Quine, the key point here is that relativity arises only if  one views language 

from outside; that is, i f  we question it from the perspective o f some other language. But 

as Quine notes, it is not possible to question a language while we are using it; rather, we 

must accept the language we use, and lake its terms unquestioningly at face value. 

Therefore, even though our acceptance o f  our home language is provisional, because it is 

not possible to stand outside o f all languages and question them all at once from some 

neutral perspective, we have no option but to accept some language unquestioningly

M'hiie we are speaking. It follows, therefore, that in one clear sense acquiescence is a
1

foiTn o f realism, namely -  acquiescence means that the relativism about language that 

Quine does accept will not descend inio the type o f Camap-style extreme relativism, it 

threatens to.

Therefore, while there are no absolute facts about language in Russell’s sense, 

taking the language we use at face value docs coiistitute a version o f realism; it is a 

version o f realism that acknowledges a certain, quite comprehensive, type o f  lelativism. 

Quine’s so-called “robust realism”, is thus realism notwithstanding comprehensive 

relativism. At the beginning o f the section, we savv that a number o f philosophers argue 

that the relativism that Quine embraces undermines his claims to realism, and therefore is 

incompatible with the overall Quinean project. But we now see that Q uine’s reiativiscic
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view o f language does not lead to Camap-siyle extierne relativism, or undermine Quine’s 

claim to be a realist; just the opposite, in fact. For, it turns out that Quine’s relativistic 

view o f language is also the basis for his particular version o f realism; that is, realism 

notwithstanding relativism about language.

i.5  Realkm and relativism from within.

i f  we return to the objection raised at the start o f the section, we sav/ that a number o f 

philosophers huve argued that Quine’s acceptance o f relativity about meaning, reference, 

and so on, preclude any claims he makes to realism. This point is illustrated clearly by 

looking at Putnam’s'^" criticism o f Quine outlined above.

Putnam has argued that Quine’s insistence that he is a realist rings hollow; in 

contrast. Putnam holds that any claims to realism that Quine makes arc undermined by 

his extreme relativistic doctrines o f meaning, reference and ontology. It is, on Putnam.'s 

account, symptomatic, or even definitive, o f ‘realism.’ to hold that the objects we are 

realists about exist completely independent o f our coricepiual system.; the fact that they 

exist independently invests these objects with an authority over our conceptual system. 

Pumam’s problem with Quine is that since Quine has rejected the notion o f  reality as it is 

in itself, he does not take robust realism to be about a transcendent relation between 

language and reality us if is in itself, however, Quine nevertheless v/ants his immanent 

construal o f these concepts to have the auihority they would have if  ihey were 

tianscendent. Thus, Putnam writes.

Hilar)' Putnam, ‘A  C cm parison o f  Soniethir.g with Scniething E lse’, reprinted in W ords and t-ife



Quine’s denial o f '‘transcendental reality” is the denial o f reality as 
iraditionally, metaphysically conceived. Quine’s claimx is that 
“immanent” reality, the reality internal to our text contains a part -  the 
“first-class” part -  that is certified by science, and therefore deserves to 
be just as authoritative, ju st as coercive, as the metaphysician’s reality 
ever v/as. But why should the “reality” o f science be more coercive than 
our reflective intuition that what we say is true or false? ... Quine’s view 
is mat neither the authority o f ontology nor the authority o f 
episternolcgy is impaired in any v>̂ ay by heing seen to be “immanent” . In 
my view, whatever authority they had depended entirely on our 
conceiving o f  reality and sensations as, respectively, the makers-true and 
the makers-justified o f the sentences we produce -  not the makers-true 
and niakers-j ustified from within the story, but the things outside the 
story that hook language onto something outside o f  itse lf

Putnam recognizes that Quine’s robust realism is immanent realism -  it is a doctrine

about language and the objects internal to language -  but for Putnam, it is incoherent to

talk about “immanent” realism; ultimately, Putnam does not believe Q uine’s robust

realism deserves to be called “realism”. Putnam’s point is that, on Quine’s viev/, an

alien’s conception o f  reality is inscrutable to us unless we can tran^^lafe it into cur o'Afn

language, and, likewise, my conception o f reality, while obvious to me, is inscrutable to

the alien. Therefore, there is no objective conception o f reality that both the alien and 1

must acknowledge. For Putnam, without a connection to something external to theor>'.

the ontological notions o f  reality and fact cannot claim any authority over both ihe aUen's

and my own conceptual system, and thus it is simply false to call this picture ‘realism ’ in

any sense o f the word.

Now, while one might question the significance that Putnam gives to the notion o f

objects having 'authority’ over our conceptual system as the benchmark for realism, but

even granting this point, it is clear that robust realism also holds that objects have this

aforementioned authority. The authority here derives from robust realism ’s role as anti-

Hilar)' Putnam. ‘A Comparison o f  Som ething with Som ething E lse’, p. 347-348
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relativism: the robust reaUst is no different than the metaphysical realist in taking

seriously whatever is asserted in the hom.e language. Because robust realism rules out

immanent relativism, we have no option but to take the home language seriously. And,

v/hat more can there be to taking a language seriously other than ruling out its relativity

tc a background language? Thus, when Quine discusses realism he characterizes it in

terms o f the scientist who confidently takes his science seriously. Quine writes.

But I also expressed, at the begirming, my unswerving belief in 
external things -  people, nerve endings, sticks, stones. This I 
reaffirm. I believe also^ i f  less firmly, in atoms and electrons and in 
classes. N ow how is all this robust realism to be reconciled with vhe 
barren scene that 1 have just been depicting? The answer is 
naturalism: the recognition that it is within science itself, and not in 
some prior philosophy, that reality is to be identified and 
described.

Quine holds that realism is the robust anitude o f turning back to one’s own theor>'. and

not questioning the meaning o f the terms one uses while one is using them. It is, he says,

the robust state o f  mind o f the natural scientist who has never felt any 
qualm.s beyond the negotiable uncertainties internal to science.

For Quine, we are robust realists because in taking our home language at facc value we

do not begin the regress o f background languages and the relativism that this involves.

Quine emphasises this point by highlighting that we acquiesce in the use o f temis

like ‘evidence’ and ‘reality’, and do not question them from the external perspective o f

some background language. Thus, Quine writes.

We carmot significantly question the reality o f the external world, or
deny that there is evidence o f external objects in the testimony o f our
senses; for, to do so is simply to dissociate the terms ‘reality’ and
‘evidence’ from the very applications v/hich originally did most to

* ”'02invest those terms with whatever intelligibility they may have for us.^

Quine, “Things and Their Place 'n Theor'es" p. 21
Quine, ‘Five Milestones o f  Empiricism’ p. 72
Quiue ‘The Scope and Language o f  Science’ Wavs o f  Paradox p. 229
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For Quine, the robust realist does not entertain these doubts either; in this case, however,

the realist does not significantly question the existence o f external reality because to do

so would be to question the language she is using rather than take it at face value. Of

course, this does not mean that Quine takes ordinary language as sacrosanct, but in

ordinary usage we use the word ‘real’ to separate those things that we believe to be real

from those that we do not.^°^ Quine writes.

Everything o f course, is real; but there are sheep and there are no 
unicorns, there are clouds and there is (in the specified sense o f the 
term) no sky, there are odd numbers and there are no even primes other 
than 2. Such is the ordinary usage o f the word ‘real’, a separation o f the 
sheep from the unicorns. Failing such aberrant definition which is 
clearly not before us, this is the only usage we have to go on.̂ *̂ "̂

It is difficult to imagine what Putnam can say here that Quine cannot also endorse. How

do we take reality any more seriously than by talcing seriously the sentence ‘the external

world really exists”? Anything more that we say to err.phasize our belief in the reality of

reality will be superfluous: we can only add more words to those that we already take

seriously. Even if Putnam adds a desk thumping, foot-stamping sho\u o f ‘Really!’, this is

still just another pan of the home language that \vc are realists about.

1.6 Conclusion.

In conclusion, then, it is clear that robust realism is very different to traditional versions 

of realism,. However, this comes as no surprise as from the outset Quine has branded 

tiaditional metaphysical realism redundant for relying on the fallacious assuiriptiun of a

Quine Word and Object p. 3
Quine ‘On Mental E niiiies’, W avs o f  Paradox., p. 225



transcendent perspective. In conlrasi, robust realism concerns the use o f language not the 

connection between language and something Independent o f language. Robust realism is 

clearly a very deflated form o f realism.^'’̂  It follows that when Quine says that he is a 

realist about the objects o f  science, and that he talces the terms o f  the home language at 

face valufc he is not talking about an unquestioned acceptance o f the nature o f  reality us it 

is in iti>eif In contrast, Q uine’s point is subtler than this: Quine describes acquiescence in 

the home language as ‘realism ’ only because it rules out immanent relativism.

Because it is such a thin doctrine, I think that Q uine’s robust realism offers a 

revolutionary new way to understand realism. Its minimal metaphysical commitments 

allow Quilie to show that the appeal lo the notion o f correspondence to independent 

reality is neither legitimate nor necessary. For QuinCj realism is simply about taking 

seriously the language we use. Naturalism is o f a piece with the human predicament: we 

are always immersed in some conceptual system or other and have no option but to adopt 

an immanent perspective. In robust realism the point o f view is still naturalism: but in a 

slightly different sense than usual. Here, Quine holds that we are naturally immersed in 

language and have lo take seriously whatever language we use. Because it is so deflated, 

Quine exhibits a general tendency to assume that we have no options but to be a robust 

realist.

In the next section I show that although Quine can incorporate considerable 

relativism about reference, meaning, and so on^ with his so-called “robust realism”, there 

is a type o f  relativism that cannox be accommodated by Quine’s compromise position, 

namely -  relativism, about truth

Nicholas Georgalis, in ‘Ontology Downgraded all the Way' Pacific Philosophical Quarterly 80 (1999), 
p. 247, in my opinion, aptly calls Quine’s realism ‘anaemic realism’, however, Georgaiis means this as a 
criticism similar to Putnam’s.



SECTION!

ROBUST REALISM AND TRUTH 

2.1 Introduction.

In the previous secxion, I argued that not only can Quine accommodate both realist and 

relativist tendencies in his position, but that his entire project can be understood only in 

terms o f  an attempt to balance these competing tendencies. So, in contrast to those who 

argue that either the realist or the relativist dimension is inconsistent with the Quinean 

project, i argued that abandoning either o f these dimensions will collapse the Quintan 

project into one or other extreme position. In this sense, we can talk about the relativi.sm 

in reference, meaning, and so on, that Quine embraces, as “good relativism”; that is, far 

from undermining his compromise position, relativism o f this type is the basis for 

Quine’s so-called “robust realism”.

In this section I want to argue that, in contrast to this “good relativisni”, Quine’s 

posiiiori is also susceptible to a form o f “bad relativism”, namely -  relativism about truth. 

The relativistic doctrine o f  truth holds that trurh is relative to theorj', and I show here that 

tnic is a form o f “bad relativism” because Quine’s compromise position cannot 

accom.modate this version o f  relativism; rather, should it arise, relativism about truth 

would undermine Quine’s so-called “robust realism”.

I begin this section by making Quine’s view o f truth explicit. I show here that 

Qaine holds a “robust realist version o f truth” . This “robust realist version o f truth” is a 

“ucflationary” account o f truth: it hoids that a com.plete account o f truth is given by
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accounting for our use o f the term "true”, or to put it in terms o f  “robust realism”, we 

account for truth by sim p ly  taking our use o f the term “true” at face value. Follov/ing on 

from this, I consider the arguments o f a number o f  philosophers, most notably Donald 

Davidson, who contend that Quine’s so-called “robust realist version o f truth” leads to an 

epistemic iheory o f  truth, which makes truth relative to epistemic factors and hence 

relative to theory. I argue that none o f  Davidson’s arguments are conclusive, and that it is 

incorrect to convict Quine o f  implicitly' holding the epistemic theory o f  truth. Finally, I 

argue that, though Quine is not committed to the epistemic theory o f  truth, there is 

another sense in which he may be committed to relativising truth to theory. I show that 

some o f Quiiic’s responses to the protolcm raised by strong-global under-detCi*mination at 

end-of-inquiry make truth relative to theory. I argue that these responses are incompatible 

with his so-called “robust realist” version o f truth. I conclude that should strong-global 

under-determination arise in on-going inquiry, as distinct from end-of-iriquiry, then 

Quine’s view o f truth Vv'ould undermine his compromise position.

2.2 Quine's robust realist view o f  truth.

To begin, I want to outline Quine’s so-called “robust realist” view o f iruth. 1 show that 

Quine’s view o f tnith is closely related to his notion o f  ̂ vDquiescence in the home 

language, and ultimately boils down to an account o f how we use the term “ true”. I show 

that Quine’s so-called “robust realist” view  o f truth has two important characteristics; 

first, it is a “deflationary” account o f truth, and second, it makes a true sentence relative 

to the language that it occurs in.
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The first point to note here is that akhough Quine calls his version of truth a

“realist” account o f truth, he does not hold a correspondence theory of truth. The

correspondence theory of truth holds that truths qualify as true in virtue of corresponding

to reality. Thus stated, however, the correspondence theory is either vague or vacuous.

Quitie explains this as follows;

What on the part o f true sentences is meant to correspond to what on 
the part o f reality? If we seek a correspondence word by word, we find 
ourselves eking reality out with a complement o f abstract objects 
fabricated for the sake o f the correspondence Or perhaps we settle for 
a correspondence o f whole sentences wiih. facts', a sentence is true if  it 
reports a fact. But here again we have fabricated substance for an 
empty doctrine. The world is full of things, variously related, but what, 
in addition to all that, are facts? 1 hey are projected from true sentences 
for the sakfe of correspondence.^'’̂

Taking the example of the declarative sentence “Snow is white”, the correspondence

theory usually accounts for this truth by claiming that the m.eaning o f the sentence

corresponds to the state of affairs, or facts as they actually are in reality. However, for

Quine, the correspondence theory suffers from two problems. First, as Quine says above

the correspondence theory must posit “facts” for truths to correspond to. And, second,

proponerits of the correspondence theory tend to postulate meanings as truth bearers of

sentences. The correspondence is therefore taken to hold between tv/o intangible

elements intervening between the true sentence and the white snow; that is, the sentence

“Snow is white” is true becausc the meaning of the sentence is thai snow is white and th.is

corresponds to the fac t that snow is white.

As we know, Quine rejects the postulation of meanings o f sentences as non-

linguistic entities, and similarly, we have seen that he does not accept facts in the sense

required for the conespondcnce iheory to go through. Thus, it is clear that Quine does not

Quine, ‘Truth’, Q uiddities, (Cairibridge M assachusetts: Harvard U niversity Press 1987); p. 213

I
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accept the correspondence theory o f truth. However, there is one sense in which O'-^ine

believes the coiTespondence theory is correct, and that is that Quine agrees that truth

hinges on reality not language. Thus, Quine writes.

No sentence is true but reality makes it so. Ih e  sentence ‘Snow is 
whiter' is crue, as Tarski iias taught us, if  and only if  real snow is really 
white. The same can be said o f the sentence ‘Der Schnee ist w eiss’; 
language is not the point.^®'

For Quine, truth hinges on reality, but it is sentences are true. The truth predicate is

needed only in cases where, though we are concerned with reality, we are forced to

mention sentences. In this type o f  case, the truth predicate allows us to show that

although sentences are mentioned, the point is still about reality.

To be precise, there are certain types o f generalisations where wc are impelled to

talk of sentences as being true. For example, when we generalise from “Grass is green or

grass is not green”, “Snow is white or snow is not white”, and so on, to say ‘'Hvery

sentence o f the form 'p or not o ’ is true”, v/e must ascend semantically to talk o f truth and

o f sentences. However, this semantic ascent does not imply that “Grass is green or grass

is not green” is about sentences not about reality; rather, this sentence is about reality, but

because the instances we are generalising over are related to one another in an oblique

way. we must go one step up and talk about sentences.

When v/e do ascend to the linguistic plane the truth predicate is useful because it

reminds that although our talk is about sentences, our eye is on the world. It does this by

cancelling linguistics reference. This is explicit in Tarski’s paradigm:

“Snow is white” is true if  and only if  snow is white.

Quine, Philosopiiv o f  Lo^'ic. (second edition): (Canibriage M assachusetts: Harvard University Press 
>970); p. 10
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The quotation marks indicate when we are speaking about words, i.e., the name of the

sentence mentioned, and when wc are talking about snow itself The important insight

captured by Tarski here, is that the quotation is the name of a sentence that contains the

name of snow, i.e., “snow”; hence, in calling this sentence true, we call snow white.

This is the sense in which the truth predicate is a device o f disquotation that cancels

linguistic reference. Thus, Quine writes.

Here, as Tarski has urged, is the significant residue o f the 
correspondence theory o f truth. To attribute truth to the sentence is to 
attribute whiteness to the snow. Attribution o f truth to ‘Snow is white’ 
just cancels the quotation marks and says that snow is white. Truth is 
disqnotation.’®̂

Where we are speaking o f the truth of singly given sentences, or in generalisations that do

not speak about sentences, the truth predicate adds nothing to the sentence being asserted;

but in affirming an infinite number of sentences that can be distinguished only by talking

about seni.eiices, then the truth predicate is useful.

This type o f approach to the question of truth is usually termed “deflationary”.

Deflationary accounts hold that the apparent philosophical problem of the nature of truth

deflates to the question o f the use of the tenri “true”. It is clear that this is in keeping with

Quine's notion c f  acquiescence; to be a “robust realisf’ about the tenn “true”, or any

other predicate, simply means taking the term “true” at face value and using it ratlier than

questioning it. Thus, it is clear that, for Quine, the “robust realist” account of truth is a

deflationary account of truth. Thus, Quine writes.

We understand what it is for the sentence “Snow is white” to be true as 
clearly as Vv̂e understand what it is for snow tc be white.^'°

Quine, Philosophy o f  L ogic, p. 12 
Quine. ‘T nith’. in O uiddit'es. d . 213  
Quine, Pursuit o f  Truth. (1992); p. 82
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The disquolationai paradigm  explains the truth o f  the m entioned sentence in vyords that

are as clear as the sentence itself, and, in this sense, the xerm “true” is transparent.

How ever, as Quine points out, there is a certain inadequacy about calling this

approach “deflationary” . In particular, the term “deflationary” doesn’t convey the power

o f  this approach to specify tru th  uniquely in any language. Thus, Q uine writes,

Stiil it is hard to think o f  disquotation as deflationary, or as m ere, 
w hen we reflect that it pins truth and denotation dow n uniquelj'. No 
two truth predicates, or denotation predicates for w-place predicates, 
can fulfil d isquotation across the board w ithout being coextensive.^"

As ^^'ith all term s, the term  “true’' is relative to language in the sense that language figures

as a param eter for any sentence that occurs in it. For this reason, the disquotational

paradigm  o f  “true” specifies unam biguously the extension or range o f  applicability  o f  the

term “true” in that language. That is, fhe disquotational paradigm  o f  truth is sufficient, o f

itself, to specify, but not define, truth u n i q u e l y . T h u s ,  Quine 'Arices,

Supposing two different interpretations o f  ‘true-in-L ’ compf>iible with
(7) [i.e., ‘____ ‘ is true-in-L  if  and only i f  J, let us distinguish thein
by w riting 't ru e p in -L ’ and ‘true2 -in-L ’,’ and let (7)i and (7)2 be (7) with 
these respective subscripts inserted. From  (7)i and (7)2 it follows 
logically that

‘____ ’ is ‘truei-in- L ’ i f  and only i f  ‘_____’ is ‘’true 2 -in -L ’,
no m atter w hat statem ent o f  L we write for ‘ ’. Thus ‘true i-in -L ’ and
‘truc 2 -in-L ’ coincide.

The truth paradigm , though trivia) on the surface, determ ines that if  there are two truth- 

predicates in L, say “truei-in -L ” and “truei-in-L ” , both o f  w hich fulfil the paradigm , then 

the two predicates are coextensive. Quine writes,

■" Quine. ‘Response to DavidsL'ii’, Ihqtury 37 (1994): 496-498; p. 499: reprinted in The Pliiiosophv o f  
Quine, ed. D. Follestal. Vol. 4; p. 248-250; p. 249

More precisely. Quine says tlial ii does not even specify truth uniquely, as certain uses o f  truth escape 
this paradigm. "Reply to Bergstrom”, InquUy 37 (1994)

Quine, ‘Notes on the Theory o f  Reference', in From a Logical Point o f  V iew , p. 136
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For all its surface triviality, the paradigm is quickly shown to have 
extraordinary powers. For one thing, it suffices, o f  itself, to determine 
truth uniquely. If  there are two truth predicates ‘Truei’ and ‘True2’, both 
fulfilling the paradigm, then the two are coextensive.^'"^

The truth paradigm specifies truth uniquely because it rules out the possibility o f two

truth predicates ‘T ruei’ and ‘True2’ in English that do not apply to the same sentences in

English..

This point merely reflects the fact that, strictly speaking, acquiescence in the 

home language makes truth, and all notions from the theory o f  reference, always relative 

to the containing language. That is, language always figures as a parameter o f any true 

sentence, because the same set o f words could at the same time constitute different 

sentences in different languages, one o f which is true and the other o f  which is false.^’ ’ 

Consequently, I will call this the view that truth is relative to language in a “pedestrian” 

sense^'^, i.e., in a sense that is philosophically trivial.

This pedestrian sense o f the relativity o f truth must be contrasted with the far from 

trivial thesis that truth is relative to theory. Indeed, for Quine, in contrast to the “good 

relativism” outHnes in the previous section that is compatible with the compromise 

position, relativising truth to theory is the archetypal “bad relativism”; that is, this type o f 

relativism will undermine the compromise position and force Quine to collapse hrs 

philosophy into either extreme realism or extreme relativism. Relativising truth to theory 

would be detrimental to Quine’s overall compromise for at least two reasons.

Quine ‘On A ustin’s M ethod’ Theories and Things, p. 90
Quine, ‘N otes on the Theory o f  R eference’, in Prom a Logical Point o f  V iew , p. 134-135  
D avidson com es up with this tenTi in, D. Davidson, ‘Tlie Structure arid Content o f  Truth’, p. 306  
N olw ithstanding his view  o f  the capacity o f  the disquotational approach to specify  truth uniquely in a 

language, Quine appears to v iew  the relativity o f  truth to language as a trivial point.
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First, to hold that truth is relative to theory/ is, in effect, to accept that each theory 

is true from its o w t . perspective and brooks no higher arbiter that can adjudicate between 

these theories; rather, on this view both are actually true. This point seems to be 

definitive o f extreme relativism. For example, as we saw. Carnap holds that because the 

rules constituting a framework are proposals rather than assertions, no framework is true 

or false; rather, each is true from its own perspective. More generally, the extreme 

relativist holds that truth is relative to theory, accepts that all are true from their own 

perspective, and adopts a tolerant attitude to them all. This tolerant attitude would appear 

to be incompatible with taking our own on-going theory seriously; in particular, it would 

force Quine to abandon the criterion o f ontological commitment, since incompatible irue 

theories are committed to incompatible entities. Moreover, it would appear to presuppose 

a position aloof from our on-going conceptual scheme from where to view them all as 

true.’ '** Thus, in itself relativising truth to theory is enough to collapse the compromise 

into extreme relativism.

In addition, however, relativising truth to theory would also create problems for 

Quine’s view that v/e can explain acquiescence in terms o f paradigms analogous to 

Tarski’s truth scheme. For, holding that truth is different relative to each true theory' 

implies that the truth predicate is not specified uniquely in the language; rather, there 

must be multiple truth predicates in the home language that are not coextensive.

However, this would suggest a problem* for acquiescence. Quine thinks that we acquiesce 

in the home language by adopting the identity transformation manual o f translaiion. 

'i'aking the example o f English, Quine argues that ihis manual will connect the free- 

floating reference of term s in English, taken as the object language, with the free-floating 

Tnis point is d iscussed in more detail in cliapter 5
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9 10reference of English taken as the background language. Quine holds that in mapping 

English onto itself in this manner, we specify the reference of our terms in what he calls 

“disquotational paradigms analogous to Tarski’s truth paradigm”. Therefore, by 

relativising truth to theory, thereby introducing multiple different truth predicates into 

English, it seems to me that we would be unable to map English omo itself in the manner 

suggested by Quine. Moreover, we would be unable to take the term “Lrue” at fact value, 

as we would have to ask which sense of “true"’ was meant; that is, do we mean “true” 

relative to theoryi or “true” relative to theory {I As these truth predicates are not

coextensive, we would appear to have launched the regress of background languages all

■ 221 over again.

In the next section I consider whether in addition to making truth relative to 

language in the pedestrian sense outlined above, Quine also implicitly makes truth 

relative to theory.

2 3  Is truth relative to theory?

.A. number of philosophers have aigued that in addition to making truth relative to 

language Quine’s account of tnith thereby makes truth relative to theory, i.e., physical

Quine, ‘Things and their Place in T heories’, Theories and Things, p. 20  
Quine, Piusuit o f  Truth, p. 52
I am not suggesting here that this is the w hole story, and I deai with this issue in detail laicr; out it does 

seem  thai this type o f  problem w ould support those who are unsym pathetic to Q uine’s notions o f  (IK) and 
acquiescence, who argue that Q uine's account o f  language is incoherent. For exam ple, Barry Stroud, 
‘Qiiine on Exile and A cquaintance’, reprinted in M eaning. Understanding, and Practice. (Oxford: Oxford 
UniYcrsiry Press, 2000); pp. I S l - P Q
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sciencc."’" Is this interpretation is correct? Does Quine’s robust realist account o f truth

imply that xruth is relative to theory?

The argument that Q uine’s robust realist account o f  truth implicitly makes truth

relative to theory can be set out as follows. It is clear Quine holds that truth is

“immanent” to theory. For example, in Word-and Obi eel he writes,

!t is ... when we turn back into the midst o f an actually present theory’ ... 
that we can and do speak sensibly o f this or that sentence as true. Where 
it makes sense to apply ' true’ is to a sentence couched in the terms o f a 
given theory, and seen from within the theory

And in Theories and Things he reaffirms his commitment to this view, saying,

Truth is immanent, and there is no higher. We must speak from within a 
theory, albeit any o f  various."^'*

It is often argued that in passages such as these that in making truth immanent to theory

Quine thereby makes truth relative to theory. To be precise, Davidson argues that in

making truth immanent to theory Quine implicitly holds an epistemic theory o f truth and

226in this sense makes truth relative to theory.

The epistemic theory o f truth holds that the epistemic factors internal to theory 

determine truth in itself. There are a number o f  different ways in which this claim can be 

cashed out. For instance, it could be that our on-going theory determines truth, as in for 

example R orty 's noiiori o f truth as “ethnocentricity” or ‘’solidarity”, or that an ideal 

theory detennines truth; for example, Peirce’s view that trath is the ideal end point cr 

limit achieved by the successive application o f the correct scientific method. It follows

Davidson, ‘What is Q uine’s V iew  o f  Truth?’, Inquiry  37 (1994), ‘The Structure and Content o f  Truth’ 
Journal o f  P h ilosophy  1990, Lars Bergstrom has suggested that Quine ought to adopt an “empiricist” 
iheor)' o f  truth, which would make truth relative to empirical evidence; Q uine’s Truth’, Inquiry  1994, p. 
424

Quine Word and O biect. p .24 (my italics)
Quine “Things and Their Place in Theories”, Theories and iTi ings. p. 21-22  (m y italics)
L. Bergstrom, ‘Q uine’s Truth’,
For exam ple, D avidson ‘The Structure and Content o f  Truth’, pp. 298 , 306
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that ihe epistemic theory of truth is a substantive rather than a deflationary account of 

truth. The deflationary theory of truth argues that all there is to the nature o f truth is 

accounted for in explaining our use of the term “true”, and that our use of the term “true” 

can be accounted for in terms of the disquotational paradigm, without investigating truth 

in terms of some alleged “substantial property”. In contrast to this, epistemolo.gical 

accounts o f truth argue that truth is a substantive property of sentences, and hold that 

th^re is a connection between judgment and truth that cannot be severed. That is, the 

epistemological theory of truth holds that any assertion or judgment o f truth already 

presuppose some substantive notion of the nature o f truth. This means that, for the 

epistemic theory, asserting that p presupposes the notion of truth, and the natuie of truth 

is reflected, not in our use o f the term “true”, but in our judgment that p is true.^^* In this 

sense, to assert a sentence as true is to do more than simply reaffinn it: rather, it is to 

attribuie a real property, specifically an epistemological prcperty, to that sentence. 

Consequently, truth is connected firmly to knowledge. Moreover, as truth is an epistemic 

concept it depends on the variance of certain epistcmic factors, which in turn makes truth 

relative to theoiy; truth i tself changes from theory to theory

Davidson appears to have developed his argument that Quine is implicitly 

committed to the epistemological theory of truth, thereby making truth relative to theory, 

in two different ways; Davidson appears to develop a “narrow” argument deriving from 

the pedestrian sense in which a true sentence is relative to the language in which it

r-'or exam ple, Hilary Putnam, “On Truth” in W ords and L ife.
Thus, Putnam, for exam ple, argues that deflationary accounts, which hold that asseriin^ tliat p is true is 

equivalent to asserting that p, presuppose an explanation c f  assertion or judgm ent that does not itself 
assume som e notion o f  truth; but, Pumam argues, because the act o f  judgm ent or assctti(jti does presuppose 
the notion o f  truth the deflationary account is untenable, and he ccncluaes that truth must therel'ore be a 
suDstantive notion.
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occurs; and a separate more “general" argunierit dciiving from Quine’s strong-global

under-determination.

Taking the narrow argument first, Davidson points out that Quine has made a true

sentence relative to the language that contains it, and argues that since Quine has also

rejected th-i distinction between language and theory, this makes a true sentence relative

to the epistemological factors within theory. Thus, Davidson writes,

1 had worried that when he wrote that truth is ‘immanent’ he was 
expressing the idea that truth is relative not only to a language, but also 
is relative in some further way... My confusion here may well be 
traceable back to the fact that ‘theory’ and ‘language’ are not to be 
clearly distinguished in Quine’s writing. No wonder. Once one 
repudiates the analytic/synthetic distinction, one has given up the 
distinction between belief and meaning, overall theory and language.
Given a way of translating another’s language, one has arbitrarily 
fastened on a way of seeming to draw the line, but equally good 
translation manuals would draw the line in other places, and so dole out 
truth to the translated sentences in other ways. Hence, perhaps, the 
apparent relativity of truth to a theory as \\’ell as a language.

As Davidson says here, the view that Quine rejects the distinction between language and

theory derives from his repudiation of the analytic-synthetic distinction. Indeed, this view

lhat rejecting the analytic-synthetic distinction implies rejecting any distinction between

language and theory is shared by Richard Rorty."' Rorty cites as evidence the follovving

passage from Words and Objections r  where Quine comments on his tendency to use

the terms “theory” and “language” interchangeably writing.

This tendency is related to my rejection of the traditional distinction 
between analytic and synthetic statements; or, what comes to the same 
thing, the distinction between meaning and widely shared collateral 
iriformation; or, what comes in the end to much the same thirig again.

Donald D avidson, ‘What is Q uine’s V iew  o f  Truth?’, The Philosophy o f  W ..V . Quine Vo! 4., (ed) D. 
Follesdal p. 243-24^

R. Rorty, ’Indeterminacy o f  Translation and o f  Truth’, Synthese  23 (1972): reprinted in Philosophy o f  
Quine. Vol. 3: D. Follcsial ed .(N ew  York: Garland Publishing, inc. 2001); p p .7i-91

D. Davidson & J. Hintikka (Edc.) Words and O bjections. Rorty' cites ‘Reply to C hom sky’ pp. 30 8 ff
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the notion that the sentences of a theory have their several and 
separable empirical contents.

Rorty concludes that:

But a Quinean must be more cautious about presupposing a clear-cut 
division between ‘language’ and ‘theory’.

Thus, Davidson argues that because Quine acknowledges no clear-cut distinction

between language and theory, it follows from the pedestrian sense in which the tnith of

sentences is relative to the language in which they occur that truth is also relative to the

epistemological factors o f the theory in which it is couched. This implies that our home

language and current physics are coextensive. Indeed, Quine at times appears to

corroborate this inteipretation; for exaniple he say.

Where I have spoken o f a conceptual scheme 1 could have spoken o f a
language. Where I have spoken of a very alien conceptual scheme I 
would have been content, Davidson will be glad to know, to speak of a 
language awkward or baffling to translate.

Here, in saying that where he has spoke of conceptual scheme, or theory, he could have

spoken of language, Quine appear to imply that he does not see any distinction between

language and theory.

However, it seems clear that this argument does not go through. To begin with,

once he rejects the distinction between anal>lic and synthetic sentences, Quine does

indeed hold that the terms ‘"theory” and “language” arc interchangeable in certain

contexts; but he is quite clear that they are not interchangeable in all contexts. ' To be

precise, Quine holds that v/nen speaking about language or theory as a total fabric of

Quine, ‘Reply to Chomsky’, Words and Obiections. p. 309
Rorty, ‘Indeterminacy o f  Translation and Truth,’ Synthese 23 (1972) p. 453-454: reprinted in Philo3ophv 

o f Ou'.ne. Vol. 3; D. Follestal ed.(New York: Garland Publishing, inc. 2001); pp.71-91; p.79-80; Rorty also 
cites Quine, ‘Carnap and Logical Truth’, reprinted in Wavs o f  Paradox, Rorty citcs pp. 123ff o f  first 
edition,

Quine, ‘On the Very Idea o f  a Third Dogma’, Theories and Things., p. 41 
 ̂ ' Quine, ‘Reply to Chomsky’, W^rds ^nd Objections, p. 310
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semences associated with one another and to extenini stimuli through dispositions for

response, these terms can be interchanged: in learning a language, once we progress

beyond observ ation sentences, we leam the truth conditions o f  certain sentences relative

to other sentences, and having rejected the analytic-synthetic distinction, Quine rejects

the possibility o f  distinguishing between dependencies o f truth value that are due to

language and those tiiat are due to theory. Hence, in this context, “language” and

“thcor>” are indeed interchangeable. But there clearly are cases where the terms are not

interchangeable. In particular, Quine holds that two theories can belong to, and be stated

in, the same language, as they must be if  we are to understand the claim that the theories

conflict. Thus, continuing the passage cited by Rorty above, Quine wTites,

Even limiting our consideration to theory within a language, however, 
we see ... many theories, even conflicting theories, can be couched in 
one language. Language settles the sentences and what they mean; a 
theory adds, selectively, the assertive quality or the simulation of 
selective belief. A language has its grammar and semantics; a theorv 
goes farther and asserts some o f the sentences.

As Quine says here, if  language and theory were interchangeable in all contexts, then it 

v.ould not be possible to state conflicting theories in the same language. Consequently, 

assimilating theory and language would rule out the possibility o f  the under

determination thesis, as it would mean that rival theories are necessarily in different 

languages. Likewise, if language and theory were coextensive in all contexts, then we 

would be unable to state false sentences in any language. The sentence ‘Snow is 

Green’ is not part o f  current physics, i.e.. is not part o f  theory, but a fluent English 

speaker will nevertheless take this sentence at face value; on hearing it she does not

Quine, Reply to C hom sky’, W ords ?nd Objections, p. 309
Quine, R.eply to C hom sky’, W ords and Objections, p. 309: Quine says that he uses the term ‘theory’ to 

indicate the class o f  all sentences that a man believes to be true.
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abandon the homophonic translation manual, retreat to a further background language 

and ask “Green in what sense o f “Green”?”. But, if  language and theory were 

coextensive, then false sentences would not be part o f our language and could not be 

taken at face value.

It is clear that the fact that we can state conflicting theories in the same language, 

and take false sentences as well as true ones at face value, means that language and 

thecrj' are not coextensive in all contexts. And, consequently, it is clear that Davidscn is 

wTong to infer from the fact that Quine takes truth to be relative to language ihat he 

thereby makes truth relative to the epistemological factors constituting theory.

In contrast to this “narrow” argument, Davidson’s other more general argument 

turns on Quine’s acceptance o f the strong-global under-determination thesis. It can be 

set out as follows. Davisoii argues that Quine’s acceptance o f strong-global under

determination commits him to accepting competing ideal theories as true from their own 

perspective, thereby making truth relative to the epistemological factors in that theory. 

Refem ng to Quine’s strong-global under-determination thesis, Davidson writes:

Quine has at different times embraced different ways o f thinking o f 
this situation. According to one way, both theories are true. 1 see no 
reason to object to the viev/ that empirically equivalent theories 
(however one characterises empirical content) are true or false 
together. According to Quine’s other view, a speaker or thinker at a 
given time operates with one theory and, for him at that time, the 
theory he is using is true and the other theory false. If  he shifts to the 
alternative theory, then it becom.es true and the previously accepted 
theory false. The position may illustrate what Quine means when he 
says that truth is “ immanent” . This conception o f the immanence or 
relativity o f truth should not be confused with the pedestrian sense in

In ‘UTiat is Q uine’s V iew  o f  Truih?’ {Inquiry  (1994): p. 437; Philosophy o f  Quine. V ol. 4: p. 243^ 
Dffvidson does not appear to notice this conflict between what I have called the ‘'narrov/’ argument, wliich  
im plies ;hai lhe strong-global under-determination is im possible, and what I have called the “genera!’' 
argument (fom iulated in ‘The Strucuire and Content o f  Truth’, .lournai o f  Philosophy (1990): p. 306), 
which presupposes the strong-global under-dctermination thesis.
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which the truth or sencences is relative to the language in which they 
occur. Quine's two theories can belong to, and be stated in, the same 
language; indeed, they must be if we are to understand the claim that 
the theories conflict. It is not easy to see how the same sentence 
(without indexical elements), with interpretation unchanged, can be 
true for one person and not for another, or for a given person at one 
time and not at another. The difficulty seems due to the attempt to

2^9import epistemological considerations into the concept of truth.

Davidson points out that because he accepts strong-global under-detennination, Quine is 

faced with the question o f how to account for truth in the case of rival ideal theories that 

account for all possible evidence, are incompatible with one another, but are stated in the 

same language. Davidson notes that Quine has vacillated between two responses to this 

“cosmic question’"""**̂; on one hand, Quine sometimes takes both theories as tme and, on 

the other, he sometimes takes the theory he operates in at a given time to be trae for him 

at that time, and the other false, and should he change to the alternative theor>' it becomes 

true and the original false. But, Da\'idson argues, either o f these explains the sense in 

which truth is inimanent to theory in a way that makes truth relative to epistemic factors: 

either view implies that the same sentence, interpreted in the same way, can be true for 

one person but false for another, and similarly, true and false for the same person at 

different times. Davidson concludes that in relativising truth to theory in this way Quine 

has incorporated epistemological factors into his conception of truth. To quote Davidson 

again,

Many philosophers, particularly recently, have held that truth is an 
epistemic concept; even when they have not explicitly held this thesis, 
their views have often implied it. Coherence theories of truth are usually 
driven by an episteniic engine, as are pragmatic characterizations of 
truth ... Quine also, at least at times, has maintained that truth is internal 
to a theory o f the world and so to that extent is dependent on our 
epistemological stance. Relativism about 'iruth is perhaps always s

Davidson, ‘The Structure and Content of Truth’, p. 306 (footnote omitted)
Quine introduces the term “cosmic question’ in Pursuit o f  Truth, (revised edition); p. 100
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symptom of infection by the cpisteniological virus; this seems to be true 
in any case for Quine, Nelson Goodman, and Putnam?'^'

Furthermore, in ‘On the Very Idea of a Conceptual Scheme’ '̂̂  ̂Davidson maintains that

strong-global under-determination results from the more general scheme-content dualism,

and he argues that, as with all systems that operate with this dualism, it will lead to

relativism. Thus, Davidson writes.

In giving up dependence on the concept of an uninterpreted reality, 
something outside all schemes and science, we do not relinquish the 
notion of objective truth -  quite the contrary. Given the dogma of a 
dualism of scheme and reality, we get conceptual relativity, and truth 
relative to a scheme. Without the dogma, this kind o f relativity goes by 
the board.

Interpreted in this way, Quine makes truth relative to the epistemic factors constituting 

the theory we assert, not just at idealised end-of-inquir>-, but also in on-going inquiry. 

Davidson holds that this imputes Quine of a general relativism that aligns him with 

Thomas Kuhn and Paul Feyerabend.^'^'^ Kuhn holds that scientists working in different 

concepiual schemes (or different “paradigms” ) are “working in different worlds”, in the 

sense that they view the same world with incommensurable systems of concepts; '̂"*  ̂

similarly, Feyerabend holds that incommensurable theories, i.e., theories that are not 

iater-translatable. can be compared to one another by stepping outside of the theory or 

language from which to contrast both.̂ "*̂  For Davidson, Quine’s view of truth is identical 

to both of these in that he makes it an epistemic concept that is relative to the particular 

theory held at a given time.

Davidson, ‘The Structure and Content o f  Truth’, Journal o f  Philosophy LXXXVIl, No. 6, (June 1990); 
p. 298

Davidson, ‘On the ver>' Idea o f  a Conceptual Scheme’, reprinted in Inquiries into i'ruth and 
Interpretation. (Oxford: Clarendon Press 1984)

Davidson, "On the very Idea o f  a Conceptual Schem e’, p. I'.’S 
Davidsod. ‘On the very Idea o f  a Conceptual Schem e’, p. 198.
'i'. S. Kuhn, The Structure o f  Scientific Revolutions. (Chicago: Chicago University Press i962) p. 134 
P. Feyerabenr], “Problems o f  Empiricism’, p. 214



What arc wc to make o f Davidson’s more general argument? If v/e look closely at 

Davidson’s argument, it is clear that he does not convict Quine o f the epistemic theory. 

For starters, it is clear that Davidson is wrong to identify epistemic theories o f truth and 

relativist theories o f  truth, as he appears to in the passage quoted above. Surely a 

Hegelian would hold an absolute notion o f truth despite also holding a coherence theory, 

and making truth a property o f  epistemology. More pertinent still, Peirce holds that truth 

is defined in terms o f scientific method, but rejects a relativist theory o f truth. Peirce 

defines truth as the outcome o f the continuous application o f scientific method, thereby 

making truth an epistemic property. However, central to Peirce’s view is the assumption 

that succcssfal scientific investigation is converging on an ideal theory.̂ "*̂  Peirce holds 

that it makes ho difference which point o f view is taken, or which facts are selected for 

study, because whatever way we approach a question in science the results produced will 

be fouiid to converge together steadily towards a single, ultimate solution; that is, Peirce 

believes that all scientific investigation leads us inexorably towards a single, ideal theoiy, 

and sees this convergence o f scientific investigation to one and the same conclusion as 

the '‘operation o f  destiny” “to a fore-ordained goal”. However, this is clearly an absolutist

''47 In C. S. Peirce, Collected Pacers, Peirce explains the idea o f  an ideal theory as follows, he writes:
A l l  .followers o f  science are animated by a cheerful hope that the processes o f  investigation, if  only pushed 
far enough, will give one certain solution to each question to which they apply it. One may investigate the 
velocity o f  light by studying vhe transits o f  Venus and the aberration o f  the stars; another by the oppositions 
of Mars and the eclipse o f  Jupiter’s satellites; a third by the m ethod o f  Fizeay; a fourth by that o f  Foucault; 
a fifth by the m otions o f  the curves o f  Lissajoux; a sixth, a seventh, an eight, and a ninth, may follow die 
different m ethods o f  com paring the measures o f  statical and dynam ical electricity. They may at first obtain 
different results, but, as each perfects his method and his process, the results are found to move steadily 
together towards a destined centre. So with all scientific research. Different minds may set out with the 
most antagonistic views, but the progress o f  investigation carries them by a force outside them selves to one 
and tlie same c t ) r ic l i J s io n .  This activity o f  thought by which we are carried, not where we wish, but to a 
fore-ordained goal, is the point o f view taken, no selection o f  other facts for study, no natural bent o f  mind 
even, can enable a man to escape tiie predestined opinion. This great hope is em bodied in the concepiion o f 
truth and reality. The opinion which is fated to be ultim.ately agreed to by all who investigate is what '.ve 
mean by the trutli, and the object represented in this opinion is real. That is the wav I would explain lealitv. 
(Vol. 5, § 407, p. 268)
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not a relativist conception o f iruth: Peirce rejects that each person or culture has its own 

system of reality, which determines its own conception of truth; rather, for Peirce, truth is 

defined completely independent of any particular theory as the limit point of good 

scientific investigation. Thus, it is incorrect to identify coherence or epistemic theories of 

truth with relativist theory o f t’’uth.

But, more importantly, it is not clear exactly why, according to Davidson’s 

argument, Quine is supposed to be committed to the epistemic theory of truth. It should 

be noted, first o f  all, that it is not obvious exactly which response to the “cosmic 

question” raised by strong-global under-determination we should take as Quine’s ultimate 

lesponse. '̂*** However, even if Quine’s considered response is to accept either that all 

ideal theories are true, or to switch opportunistically between idealised theories taking 

each as true while one holds it, it still doesn’t follow that Quine has thereby made trjtli an 

epistemic property. In contrast, while either of these responses does show is tha:, at end- 

of-inquiry, Quine makes truth relative to theory, this does not imply that Quine is 

defining iruihin terms o f  the ideal theory. That is, at eiid-of-inquiry Quine still holds a 

defjationary account of truth, and while it is questionable whether it is consistent for him 

to do this,̂ '*'̂  the key point is that the deflationary account, on its own, docs not lead to an 

epistemological theory o f truth.

Quine vacillated between a number o f  responses to the “cosm ic question” in addition to the two  
responses note by D avidson above, for exam ple, Quine also proposes and defends the so-called  “sectarian” 
response, w hich holds that only one idealised theory can be asserted as true. See ‘Things and Their Place in 
Iheory’, in Theories and Things: p. 1-24, and ‘Reply to Roger F. Gibson JR.’ in The Philosophy o f  V. W . 
QuilLe. eds. L. E. Hahn & P. A. Schilpp, pp. 155-157. I argue in chapter 5 that none o f  the proposed 
responses is consistent with Q uine’s philosophical position as a com prom ise betw een extrem e realism and 
extreme relativism.

In the next .section I ai gue that he cannot hold a “lobust rea lisf’ account o f  truth and accept that truth is 
relative tc  th'jor>'.

1 ' 7-5 
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fhus we must separate out two issues that Davidson appears to conflate together, 

namely -  whether, at end-of-inquiry, Quine is implicitly committed to an epistemological 

theory of tmth, or whether, at end-of-inquiry, he makes truth relative to theory. I think 

that if  Quine’s view of end-of-inquiry is as Davidson suggests, then it is clear that Quine 

has made truth relative to theory; that is, Quine accepts that whatever theory or theories 

v/e accept are true from their o w t i  perspective, and brook no higher criticism. Kowever, 

this on its own does not commit Quine to the epistemic theory o f truth. This becomes 

clear if  we look at Quine’s response to Lars Bergstrom. Bergstrom argues that Quine’s 

view o f end-of-inquiry implies an epistemic theory o f truth, namely -  that a sentence is 

true if  it is entailed by some theory that entails all possible evidence.“ °̂ In reply Quine 

writes.

Bergstrom wonders whether 1 am an empiricist or realist in my theory 
of truth ... He rightly quotes me as saying that if a theory conforms to 
every possible observation, ‘then the world carmot be said to deviate 
from what the theory claims’, but this only requires truth to be 
compatible with observation, not detennined by it.^^

And. Quine goes on to say that.

In my naturalism I do reckon truth as immanent, but that is another 
matter. It means that I view ‘true’ as a predicate within science; 
second-order, yes, like ‘sentence’ or ‘phoneme’, but not transcendent.
When we find to our surj')rise that an accepted sentence was not true, 
this is on a par with finding to our surprise that light rays are not 
straight. 1 am a realist about truth in whatever sense 1 am a realist 
about light rays or straightness.'"

L. Bergstrom, ‘Underdetermination o f  Physical Theory’ in The Cambridge Companion to Quine, ed. 
Roger F. Gibscn JR. p. 106-107. To be precise, Bergstrom rakes this response to imply an “empiricist” 
theory o f  truth, which he has elsewhere argued is a carticular version o f  an epistemic theory o f  truth; 
‘Quine’s Tri'ih’, Inquiry 37 (1994); pp. 427-453

Quine. ‘Reply to Bergstrom’, Inquiry 37 (1994) p. 497
Q'line, ‘Response to Bergstrom’, Inquiry 37 (1994)' 496-498; p. 497: reprinted in Philosooi:v o f  Quine. 

Vol. 4 (N ;w  York: Garland Publishing Inc. 2001) p. 240
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Quine can hold the deflationary account of truth even at end-of-inquiry because he 

contimies to insist though truth conforms to science, science does not determine tnith. 

This means that even at end-of-inquiry, for Quine, empiricism is a theory o f evidence nox 

of truth. For example, in a famous essay aboui the scheme-content dogma, Quine writes 

that.

The proper role of experience or surface irritation is as a basis not for 
truth but for warranted belief

If empiricism is construed as a theory o f truth, then v/hat 
Davidson imputes to it as o. third dogma is rightly imputed and rightly 
renounced. Empiricism as a theory of truth thereupon goes by the 
board, and good riddance. As a theory of evidence, however, 
emxpiricism remains with us.̂ "̂ ^

This clearly indicates that Quine does accept that empiricism is the basis for meaning and

evidence, but is not a basis for a theory of truth. So. even if Davidson is correct about

Quine’s ultimate view o f end-of-inquiry, he still hasn’t shown that Quine defines truth in

terms of empiricism, or any other epistemic concept.

It is clear, therefore, that neither argument to convict Quine o f the epistemic

theor>' o f truth goes through. In contrast, we can conclude that Quine’s is committed to a

deflationar>, so-called “robust realist" view of truth, both in on-going inqiiiiy and iii

hypothetical end-of-inquiry.

2.5 Condiision.

in conclusion, in this section I argued that Quine’s so-called “robust rea lisf account of 

Irulh is based on his notion of acquiescence in the home language. This means thal Ihe 

question of the nature o f truth boils down to giving an account o f our use of the term 

Q uine, ‘O n the V ery  Idea o f  a Third D o g m a ', reprinted in T h eories and T h in»s. p 39



“true’" in the home language. In this sense, Quine’s so-called “robust realist” view o f truth 

is a deflationary account, vvhich makes a true sentence relative to language in a pedestrian 

or trivial sense. In addition, I have explained the arguments to the effect that Quine is 

implicitly committed to an epistemic theory o f truth, and hence to a relative theory o f 

truth. I argued tliat from the perspective o f the overall Quinean project o f devising a 

compromise between extreme realism and extreme relativism, the relative theory o f trath 

is the archetype o f ‘"bad relativism”; that is, relativism that will undermine the 

compromise position and collapse it into one or other extreme. However, I showed that 

none o f these arguments is successful in convicting Quine o f  the epistemic theor>'. It is 

now clear that Quine does not hold an epistemic theory o f  truth; rather, Quine asserts that 

science does not determine truth. Thus, with reference to on-going inquiry, Quine can 

v.rita.

To call a sentence true, I said, is to include it in our science, but this is 
not to say that science fixes truth. It can prove wrong. We go on testing 
our scientific theory by prediction and experiment, and modifying it as 
needed, in quest o f  the truth.^*’'̂

In contrast to epistemic theories o f  truih, Quine holds that our on-going theories can be

wrong, and he insists that our overall science does not decide tru th .C o n se q u e n tly ,

Ouine feels satisfied to reply to Davidson accusation that he relativises truth to theory by

saying,

Davidson begins by questioning a passage in Word and Obiect that 
seemed, to his puzzlement, to affer aid and comfort to our common foe 
who would relativize truth to theory.^^^

‘Reactions’ in On Ouine: New Essays (eds.) Paolo Leonardi & Marco Santambrogio (Cambridge; 
Cambridge University Press 1995) p. 353

Quine, ‘Ontology and Ideology Revisited’, oj Philosophy 1983 p. 499-502
Quine, ‘Response to Davidson’ Inquiry 37 (1994), p. 498
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Here, Quine describes that view that tm th is relative to theory as his and Davidson’s 

“common foe” .

CONCLUSION

In this chaptcr I have tried to cash out my earlier suggestions that Quine otYers a third 

way betw'cen the polar opposites o f P.usseil’s extreme realism and Carnap’s extreme 

relativism. I have attempted co solidify this notion o f  a compromise position between 

these extremes by showing that Quine incorporates a specific, very profound, relativistic 

dimension with the “robustly realist” attitude o f taking seriously the on-going conceptual 

scheme v,’e are immersed in.

I have argued that in contrast to the views put forward by a number o f critics, 

both those who think he is too-realist and those who see him as too-relativist, that the 

realist and relativist dimensions that Quine explicitly espouses do not undermine one 

another. Rather, the relativity Quine develops in relation to reference, meaning, and 

ontology, form the basis for his doctrine o f acquiescence in the home language and thus 

o f "robust realism”. In this sense, 1 called the relativism in language that Quine develops 

“good relativism”; rather than undermine Quirie’s compromise position “good relativism” 

allows Quine to incorporate enough relativism to rule out Russell’s extreme realism, but 

without collapsing the compromise into extreme relativism.

In contrast to this, I argued that relativism about truth is the archetypical “bad 

relativism”, in the sense that should Quine be convicted o f holding the relative theory o f 

truth, this wcuid undermine his proposed compromise position. In this connection, I



noted tliai whiic Quine’s so-called “robust realist” version o f  truth is a deflacionary 

account o f truth, a number o f philosophers have argued that it implicitly commits Quine 

to an epistemic theory o f  truth, and hence a relative theory o f truth. I examined two 

arguments in support o f the criticism that Quine is implicitly committed to the epistemic 

theor\' o f truth, and concluded that neither o f them is successful.

This chapter concludes Part I o f my thesis. My aim so far has been to present 

Quine as achieving a compromise between the polarities o f  Russell’s extreme realism and 

Carnap’s extreme relativism. I argued that the key point for Quine in developing this 

compromise is acceptance o f  the inevitability o f  working from within some conceptual 

schenie or other. For Quine, both Russell’s extreme realism and Carnap’s extreme 

relativism are, in their own way, predicated upon the assumption o f a transcenderit 

perspective on our on-gomg inquiry: for Russell, the transcendent perspective is assumed 

in the epistemological doctrine o f acquaintance; while for Carnap, it ic implicit in the role 

o f the philosopher as standing aloof from on-going inquiry, clarifying the rules o f 

linguistic frameworks from a framework-neutral perspective. For Quine, however, 

because all on-going inquiry is conducted immanent to some conceptual schenie or other, 

there is no possibility o f  accessing a transcendent perspective, neither extreme realism 

nor extreme relativism can possibly arise. In relation to extreme realism, Quine argues 

that from our perspective, immersed in on-going inquiry, we must recognise that all 

inquiry is under-determined in the strong-global sense, thus ruling out the possibility of 

Russell’s extreme realist metaphysics o f realiiy as il is in itself. While, in relation to 

extierne relativism, Quine argues that from our im.manent perspective, we cannot 

distinguish sentences into internal assertions and external proposals, and hence camiot
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stand aloof froni. on-going inquiry, but must get involved in on-going debate, and take 

seriously the commitments o f the position we embody.

So far. I have presented Quine’s philosophy in as strong a reading as I can muster, 

but in Part 2 ,1 argue that even if we grant as strong a reading o f Quine’s position as 

possible, his compromise position is still untenable. To be more precise, 1 argue that 

because Quine holds that ideal conceptual schcmes end-of-inquiry v/ill be strong-glcbally 

under-determined in order to rebut Russell’s extreme realism, he is thereby committed to 

the existence of what I call “branching points” in on-going inquiry. A “branching point” 

is the point of separation in on-going inquiry at which two conceptual schemes that 

eventually turn into ideal, strong-globaily under-determined conceptual schemes at end- 

of-inquiry. I argue that the existence o f branching points in on-going inquiry ultimately 

undermines Quine’s proposed compromise position.
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CHAPTER 4

REAL DECISIONS AND PHYSICS 

INTRODUCTION

(n part one, we saw that at its most elementary level Quine’s compromise position turns 

on the distinction between theory choices that are true or false, and those that arc neither 

true nor false. We saw' that this distinction is the basis on which Quine distinguishes his 

position from both Russell’s extreme realism, and Carnap’s extreme relativism. That is, 

in contrast to Russell, Quine holds that at end-of-inquiry our choice o f  ideal conceptual 

schemc is neither true nor false; likewise, in contrast to Carnap, Quine holds that theory 

choice in on-going inquiry is always true or false. I will call the class o f true or false 

theorj' choices “real" decisions, and the class o f theory choices that are neither trae nor 

false “indeterminate” decisions. In this chapter I will try to clarify the basis for Q u ire’s 

distinction between real and indeterminate theory choices.

Mowever, in discussing this distinction between real and indeterminate theor/ 

choice we must not confine ourselves to Quine’s view o f the distinction between on

going inquiry and end-of-inquiry; rather, Quine also applies the real-indeterminate 

distinction within on-going inquiry itse lf In the previous chapter, I briefly mentioned 

Quine’s famous (or notorious) doctrine o f the inscrutability o f reference. This is an 

example o f  a theory choice in on-going inquiry where alternative translation manuals are 

neither true nor false, and the decision between competing alternatives is indetenninate. 

For Quine, this indeterminacy contrasts with the situation in on-going scientific inquiry, 

where theory choice is always real.
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It is therefore clear that Quine’s distinction betv.'cen real and indeterminate theory 

choices is linked to his distinction between different versions o f  the under-determination 

thesis. In this chapter, I argue that, for Quine, a theory choice is a real decision if  it is 

only under-determined in the normal, i.e., non-strong-global, sense; while, in contrast, 

any theory choice that is strong-globally under-deteimined is also indeterminate. As 1 

have argued, Quine’s compromise position is based on his assertion, against R.ussell. that 

theory choice at end-of-inquir>' is strong-globally under-deterrri.ined, coupled with his 

assertion, against Carnap, that theory choices in on-going inquiry are real decisions. Now, 

given the connection between the real-indeterminate distinction and the distinction 

betv/ccn different versions o f the under-determination thesis, we can form.ulate the 

follov.dng picture o f  Quine’s so-called “robust realist” account o f  on-going inquiry: for 

Quine, strong-global under-deiennination infects only end-of-inquiry and illegitimate, 

i.e., non-physical science, modes o f on-goiny inquiry, but on-going scientific inquiry is 

insulated from, strong-global under-determination; for this reason all theory choices in on

going scientific inquiry are real decisions, even though theory choices at end-of-inquiry 

and in illegitimate on-going inquiry are indeterminate. In the second part o f rhis chapter, I 

set out Quine’s explanation o f this conn^-ction between physical science, the real- 

indeterminate distinction and various versions o f the under-determination thesis in terms 

o f the notions o f full-coverage. facts-of-the-inatter and the reciprocal containment o f 

epistemology and ontology.

This chapter is structured as follov/s. In the first section, I give a dettdled account 

o f Quine’s distinction between real and indeterminate theory choices in on-going inquiry. 

To begin, 1 set out what 1 consider to be the primary example o f a theory choice in on-
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going inquiry That is under-determined by tiie evidence but which is nonetheless a real 

decisi^)n, namely -  the choice between alternative systems o f set theory. I then contrast 

this real decision with examples o f  theory choices that Quine accepts are indeterminate, 

namely -  the choice o f  translation manuals, the choice o f  ways o f  reducing numbers to 

sets, and the choice between ideal conceptual schemes at end-of-inquiry. It is clear that 

Quine accepts that both real and indeterminate theory choices are under-detennined by 

the available evidence, and in section 2 , 1 explain the argument, proposed by a number o f 

philosophers, that smce these two theory choices are epistemologically on a par. they 

should also be ontologically on a par; that is, they should either both result in real 

decisions or both result in indetenninate decisions, but there is no legitimate basis for 

claiming one produces a real decision and one an indeterminate decision. Ultimately, 

these cricics accuse Quine o f privileging theory choice in on-going physical science on 

liie basis o f  a gratuitous bias towards empiricism.

Following on from this I argue that this criticism o f Quine is misconceived. In 

contrast, if we take seriously Quine’s insistence that all inquiry proceeds immanent to our 

on-going conceptual scheme, it becomes clear that from the perspective that Quine 

embodies, it simply is the case that theory choice in physical science is real, whereas in 

these other cases theory choice is indeterminate. I clarify this point in terms o f Quine's 

doctrine o f the reciprocai containment o f epistemology and ontology, and his related idea 

that physics alone provides full coverage o f reality.

I conclude that the distinction between real and indeterminate theoiy choices 

corresponds to the distinction between under-determination and strong-global under - 

determination. For Quine, v.'hen a theory choice is merely under-determined by the
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available evidence our choice is stiii a real decision; however, if  a theory choice is under

determined in the strong-global sense, then our selection is indetenninate. Moreover, 

because Quine holds that all inquiry is carried out immanent to on-going physical 

science, physics is the final arbiter on whether a theory choice is strong-globally under- 

determined or not. For this reason. Quine holds that on-going scientific inquiry is not 

strong-globaily under-determined.

SECTION 1

REAL DECISIONS IN  ON-GOING INOUIR Y 

1.1 Introduction.

In this section 1 want to explain Quine’s distinction between real and indeterminate 

theory choices. To begin, I set out a case in on-going inquiry where theory choice is 

under-detennined but nevertheless a real decision; here I give the example o f  the choice 

between alternative systems o f set theory. In order to do this, 1 first explain how 

mathematics fits into Quine’s overall philosophical position in terms o f the so-called 

“indispensability argument” . Following on from this, I show that Quine holds that 

although the choice between alternative versions o f  set theory is undcr-deteiTnined by the 

available data our choice here is a real decision. I shov.  ̂that, ultimately, Quine chooses 

Zemielo-Fraenkei set theory a.s the only true set theory. Following on from this 1 give, 

tliree cases where Quine asserts that theory choice is indeterminate. First 1 give a brief 

accoimt o f Quine’s well-known view that theory choice in linguistics is indeterminate. 

Second, 1 explain Quine’s view o f the choice o f how to reduce numbers to sets V vith in  a
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chosen set theory is indeterminate. Finally, 1 show that Quine's proper approach ro 

strong-global under-determination at end-of-inquir)^ is to accept that theory choice here is 

indeterminate. In each o f these cases Quine holds that, unlike the situation in the set 

theor>', there is nothing for our theory choice to be true or false about.

1.2 Quine’s indispensability argument.

The place o f mathematics in Quine’s overall philosophical position is determined by his

so-called “mdispensability' argument”. Quine's indispensability argument brings

together iwo of his central ideas, namely -  the criterion o f ontological commitment, and

holism. First, Quine argues that epistemological holism leads to a ‘kinship* between

mathematics and natural science, such that mathematical sentences are in the block of

sentences that jointly imply observational categoricals. Thus, Quine writes.

The kinship 1 speak for is rather a kinship with the most general and 
systematic aspects of natural science, farthest from obsers'ation. 
Mathematics and logic are supported by observation only in the indirect 
way that those aspects o f natural science are supported by observation; 
namely, as participating in an organized whole which, way up at its 
empirical edges, squares with observation. I am concerned to urge the 
empirical character of logical and mathematics no more than the 
unempirical character of theoretical physics; it is rather their kinship that

259I am urging, and a doctrine of gradualism.

Here Quine suggests that mathematical theories by virtue o f belonging to the overall 

v/eb-of-belief share in the empirical content of scientific theories, and are thus confirmed 

by empirical observation along with the web-of-belief as a whole. Second, holism means 

that the criterion of ontological commitment applies to mathematics. Quine’s criterion of

See for exam ple, Quine, “On M ukiplying Entities”, in W avs o f  Paradox. pp259‘264, p. 263 
Quine, ‘On A ustin’s M ethod’, reprinted in Theories and T hings, p. 88 
Quine, Philosophy o f  L ogic, p. 100
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ontological C(MTin)itment holds that to be assumed as an entity is to be leckoned as the 

value of a bound variable; in addition, the variables of quantification, ‘something’, 

‘nothing’, ‘everything’, range over our v/hole ontology, whatever it may be; 

consequently, Quine holds that we are convicted o f a particular ontological 

presupposition if, and only if, the alleged entity has to be reckoned among the entities 

ovei which our variables range in order to make one of our affirmed sentences true. Thus, 

to the extent that quantification over mathematical entities is indispensable for science, 

this quantification commits us to the existence o f the mathematical entities in question.

However, on this view mathematics is a part of natural science only in so far as it 

is applied. This means that it is only in so far as sentences o f pure arithmetic, 

differential calculus, and so on, actually contribute indispensably to the mass of scientific 

theories that constitute our overall view of reality that they partake in the empirical 

content imbibed from observ'ation categoricals underlying the overall theory of reality.

So, while he is willing to stretch this to include some further extensions of inapplicable 

pure mathematics for the purposes o f ‘rounding out’ our overall theory, Quine’s official 

view is that

So much of mathematics as is wanted for use in empirical science is for
me on a par with the rest of science. Transtiniie ramifications are on the

B ecause he has rejected an absolute distinction between the analytic and the synthetic, Quine rejects the 
possibility o f  a double standard for ontological questions concerning abstract and concrete entities (" ) wo 
D ogm as o f  Em piricism ”., p. 45). In contrast, we believe in any object because o f  its p lace in the overall 
w eb-of-belief, and as abstract entities figure as values o f  variables in our overall theory o f  the world, they 
are posits on the sam e footing as com m on sense physical objects (T w o D ogm as o f  Em.piricism”., p. 44-46); 
ii is sim ply intellectually dishonest to nor take seriously the coinm iim ents we actually do make vvhen we 
assert cur scientific theories.

Quine ‘R eview  o f  Charles Parsons M athem afici in Philosophy' Journal o f  P h ilosophy  1984 p. 788, and 
Quine, ‘A Philosophical Self-Portrait’, in D ictionary c f  Philosophy, ed. T. Mautner (Oxford: Blackweil,, 
1^)96). 465-466; Cn this point see Stew an Shapiro, Thinking A bout M athematics, p. 212 -220 , and Penelope 
Maddy Naturalism in M athem atics. (Oxford: Clarendon 1997): p. 216
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same footing insofar as they come o f a simpliticatoi'y rounding out, but 
anytiilng fuilher is on a par rather v/ith uninterpreted systems."^'

Quine -will accept as true or false only those branches o f  mathematics that have some

connection, however long-distance, between the sentences o f  this mathematical theory

and sensory evidence.

However, as numerous philosophers have pointed out, the indispensability

argument, by itself, cannot determine specifically what are the ultimate objects o f

mathematics."^"* The point here is that indispensability for empirical science is a

necessary but not a sufficient condition for ontological commitment in mathematics; the

indispensability argument tells us that mathematical objects exist, but it does not tell us

which mathemfJtical objects exist. This is because there are a number o f different systems

Quine, 'Review o f Parsons’ p. 788
ti is perhaps worth pointing out at this point that a number o f philosophers have rejected this criterion; 

depending on their own philosophical bent numerous philosophers have criticised the indispensability 
argument as being construed either too narrowly or too broadly for their taste. Many philosophers accept 
the indispensability argument in principle but argue that it does not lead lo mathemaiical realism. For 
example, David Armstrong (‘Naturalism and First Philosophy’, in his The Nature of Mind and Other 
Bssays p. 149) argues that while physics requires mathematics he does noi consider ihem indispensable to 
our overall system because they do not have any causal effect on anything in the physical world, lh a t  is, he 
argues that tiiey play an essential but not explanatory role. Likewise, Hartry Field Science without 
Numbers. (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press 1980)) argues that, despite appearances to the 
contrary, mathematics is not indispensable to physics and he has devoted considerable effort to 
reconstructing physics completely devoid of mathematics. In contrast, Penelope Maddy, (Naturalism in 
Mathematics.') argues that Quine's use of indispensability is not realist enough; she accepts the 
indispensability argument, but believes it should be applied to mathematical practice independent of 
scientific practice. That is, whatever objects are indispensable to mathematical practice exist. Moreover, it 
is not clear that Quine has been consistent about this issue. In particular in From Stimulus to Science (pg. 
53) and in a late reply to Gibson Quine casts some doubt on this- interpretation by stating that mathematics 
lacks empirical contcnt. However, it does seem that the view that mathematics as a whole, and not just 
those parts that cannot be applied to physics, lacks empirical content is incompatible with Quine’s iong 
standing commitment to holism and the rejection o f Carnap’s double standard o f ontology. Consequently, 
without further explanation for how this view could be consisteni with the major tenets o f bis philosophical 
position, I feel it should be set aside in favour of his long held view that mathematics ihares the empirical 
content of science where it is applied. In any case, it is clear that accepting the indispensability a-g'^)rr'ent 
raises a set o f far more interesting problems for Quine. See Quine, ‘Reply to Roger F. Gibson Jr.’, in The 
Phiiosophv ofW .V . Quine, ed. L. E. Hahn and P. A. Scliilpp, expanded edition. (La Salle, Hi.: Qp‘;n Court, 
1998), p. 685. See also Daniel Isaacson, ‘Quine and Logical Positivism’ in The Cambridge Ccm.panion tc 
Quine, p 253-256.

See for example, Alan Baker, 'The Indispenasbility Argument and Multiple Foundations for 
Mathematics’, Philosophical Quarterly. (2003) p. 49-67; Mark Colyvan, The Indispendsabilitv of 
Mathematics. (Oxford; Oxford University Press 200!); p. 142
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of entities that are sufficient to account for mathematics; the two most obvious being

numbers and sets. Hence, the condition of being indispensable for best science alone

cannot determine between, for example, numbers and sets. However, Quine takes it that

the choice between numbers and sets is relatively straightforward: although he considers

sets to be more obscure entities than numbers, for Quine, reducing numbers to set theory

is scientifically efficacious because it reduces the objects we are comniiited to -  Quine

holds that we are committed to tlie existence o f sets anyway, so if we caii eliminate

numbers and make do with just sets, this gives us a more efficient and streamlined theory.

Thus, Quine writes.

The classes thus posited are. indeed, all the universals that mathematics 
needs. Numbers, as Frege showed, are definable as cenain classes of 
classes. Relations, as noted, are likewise definable as certain classes of 
classes. And functions, as Peano emphasised, are relations.^*’̂

For Quine, the choice between numbers and classes is a real decision, detern lined

immanent to on-going inquiry, and, he believes, the best option is to keep classes and

give up numbers.

The problem of course, is that simply reducing numbers to set theory is not 

sufficient to determine the ultimate objects of mathematics; rather, there are numereui; 

different set theoreiic system.s, each of which is adequate to classical mathe:natics, but 

any of which posit sets as entities that are incompatible with the set posited in any 

other.^'’̂  For Quine, naive set theory^*’̂  was the only intuitive or obvious version of set

Quine, "Reification o f  U niversals', reprinted in From a Logical Point o f  V iew , p. 122 
Quine, W ord and O bject, p. 266
Examples that w ill not be discussed here include, intuitionist set theory, Solom on Fefem ian’s 

predicative set theor>', constructive set theor>', to name but a few . Q uine does not consider tf.ese as genuine 
alternatives lO Cantorian set theory Decause they do not yci account for all o f  classical mat'icr.iaTics.

Fraenkel, Bar-H illel, Levy, Foundations o f  Set Tneorv. p. 154 -  256: N aive set theory is 
characterised by tiie fo llow in g  tw o key concepts. First, all entities within the universe o f  
dieccursc are taken as ha\'ing essentially  the sam e status, hence it m akes sense to say o f  any
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theor>'; with the discovery o f the set theoretic paradoxes, and the subsequent

abandonment o f naive set xheory, all subsequent versions o f set theory have been

postulated by convention to avoid the paradoxes, and here “intuition is bankrupt”.̂ ^̂

Thus, in Word and Object he writes,

Various ways are knov/n. They have their several strengths and 
weaknesses, and none stands out clearly as the most satisfactory. All o f  
them restrict, in som.s fashion, the universal applicability o f  the 
operator... o f  class abstraction. There ceascs to be the old guarantee that 
for each open sentence there is a class whose members are just the 
values o f  the variable for which the sentence comes out true... 
Naturalness, for whatever it is worth, is o f course lost; a multitude o f  
mutually alternative, mutually incompatible systems o f  class theory 
arises, each with only the most bleakly pragmatic claims to attention.^^®

Here Quine contrasts the arbitrary nature o f set theory with the ’’obviousness” o f  logic; he

holds that set theory, in its present state anyv/ay, has been ‘"straining at the leash o f

intuition” ever since the discovery o f Cantor’s transfmite numbers, and with the added

momentum o f ihe paradoxes o f  set theory the leash o f intuition has “snapped”.̂ '̂ Hence,

in set theory we have incompatible alternatives that are each adequate to account for

mathematics. That is, set theory is under-determined by the totality o f  available evidence.

entity that it is a member o f  any other entity, indeed any entity can even be a member of itself.
Thus all variables o f naive set theory are of the same kind, and expressions such as ‘... 6 __ ’
or = ___’ are formulas i f a n d  '___ ’ are filled in by either identical or different
variables. The second important characteristic o f this approach is characterised by two simple 
axioms. The first states that all entities that satisfy a certain condition will constitute another 
entity, namely a class. That is, naYve set theory contains an axiom o f comprehension, which can
be symbolised as ‘'ZIjVx [xey (p(x)]”, where (p(.T) is any formula containing ‘.r’ as a free
variable. The class y defined by this axiom is the class o f entities fulfilling this condition."^* The 
second axiom is the axiom of extensionality, symbolised as “V.rV>^[Vz (zex zey)  ->■ x =  y]”.
This states that any two classes that have all their members in common are identical. However, 
as is well known, naive set theory is inconsistent giving rise to, among others, Russell’s 
paradox. For example, if the open sentence ‘x i x \  v, hich is true o f an object x if and only if x is 
not a member of itself, is taken to determine a class i.e.,_y is the class of all things that are not 
self-mcmbered, then for all x we have jcey if and only i f x i x .  however, it follows that j e v ,  i.e., 
y  is a member o f itself, if and only i f y i y ,  i.e.,,^ is not a member of itself.

Quine holds that set theory can be viewed as true by convention. ‘Carnap and Logical Truth’, Wavs of 
Paradox, p. 111 -! 15

Quine Word and Object, p. 268 (footnote omitted)
Quine, “Carnap and Logical Truth, Wavs o f Paradox, p. i 1'



Thus, because classical mathematics reduces to any system o f (Cantorian) set 

theory one cares to choose, the indispensability argument determines that set theory is an 

indispensable part o f empirical science, but it leaves Quine with a choice between under

determined versions o f  set theory, which are logically incompatible with one another. In 

the next section. I shov/ that Quine takes this choice between alternative versions o f set 

theory as a real debate, determined immanent to our on-going conceptual scheme o f 

science.

1.3 The choice beWeen alternative versions o f set theory.

There have been numerous different attempts to modify naive set theor}' to avoid the 

paradoxes. Here, i will briefly look at three approaches that avoid the paradoxes in 

different w'ays. The choice between these alterriatives is under-determined by the 

available data, as each o f these systems o f set theory i.« empirically equivalent., but is 

incompatible with the others. Despite this, however, Quine holds that theor}' choice here 

is a real decision.

First, in Principia M athematicia (PM), Russell and W hitehead argue that the 

fallacy that gives rise to the paradoxes is located in the language o f naYve set theory rather 

than in its basic assumptions about the nature o f a set. Consequently, he argues that 

restricting what can be said in the language o f set theory can accommodate the 

paradoxes. To be precise, the defining characteristic o f the paradoxical class >• is 

(V j)(xe>’ <->xgx), this gives rise to the paradox by allowing the quantified variable x to

B. R ussell, A .N . W hitehead, Principia Mathemtaicia. (Cam.bridge: Cambridge U niversity Press 1973) 
[origirmlly published 1910]



take _v as its vaiue. Hence, the fallacy lies in including v in the range o f  quantification 

employed to define >> itself. For Russell, such ‘impredicative’ definitions generate a 

vicious circle, so in (PM) Russell stipulates that impredicative definitions are not well 

formed. However, to block paradoxes it is not sufficient simply to bar expressions o f the 

form ‘xe.x’, for the paradoxical class can be generated from a conjunction o f two 

erstwhile legitimate expressions such as ‘x g v  a  v e x ’. In contrast, a more profound and 

more systematic alteration to the language o f set theory is required In order to address 

this problem Russell introduces his ‘theory o f  types’

An alternative approach to set theory is offered by German mathematician Ernst 

Zermeio,^^'' who discovered the Russell paradox independently o f  Russell (but did not 

publish it): and, in contrast to Russell, Zermelo locates the problem in the concepi o f a set 

Itself. His response was to axiomatize naive set theory in a way that prevents the 

paradoxes from arising. This “axiomatic” approach holds that the set theoretic paradoxes 

are the result o f a failure o f certain basic assumptions about the nature o f a set, rather than

The key idea in type theory is to divide the universe into a denumerable hierarchy o f  levels, and to 
assign each variable to one and only one level. This contrasts sharply with naive set theory where theie is 
only one kind of variable, but doing this allows Russel! to restrict what can be formulated in set theory. To
be precise, to be a formula in type theory a string of symbols of the form ‘... e  ’ the left hand variable
must be of a lower level than the right hand variable; that is, ‘x“e y ‘’' is a formula in type theorj' if and only
If a h + 1. Similarly, a string o f symbols o f the form ‘... = ___’ is a formula only if  both variables dre of
the sair.e level. This restricts the scheme of comprehension as follov/s:

In (PM), if this scheme is not fulfilled, then the formula (xey),  or (x = y),  is neither tme nor false but 
meaningless. It follows that the formula that generates the paradox does not conform to tiiis requirement 
and is thus eliminated from the language of set theory as meaningless.lt follows that in type theor\ wo are 
to suppose all objects in the set theoretic universe ordered into a hierarchy o f ‘types', in such a way that the 
lowest type consists of individuals or elements that are not sets, called “urelements”, the next higher 
comprises of classes o f urelements, the next higher classes of classes of urelements, and so on. In every 
context formulated in PM, each variable is restricted to values of one and only one type, in practice Russell 
adopted what he called ‘typical ambiguity’. This means that he leaves unspecified the subscripts and 
relations between subscripts representing the types appropriate to specific variables. Contexts can remain 
ambiguously so long as they meet the requirement that ‘e ’ hold between variables o f  ascending type only. 
Thus an expression will be deemed meaningless only if it is not possible to assign types to its variables in 
conformity' with this requirement.

A. Fraenkel. Y. Bar-Hillel, A. Levy, Fouridation? o f Set Theory. (^Amsterdam. North Holland Publishing 
Company 1973)
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the result of a failure o f logic. On this view, the logic used in mathematics is sound, and

the solution to the paradoxes lies in adding new axioms to set theory, thus formulatmg

more rigorous basic assumptions about the nature o f sets, and thereby avoiding the

paradoxes. Zermelo devises a list o f eight axioms that put restrictions on the formation of

sets to allow all the desirable results of naive set theory but which prevented the

paradoxes from being derived. O f these axioms the most important axiom proscribes the

existence of sets unconditionally; rather, in Zemielo’s axicmatization new sets are '

constructed recursively in a finite number of steps from pre-existing sets. This ruie^ out

the possibility of impredicative sets, and eliminated paradoxes such as the Russell

pai adox. Zermelo introduces other axioms to capture the beneficial aspects o f naive set

theory. In particular, Zeiinelo introduced the well-ordering principle, which later was

found to be equivalent to the “axiom of choice”, in order to allow transfinite induction.

Finally, Quine himself developed a system of set theory New Foundations'^^

(NF), and its extension as Mathem.atical Logic which combines eiements of both

(PM) and (ZF). Certain key aspects of NF are very much in the spirit of Russell, while

others follow Zermelo’s approach. For example, with Russell, Quine holds that the

paradoxes are best avoided by restricting the axiom-schema o f comprehension: he writes

The law of comprehension
(i) (3> )̂(x) (xey  .= F.v)
is in general what we restrict to avoid the paradoxes.

llovv'ever, ia the spirit of Zermelo, Quine docs not hold that the universe be divided into a

denumerable hierarchy o f types. Thus, he writes.

Quine, ‘N ew  Foundations for Mathematical Logic', From A l,oaicai Point o f  V iew , p. 80-101  
Quine, M athematical L ogic (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press 1943)
Quine, Set Thcoi-v and its L ogic . (Cambridge, MA; Harvard U niversity Press 1963) p. 289
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Under this method we abandon the hierarchy o f types, and think o f the 
variables as unrestricted in range.

And again in M athematical Logic he says that in

‘New Foundations' ... types themselves, and the cleavages and
97Qreduplications which they involve, are abandoned.

(NF) can perhaps best be seen as a composite o f  two ideas: first, vai iables that are

typically ambiguous in (PM) are reconstrued as tioily general, i.e., as ranging over a

unique comprehensive universe^*®; and, second, Quine introduces the notion o f

‘stratification’ to restrict the axiom-schema o f comprehension. Thus, in place o f a

hierarchy o f type distinctions, Quine argues that a formula is stratified if  indices can be

assigned to its variables in such a way that ‘e ’ is always flanked by variables with

consccu'^ively ascending indices. The paradoxes are avoided by stipulating that the

axiom-schema o f comprehension must be stratified. However, stratification is not a

criterion o f meaningfulness, unstratified formulas are not eliminated from the language as

meaningless. Rather. Quine adapts Zermelo’s insight that a meaningful open sentence

may or may not determine a class, those that do and those that do not is determined by

1the axioms o f the system . Thus Quine writes,

111 NF there are no types, nor is it required that formulas be stratified to 
be meaningful. Stratification is simply an ultimate irreducible stipulation 
to which a formula is to confoim if  it is to qualify as a case o f ‘Fx’ in the 
particular axiom schema [of comprehension]^*^

The paradoxes are avoided because the axioms specify that the open sentence ‘x e x ’ does

not determine a class. Thus, in (NF) it is the stratified structure o f type theory, rather than

Quine “N ;w  Foundations” p. 92  
Quine 'vtathematical L ogic, p. 164 
Quine, Set Theory and its L ogic, p. 288
Quine ‘The Inception o f  N F ’ Selected Logical Papers. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press)p. 

288
Quine Set ThecPi' and its Logic p.289
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the hierarchy o f classes, that is essential to set theory, and, in contrast to (PxM) the 

variables of set theory are stratified but their values are not.^*"’

It is clear that set theorj- provides a prime example of under-determination in on

going scientific inquiry: each of these versions o f set theory is sufficient to account for all 

of classical mathematics, but each is incompatible vath the others, positing secs to be 

fundamentally different entities. For example, for (PM) it makes no sense to say that the 

set of ali sets is not an element of itself, v/hile for (NF) this sentence maices sense but is 

false; similarly, in (PM) the unit class and the individual are different entities, whereas in 

(ZF) they are id en tica l.H o w ev er, despite the choice between these alternatives being 

under-determined by the evidence, Quine is clear that the choice between them is a real 

decision. Thus', Quine writes.

In set theory we discourse about certain immaterial entities, real cr 
erroneously alleged, viz., sets or classes. And it is in the effort to make 
up our minds about genuine tmth and falsity o f sentences about these 
objects that we find ourselves engaged in something very like 
convention in an ordinary non-metaphorical sense of the word. We find 
ourselves making deliberate choices and setting them forth 
unaccompanied by any attempt at justification other than in terms of 
elegance and convenience. These adoptions, called postulates, are their

Q uine is thus ab le  to  reintroduce general variab les b eca u se  the role perform ed b y  the h ierarchy o f  t> pes 
in the theory o f  ty'pes is n o w  p erfo n n ed  by general but stratified  variab les. C onserjuently , by  abandoning  
the hierarchy o f  ty p es Q uine a v o id s  the problem  o f  the reduplication  o f  num bers. T hus he v.rites, (“ Ne-.v 
F oundations’", From a L o g ica l P o in t'o f  V ie w , p. 9 2 -9 3 )
In the new  sy stem  there is ju st o n e  general B o o lea n  c la ss  algebra; the n egate  - x  em braces everyth in g  not 
b elo n g in g  to  x; the null c la ss  A  is unique; and so  is j h e  universal c la ss  V , to  w h ich  a b so lu te ly  evei-yrhing  
belo n g s, in c lu d in g  V itse lf. T he ca lcu lu s o f  relation s reappears as a s in g le  general ca lcu lu s treating o f  
relations w ithout restriction . L ik ew ise  the num bers resum e their un iqueness, and arithm etic its general 
a pp licab ility  as a s in g le  ca lcu lu s.
B y abandon ing the h ierarchy o f  ty p es and reinterpreting variab les as truly general Q uine av o id s the 
problem s that p lagu ed  the theorj' o f  types. That is, in (N F ) m athem atical d e fin itio n s are not reduplicated  
irom  type to  type but are abso lu te. T hus, in (N F ) Q uine prop oses a way to avo id  the paradoxes, w hich, 
w h ile  rem ain ing faithful to R u sse ll’s key insight o f  restricting the a x io m -sc h e m a  o f  com p reh en sion , d o es  
not em p loy  a hierarchy o f  types.

j.J .C . Sm art, ‘Q u in e ’s P h ilo so p h y  o f  S c ie n c e ’, reprinted in W ords and O b iec tio fis. te d s .)  D. D avidson  &  
J. H intikka, p. 6



logical conscquences (via elementary logic), and are true until further 
notice."

So, for Quine, even though the rivals are empirically equivalent, and our choice is 

unaccompanied by any attempt at justification other than in terms of convenience, 

usefulness, simplicity, and so on, this choice is still a real decision determined immanent 

to our on-going scientific inquiry. Indeed, Quine accepts that even on this basis, there is 

no outstanding candidate amongst these alternatives. In this context, it is interesting that 

despite pioneering (NF) Quine does not endorse as the right or standard set theory; rather, 

Quine opts for the so-called ‘iterative’ conception of a set, and its development in 

Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory. Thus in ‘Reply to Hao Wang’ he writes,

■ He [Wang] cannot deny that there are incompatible alternative systems 
of set theory ... The most he can do is plump for the primacy of the 
iterative concept, but he recognises that I have plumped for it too, in Set 
Theory and Its Logic and Roots o f  Reference?^

And, in ‘Reply to Joseph S. Ullian’, Quine makes this point again saying.

From Set Theory and Its Logic and The Roots o f  Reference it is perhaps 
clear that 1 do not single-mindedly espouse ML, let alone NF. In The 
Roots o f  Reference I plumped for the theory of types on psychogenetic 
grounds. I speculated on the steps o f analogy and extrapolation that 
might plausibly lead to the positing o f abstract objects, and I found the 
theory of types to be the system of sei theory thai could be made 
inlelligible along such lined. One can slip easily into Zermelo’s system 
by successive deliberate refinements of the theory of types, as seen in 
Set Theory and Its Logtc?^^

For Quine, because no set theory is obvious or natural and each is better suited to

different purposes -  in the above passage he argues that the theory o f type is more

amenable on ‘psychogenetic’ grounds -  but ultimately he argues that (ZF) is the correct

set theory.

Quine, ‘C am ap  and Logical T ru th ’, reprintsd in V/avs o f  Paradox , p. 117
Quine, ‘Reply to Hao W a n g ’ in The Philosophy o f  W. V. Q u in e , (eds.) Hahn & Schilpp p. 546
Quine. ‘Reply to Josephy  S. IJIiian’ The Philosophy o f  W. V. Q u in e , (eds.) Hahn & Sciiiipp p. 590
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Quine chooses (ZF) on pragmatic grounds: it avoids both the paradoxes and the

drawbacks o f type theory. In particular, Quine sees it as a weakness o f (PM) to abandon

first-order logic: because it is developed on the basis o f a sharp division o f values into

types the underlying logic in (PM) is the predicate calculus o f  order co, for as Abraham

Fraenkel notes, the logic o f  type theory must “contain quantifiable variables o f  any finite

level whatsoever” . Q uine’s originally motivation in developing (NF) was to avoid the

need to abandon first-order logic. And Quine later admits that had he realised how

naturally (ZF) emerges from (PM) he may not have developed (NF) in the first place.

Thus, Quine writes

Zerm elo’s system itself was free o f both drawbacks [of tvf^e theory], but 
in its multiplicity o f  axioms it seems inelegant, artificial, and ad hoc. I 
had not yet appreciated how naturally his system emerges from the 
theory o f types when we render the types cumulative and describe them, 
by mieans o f general variables. I came to see this only in January 1954, 
and set it forth in ‘Unification o f universals in set theory’ and Set Theory 
and Its Logic. If I had appreciated it in 1936 ,1 might not have passed on 
to ‘New Foundations’.̂  °

Sc while Quine appears to accept that theory choice in set theory is under-determined by

the available data., and accepting that his decision to adopt (ZF) is somewhat arbitrary,

and perfunctory, Quine nevertheless insists that that theory choice in set theory is a real

choice.

1.4 Indeterminate theory choices.

Tuniin;' now to consider theory choices liiat are indeterminate, I want lo give a brief 

account ol'three different instances o f indeterminate theory choices: firs t, i.t relation to

A. Fraen.kei, Y. Bar-H illel, A. Levy, houndations o f  Set Theory, (second revised edition)., p. )91 
Quine, ‘The inception o f  N F ’ reprinted in Selected Logical Papers, p. 287
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Quine’s well known thesis that in linguistics the choice between translation manuals is 

indeterminate; second, Quine’s view that the choice of how to reduce numbers to set 

within set theory is indeterminate; and //««//>', I explain why Quine must accept that 

theor>' choice at end-of-inquir>' is indeterminate. In each of these examples theory choice 

is under-determined by the available evidence, however these are cases where the 

decision o f which alternative to adopt is not a real decision, i.e., no decision here is either 

true or false.

Quine’s best known example o f indeterminate theory choices in on-going inquiry 

is of course his thesis of the indeterminacy of translation (IT). In the previous chapter we 

saw, in relation to inscrutability of reference, the general structure of the type of relativity 

that Quine develops in relation to language. His argument for (IT) likewise exemplifies 

the general structure o f immanent relativism, so in this section I will simply assume this 

general context as outlined in the previous chapter.

Quine’s argument for (IT) begins by establishing that linguistics is under

determined by the available evidence. Quine illustrates the under-determination of all 

linguistics by appealing to the tht)ijght experiment o f ‘radical translation’.

The idea of radical translation is formulated around the plight of a linguist caught 

in the hypothetical situation of having to translate the language of a p rev io u sly  un

encountered tribe. The linguist can proceed to translate the native’s language only

The thought experim ent o f ‘radical translation’ has a som ewhat chequered past: it has been em ployed by 
both Quine and Carnap to support opposing view points. Quine introduces this idea ‘The problem o f  
M eaning in L inguistics’. Carnap replies to Quine in ‘M eaning and Synonym y in Natural Languages’, he 
argues that because translation betw een languages is possible in the extrem e case o f  ‘radical translation’, it 
fo llow s that translation is in fact determinate and m eaning in fact objective. In Word and Object Quine 
rejects this conclusion; rather, Quine holds that analyticity is a sym ptom  o f  the view  that meaning is 
determined in the spea!:er’s mind over and above what is implied in her disposition to verbal behaviour, 
i.e., the ‘myth o f  the m useum ’. G oing behaviourist means rejecting the analytic-synthetic distihction and its 
intcnsional corollaries synonym y, necessity, etc. The (IT) thesis holds rhat in absence o f  synonym y, 
analyticity, etc., it is im possible to individuate meanings.
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through correlating the native’s lUterances to concurrent events that are conspicuous to 

both the native and the linguist herselfl and guessing that the utterance is connected to 

that situation. To progress, hov.'ever, she must take the initiative and volunteering 

sentences for the native’s assent or dissent (assuming she can identify the native’s 

gestures o f assent and dissent). Quine gives the following example o f how the linguist 

would proceed:

A rabbit scurried by, the native says *Gavagai', and the linguist notes 
down the sentence ‘Rabbit’ (or, ‘Lo, a rabbit’) as tentative translation, 
subject to testing in further cases.

In this way, the linguist can equate the meaning o f  native sentences to the meaning o f her

own language. However, most o f the native’s utterances will not be o f  this type. Indeed,

few will be connected to concurrent situations that the linguist can share. The only way

foi"W£rd frem here is for the linguist is to try to identify segments o f observation

sentences as words that can be paired off with English expressions in a way that fits the

observation sentences. These translation scheines for pairing native words o ff with

English ones, Quine calls ‘analytic hypotheses’. Essentially, an analytic hypothesis is no

more than the linguist’s best guess. Quine writes,

I'he method of analytical hypotheses is a way o f catapulting oneself into 
the jungle language by the momentum of the home language. ... From 
the point o f view o f a theory o f translational meaning the mosi notable 
thing about the analytical hypotheses is that they exceed anything 
implicit in any native’s disposition to speech behavior.^^^

In constructing analytical hypotheses the linguist goes beyond anything that is implicit in

the evidence and projects her own theory into the native’s language. Continuing in this

way, the linguist builds a tentative native vocabulary, grammar structure, etc., constantly

Quine Word and Object p. 27 
Ouinc Word and Object p. 70
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testing it against the native’s speech, and continues on to higher and more conjectural 

levels. The translation will be firmly based on the linguist’s conjectures as to what the 

native believes, and while this was already the case in translating observation sentences it 

Continues to a greater extent now. The linguist will favour translations that ascribe views 

to the native that conform to the native’s observed v/ay o f life, or at least appear to the 

linguist to be rational. Moreover, she will not unduly complicate the native’s language; 

rather, she assumes the natives have minds similar to other humans, and ascribes a 

language thet is simple enough for the natives to acquire. In short, the linguist is guided at 

all times by empathy with the native -  by imagining herself in the native' s situation as 

best she can.

The linguist judges her translation manual on the basis o f  how smooth or jarred 

the conversation based on it is, but, Quine argues, the linguist will be unable to devise a 

unique translation manual; in contrast. Quine holds that two linguists working on the 

same project in isolation could come up with incompatible but equally good translation 

manuals. That is, for Quine, the linguists could devise m*anuals that are mutually 

incompatible but which are equally justified by the empirical evidence. The reason for 

this is that the translation manual applied to the native’s language by the linguist is under

determined by the native’s verbal dispositions; numerous different translations o f the 

native’s utterances are compatible with the totality o f the native’s observable behaviour. 

Moreover, it is clear that questioning the native cannot solve this problem as asking the 

native questions such as ‘Is this gavagai the same as that?’ itself presupposes a translation 

o f the native's language. Thus Quine vvTites

[W]hei'i in the native language we try lo ask “Is this gavagai the same as
that?” we could well be asking “Does this gavagai belong with that?’’
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Insofar, the native's assent is no objective evidence for translating 
“gavagai” as “rabbit'" rather that “undetached rabbit part” or “rabbit 
stage”.̂ ^̂

The key point, then, is that as the native’s utterances admit o f systematically divergent 

translations, all o f which are compatible with the verbal behaviour o f those concerned, 

but there is no non-arbitrary reason for translating the native’s sentences one w'ay rather 

than another.

Quine concludes that unliktj the choice between under-determmed livaJs in 

physical science, the linguist’s choice between competing translation manuals is 

indeteiTninate: that is, there is an ontological difference between the rivals in physical 

science but not in linguistics. Hence, while there is parallel between physical science and 

linguistics in relation to epistemology, this parallel breaks dov/n in relation to ontology; 

and for this reason, Quine holds that the indeterminacy is additional to under

determination. Thus, Quine writes,

Though linguistics is o f course a part o f the theory o f nature, the 
indeterminacy o f translation is not just inherited as a special case o f the 
under-determination o f our theory o f nature. It is parallel but additional.
Thus, adopt for now' my fully realistic attitude towards electrons and 
muons and curved space-time, thus falling in with the current theory o f 
the world despite knowing that it is in principle deterministicly under
determined. Consider, from this realistic point o f view, the toti'.lity o f 
truths o f nature, known and unknown, observable and unobservable, 
past and future. The point about indeterminacy o f translation is that it 
withstands even all this truth, the whole truth about nature. This is what 
I mean by saying that, where indeterminacy o f translation applies, there 
is no real question o f  right choice; there is no fact o f the matter even to 
within the acknowledged under-determination o f a theory o f  nature.

Quine O ntological Relativity and Other E ssays, p. 34 
Quine, ‘Reply to C hom sky’ in Words and Ohjec-tions. p. 303
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Elsewhere, Quine explains this by stating that while the traditional theory of meaning 

outruns the (physical) facts of language, in science the (physical) facts outrun theory.

The second example that Quine gives of an indeterminate theory choice m on

going inquir>' arises in cormection to the reduction o f numbers to sets within a chosen 

system of set theory. We are well accustomed to the fact that within (ZF) set theory it is 

possible to construct a multitude of different ways to reduce numbers to sets. I shall 

briefly explaining two (of the arbitrary many) such reductions, namely -  Zermelo’s 

reduction and von Neumann’s reduction. As both o f these approaches arise within (ZF) 

set theory; the axioms for (ZF) set theory give definitions of “ 1”, “number”, “successor’', 

the addition and multiplication operators, etc., are sufficient conditions tliat must be 

satisfied by both approaches. Hence, both accounts identify the number 3 as a set of sets; 

both define a recursive progression and a successor function that follows the order of that 

progression. Hov/ever, these restraints still allow different reductions of numbers to sets. 

On one hand, in Zermelo’s reduction for any two numbers x  and y, x  ii: les3 than>> if and 

only if X is a member of^^ and x is a proper subset ofjv. Zermelo thus defines the number 

3 as “[0, [0]. [0 . [0]]]”. For Zermelo, a set had n members if and only if there is a one- 

to-one correspondence with the number n itself; hence, the number 3 has 3 mem.bers. In 

contrast, on von Neumann’s reduction, any two numbers x  and y, x is a member of>- if 

and only if>̂  is the successor ofx. Thus, von Neumann defines 3 as “ {{{0}}}”. For von 

Neumann, every number has a sole member; thus, the number 3 has one member only.

It is clear that despite operating in the same set theory and with only the unit set 

as the null set, these approaches define different progressions: in Zermelo’s reduction the 

successor of a number x is the set all the members of x, while m von Neumann’s the 

Quine, ‘Indeterminacy o f  Translation Again’ Journal o f  Philosophy, p. !0
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successor o f  x  w as sim ply the unit set o f  x -  the set whose only m em ber is x. M oreover, 

in either case the num ber 3 is defined as a different object: depending on w hich approach 

one is em ploying the num ber 1 w ill or will not be a m em ber o f  the num ber 3; in 

Zerm elo’s 1 is a m em ber o f  3, in von N eum ann’s 1 is not a m em ber o f  3. How ever, since 

both o f  these m odes o f  reduction satisfy the sufficient conditions for a correct account o f  

m athem atics, they  can be considered “em pirically equivalent” . But, it is clear that these 

alternatives are logically incom patible; given that for Quine the num ber 3 is in fact a 

particular set a, then as these tw o accounts assign different sets to the num ber 3 they 

cannot both be correct, and the alternative m odes o f  reduction are incompatible.^^*’

"I'o som eone contem plating Q uine’s com prom ise position as presented in this 

tnesis, it m ight well be assum ed that, by parity o f  the reasoning invoked to justify' his 

view that there is a real decision betw een alternative versions o f  set theory , Quine would 

also See the alternative reductions o f  num bers to sets w ithin (ZF) as a real theory choice 

soliciting a true and false answer. Bat in point o f  fact this is not Q uine’s response; rather. 

Quine does not believe that there is a real decision pending betvv'een alternative versions 

o f  the reduction o f  num bers to sets; rather, Quine holds that theory choice here is

' ) ( ) 7
indeterm inate, and there is no real choice betw een these alternatives." Thus, Quine 

writes.

W e are fam iliar w ith  three adequate but incom patible w ays o f  m odelling 
num ber theory in ... the theory o f  classes. W e bandy our num bers 
w ithout caring which classes we aie bandying from  am ong this w ealth  o f 
alternatives. We are ju st content that we are operating som ew here within

This point has led some philosophers to conclude that numbers do not exist and mathematical entities 
are superfluous. For example, Paul Benacerraf “What Numbers Could Not Be”, Philosophical Review  74 
(1965) 47-73, has famously concluded from this argument that numbers do not exist, and moreover, that 
mathematica! entities are superfluous. Quine’s conclusion from this fact is somewhat different that 
Benacerraf s.

Quine. Word and Object, pp 261-262
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the ontology o f classes to which w'c have committed ourselves anyway 
for other purposes... [The] structuralist treatment o f number... is just a 
way of eliminating an idle question -  ‘what is a number?’ -  and a 
gratuitous decision among different alternatives.

For Quine, there is no real debate about which reduction of numbers to set is true or false;

rather, I take it that what Quiue means in saying that our choice here is “a gratuitous

decision among different alternatives” is that theory choice here is indeterminate. For, as

Quine says elsewhere, it is only in assuming that there is a unique correct reduction of the

numbers to set theory that gives the whole issue the air o f paradox.^^

Moreover, Quine accepts that although each mode o f reduction is adequate for

mathematics, each is more geared towards some further purpose that the others are not, so

depending on particular circumstances, it will be more pragmatic to choose one over the

others. Hence, Quine advocates that we switch versions “opportunistically to suit the job

in hand".^^*  ̂Thus Quine writes,

The s-ituation is unlike matrimony. Frege’s progression, von Neumann’s,
and Zenr.elo’s are three progressions of classes, all present in our
universe o f values o f variables (if we accept the usual theory o f classes),
and available for selective use as convenient. That all are adequate as
explications of natural number means that natural numbers, in any
distinctive sense, do not need to be reckoned into our universe in
addition. Each of the three progressions or any other will do the work of
natural numbers, and each happens to be geared also to further jobs to

01v/hich the others are not.

Quine holds that here we are dealing with alternative translation manuals; the sentence 

“One is a member of Three”, is translated into a true or false sentence depending on 

whether Vv'e employ von Neumann's translation manual or Zermelo’s respectively. And, 

for Quine, it makes no sense to say that either translation manual is true or false, although

Quine, "Scruciure and Nature”, Jaurnoi o f  Philosophy LXXXIX, NO. 1 (1992); pp. 5-9. p.5 
Quine, Word and Object, pp. 261-263  
Quine. VVoid and Object, pp 263 
Quine, Word and Object., p. 263
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he accepts that there are certain contexts in which one is more useful than the other. Thus, 

Quine advocates that we should flip from theory to theory, viewing each as true only 

while we are emploj'ing it, but without thereby having to include these different sets as 

distinct objects in our universe. That is, the ontological commitments o f mathematics 

remain unaffected when we switch from one mode of reduction to another. Thus, Quine 

vvTites,

Arithmetic is. in this sense, all there is to number: there is no saying
absolutely what the numbers are; there is only arithmetic.

For Quine, then, specifying which set is the real object 3 is not a genuine problem; while 

the decision between (ZF), (PM), (NF) and so on, is a real theory choice, he holds that 

any further choice beyond this is gratuitous. Quine holds that once the structure of set 

theory is saved then “let the sets fall where they may”.̂ ^̂  Quine holds that the 

indeterminacy identified in linguistic is replicated here as there is no difference which 

mode of reduction of numbers to sets we choose.

Finally, it seems clear that Quine is committed to the view thav at end-of-Inquiry 

the choice between competing ideal conceptual schemes is indeterminate. Mowcver,

Quine has not always (and perhaps has never) seen strong-global under-determination at 

end-of-inquiry in this way. Rather, over the course of his career, Quine has proposed a 

series of mutually incompatible approaches to theory choice at end-of-inquiry. To begin 

with, he vacillated between what he called the “sectarian” and the “ecunienica]” response. 

The sectarian response asserts that our own theory is true by our lights and the other does

Quine C n lo lo g ica l  Relativ ity .,  p. 45.
Quine 'Foundations  o f  iVlathematirs’, W nvs o f  Paradox, p. 32



not even make sense in our terms/^*'* In contrast, the ecumenical response holds that 

nothing more can be required for the truth of a theory than to be supported by every

- JA C

observational categorical, and hence holds that each ideal conceptual scheme is true. In 

addition tc alternating between these two responses, Quine has at different points held 

one of a number of variations of these two basic positions.^'^^ However, ultimately, all of 

these variations come down to either holding just our own theory is true, or accepting 

incompatible theories are equally true. I think that Quine is genuinely at a loss here, and 

is unable to devise a response that is consistent with his naturalistic s tan c e .H o w e v e r, it 

seems to me that all of this debate misses the real point at issue.^®*

In contrast, if  we return to our picture o f Quine’s compromise between extreme 

realism and extreme relativism, it is clear that the compromise is based, in part, on the 

view that no account of reality we can generate is the single best account of reality; 

rather, in order to rebut Russell’s extreme realism Quine holds that at end-of-inquiry 

there are numerous equally good accounts of reality tied for first place It follows, 

therefore, that if Quine accepts that there is a real decision at end-of-inquiry, such that 

this theory choice yields a true or false outcome, his compromise collapses into Russell’s 

extreme realism. Consequently, if  Quine is to retain his compromise position he has nc

For exam ple, see “ Reply to G ibscn”, in The Philosophy o f  W. V. Ouir.e. H. Hahn & P. A. Schilpp  
(eds.), (La Salle: Open Court 1986); p. 157.

See. for exam ple, “Empirical Content” in Theories and Things (1*’ ed.); p. 29.
See for exam ple, Quine, Pursuit o f  Truth. (2"“* ed.), p. 95-101.
Q uine’s sectarian approach appears to be consistent w ith his view  that w e must assert truth immanently, 

but is inconsistent with his em piricism  w hich holds that there is nothing more to truth than being implied  
Dy the evidence; this situation is reversed with ecum enism , which is com patible w ith his em piricism  but 
incompatible with his view  o f  truth.

My view  here is in contrast lo commentators such as Roger F Gibson Jt. and l,ars Bergstrom, who hold 
that the consistent position to adopt- here is the sectarian view; see for exam ple, Gibson, Enlightened 
Empiricism, p. i30 ; and Bergstroin. “Underdetermination o f  Physical Theroy”, in The Cambridge 
Companion to U uine. (ed.) Roger F. G ibson Jr. p. 106-107. L ikew ise, my view  here is in contrast to Donald  
D avidson’s suggested “D avidson expedient”, set out by Quine Pursuit o f  Truth (2"‘̂ cd) p. 97-98 , which  
agair. holds that theory choice here is a real decision.
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option here; rather he must acknowiedge that there is no real decision to be made at end-

of-inquiry, and hence theory choice here is indeterminate.

I think that in the last few paragraphs of Pursuit of Truth °̂̂  Quine comes closest

to acknowledging this point. Thus, Quine writes,

The fantasy o f irresolubly rival systems o f the world is a thought 
experiment out beyond where linguistic usage has been crystallized by 
use. No wonder the cosmic question whether to call two such world 
systems true should simmer down, bathetically, to a question o f words, 
hence also, meanwhile, my vacillation ... There is an evident parallel 
between the empirical under-determination of global science and the 
indeterminacy of translation. In both cases the totality o f possible 
evidence is insufficient to clinch the system uniquely. But the 
indeterminacy is additional to the other. If we settle upon one o f the 
equivalent systems o f the world, however arbitrarily, we still have

•5 j  A

within it the indeterminacy of translation.

Here Quine appears to confirm my view that theory choice at end-of-inquirj' is 

indeterminate. He does say that indeterminacy o f translation is additional to strong-global 

under-determination, as it arises even within a chosen conceptual schem.e, but this point 

is iirelevant to the status o f theory choice at end-of-inquiry.^"

1.6 Conclusion.

To conclude, we have already seen tha: Quine's view that theory choices in cn-going 

inquirj' are real decisions is the principal difference between his and Carnap’s account of 

actual inquiry. In this section I have set out an example of Quine’s view o f this in relation 

to theory choice in set theory. I showed that, for Quine, the indispensability of

Quine, Pursuit o f  Truth. (2'“‘ ed.^; 10 0 - 102 
Quine, Pursuit of'Triith. (2 ’''' ed .);1 0 9 -l0 ;
It should be noted that here Quir.e also speaks o f  alternative conceptual schem es being different vva) ■: o f  

conceiving the sam e reality, w hich appears to imply reaiity as ii is in i ls e lf  in the extrem e lealisi sense. T.ui 
I take it tnst this is an unfortunate way to state his point and not a revision o f  his earlier v iew s.
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mathematics means that set theory is a genuine part of on-going scientific inquiry, and 

consequently, he holds that choice between different systems of set theory is a real 

decision even though our choice is under-determined by the available data. In contrast, 

we saw that there are theory choices that are both under-determined and indeterminate.

I set out the notion o f indeterminate theory choices in three separate cases; first, in 

relation to the choice between translation manuals; second, in relation to the reduction of 

numbers to sets; and finally in relation to end-of-inquiry. In each case, Quine holds that 

our choice o f theory cannot be either true or false, but is indeterminate. Hence, both 

indeterminacy of translation and the question o f how to reduce numbers to set are models 

of strong-global under-determination in on-going inquiry, identical to the choice between 

ideal conceptual schemes at end-of-inquiry. In the next section I explain the philosophical 

basis for this distinction.

SECTION!

FULL-COVERAGE

2 .1 Introduction.

In this section 1 want to explain the philosophical basis for Quine’s distinction between 

under-determined theory choices that are nevertheless real, true or false choices, and 

those that degenerate into indeterminacy.

To begin, I consider a number of criticisms o f Quine’s distinction between under- 

determinaiion and indeterminacy, which argue that Quine has no legitimate basis for 

making ti'iis distinction, and that, at bottom, this distinction rests on a gratuitous
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assumption in the priority o f  physical science over linguistics. Following on from this, I 

show here that, from Quine’s perspective, this criticism is unfounded because we are 

faced with the inevitability o f working immanent to physical science. If we iake seriously 

this point about working from within physical science, then the distinction between real 

and indeterminate theory choices is decided by physics.

Quine clarifies this idea with the notions o f full coverage and facts-of-the-matter: 

he holds that physics is the fundamental conceptual scheme in on-going inquiry because 

physics alone is motivated to determine Hie totality o f facts-of-the-matter. Quine 

concludes that this characteristic means that once we accept physics at all, we must 

accept it as the fundamental conceptual scheme. He then explains tlie distinction between 

real and indeterminate theory choices in on-going inquiry in terms o f  w hether there is a 

fact-of-the-matter, as determined by physics, at issue in the theory choice: where there is 

a fact-of-the-matter for a theory choice to be true or false about, then this choice is a real 

decision; where there is no fact-of-the-matter at issue, the choice is indeterminate. For 

Quine, this explains the distinction between, on one hand, theory choice in linguistics and 

modes o f reducing numbers to sets, and on the other, theory choice in physics, such as 

between alternative versions o f  set theory. However, the distinction between real 

decisions in on-going inquiry and the indeterminate decision between sti ong-global 

under-determined rivals at end-of-inquiry is more difficult to explain, as at end-of-inquiry 

each ideal conceptual scheme has its own immanent set o f  facts-of-the-mattcr that makes 

it true from its own perspective. The point here, for Quine, however, is that while each 

conceptual scheme has its own immanent facts-of-the-matter, there is no fact-uf-the- 

matier at issue between them; li'at is, there are no transcendent facts-of-the-matter at
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issue betv/een rival ideal conceptual schemes, hence the choice between them is 

indeterminate.

2.2 An argument against the real-indeterminate distinction.

One strategy often employed by critics o f Quine’s doctrine o f  the indetemiinacy o f 

translation is to stiess the comparison o f linguistics to physical science. A number o f 

critics have argued that, i f  Quine’s account is correct then there is no epistemological 

difference between linguistics and physical science, i.e., both are under-determined by 

the totality o f available evidence, consequently, they argue that there is no basis for 

Quine to assert that theory choices in one are real decisions while in the other are 

indeterminate.

Noam Chomsky was perhaps the first to develop this line o f attack as part o f an

influential criticism o f Quine’s account o f language; Chomsky writes.

To return to the thesis o f  indeterminacy o f translation, there can surely 
be no doubt that Quine’s statement about analytic hypotheses is true, 
though the question arises why it is important. It is, to be sure, 
undeniable that if a system o f "‘analytical hypotheses” goes beyond 
evidence then it is possible to conceive alternatives compatible v/iih the 
cvmence, just as in the case o f Quine’s “genuine hypotheses” about 
stimulus meaning and truth-functional connectives. Thus the situation in 
the case o f language, or “common sense knowledge”, is, in this lespect, 
no different from the case o f  physics.'’ '

Chomsky accepts that Quine has made the uncontroversial claim that currcnt linguistics is

under-determined by the totality o f available data, and is merely one o f a number o f

varied alternatives that fit the data. But, according to Chomsky, because physical science

Noam  C hom sky, ‘Q u in e ’s Empirica! A ssum p tion s’, W ords and O biec t ions . eds.,  D. Davidson and J. 
Hintikka: 53-69; p. 61
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is alsc under •determined, just as urider-d^termination ic not a prcblem in cun'ent physics,

likewise it is not a problem in linguistics. In addition, Chomsky notes that while Quine

could make a distinction between physics and linguistics, he has rather simply

presupposed this distinction on the basis o f his general bias towards physical science.

Thus, Chomsky writes.

It would then be necessary for him to justify the empirical assuroplioo 
that the mind is natively endowed with the properties that permit 
‘nonnal induction’ to ‘genuine hypotheses’, but not ‘theory 
construction’ with some perhaps nan'owly constrained class o f  “analytic 
hypotheses” .̂

Richard Rorty also taps into this line o f criticism. How, Rorty asks, can Quine grant that 

the linguists’ analytical hypotheses are ‘not capricious’ but yet insist that there is no fact 

o f the matter here? Rorty holds that in linguistics, as in physics, there is no more to a ‘fact 

of the m atter’ than a rational procedure for reaching agreement about what to a sse rt/ ''’ 

hence Rorty argues that if  Quine treats the unverifiability o f  linguists’ eanons for 

devising anal>tic hypotheses as indicating a lack o f truth-value, then he should “do it 

across the board”, i.e., he should accept that by this standard much o f physics vv'ili also be 

devoid o f truth-value. Thus, Rorty writes,

If  mj' argument is sound, the dilemma facing Quine is this: he 
should cither give up the notion o f ‘objective matter o f fact' all along the 
line, or reinstate it in linguistics. On the first aiteinative, he can say that 
the notion o f ‘being about the world’, which the positivists used to 
explicate both ‘analytic’ and ‘m eaningless’, was as empty as these latter 
notions themselves, and cannot survive in their absence. On the second 
alternative, he can say that the linguists discovers ‘substantive laws; just 
as the chemists do, remarking merely that these discoveries are likely to

Chom sky, “Q uine’s Empirical A ssum ptions” p. 61
R. Rorty, Indeterminacy o f  Translation and o f  Truth’, Synthese 23 (1972): 443-62; p. 453: Reprinted in 

V olum e 3 o f  Philosophy o f  Quine ed. D. Follesdal, (N ew  York: Garland Publishing, Inc. 2001): 71-91; p. 
81
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few surprises ... either aherr.ative would make sense ... we cannot go
31^between the horns in the way suggested [by Quine] '

Similarly, Stephen Stich has argued that, if he is to be consistent, Quine should

acknowledge that the indeterminacy he identifies in linguistics is also found in all

empirical sciences. Thus, Stich writes,

My departure from Quine comes on the score of the implications of the 
indeterminacy. Were Quine to grant that grammars and translation 
manuals share a sort of indeterminacy, be would presumably conclude 
that for grammars, as for traiislations, modulo the indeterminacy, there is 
nothing to be right about ... My dissent comes in the step that passes 
from recognition of arbitrariness in quasi-universals or analytical 
hypotheses to the claim that there is {modulo the indeterminacy) noting 
to be right about. For I think that, pace Quine, the same indeterminacy 
could be shown lurking in the foundations of every empirical science. 
Grammar and translation are not to be distinguished, in this quarter, 
from psychology or biology or physics. If we are disinclined to say that 
in ail science, modulo the indeterm.inacy, there is nothing to be right 
about, it is because the theories we are willing to allow as correct are

- j I f i

those whose arbitrary features have the sanction of tradition.

Stich holds that the sort of indeterminacy found in linguistics does not imply that there is

no fact of the matter at issue in the choicc between translation manuals; for the same type

of indeterminacy is found in all empirical sciences, but Quine is unwilling to accept that

there is nothing lo be right about in science.

P. W. Bechtel makes a similar point. He argues that if both physical science and

linguistics are under-determined, then if under-detennination in physics does not prevent

us choosing one theories as true, under-determination in linguistics cannot stop us

choosing one translation manual as true. Thus, Bechtel writes,

Why, then, should the availability of alternative translation manuals 
count against our taking a realistic attitude toward one translation

Rf)rty , indeverminacy o f  Translation and o f  Truth’, p. 87-88
Stephen Stich, ‘Grammar, Psychology, and Indeterm.inacy’, Journal o f  Philosophy, LXIX, 22 

(December I972): 799-818; p. 815
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manual? As vve do with the physical theories, why can we not adopt one 
of these theories despite the underdetermination?^'^

These are just some of a number o f arguments that claim there is no legitimate basis for

Quine to distinguishes physics from linguistics, and conclude by impeaching Quine of

distinguishing them on the basis o f simply assuming the priority of physical science.

In the next section, I show that, in contrast to these critics, the distinction between

real and indeterminate theory choices is not based on a gratuitous assumption, so long as

one accepts and takes seriously Quine's point about the inevitability o f working froni

within.

2.3 Working from  within.

As I have repeatedly emphasised, for Quine, once the illusory transcendent perspective is

abandoned, we must acknowledge the inevitability of always working from within our

on-going conccptual scheme. More precisely, Quine holds that we begm from the middle

of the conceptual scheme o f the culture we are born into; the inherited ‘io re  of our 

 ̂18fathers’'.' And, for Quine, the conceptual scheme we are currently immcrsea in is 

dominated'by natural science, in particular physics; hence, all inquiry proceeds from 

witliin the worldview of physical science.

O f course, there is no necessary connection between “working from within” and 

“working from within physical science”, as the former is simply a consequence of 

rejecting of the possibility of a Transcendent perspective, while the latter requires actually

P.. W. Bechtel, ‘Indeterminacy and Intentionality: Quine's Purported Elimination o f  Piopositioiis’, 
Journal o f  Philosophy, LXXV, (1978): 649-661; p. 654

For example. ‘Carnap and Logical Truth’, reprinted in The Wavs o f  Paradox, p. 132



adopting a particular conceptual scheme o f physical science; clearly a different culture

could accept the former but work from within a different conceptual scheme to physical

science. However, Quine thinks that it simply is the case that we are currently immersed

in the conceptual scheme natural science, and he uses the term “naturalism” to denote

“working from within”, i.e., working from within the physical sciences. Thus, for

example, Quine writes,

The reconciliation lies in my naturalism. Disavowing as I do a first 
philosophy outside science, 1 can attribute reality and truth only within the 
terms and standards o f  the scientific system o f the world that I now accept: 
only immanently. But also, ’Aithin this system, I can study man at work 
and appreciate how his theory -  mine -  is underdetermined.

In this passage, Quine describes the reconciliation between realism and relativism as

working from within physical science and taking seriously the commitments implied by

accepting this conceptual scheme. But in saying this Quine is simply expounding the

position he embodies; he is not trying to justify this view from a more fundamental

position.

This alerts us to an important dialectic point in Quine’s philosophy. Quine always 

presents his philosophical arguments from a position embedded in the conceptual scheme 

o f physical science; this is simply the view o f reality that he embodies, and by 

implication, takes it as the position that mankind in general embodies. In this context, 

Quine simply embodies the perspective o f the scientist operating within the physical 

science, adjudicating all theory choices from the privileged standpoint o f physics. And as 

there is no possibility o f  justifying this prioritisation o f physical science from a more 

secure, transcendent perspective, Quine presents this perspective as a matter o f fact, and 

assumes that working from within m.eans working from within the physical sciences.

V/.V. Quine, The Philosophy o f  W .V. Quine, (ed.) Hahn &. Schilpp p.316



Quine's position, therefore, is simply to acknowledge the beliefs that we do hold and take 

them seriously without demanding the impossible “external” justification o f  these beliefs.

So, while he acknowledges that physical science is just one conceptual scheme 

among many possible alternatives, and is an “instrument” that we have devised in our on- 

going effort to systematise and control our experience, " he takes it tnat as we are 

working within physical science we must take this embedded perspective seriously. This 

provides the basis for distinguishing between real and indeterminate theory choices in 

both on-going inquiry and at end-of-inquiry. In the next section I show that for Quine the 

distinction betv/een real and indeterminate decisions cashes out in on-going inquir}' in 

terms o f the notions o f  “full coverage” and “facts-of-the-matter”.

2.4 Full coverage and facts o f  the matter.

On a number o f occasions when Quine has been pressed for a justification o f his 

prioritisation o f physical science, he has responded by developing the analogy that 

physics aims to provide “full-coverage” o f reality. Quine presents this analogy in n:ost 

detail, however, in his papers ‘Goodman’s Ways o f Worldmaking,’ "̂̂' and ‘Facts o f the 

Mauer.’^̂ ^

Quine introduces the notion o f full coverage in response to the free-for-all among

•7 '^ '2

theories proposed by Nelson Goodman in Ways o f Worldmaking. Goodman, like

Quoted by Burton Dreben ‘Putnam, Quine -  and the facts’. V ol., 4 , P hilosophy o f  Quine ed. D. 
Follesdcil footnote 7 6 ,p. 327

Quine, “G codm an’s W ays c f  W orld M aking” Theories and Things; pp 96-100
Qiiine. ‘Facts o f  the Matter’ Am erican Philo so p h y  Edwards to Q uine, (eds.) R.W . Siiahan & K R. 

.Merrill (Normap, QKLA; U niversity o f  Oklahoma Press 1977)
\y.V. Quine, ‘G oodm an’s W ays o f  W orldm aking’, and N elson Goodm an, W avs o f  Worldrnaking. 

(Hassoks: Harvester 1978)



Quine, holds that our science is simply one conceptual scheme among many, but he

suggests that once we have given up on the discredited notions o f absolute ontology, iruih

as correspondence, etc., there is no longer any basis on which to evaluate conceptual

schemes as legitimate or illegitimate, better or worse, and so on, and he holds that this

leads to a view that he calls ‘irrealism’^̂ '̂ : that is, each conceptual scheme is judged only

from a perspective immanent to that conceptual scheme. Thus, we do not work within

one single conceptual scheme but have a free-for-all' between numerous different

conceptual schemes, switching from one to another as desired, accepting each immanent

conception o f rationality. As a consequence sentences true in one conceptual scheme will

be false in another, and switching between theories means switching between viewing a

sentence as true or false. As there is no way to determine an inter-theoretic, or objective,

way to assess all conceptual schemes, if different conceptual schemes give incompatible

accounts of reality we must accept that they describe different realities. For Goodman,

then, it makes no sense to talk about a single, objective reality.

Quine’s response to Goodman is to stipulate that there is a single fundamental

conceptual scheme, namely physics, and it gives the most comprehensive metaphysicai

ci'jcount o f reality. Thus, Quine writes.

One feels that this sequence of worlds or versions founders in absurdity.
I take Goodman’s defence o f it to be that there is no reasonable 
intermediate point at which to end it. 1 would end it after the first step: 
physical theory. 1 grant the possibility of alternative physical theories, 
unsusceptible to adjudication; but I see the rest of his sequence of 
worlds or world versions only as a rather tenuous metaphor.'"

Nelson Goodman, Wavs o f  Worldmaking. p. 20 
Quine. “Goodman’s Ways o f  Worldmaking” p. 97-90
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In principle, Quine accepts Goodman’s claim that there are numerous incompatible

versions of reality, but he holds that physics must be recognized as the fundamental, most

complete versions possible. So, what precisely does Quine mean by this?

First, it is clear that because there is no transcendent perspective, there is no

possibility o f justifying physical science from some “external” more secure position. In

contrast, Quine attempts to “justify” the prioritisation of physics from an immanent

perspective; specifically, he argues that by simply accepting that physics is one theory

amongst any number of others in our conceptual scheme, entails that physics is the

fundamental theory in our conceptual schem.e. Thus, Quine writes

Anyone who will say, “Physics is all well in its place” -  and who will 
not? -  is then already committed to a physicalism of at least the 
nonreductive, nontranslational sort stated above. Hence my special 
deference to physical theory as a world version, and to the physical 
world as the world.^^^

Against Goodman, then, Quine argues that physics cannot be understood as simply one

conceptual scheme dr “worldversion” among a series of other “worldversions” because

by simply accepting that physics is one “worldversion” one is thereby coinmitled to

accepting that physics will provide the complete account o f reality. Quine claims that

this is the case because, ultimately, physics can settle for no less: the motivation for

pursuing physics down the centuries has been th^ motivation to devise a fundamental

account of reality; to come up with the minimum catalogue of states thai suffices to

account for ail reality. Quine writes.

One major motivation of physics down the centuries might be said to 
have been just that: to say what counts as a physical difference, a 
physical trait, a physical state. The question can be put more explicitly 
thus: what minimum catalogue of states would be sufficient to justify us

Quine, “G oodm ?n’s W ays o f  Wori<Jmaking” p. 98
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in sayina that there is no change without a change in positions or 
states?^^

For Quine, then, physics is simply identified with the fundamental theory in any

conceptual scheme. That is, the most fundamental theory in our possession at any time,

whatever it is, is called “physics” .

So while there? may be alternative versions o f  physics, there are no alternatives to

physics: there is no getting away from the fact that physics is the fundamental

conceptual scheme. To illustrate this point further, we can turn to an unpublished

manuscript of Quine’s quoted by Burton Dreben as follows,

My basic position early and late is empiricism, and hence prediction as 
touchstone. Physics enters my picture only because in my naturalism, I 
take the current world picture as the last word to date. If evidence 
mounts for telepathy or ghosts, welcome. Physics would go back to their 
drawing boards. Whether to call their resulting theory physics, still, on 
determinationist grounds, is a verbal question.

Here Quine asserts that physics is identified with the motivation to be fundamental

rather than with any particular set of claims that may constitute current or future physics.

Hence physics can change, indeed it can change in radical and revolutionary ways, but

because the purpose of physics remains the same -  to collate the minimum caialogue of

states sufficient to explain all change -  whatever the content of the fundamental

conceptual scheme, it will stili be physics. For Quine, then, accepting physical science in

any sense means accepting that physics is the most basic conceptual scheme, and must

be prioritised over all other conceptual scheraes.^^^

In addition, in saying that physics provides full-coverage Quine is not claiming

that all true sentences can be translated into the laws and vocabulary of physics, or that

Quine “ Facts o f  the Matter” p, 18 8 -189
Quoted bv Dreben, ‘Putnam, Quine -  and the Facts’, V oi., 4 . Philosophy o f  Q uine ed. D. Follesdal p. 30
Quine “Facts o f  the Matter,” p. 187



al! theories reduce to physics; rather, Quine’s claim here is that there is no change in

reality without some redistribution of basic physical states. Thus Quine writes that

full coverage... is the very business of physics, and only o f physics ...
Nothing happens in the world, not the flutter of an eyelid, not the flicker 
o f a thought, without some redistribution of physical states."*^^

For example, the principle o f full-coverage holds that there is no change in dispositions

without a physical change, and no difference in dispositions without a physical

difference. Similarly, this principle applies to the mental life. Qume write.^.

If a man were twice in the same physical state, then, the physicalist 
holds, he would believe the same things both times, he would have the 
same thoughts, and he would have all the sanze unactuaiized dispositions 
to thought and action. Where positions and states o f bodies do not 
matter, there is no fact of the niatter.^^'

For Ouine, physics provides full-coverage without reducing all mental events or

dispositions to microbiological terms, and without claiming that the mental and the

microbiological have natural kinds in common. Rather, full-coverage simply means that

nothing happens without som.e redistribution c f  basic states of reality, but more

importantly, it is up to physics to determine what these basic states are. In this sense all

of the facts of reality, or as Quine says the “facts-of-the-matter”, are determined by

pnysics. This does not mean that our ontology is exclusively corporeal; ratlier. as they

strengthen and simplify the overall theory sets, numbers and functions are posited by

physics as residents o f the universe in addition to basic bodies, but as these abstract

objects are unchanging the principle of full-coverage does not apply to them.

Quine is thus asserting that from within our on-gong physical conceptual scheme,

despite the obvious inadequacies o f current physics, he is fully confident that physics will

Quine “G o o d m a n ’s W ays o f  Woi Idm aking” p. 98 
Q uine “ Facts o f  thie M atter” , p. 187
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discover all the facts of the matier, and will provide full-coverage. The fact that current 

physics does not explain all change, only serves lo show how far physics has yet to 

advance.

The contrast between real and indeterminate theory choices in on-going inquiry 

should now be clear. If we take seriously Quine’s assertion that we are immersed in the 

conceptual scheme of on-going physical science, then physics becomes the final arbiter 

for all theory choice in on-going inquiry. And as we saw above, this means that physics 

determines that there is a fact-of-the-matter for a theory choice to be true or false about, 

or that the theory choice is indeterminate. For Quine, the theory choice betv/een different 

versions of set theory does turn on a fact-of-the-matter; hence, there is a true system of 

set theory and a number o f false systems o f set theory. And, in contrast, both the theory 

choice between alternative translation manuals and the choice between alternative ways 

c f  reducing numbers to sets are indeterminate because in either ease there is no fact-of- 

the-matter to be tnie or false about.

2,5 Reciprocal containment and indeterminacy at end-of-inquiry.

Quine takes the notions o f full coverage and fact-of-the-matter to clarify the distinction 

between real and indeterminate theory choices in on-going inquiry, however, the 

relationship between fact-of-the-matter and indeterminate theory choice becomes more 

complicated when we consider the case of choosing between strong-globally under

determined ideal conceptual schemes at end-of-inquiry. At end-of-inquiry tlie choice is 

between rival ideal conceptual schemes that are under-determined in the strong-global
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sense, and as factuality is an immanent n o t i o n , e a c h  of these ideal conceptual schemes 

will determine its own complete set of facts-of-the-matter. So in this sense there is a fact- 

of-the-matter at issue: each conceptual scheme will be true according to its own set of 

facts-of-the-matter. So while the analogy that Quine draws between facts-of-the-matter 

and the distinction betv/een real and indeterminate theory choices is correct within a 

conceptual scheme, this analogy fails for the choice between ideal conceptual schemes at 

end-of-inquiry.

We can best explain this indeieiTiiinacy between theory choices at end-of-inquiry

in terms of Quine’s commitment to reciprocal containment o f epistemology and ontology,

i.e., both epistemology and ontology are conducted immanent to our on-going conceptual

s c h e m e . T h i s  means that epistemology, our best theory of how we know what there is,

is a part of science, namely -  empirical psychology. Likewise, ontology, our account of

what there is, is also a part of science, namely -  the ontological commitments of theories

we assert as true. T he reciprocal containment, then, is that epistemology contains

ontology as its subject matter (empirical psychology is an account of how we knov/ what

exists), but ontology also contains epistemology in that empirical psychology is carried

out immanent to on-going science. Thus, Quine writes,

I he old epistemology aspired to contain, in a sense, natural science; it 
would construct it somehow from sense data. Epistemology in its new 
setting, conversely, is contained in natural science, as a chapter of 
psychology. But the old containment remains valid too, in its way. We 
are studying how the human subject of our study posits bodies and 
projects his physics from his data, and we appreciate that our position in 
the world is just like his. Our very epistemological enterprise, therefore, 
and the psychology wherein it is a component chapter, and the whole of

Quine, 'T h in gs and their P lace in Theories’", in Theories ana T hings, p. 23
For exam ple, Roger F. Gibson JR. ‘Translation, Physics and Facts o f  the Matter’, in The Phiiosopliv o f  

Quine, (ed .) Hahn & Schiipp; pp. 139-153 The doctrine o f  reciprocal containm ent contrasts with the 
traditional picture o f  ep istem ology underlying ontology, ju stily ing  it from a more secure position.
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natural science wherein psychology is a component book -  all this is our 
own construction or projection from stimulations like those we were 
meting our to our epistemological subject. There is thus reciprocal 
containment, though containment in different senses: epistemology in 
natural science and natural science in epistemology.

The reciprocal containment of epistemology and ontology means that epistemology and

ontology have no reach beyond our own conceptual scheme; that is., they do not apply in

any ether conceptual scheme, nor do they have any bearing between conceptual schemes.

Hence, although theory choice immanent to each is real, there can be no transcendent

ontological facts-of-the-matter to determine between competing conceptual schemes and

the choice between them is indeterminate. Neither our conceptual scheme nor an

alternative is tme or false from some higher perspective, above the perspective immanent

to each, i.e., there is no higher sense o f epistemology or ontology.

In this sense. Quine’s notion of fact-of-the-matter also clarifies the reason v,hy

theory choice between ideal conceptual schemes at end-of-inquiry is indeterminate.

Because, for Quine, factuality is an immanent concept, arising within our on-going

conceptual scheme of physical science, it is clear that there cannot be a transcendental

fact-of-the-matter, i.e., outside all conceptual schemes, to make the choice between

competing conceptual schemes a real decision.^^^

Quine. ‘Epistemology Naturalized’, Ontological Relativity and Other Essays, p. 83 
I thinl< there is adequate textual support for calling the situation at end-of-mquiry a case o f

“ir.deterininacy”: for example, Quine writes in “Response to Abel” Inquiry, 37 (1994)
“1 am pleased with Abel’s idea o f  reckoning the empirical underdetermination o f  scientific theory as
indeterminacy o f  truth”, (p. 495)
And later in “Response to Bergstrom", we find,
“A bright idea in the adjoining p-iper by Abel concerns the presumed empirical underdctermination o f  
science: he aligns it with the indeterminacy o f  translation and the indeterminacy o f  reference, and calls it 
tiie indeterminacy o f  truth. This again fiis nicely with the immanence o f  truth: no higher tribunal.” (p. 4'^7- 
«)
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2.6 Conclusion.

In conclusion, for Quine, the inevitability of working from within the physical sciences is 

the ultimate basis for distinguishing under-determined theory choices that are real 

decisions from those that are indeterminate. Because our on-going conceptual scheme is 

dominated by physical science, physics detennines the totality o f facts-of-the-matter, 

which in turn determines whether a choice is real or indeterminate. This means that all 

real decisions are made internal to physical science, while indeterminate decisions are, 

from the perspective of physical science, theory choices that do not turn on a faci-of-the- 

matter. Hence, from this immanent perspective, Quine holds that there is no fact-of-the- 

matter to theory choices between translation manuals, between modes o f reducing 

numbers to sets, and the choice between ideal conceptual schemes at end-of-inquir>’ arc 

all indeterminate; but there is a fact-of-the-matter to theor}' choices in physical science is 

a r^al decision, such as that between alternative versions of set theory.

CONCLUSION

In this thesis 1 have repeatedly emphasised that Quine must be understood as proposing a 

compromise position between the polarities of extreme realism and extreme relativism. In 

thi's chapter, I argue that this com.promise position rests on the distinction between real 

and indeterminate theory choices. That is, Quine rebuts Russell’s extreme realism by 

arguing that theory choice at end-of-inquiry is indeterminate, and rebuts Carnap's 

extreme relativism b>’ arguing that theory choice in on-going inquiry is always a real 

decision.
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My aim in this chapter was to show that the philosophical basis for the real- 

indeterminate distinction is the notion o f under-determination. I argued that this point 

comes out clearest in connection to the distinction between real and indeterminate theory 

choices in on-going inquiry. I showed that the examples o f  the real-indeterminate 

distinction in on-going inquiry that Quine himseJf presents turn on diffe»'ent versions o f 

the under-determination thesis. Quine holds that all theory choices are under-determined 

by the available evidence, but argues that because we are immersed in the on-going 

conceptual scheme o f  physical science, physical science determines which o f these 

under-determined theory choices are strong-globally under-determined. Quine explains 

hov/ this happens in terms o f  his notion o f “facts-of-the-matter” . Quine holds that because 

physical science provides the facts-of-the-matter, theory choices in physical science can 

be under-determined but still turn upon a fact-of-the-matter. This means that under- 

deierrnined theory choices in physical science are nevertheless real decisions, v/hereas 

theory choice that do not turn on a fact-of-the-matter are, in addition to being under

determined, also indeterminate. That is, they are strong-globally under-determined.

This means that Quine assumes that though on-going scientific inquiry is under- 

determined, it is insulated from strong-global under-determination; he holds that strong- 

global under-determination arises at end-of-inquiry, but believes that this indetenninacy 

does not infect theory choices in on-going scientific inquiry. Where strong-global under

determination does infect on-going inquiry, it infects only those modes o f inquiry that are 

not sufficiently physics-like to belong to genuine on-going inquiry. For Quins, in genuine 

science, on-going theory choicc is always real, and under-determination is never strong- 

global unde.*'-Qctermination.
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CHAPTER 5

COMPROMISE CONFOUNDED 

INTRODUCTION

So far, in this thesis I have tried to establish two points in relation to Quine’s philosophy.

In Fart I, I showed that Quine’s philosophical program is best understood as a 

compromise between Russell’s extreme realism and Carnap’s extreme relativism. In 

addition, I argued that in order for Quine’s compromise to work, i.e., to hold together as a 

coherent philosophical position, Quine must accept both a certain type o f relativism and a 

certain type o f realism; this accounts for the appeal of his philosophy -  by balancing 

these competing tendencies he avoids the problems that plague either extreme position.

So far in Part 2 , 1 have argued that Quine’s compromise is predicated upon the distinction 

between real and indeterminate theory choices. I explained that, for Quine, the distinction 

betv/een the real and indeterminate theory choices is linked to the distinction between 

theory chi>ices that are under-determined and those that are strong-globally under

determined. I showed that Quine’s compromise position is based on holding that at end- 

of-inquiry, our conceptual scheme is strong-globally under-determined and theory choice 

here is indeterminate; while, in contrast to this, on-going inquiry is merely under

determined and theory choice here is a real decision.

In the first section of this chapter I argue that this gives Quine an account of on

going inquiry that reduplicates Carnap's distinction between questions asked internal and 

external to a framework. Appropriating Carnap’s terminology, 1 argue that, for Quine, on- > 

going physical science is the only ' ‘framework” v/e take seriously, hence all theory
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choices in genuine on-going inquiry are choices internal to physical science; in contrast, 

external choices between rival “frameworks” arise only at end-of-inquiry. Quine holds 

that in on-going inquiry, all legitimate investigation is internal to the “framework” of 

physical science; hence on-going theory choice is under-determined but produces real 

decisions. In contrast, at end-of-inquiry, theory choice is not internal to the “framework” 

of physical science but is between rival “frameworks”; this choice is strong-gicbally 

under-determined, ana results in an indeteitninate decision. I point out that this internal- 

external model shows us that Quine’s compromise position works only because external, 

strong-globally under-determined theory choices are excluded from on-going inquiry. 

That is, while Quine needs external, strong-globally under-determined theory choices at 

end-of-inquiry in order to rebut R.usseirs extreme realism, he also argues against Carnap 

that this type of theory' choice infects end-of-inquiry only, as on-going inquiry is always 

interna! to pl"ysical science and so is insulated from strong-global under-deterrninalion.

The problem for Quine, however, is that he cannot ensure that it is the case that 

on-going inquiry is insulated from external, strong globally under-determined theory 

choices. In fact, quite the opposite: because Quine accepts that strong-global under- 

determination arises zt end-of-inquiry he is committed to the possibility of precisely such 

problematic theory choices arising in on-going inquiry. To be precise, Quine’s ' 

compromise position leads liim to accept that there are alternatives to our familiar ' 

conceptual scheme, hence, if we assume that these alternatives evolved from a common 

origin, then there must have been a last point in common to the evolutionary line of both 

alternative conceptual schemes, i.e., a '‘branching point” in the line o f both conceptual 

schemes. The problem for Quine is that, by definition, theory choice at a “branching
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poinf’ is strong-globally under-determined, and hence indeterminate. Thus, the e>;istence 

o f branching points in on-going inquiry threatens to reproduce the internal-external 

distinction into on-going scientific inquiry. In the final part o f  this section I conclude that 

the presence o f just one branching point in on-going inquiry is sufficient to undermine the 

Quinean project o f  developing a compromise between extreme realism and extreme 

relativism.

SECTION 1

UNDER-DETERMJNA TION AND REAL DEBA TE.

1.1 Introduction.

in this section I want to outline an interesting problem for Quine’s compromise position. 

First. I argue that in his account o f on-going inquiry Quine has reintroduced Carnap’s 

internal-external distinction, albeit from an immanent rather than a transcendent 

perspective. Quine holds that all legitimate on-going inquiry is carried out internal to 

physical science; hence all theory choices in legitimate on-going inquirj- are real 

decisions. !n contrast, external choices between alternative conceptual schemes arise only 

at end-of-inquiry where theory choice is strong-globally under-determined and 

consequently is indeterminate. I argue that this model shows us that the primaiy 

difference between Quine and Carnap's account o f on-going inquiry is that Carnap holds, 

but Quine denies, that indeterminate external choices arise in legitimate on-going inquiry.

Follov.'ing on from this, I introduce the idea o f  a ‘’branching point” in on-going 

inquiry. A branching point is the last point in common on the line o f evolution o f proto-



complete conceptual schemes- before they separate and go on to evolve in unique ways. I 

argue that because Quine is committed to the existence o f alternative conceptual schemes 

at end-of-inquiry, he is also committed to the possibility o f  “branching points” in on

going inquiry. However, a branching point presents a difficulty for Q uine’s compromise, 

namely -  theory choice at a branching point is, by definition, indeterminate.

i go on to argue that the existence o f  a branching point in on-going inquiry would 

present a series o f problems for Quine, which ultimately, threaten the coherence o f  his 

proposed compromise position.

1.2 The real-indeterminate distinction and the internal-external distinction.

Ip the previous chapter I argued that the distinction between real and indeterminate 

theory choices corresponds to the distinction between under-determination and strong- 

global under-determination. That is, when a theory choice is ju st under-determined our 

choice is still a real decision, whereas, in contrast, if a theory choice is under-detennined 

in the strong-global sense, then our decision between the rivals is indeterminate. 

Moreover, in the previous chapter Vv'e saw that Quine holds that theory choice at end-of- 

inquiry is strong-globally under-determined and therefore indeterminate. It follows that 

Quine’s belief that theory choice in on-going scientific mquiry is a real decision implies 

that strong-global under-determination does not arise in on-going scientific inquiry; that 

is, while he accepts that on-going scientific inquiry is under-determined he believes that it 

is not under-determined in the strong-global sense.
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It seems to me, that this gives Quine a picture of on-going inquiry that is in 

certain general terms similar to Carnap’s account; in particular, it shows that Quine’s 

real-indeterminate distinction replicates Carnap’s internal-external distinction, albeit from 

an immanent rather than a transcendent perspective. Adopting Carnap’s terminology 

for a moment, this point can be set out as follows. For Quine, the only “framework” that 

is taken seriously in on-going inquiry is the “framework” of physical science. That is, 

Quine holds that all inquiry is conducted internal to the framework o f physical science. 

This mearis two things for Quine.

First, it follows that many theory choices viewed by Carnap as indeterminate, 

external decisions are, for Quine, internal, real decisions. Returning to Carnap for a 

moment, we .have seen that Ctimap’s purpose is to avoid the controvetsies in traditional 

metaphysics, which appeared to him to be sterile and useless. For him, these 

controversies are characterised by the inclusive nature of the arguments employed, the 

vagueness of the concepts used, and the absence of mutual understanding or possible 

basis for agreement between opponents who talked at cross purposes.^^^ Carnap’s 

proposed solution was to stand back from on-going controversies and distinguisli 

between the different linguistic frameworks involved; thus characterising the argument 

intii external, practical questions and internal empirically answerable questions. For 

Carnap, only internal questions were real theory choices; external framework choices 

were indeterminate.

W hereas Camap holds that w e can stand a lo o f from on-going inquiry and distinguish internal, real 
decisions from external, pragmatic choices, by insisting that all inquiry is carried out internal tc on-going  
physics, Quine insists on taking all theory choices seriously.

R. Carnap, “Autobiography”, In The Philosophy o f  R udolf Carnap, eds. FI. Hahn <v P. A, Schiipp, ((La 
Salle, IL: Open Court 1963); p. 44-45 .
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There are numerous examples of precisely where Carnap draws this distinction 

between real and indeterminate theory choices. In particular, for Carnap, almost all 

traditional philosophical disputes can be deflated to indeterminate choices between
-3-7  0

alternative linguistic frameworks. In Logical Syntax o f Language , for example, Carnap 

responds to a number o f philosophical disputes, taken to be real debates by the disputants, 

by declaring that each side is simply putting forward a proposal to constract a linguistic 

framework or formal calculus o f a specific kind. For example, we have already seen that 

Carnap does not regard the theory choice between alternative accounts o f the nature of 

protocol sentences as a real debate, and this is also his view of the dispute over 

alternative foundational systems in mathematics; rather, Carnap takes these alternatives 

as different linguistic frameworks, and holds that the choice between them is purely 

pragmatic and neither true nor false, i.e., indeterminate. For this reason, Carnap argued 

that Brouwer was right to develop an intuitionistic account o f the foundations of 

arithmetic as an alternative to Frege-Russell logicism, but was wrong to insist that his 

account o f the foundations of arithmetic was the correct account and that logicism was 

the wrong approach. In contrast, Caniap argues that since neither framework is true or 

false, theory choice here is an indeterminate, external choice; hence Brouwer should have 

been tolerant of alternative frameworks.

He goes on to list a number of traditional philosophical disputes as deflated 

external disputes about the reladve pragmatic merits o f proposed linguistic frameworks: 

relations are primitive or depend on the properties of their members; a thing is a complex 

of sense-data or a thing is a complex of atoms; the mathematical continuum is not

Camap, Lx)gical Syntax o f  Language, pp. 300-3U5 
Camap, Logical Syntax o f  Language, p. 47-49
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composed of atomic elements but is a whole analysable into further analysable sub

intervals or the mathematical continuum is a scries of a certain structure whose terms are 

real numbers; and so on. Similarly, in “My Views on Ontological Problems” "̂*̂ Carnap 

argues that the traditional philosophical controversy between realists and idealists over 

the reality o f the external world, the controversy over the reality or irreality o f other 

minds, the reality or irreality of abstract entities, are not real disputes but are 

indeterminate practical questions concerning the choices of certain language forms. For 

example, the phenomenal language speaks only o f sense data, rav/ feels, and so on, but it 

can’t refer to material objects or other minds. In contrast, the thing language can refer to 

intersubjectively observable spatio-temporal objects or events. Thus, Camap writes.

We now replace the ontological theses about the reality or ineality of 
certain entities, those v/hich we regard as pseudo-theses, by proposals or 
decisions concerning the use of certain languages. Thus realism is 
replaced by the practical decision to use only the phenomenal language, 
and traditional psycho-physical dualism by the decision to use a dualistic

1 341language, and so on.

The essentia! point here is that no linguistic framework is more correct than any other; 

indeed, the notion of correctness or truth has no meaning here. Rather, as each is a 

proposal to construct a linguistic framework o f a specific type, the apparently opposing 

philosophical positions are all equally legitimate, and the choice between them is 

indeterminate.

Thus, Camap draws a sharp distinction between real and indeterminate theory 

choices; internal to a framework a theory choice is a real, true or false decision, but

R. Can<ap, “M y V iew s on O ntological Problems”, in The Philosophy o f  R udolf Caniap. (eds.) H. Hahn 
& P. A. Schiipp, (La Sa'.le: Open Court 1963); 868-874

R. Camap, “ 'v ly  V iew s on O ntological Problems”, p. 870; w e have already seen that, Carriap view s ihc 
dispute betv^een Neurath and Schlick over the nature o f  protocol sentences to be an external indeterminate 
decision between proposed forms o f  language.
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external to a framework it is indeterm.inate. It is clear that Quine holds a similar

distinction between real and indeterminate theory choices, but, because Quine holds that

all on-going inquiry proceeds internal to the “framework” of physical science, it follows

that all on-going theory choices are an internal, real decision with a true or false outcome!

Thus, Quine holds that theory choices viewed by Carnap as external, indeterminate

decisions about proposed linguistic frameworks, are real decisions determined internal to

on-going scientific inquiry.

For example, with regard to the supposedly external question o f whether to adopt

mental entities, Quine wi'ites.

I urged earlier that we decide what things there are, or what things to 
treat as there being, by considerations o f simplicity of the overall system 
and its utility in connection with experience ... we are virtually bound, 
as remarked earlier, to hold to an ontology of external objects; but it is 
moot indeed whether the positing of additional objects o f a mental kind 
is a help or a hindrance to science.

For Carnap, the question of whether mental entities existed is a pseudo-theoretical

ontological question that must be transformed into a discussion leading to a practical

decision about the form of a language to be adopted. But, for Quine, because physical

science is the only “fram.ework” taken seriously in on-going inquiry, this issue is a real

question that arises internal to on-going physical science. Thus, in contrast to Carnap,

Quine Vvrites;

The issue is merely whether, in an ideal last accounting of everything or 
a present practical accounting of everything we can, it is efficacious so 
to frame our conceptual scheme as to mark out a range of entities or 
units of a so-called mental kind in addition to the physical ones. My 
liypoihesis, put forward in the spirit of a hypothesis of natural science, is 
that it is not efficacious.^'^"

Quine, “On Mental Entities”, in W avs o f  Paradox, p. 221-227; p. 226  
Quine, “On M enial Entities”, p. 227
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Similarly, in regard to the phenomenal and physical conceptual schemes, although Quine 

initially expressed some tolerance of both as being fundamental from different 

perspectives,^'*'' he ultimately views the choice between these as a real decision. Thus, he 

writes,

Sense data, if  they are to be posited at all, are fundamental in one 
respect; the small particles of physics are fundamental in a second 
respect, and common-sense bodies in a third ... But these three types of 
priority must not be viewed as somehow determining three competing, 
self-sufficient conceptual schemes. Our one serious conceptual scheme 
is the inclusive, evolving one o f science, which we inherit and, in our 
seveiral small ways, help to improvc. '̂*^

Likewise, as we have seen, this is also Quine’s view of the choices between taking

numbers or sets as basic entities in mathematics. For example, Quine says.

Mathematics reduces only to set theory and not to logic proper. Such 
reduction still enhances clarity, but only because o f the interrelations 
that erherge and not because the end terms of the analysis are clearer 
than others.^'*'’

Here, again, Quine believes there are good scientific arguments that determine the choice 

definitively in favour of one side over the other; and because we are immersed in on

going physical science, he holds that we should take these arguments serio u sly , and 

therefi-)re see this theory choice as a real debate with a true and false oulcome.^’ '

However, the fact that ihere are compelling scientific reasons for seeing these 

choices as real debates rather than as an indeterminate preference for proposed forms of 

language, hides that Quine’s almost “knee-jerk"’ reaction io Carnap is to insist that ail of 

the deb.aies that Carnap wants to stand aloof from are genuine real debates, and that we

Quine 2 0 n  Wiiat There Is” From A I o i’ical Poini o f  V iev/. p. 17 
Quine, “Posits and Reality”, in W^ays o f  Paradox, p. 252
Quine, “E pistem ology Naturalized” in Ontological Relativity and other E ssays, p. 70 
Apart from Q uine’s viev/ o f  t.he choice between com peting versions o f  the space-tim e continuuin, which  

! exam ine in detail in the next chapter. I wHl not discu^is his v iew  o f  the rest o f  these debates apart from, 
noting that it is clear that Q uine sees all o f  these theory choices as real decisions.
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must get our hands dirty taking sides on these controversies. This knee-jerk anti-

Camapian attitude is most evident in the example o f the choice between different

versions of set theory, where in contrast to the examples above, there are no compelling

scientific reasons to view this as a real choice. As we know, Quine describes naive set

theory as the “natural attitude”, and concludes from the existence of the antinomies that

our Fxatural attitude here must be abandoned. He writes,

The natural attitude on the question what classes exist is that any open 
sentence determines a class. Since this is discredited, we have to be 
deliberate about our axioms of class existence and explicit about our 
reasoning from them; intuition is not In general to be trusted here. '̂**

Having given up on intuition in the choice between proposals for the general foundations

of set theory, Quine notes that all proposals are “unnatural” in some sense or other^ and

that cur choice betv/een them is an arbitrary matter of weighing up their competing

strengths and weaknesses for particular purposes. Quine writes:

Each proposed scheme is unnatural, because the natural scheme is the 
unrestricted one that the antinomies discredit; and each has advantages, 
in power or simplicity or in attractive consequences in special directions, 
that each of its rivals lacks.

But, as was explained in tlie previous chapter, Quine nevertheless takes this to be a real

decision. So. even though there is no unequivocal or intuitive basis for taking one version

of set theory as the best set theory, Quine’s anli-Camapian inclination is to assert that

there is still a real decision here. Moreover, he goes on to suggest that while this choice

between set theories seems to us to be unnatural and arbitrary, given enough time (Quine

Quine. Set Theory and its Logic, p. 5
Quine, "V/ays o f  Paradox”, in Wavs o f  Paradox, p. 16
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suggests a coyple o f thousand years)^'° this choice will seem natural, Intuitive, and a real

decision to our descendants. Thus, Quine v/rites,

Russell's paradox is a genuine antinomy because the principle of class 
existence that it compels us to give up is so fundamental. When in a 
future century the absurdity o f that principle has become a 
commonplace, and some substitute principle has enjoyed long enough 
tenure to take on somewhat the air o f common sense, perhaps we can 
begin to see Russell’s paradox as no more than a veridical paradox, 
showing that there is no such class as that of non-self niembers. One 
man’s antinomy can be another man's veridical paradox, and one man’s 
veridica) paradox can be another man’s platitude.^^*

Quine’s assumption that even though there is no basis for seeing this as a real choice

rather than an indeterminate practical decision, as between reduction o f numbers to sets

within set theory, and that the nature of this choice as a real decision will become evident

given enough time, signifies his knee-jerk anti-Camapian insistence that all theoiy

choices in on-going inquiry are swallowed up by physical science. He never takes

seriously the possibility that Garnap is fight about some choices being decisions between

alternative proposals, and hence indeterminate.

In addition to this view that all theory choices in on-going inquiry arise internal to

the “framework” of physical science, Quine holds that no external “framev/ork” choices

can arise in on-going scientific inquiry. As we saw, against Russell’s extreme realism,

Quine holds that at end-of-inquiry the choice between ideal “frameworks” is an

indeterminate decision that is neither true nor false. Consequently, this choice is an

external “framework” choice between rival ideal conceptual schemes. Because this

decision does not arise internal to physical science, and, like Carnap, Quine holds that it

is an indeterminate theory choice.

Quine, “Ways o f  Paradox”, p. 9 
Quine, “Ways o f  Paradox”, p. 12



It follows, therefore, that Quine has drawn a picture of on-going inquiry that is in 

certain very general terms similar to the model of internal and external statements 

presented by Camap. A key difference between their views is that Quine is committed to 

working immanent to on-going science, and consequently, Quine distinguishes between 

internal and external sentences on tlie basis of the immanently conceived under

determination thesis. Pulling these tlireads together, we can say that internal to the 

“framework” of physical science under-determination is not strorig-global and theory 

choice is real; while in contrast, external to the “framev>rork” of physical science under

determination is strong-global and theory choice is indeterminate. This explains one 

fundamental difference between Quine’s and Carnap’s accounts o f on-going inquiry: 

because Quine takes all o f legitimate on-going inquiry to be carried out internal to the 

“framework” o f physical science, he holds that all theory choices in on-going inquiry are 

real decisions.

When set out in this way. the difference between Quine and Carnap is simply that 

whereas Camap holds that external theory choices infect on-going inquiry (hence theory 

choices in on-going inquiry can be indeterminate), Quine holds that external theory 

choices do not Infect on-going inquiry (hence all theory choices in on-going inquiry are 

real). The reason Quine believes this, we have seen, is that he holds that on-going inquiry 

is insulated from strong-global under-determination: for Quine, strong-global under

determination infects end-of-inquiry only. If in contrast. Quine were forced to accept that 

there are instances o f sirong-global under-determination in on-going inquiry, then he 

would have to reintroduce the internal-external distinction into on-going inquiry itself.
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And, clearly, if  Quine were to accept this, then it becomes questionable whether his 

position is that different from Carnap’s

In the next section I aigue that because Quine is committed to strong-global 

under-determination at end-of-inquiry it follows that he is in fact committed to the 

possibility o f strong-global under-detemiined rivals in on-going scientific inquiry.

1.3 Theory choice at branching points.

In this section I want to show that, in contrast to the model o f on-going inquiry that he 

sets out, Quine is in fact committed to the possibility o f strong-globally under-determined 

theory choices in on-going scientific inquiry. To begin this argument, let me briefly 

restate Quine’s compromise position.

Properly understood, Q uine’s compromise between the polarities o f  extreme 

realism and extreme relativism is based on accepting the twin claims o f  strong-global 

under-determination and real decisions. Quine balances these competing doctrines as 

follows. In relation to end-of-inquiry Quine must hold that theory choicc is 

indeterminate: v̂ ’ere Quine to accept that a real debate is possible at end-cf-inquiry, this 

implies accepting that there is a best overall idealised conceptual scheme, meaning that 

his compromise position v/ouid collapse into Russell’s version o f extreme realism. Thus, 

to rebut Russell’s version o f  extreme realism, Quine must hold strong-global under- 

deteiminati.on at end-of-inquir)% and accept, v/ith Carnap’s extreme rclativisra, thac the 

choice between idealised conceptual schemes is indeterminate.
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In relation to on-going inquiry, however, things are much differerit. Here, in order 

to rebut Carnap’s version o f extreme relativism Quine must hold that theory choice in on

going inquiry is a real decision. This implies that Quine must ensure that theory choice in 

on-going inquiry is not strong-globally under-determined. It is quite obvious that as there 

are no complete, idealised conceptual schemes in on-going inquiry, strong-global under

determination in on-going inquiry does not mean that complete, idealised conceptual 

schemes are under-determmed; rather, here the i.^sue concerns proto-idealised conccptual 

schemes, i.e., conceptual schemes that will ultimately develop into idealised conceptual 

schemes at end-of-inquiry. Thus. I specify the view that there is strong-global under

determination in on-going inquiry as:

(SG*) There are proto-idealised conceptual schemes in on-going inquiry, i.e., 

conceptual schemes that at end-of-inquiry will become empirically 

equivalent and logically incompatible ideal conceptual schemes, which are 

strong-globally under-determined.

Vv̂ ere Quine to accept (SG*), then he would have to accept that theory choices here are 

indeterminate rather than real decisions; if the choice between alternative strong-globally 

under-determined prcto-idealised conceptual schemes in on-going inquiry were a rea! 

decision, then Quine would have to accept that there is a real decision betvv^een strong- 

globally under-determined idealised conceptual scheme at end-of-inquiry, thereby 

collapsing his compromise position into Russell’s version of extreme realism. This means 

that in order to rebut Carnap’s version of extreme relativism in on-going inquiiy in a way 

that does not collapse his compromise into Russell’s version of extreme realism, Quine
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must hold both that theorj' choices in on-going inquiry' are real decisions, and hence 

reject (SG*).

But can Quine really reject (SG*)? I thirik the answer must be no, he cannot. In 

contrast, the basic principles o f his compromise position commit Quine to accepting 

(SG*). This can be seen from* the following.

Because he accepts strong-global under-determination at end-of-day inquiry, 

Quine accepts that there are alternatives to the conceptual scheme that we occupy; he 

accepts that another culture or species may have taken a radically different line of 

scientific development to achieve their overall conceptual scheme of the world. For 

Quine, there is no way to disprove this claim without adopting a transcendent perspective 

above all conceptual schemes.^^^ Moreover, it is safe to assume that at least some of these 

alternative csnceptual schemes share a common origin. That is, it is at least possible that 

alternative idealised conceptual schemes have evolved from a common origin, and that 

they differ by evolving in a unique way after that point o f branching. Thus, at some point 

in the evolution of our conceptual scheme, either for a conscious reason or by long 

unplanned development along lines of least resistance, the foreigner’s conceptual scheme 

branched-off from the lini  ̂of development that leads to our familiar conceptual scheme.' 

One migiii have to go back far enough into pro-science or pre-individuated stage in the 

evolutiori of our conceptual scheme to find this point of branching, but at some point in 

the line o f development o f both conceptual schemes there is a last point common to the 

evolution of both. Let us call this the “branching point” in the evolution o f both our and 

the foreigner’s conceptual scheme.

Quine, ‘ R esponses”, in Theories and T hings, p. 181
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Now, the key point is that, for Quine, theory choice at a branching point is not a 

real decision. At a branching point, it may appear that an alternative branch is just our 

theory going wrong, and the choice between these theories is a real choice, but in fact a 

branching point is an instance of (SG*); that is, a branching point is the point at which 

one proto-idealised conceptual scheme branches into two or more proto-idealised 

conceptual schemes, each o f which is under-determined in the strong-global sense. And 

according to the basic precepts o f Quine’s com.prom.ise position, the choice at a branching 

point must be indeterminate; if, in contrast, the choice here were a real decision, Quine 

v/ould have to conccde that the choice between strong-globally under-determined rivals 

at end-of-inquiry is also a real decision, thereby collapsing his position into Russell’s 

extreme realism. It seems clear, therefore, that the presence o f branching points in on

going inquiry threatens to collapse Quine’s compromise position into Carnap’s extreme 

relativism. To be precise, the presence of branching points in on-going inquir> 

reintroduces the internal-external distinction into on-going scientific inquiry; while the 

version of the mtemal-external distinction introduced here is unlike Carnap’s in that it 

arises from a perspective immanent to on-going conceptual scheme o f physical science 

rather than from ihe transcendent perspective of the philosopher aloof from all on-going 

inquiry, it neveitheless replicates Carnap’s distinction within on-going scientific inquiry 

between internal, real decisions and external, indeterminate decisions.
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1.4 The irnpaci o f  a hrunching point on Quine's compromise position.

Despite his evident uncertainly about how to respond to theory choice at end-of-inquiry, I 

have argued that strorxg-global under-determination does not pose a problem for Quine, 

as the coherent response to it is to view theory choice here as indeterminate, and, in the 

sense set out above, as an external framework choice. For Quine, however, the reason he 

thinks strong-global under-determination does not pose a problem for his philosophical 

position is because he believes that this type of theory choice can arise only at end-of-

• T STinquiry, and does not infect on-going inquiry. But, once we ackno^vlcdge the 

significance o f Quine’s anti-R.ussell, anti-extreme realist arguments, we now see that if it 

is rational, immanent to our on-going conceptual scheme, to view a particular theory 

choice as the branching point of two proto-ideal conceptual schemes rather than as a real 

choice between two hypotheses on the same “branch”, then Quine is committed to 

accepting (SG*).

What, then, is the impact on Quine’s com.promise position of accepting (SG*)? 1 

think there are three important implications to be considered here.

First, accepting a branching point in on-going inquiry would mean that Quine’s 

view' of on-going inquiry is much closer to Carnap’s than is generally thought. This 

becomes particularly apparent v/hcn we consider the type of revisions Quine must make 

to his overall naturalism in order to accommodate a branching point. Let us call the 

acceptance that certain theory choices in on-going inquiry are indeterminate 

“retrenchment”. Retrenchment thus means that Quine accepts it is rational to hold in 

specific cases that theory choice is indeterminate, but still holds that the majority of 

disputes that Camap viewed as indeterminate framework decisions are in fact real 

S ee  fcir e xam ple ,  Q uine ,  P ursuit o f  I riith 2'"* ed p. 100-101
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disputes internal to on-going science. That is, Quine can continue to view the dispute

between Neurath and Schlick over protocol sentences, between physicalism and

phenomenalism, between different versions of set theory, and so on, as real debales that

are either true or false; in case such as these Quine can still insist that Camap has

dogmatically impeded genuine progress in on-going inquiry by viewing these as

indeterminate decisions. R.etrenchment means conceding only that Camap got it right in

some specific cases, where it is rational to view theory choice as an indeterminate

branching poini, but not that he got it right in all cases.

The challenge, however, is that retrenchment calls for a considerable revision of

some of the central tenets o f naturalism. To begin with, retrenchment would force the

following two important changes upon naturalism. First, retrenchment necessitates

revising the criterion o f ontological commitment, and the notion tliat whatever is the

value of a bound variable exists.^^^ Second, adopting retrenchment necessitates revising

holism: rather a part o f mathematics is now separated from physical science such that it is

no longer be the case that “the unil of empirical significance is the whole of science’’.̂ ^̂

Taking the first of these, Quine’s criterion of ontological commitment simply

reaffimis the normal usage o f the term ‘there are'. Thus Quine writes.

To insist on the correctness of the criterion is this application is, indeed, 
merely to say that no distinction is being drawn between the ‘there are’ 
o f ‘there are universals,’ ‘there are unicorns,’ ‘there are hippopotami’, 
and the ‘there are’ o f ‘(3x)‘, ‘there arc entities x such that’. To contest 
the criterion, as applied to the familiar quantificational form of 
discourse, is simply to say either that the familiar quantificational 
notation is being re-used in some new sense (in which we need not 
ccncem ourselves) or else that the familiar ‘there are’ o f ‘there are

For example, Quine “On What There Is”, From a Logical Point o f  V iew , p. 12 
Quiiie “Two Dogmas o f  Empiricism” p. 42
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universals’ et al. is being re-used in some new sense (in which case 
again we need not concern ourselves).

The criterion holds that we are committed to whatever we take as values o f bound

variables, and it does not make exceptions for particular parts o f discourse; it holds that

there is no distinction between the “there are” of “there are numbers” and “there are

students”. However, admitting that there are branching points would raise the possibility

of being onto logically committed to incompatible entities; if  the branches are logically

incompatible it is likely that they presuppose the existence of incompatible entities.

But, it seems clear that distinguishing one part of the conceptual scheme as not

ontologically committing would be inconsistent, as it would imply drawing a distinction

between the “there are” used in one branch and the “there are” used in another.

Instead, retrenchment can be accommodated by giving up on the notion of

ontology altogether. Moreover, Quine has on a number o f occasions expressed his

openness to the possibility that the ontology and existence may have had their day as

scientific notions. As was explained in chapter 2, Quine points out that by translating

ordinary language into an idiom that dispenses with quantification, such as Schonfinkel’s

combinatorial logic, removes the notions of reference and ontology. In such a language

the theories we assert as true imply no ontological commitments at all. I ’hus. he ’writes.

When ihe dust has settled, v.'e may find mat the very notion of existence, 
the oid one, has had its day. A kindred notion may then stand forth thar 
seemed sufficiently akin to warrant application of the sam.e word; such is 
the way o f terminology. Whether to say at that point that we have gained 
new insight into existence, or that we have outgrown the notion and 
reapplied the term, is a question of teiTninology as well.

Quine, ‘R eification o f  U niversals’. From a Logical Poii'.i o f  V iew ., p. 105 
Quine. Pursuit o f  Truth. 2"** ed. p. 36
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For Quine, it may turn out that the notions of reference and ontology have outlived their 

usefulness, in which case these concepts can be abandoned. So, rather than distinguishing 

invidiously between our use of “there are” in different branches, retrenchment is 

consistent with naturalism so long as the notion of existence is abandoned across the 

board. Indeed, one could then view the discovery of a branching point as simply pointing 

out that ontology has had its day. Thus, changing the criterion of ontological commitment 

vvill not unduly damage naturalism, and will still mean it is a compromise position 

between the polarities o f extreme realism and extreme relativism.

In addition, as it implies that Quine must distinguish the branches from one 

another, retrenchment will also mean giving up on one form of holism, namely -  the 

extreme form of holism expounded by Quine in “Two Dogmas of Empiricism”. Early in 

his career. Quine espouses a strong or extreme form of holism, which asserted that the 

system of science as a whole is the basic unit of meaning, and that it is only as a complete
- 5CO

corporate body that statements about the world face the tribunal of experience. Over

time, however, Quine makes significant revisions to this thesis, and ultimately he holds a

much more moderate version of hoiism than that of “Two Dogmas of Empiricism”. From

Word and Object onwards Quine holds ihat part of the overall system rather than the

entire system forms the basic unit of meaning. Quine writes.

Science is neither discontinuous not monolithic. It is variously jointed, 
and loose in the joints in varying degrees... Little is gained by saying 
that the unit is in principle the whole of science, liovvever defensible this 
claim may be in a legalistic way.̂ *̂̂

And in ‘Five Milestones of Empiricism’ he qualifies this view further, writing

Quine, ‘T w o D ogm as o f  Empiricism ', From a Lo gical Point o f  V iew , p. 41 
Quine, 'On Em pirically Equivalent System s o f  the W orld', p. 314-31 ^
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It is an uninteresting legalism, however, to think of our scientific system, 
o f the world as involved en bloc in every prediction. More modest 
chunks suffice, and so may be ascribed their independent empirical 
meaning, nearly enough, since some vagueness in meaning must be 
allowed for in any event.^^*^

Moderate holism accepts that our conceptual scheme is considerably disjointed, and

inierlocks only lo the extent that all aspects of it share a common logic and some

common pan of matiiematics.'^* Thus, the subject matter of different chunks o f our

conceptual scheme are not connected in the significant way that Quine’s extreme holism

first suggested; rather, Quine’s moderate holism is consistent with the distinction between

the different branches that retrenchment implies.

It is clear, then, that both the revisions of ontology and holism required by

ietrenchment can be accommodated by naturalism. However, these revisions mean that,

like Carnap, Quine rejects that anything we say isomologically committing, and, like

Carnap, Quine adopts the moderate holist view that modest chunks of theory have

indi\'idual empirical meaning. Furthermore, as we saw in chapter 3, Quine’s so-called

“robust realism" is simply the acquiescence in a realistic language; Quine holds that we

take at face value our use o f language to speak about and refer to reality independent of

us. However, it is clear that Carnap also favours the "thing language” which describes

intersubjcctively observable, spatially and temporally located things ana events over

alternatives such as the “phenomenal language”, which takes sense data as primitive

tenns, or the “physical language”, whose primitive terms designate fundamental particles

and rnagnitudes.^”̂  Moreover, Camap also considers this preference for the “thing

Quine, “Five M ilestones o f  Empiricism”, in Theories tmd Things., p. 71
Quine, “Five Milestones o f  Empiricism” p. 71
R. Camap, “My V iews on Ontological Problems”, p. 869-9
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language” to make him a ‘‘realist” in the only meaningful sense of the te rm /”'’ For

example, Camap writes,

[Schlick] and Reichenhach, like Russell, Einstein and many o f the 
leading scientists, believes that realism was the indispensable basis of 
science. 1 maintained that what was needed for science was merely the 
acceptance o f a realistic language, but that the thesis o f the reality o f the 
external world was an empty addition to the system of science.

So it is clear that once he accepts a branching point in on-going inquiry, the correlations

between Quine and Camap run very deep indeed: both Quine and Carnap reject ontology,

both hold moderate holistic views of meaning and verification, and both hold that realism

is simply a matter o f taking seriously the common sense language typically used to speak

about intersubjectively observable physical objects.

Clearly, Quine’s acceptance of revisability means he is open to re^'ising or

retaining any statement or law in as he sees fit, so while in principle there is no problem

with amending his naturalism, but the worry for him is that, so conceived, the diffeienf.e

between Quine’s position and Carnap’s is merely one of degree, and not a difference in

kind as Quine thinks it is. To be precise, the principle difference between their views, it

now seems, lies in where they draw the line between real and indeterminate theory

choices in on-going mquiry; Camap wants to deflate the majority, if not all, traditional

philosophical disputes into external questions of a practical,nature about a proposed

franiewoik; whereas, Quine holds that most of these traditional philosophical questions

are internal real questions that can be answered by em.pirical science, in contrast, it is

only in certain extreme circumstances that we must recognise an on-going theory choice

as an indeterminate branching point. However, this question o f where and how to draw

R. Carnap, “ My V iew s on O ntological Problems”, p. S7Q 
R. Carnap, “A utobiography’', p. 46
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the line between real and indeterminate theory choices in on-going inquiry leads us to the 

second, deeper implication o f accepting a branching point in on-going inquiry, namely -  

it forces us to re-evaluate the nature o f the dispute between Carnap and Quine.

Having recognised the possibility o f branching points arising in on-going irxquiry, 

the onus would then be on Quine to show whether a particular aispute is or is not a 

branching point. The central question becomes how Quine can draw this line between 

real and indeterminate theory choices without reintroducing a distinction between purely 

theoretical and purely pragmatic sentences, or between change in theory and change in 

belief.

Quine’s cirgument against Carnap’s analytic-synthetic distinction had been 

precisely the denial o f  the distinction between the empirical and the pragmatic; rather, 

Quine’s holism means that the acceptance or rejection o f any decision involves pragmatic 

factors to some degree, while, at the same time, the acceptance o f every decision amounts 

to a judgm ent on its truth. But this point turns on the assumption that there is no separate 

quarter from which genuine judgm ent is excluded, i.e., all theory choices in on-going 

inquiry are real decisions. However, the presence o f a branching point would mean that 

this viev/ must be revised. Because theory choice at a branching point is by definition 

indeterminate, accepting a branching point in on-going inquiry means accepting certain 

sentences on a pragmatic decision (neither true nor false) as opposed to a theoretical 

decision (true or false); that is, branching points appear to isolate the pragmatic from the 

theoretical in on-going inquiry. It follows that Quine needs to tell us how to distinguish 

between internal, real decisions from external, indeterminate decisions, and hence a 

change in meaning from a change in belief, and the pragmatic from ihe theoretical in on-
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going incjuiiy. I do not wish lo suggest that Quine could not provide such an accoimt o '̂ 

this distinction, perhaps in tenns o f a gradualist view o f the change from more pragmatic 

to more theoretical rather than the sharp distinction assumed by Camap, but the point is 

that since both Quine and Camap need to make this distinction, this distinction cannot be 

the poini at issue between them.

Therefore, when Q uine’s anti-Russeli, anti-extreme realist arguments are fully 

appreciated, it is clear that the logical core o f the disagreement between Qiiine and 

Camap cannot be about the pragmatic-theoretical distinction, as has been generally 

thought.

This leads us to the third, and most profound, implication for Quine o f  accepting a 

branching point in on-going inquiry. Given that their views o f  on-going inquiry turn out 

to be quite similar, and given that the dispute between them does not centre on the 

internal-external, or pragmatic-theoretical distinctions, the deeper issue concerns the true 

nature o f the difference between Quine and Carnap. It turns out that the dispute betv/een 

them is over the nature o f  philosophy, and whether it has a role distinct from science.

The key point here is that Quine now shares with Carnap the task o f  avoiding 

useless, puiely verbal disputes over questions that are not empirically answerable (as he 

him self appears to have gotten caught up in v/hen discussing strong-global under

determination at end-of-inquiry). And, like Camap, in order to ensure that purely verbal 

disputes are avoided, Quine will also have to distinguish between the (proto-ideaiised; 

conceptual scheme presupposed by one “branch” o f on-going scientific inquiiy, from the 

application o f that “branch” o f inquiry itself. But. whereas Caniap had assumed 

philosophy allowed h 'm  to stand back from a '.vhoiehearteci immersion in on-goiiig
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scientific inquiry in order to siiow that certain disputes that looked like a real debate 

concerning empirically answerable questions were in fact based on questions that 

concerned the pragmatic nature of different frameworks, now it seems that Quine wants 

to do the same sort o f thing from an immanent perspective. For Quine, it is in thinking 

within our on-going conceptual scheme, i.e., thinking about the processes o f the physical 

world, that we come to appreciate that there is a genuine distinction in on-going inquiry 

between theorj' choices that are real and those that are indeterminate. It is from an 

immanent perspective that we come to appreciate the intcmal-extemal distinction in on

going inquiry, not transcendentally as Carnap had tried to establish. Hence, Quine’s 

position here would still be naturalism in the fundamental sense that there still is no 

special mode o f philosophical knowledge that is distinct from physical science. Unlike 

Carnap, that is, Quine rejects that there is a special mode of philosophical knowledge that 

is siiperiof to and grounds empirical knowledge, or that philosophy offers a methodology 

distinct from empirical science. In contrast to this, Quine wants to hold that this 

distinguishing between internal and external sentences is not the special preserve of the 

philosopher, but is a part of on-going scientific inquiry, carried out by working scientists.

The heart of the debate now becomes one concerning the nature o f philosophy; 

Carnap holds that we must employ philosophy to clarify the nature of internal and 

external debates, but Quine rules out the possibility of such a distinct role for philosoph>; 

nowever, because Quine also needs to distinguish between internal and external theory 

choices the onus is now on him to show how this can be done from a perspective 

iniinersed in on-going scientific inquiry.



This is the question of how Quine draws the line between theory choices in on

going inquiry that are real decisions, such as that between protocol sentences, versions of 

set theory, mental entities, and those that are indeterminate. While it seems that even to 

recognise a branching point as a branching point suggests that the scientist has taken a 

step back from a wholehearted immersion in on-going scientific enterprise, for Quine this 

cannot be the case. The deep problem raised by branching points in on-going inquiry, 

therefore, is to explain how we distinguish within on-going scientific inquir>' between 

real and indeterminate theory choices at a branching point, without appealing to a distinct 

philosophical methodology. Quine must replace Carnap’s notion of philosophy with 

some alternative that plays the same role, but what could this be?

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, I have argued in this chapter that Quine's compromise position between 

the polarities o f extreme realism and extreme relativism is based on an internal-external 

distinction similar to Carnap’s; but, in contrast to Carnap, Quine holds that all of on

going inquiry is carried out internal to physical science, and the only external theory 

choices are confined to end-of-inquiry, or aspects of inquiry that do not belong to 

physical science. Quine achieves this balance between internal and external theory 

choices by holdiag both strong-global under-determination at end-of-inquiry and that all 

theory choice in on-going scientific inquiry are real decisions; Quine holds that on-going 

scientific inquiry is insulated from the strong-global under-determination that infects end- 

of-inquiry.
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The problem for Quine, however, is that his acceptance of strong-global under

determination at end-of-inquiry commits him to the possibility of branching points in on

going scientific inquiry. The prospect o f branching points in on-going inquiry puts this 

model in jeopardy, because, for Quine, it is constitutive of a branching point that theory 

choice here is indetenninate. Hence, the presence of a branching point incorporates 

strong-global under-determination into on-going scientific inquiry. This threatens to 

reintroduce the intemal-extemal distinction to on-going scientific inquiry.

Following on from this, I examined the implications for Quine of accepting a 

branching point in on-going inquiry. I argued that this phenomenon would generate three 

important implications for Quine.

F irst, I argued that should he accept a branching point and hence a re introduction 

of the intemal-extemal distinction in on-going inquiry, Quine's overall account of on

going inquiry would begin to look very similar to Carnap’s. My point here is ihat in order 

to accommodate a branching point, a move I called “retrenchment”, Quine would have to 

sacrifice both the criterion of ontological commitment and extreme holism. However, 

even when coupled with the fact that Quine’s so-called “robust realism” is similar to 

Carnap’s acceptance of the “thing language”, in themselves these revisions to Quine’s 

position are not particularly significant. V/hat is important, however, is that these 

revisions show us that the difference between Quine and Carnap lies in where they draw 

the line between internal, real decisions and extemal, indeterminate decisions. This 

means that the locus of the disagreement between Carnap and Quine cannot be a dispute 

about the epistemological distinction between pragmatic and theoretical sentences.

Rather, if Quine accepts a branching point he must acknowledge that there are senterxes
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in on-going scientific Inquij-y that are accepted even though they are not true or false, i.e., 

they are not theoretical. This suggests that Quine himself needs to reintroduce some form 

of a distinction between purely pragmatic and purely theoretic sentences. Finally, I 

argued that a branching point shows is that when Quine’s anti-Russell, anti-extreme 

realist arguments are fully appreciated, it becomes clear that the core o f the disagreement 

between Carnap and Quine is a dispute over whether philosophy has a distinct 

methodology and yields distinct knowledge.

However, while Carnap employs philosophy to clarify the distinction between ' 

internal and external theory choices, in rejecting the possibility of this role for 

philosophy, it is Quine who owes us a coherent alternative account of how this can occur 

im.manent to on-going scientific inquiry.
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CHAPTER 6

A BRANCHING POINT IN THE CONTINUUM

INTRODUCTION

I have argued previously that Quine is committed to the possibility o f branching points in 

on-going inquiry, and that no response, consistent with his compromise position, is 

available to Quine at a branching point. It should be quite clear from this, at least in 

outline, that my strategy in this chapter is to try to identify an example that can 

reasonably be taken as a genuine branching point in on-going inquiry. In this connection,

I now turn to mathematics.

We are now quite accustomed to the view that the set theoretic account provides 

the true account of the space and time continuum, in that it has proved the most usefijl 

and is the proper one to employ. To some one of a naturalistic cast o f mind contemporary 

developm.ents o f the analysis and its corresponding implications for the nature of the 

continuum over the last four centuries, it might well be assumed that this is to be a 

paradigm example o f a real debate immanent to on-going science, where set theory and 

the discrete account of the continuum were conclusive victors. However, when we look 

more closely at the history of mathematics, or when we actually do analysis, things seem 

more complicated than this model suggests.

I begin by drawing a distinction between the continuous version of the continuum, 

which views the continuum as inherently connected in the sense of containing “no gaps”, 

and the discrete version o f the continuum, which views the continuum as composed of a 

series of separate, indivisible points. After briefly relating some well-known facts about
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the ancient and m odem  histor>' o f  these concepts, I shall make the case for seeing the 

distinction between the continuous and the discrete versions o f  the continuumi as a 

genuine branching point in mathematics. 1 argue this by comparing Cantor’s set theoretic 

representation of the discrete continuum with the continuous continuum o f smooth 

infinitesimal analysis. I concludc that the adequacy o f  both Cantorian and smooth 

infinitesimal analysis for all empirical applications entails that there is no obvious answer 

to the question o f  whether the real line continuum is discrete or continuous; rather, Quine 

cannot reasonably rule out the possibility o f the continuous and the discrete versions o f 

the continuum constituting a genuine branching point in mathematics.

SECTION 1

THE CONTINUOUS VERSES THE DISCRETE 

1.1 Introduction.

The distinction between the continuous and the discrete is well known. The word 

“continuous” comes from the Latin root meaning “to hang together” or “to cohere”; to be 

continuous, then, is to be an uninterrupted v/hole. an entity that contains no gaps -  like 

the water in a swimming pool. In contrast, the word “discrete” comes from the Latin root 

meaning “to separate”; to be discrete, then, is to be a body o f separated individual entities 

-  like the tiles on the floor o f  a swimming pool. The continuous-discrete distinction, 

therefore, is a distinction between unity and plurality.

This distinction betv/een the continuous and the discrete is reflected in the 

mathematical concepts that are traditionally associated v v i th  each. Typically, the
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continuous is embodied mathematically as the geometric figure, most especially the 

straight line. In contrast, the discrete is encapsulated in the idea o f a whole number; for 

example, in set theory a whole number is viewed as a collection of separate discrete 

objects, stripped o f their individual nature, whose only characteristic is that they arc 

distinct from one another. Traditionally, the realm of the continuous is associated with 

intuition and the realm of the discrete with reason. The realm of the continuous is 

ultimately based on the notions o f space, time and extension that are central to our 

experience of the empirical world. Hence, the continuous is based on intuition, whereas, 

in contrast, the discrete is a paradigm of reason in which all difference is represented 

tlirough plurality o f indistinguishable units. The question of the reduction of the 

continuous to the discrete, of intuition to reason, has been a, more-or-less constant, 

source of controversy throughout the history of western mathematics.

In the next section I v.dll give a brief historical account of this controversy.

1.2 A brief historical account.

In ancient times, Zeno was among the first to point out the difficulties that attend this 

question of whether or not the continuous is reducible to the discrete. Although the 

continuous is an undivided whole, it is usually characterised as being in principle 

indefinitely divisible. This means that-each of the parts a continuum is divided into, 

however small, is also continuous' the process o f dividing will never terminate in an 

indivisible point -  a part that itself has no parts and cannot be further divided. The 

objection to this view was that this process of unlimited division would reduce a
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corxtinuuin into a series o f un-extended segments; however, as these segments lack any 

extension, they couid not be reassembled to form the original magnitude, as even an 

infinite sum of un-extended segm.ents will surely lack extension. This leads Zeno to argue 

that if there are infinite segments after division, then in crossing a finite magnitude, such 

as a race track, one has crossed an infinite number o f segments in a finite time, which he 

thought absurd. Difficulties such as this one, lead the atomists to deny that a continuum is 

capable o f indefinite division; rather, they ho-Ms that it reduces to a series o f discrete parts 

that are incapable o f fiorther division. As is well known, Zeno met this proposal with 

another type of paradox; Zeno argues that if  a continuous entity, such as the motion of an 

arrow, is composed o f a series o f discrete, indivisible points, then at any point throughout 

its rnotion the arrow must be at rest, for in order to move at any point the arrow must 

move from one part o f that point to another, which again he thought absuid, as the point 

contains no parts.

Closely allied with the distinction between the continuous and the discrete, is the 

notion of an infinitesimal. An infinitesimal magnitude can loosely bs described as the 

ultimate part of a continuous continuum, corresponding to the discrete points or 

“indivisibles” that make up a discrete continuuni. However, as in the continuous version 

of the continuum no part of the continuum is indivisible, infinitesimal magnitudes arc 

divisible, and hence, o f necessity, cannot be points. An infinitesimal number, therefore, is 

a number that is smaller than any finite number, but does not coincide with zero.

Infinitesimals have enjoyed a long and troubled history, having been repeatedly 

banished from one era o f mathematics, only to repeatedly reappear in a later era. In 

ancient Greek mathematics, infiniiesimals were Vanished by Eudoxus in 350 B.C.,
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tliroiigh what has become known ss the Eudoxean or Archimedean axiom, which states:

for X >_y > 0, there is some positive natural number n such that >> multipHed by n exceeds

X .  the adoption of the Archimedean axiom by official Euclidean mathematics rules out the

possibility of infinitesimals. However, infinitesimals reappeared in the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries in the work of K-cpler, Galileo’s student Cavalieri, Newton’s

teacher Barrow, the Bernoulli family, among others. Most importantly, of coursc, both

Nev.'ton and Leibniz incorporated them as central elements in the development of their

separate versions of the calculus. Ne'W'ton initially incorporated infifiitesimals as

“evanescent quantities”, but was laier to abandon them; however, Leibniz introduced

infinitesimals as differentials and they remained central to the development of his version

of the calculus. Thus, in the Marquis de I’Hopital’s first textbook on the calculus

explicitly invokes infinitesimals as follows;

First requirement or supposition. On requires that one may substitute for 
one another two quantities which differ only by an infinitely small 
quantity: or (which is the same) that a quantity which is increased or 
decreased onl)' by a quantity which is infinitely smaller that itself may 
be considered to have remained the same...
Second requirement or supposition. One requires that a curve may be 
regarded as the totality of an infinity of straight segments, each infinitely 
small: or (which is the same) as a polygon with an infinite number of 
sides which determine by the angle at which they meet, the curvature of 
the curve.

Despite their impressive practical success it was clear that infinitesimals could not 

withstand logical scrutiny. Consequently, they were famously derided over three

F. A. D e I’Hopital, A nalyse des Infinim ent Petites ccur I’lntelligence des L inges C ourbes. Paris, (1*' 
ed. 1696) 2' ' ^  ed. 1715. Quoted and translated by Abrahaiii Robinson, ‘The M etaphysics o f  the C alculus’, 
S elected Papers. V olum e 2: Non-Standard A nalysis end PhilGSophv. p. 541
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centuries as the “ghosts o f departed quantities,’" the “cholera-bacilli” infecting 

mathematics , and as “unnecessar\', erroneous, and self-contradictory” .

According to contemporary mathematical orthodoxy, a satisfactory and final 

resolution to these useful but logically problematic entities was achieved in the nineteenth 

century, when they v.ere supplanted as the foundation for analysis by the rigorous form 

of the limit concept. Weierstrasc is usually credited with developing the lim.it concept so 

as to eradicate all reference to infinitesimal quantities. And following his introduction of 

the £, 5 approach, all talk o f derivatives as infinitesimals differences or quantities is not 

taken at face value, but rather as a ''fagon d ’parler”̂ ^̂ . Dedekind and Cantor apparently 

sealed the fate of infinitesimals with the arithnietization o f the continuum, by constructed 

teclmiques for constnicting an arithmetic or numerical continuum as an instrument for 

representing the geometric continuum. Philip Ehrlich sums up this development as 

follows,

The newly constructed ordered field of real numbers was dubbed ihe 
arithmetic contirMum because it was held that this number system is 
completely adequate for the analytic representation of all types of 
continuous phenomena. In accordance with this view, the geometric 
linear continuum was assumed to be isomorphic with the arithmetic 
continuum, the axioms of geometry being so selected to insure this 
would be the case. In honour of Cantor and Dedekind, v/ho first 
proposed the thesis, the presumed correspondence between the two

*  ^70structures has come to be called the Cantor-Dedekind axiom:

G. Berkeley. D e Motu; and The Analyst: a M odem  Edition with Introduction and Com m entary, (ed.) 
Douglas M. Josceph (Dordrecht: London: K liw er A cadem ic 1992)

G. Cantor, Letter to V ivanti, quoted by J. W. Dauben, Georg Cantor: H is M athem atics and Philosochv  
o f  the !:ifin iie. p. 131

Russell. Principles o f  M athem atics, p. 345
Abraham Robinson, “The M etaphysics o f  the C alculus”, p. 546
Ehrlich, P., Real Num bers. G eneralizations o f  the Reals, and Theories o f  Continua. edited by P. Ehrlich, 

(Kluwer A cadem ic Publishers, Dordrecht, 1994,) p. viii.
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Given the Archimedean nature of the real number system, once the Cantor-Dtdekind 

axiom is adopted infinitesimals become redundant in the analysis o f the real line 

continuum.

It thus appears that the long contest between the continuous and the discrete has

been settled by this arithmeticization of the continuum, and the implied reduction of

continuous magnitudes to a series o f discrete points. And in this sense, it might seem to

the naturalistic minded philosopher that the long and vigorous contest between the

continuous and the discrete is a paradigm example of a real debate in mathematics,

resulting in a right and a wrong theory choice. Thus, Quine writes.

Though the idea of infinitesimals was absurd, the differential calculus, in 
which infinitesimals were reckoned as values of the variables, gave true 
and valuable results. The conflict was resolved by Weierstrass, who 
showed by his theory of limits how sentences of the differential calculus 
could be systematically reconstrued so as to drav/ only on proper 
numbers as values o f the variables, without impairing the utility of the 
calculus.

For Quine, the debate has been decisively settled in favour of the discrete over the

continuous; he holds that this is a real decision and he takes a stand arguing that the set

theoretic approach is the only viable account c f  the real line continuum that accounts for

both classical and modern analysis. Tt is interesting that where Quine considers the

possibility c f  non-Cantorian set theories as an alternative basis for mathematics, he

always assumes that the choice here is a real decision with a true and false outcome.

Thus, for exam.ple, Quine writes.

More sweeping economies have been envisioned by Herman Weyl. Paul 
Lorenzen, Erritt Bishop, and currentl) Hao Wang and Solomon 
Feferman, who would establish that all the mathematical needs of 
science can be supplied on the meagre basis of what has come to be 
known as predicative set theory. Such gains are of a piece with the

Quine, Word and O bject, p. 248
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simplifications and economies that are liailed as progress within natural 
science itself.

I read Quine here as arguing that were Feferman’s predicative set theory sufficient to 

account for modem analysis, ihen the fact that it operates from a more economical basis 

than Cantorian set theory, this would be reason enough to choose Feferman over Cantor. 

However, the key point is that Quine assumes that the choice here is a real choice; he 

never considers the possibility that this case is similar to the reduction o f numbers to sets 

within a particular set theory. Perhaps Quine’s attitude here is due to the century-long 

entrenchment o f Cantorian set theory as the orthodox foundational scheme.

However, it is no longer the case that set theory provides the only viable account 

of the continuum. Through out the late nineteenth and twentieth century, a nun?ber of 

mathematicians have resisted the imperialism of the discrete, and the dominance of set 

theoi-y as the proper foundation for analysis. These dissenting voices have attempted to 

achieve the same technical results without reducing the continuous to the discrete. Many 

mathematicians working away fiom the mainstream have continued to work in ncn- 

Archimedean geometry and algebra; here we can think of such figures as Thomae, du

3 ̂ 4Bois-Reyrnond, Stolz, Veronses, Vivanti, Hilbert, Hahn, to name but y few. ' Their 

various attempts to resist the set theoretic orthodoxy enjoyed varying degrees of success, 

but I think it is fair to say that in the mid- to late-twentieth century, a number of 

mathematicians have succeeded in developing genuine alternatives to Cantorian set- • 

theory as the basis for the analysis. O f these I want to concentrate on Bell’s “smooth 

Quine, Pursuit o f  Truth 2"“* ed p. 95 (footnote omitted)
See Sclom on Feferman, In the Ligiit o f  L oaic . (Oxford: Oxford U niversity Press 1998)
Philip Ehriich, ' General Introduction”, Real N um bers. Generalizations o f  the Reals, and Theories o f  

Continuu. (Dordrecht: K luw sr A cadem ic Publishers 1994) I do not mean to suggest here that all 
mathematicians w ho resisted the set theoretic reduction o f  the continuous to the discrete also accept 
infinitesimals, as ciearly 3rouw er. Wevl and Peirce, hold that the continuous is irreducible but do nor 
accept infinitesim als.
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infinitesimal analysis” in particular, as it pro'. ides not only an alternative to the Cantorian 

set theoretic foundation of the analysis, but, more importantly, it proposes a completely 

rigorous continuous version of the continuum. I argue that it thereby reopens the issue of 

whether the choice between the continuous and the discrete is a real decision or a 

branching point in on-going inquiry. Thar is, I argue against the assumption that this 

choice is a real debate that has been settled in favour of set theory, the contest between 

the continuous and the discrete has proved so intractable because it is a genuine 

branching point in mathematics.

In order to address in more detail this question of whether the contest between the 

continuous and the discrete is a real debate or a branching point, in the next section I 

briefly set out the'mathematical structure of Cantor’s set theoretic account of analysis, 

and the reduction o f any continuous magnitude to a series of discrete points that it entails.

l.J  The set theoretic reduction o f  the continuous to the discrete.

The set theoretic reduction of the continuous to the discrete holds that the arithmetical 

continuum is adequate to represent the geometric continuum, and that the analysis can be 

based exclusively on numbers, completely independent of measurable magnitude and 

intuitions o f space and time. The key idea here is that a straight line is no longer to be 

regarded ar. made up of infinitesimal lengths, each of which possesses all the qualities of 

a finite length, but is to be understood as made up of separate, discrete points. Moreover, 

each of ihese points on the straight line corresponds to a real number, and every theorem 

of analysis can be interpreted as a relation betv.^een numbers alcne. This approach to
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characterising the continuum requires an arithmetical account o f the real numbers, i.e., 

both rational and irrational numbers. However, from the Greeks onwards there has been a 

problem in giving an arithmetical account for the irrational numbers because, unlike the 

rational numbers, irrational numbers cannot be identified with a decimal that either 

terminates or has a period expansion, but must be calculated in terms of complex infinite 

series. Cantor, however, succeeded in constructing a rigorous numerical identity of an 

irrational number as the limit point o f an infinite series of rational numbers.

The key to Cantor's approach is to characterise the spatial continuum in terms of a 

series of transfinite numbers. He argues that an infinite series o f numbers is adequate to 

represent the spatial continuum if it possesses two fundamental properties, namely - if 

the series is both ‘compact’ and ‘perfect’. Traditionally, the notion o f tiic continuum 

was characterised by the notion of unlimited divisibility, i.e., between any two points it is 

always possible to find another one. And, for Cantor, a series is “dense”'’ if it has this 

prop'iity of unlimited divisibility. However, as the series of rational numbers is compact 

but is not continuous, it is clear that compactness is a necessary but not a sufficient 

condition for continuity. Ihe second feature -  that of being perfect -  is a technical notion 

thai is mere difficult to explain. Essentially it turns on the notion of the limits of 

convergent sequences of numbers or points. Cantor defines a series as perfect if (a) all the 

numbers or points in the series are limit points ot some convergent sequence of nufT.bers 

or paints, and (b) all the limit points of convergent sequences o f numbers or points

E. W. Hcbson, “On the Infinite and the Intlnitesimal in M athematical A nalysis” reprinted in Real 
Numbers. G eneralizations o f  the Reals, and Tbcories oT Continua. (ed.) Philip Ehrlich (.Dordrecht; Kluv/cr 
A cadem ic Publishers (1994)); pp. 3-29. p. 15

The original mathematical term for this w as “com p acf
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377belonging to ihe scries of numbers or points do themselves also belong to the series. It 

is clear that the series of rational numbers is not “perfect” in this sense for, while every 

rational number is the limit point of a convergent sequence of rational numbers, since 

there are sequences o f rational numbers that have irrational numbers as their limit points, 

there are sequences o f rational numbers w'hosc limit points does not belong to the series 

of rational numbers. In contrast, the series of real numbers is both compact and perfect. 

Taken together, this means tliat the series of rca! numbers is “connected”; that is, it 

cannot be divided into two nonempty subsets neither of which contains the limit point of 

the other.

Given the Cantor-Dedekind axiom, the series of real numbers is adequate lo

represent spatial continuity. E. W. Hobson explains this problem as follows;

The true ground o f the difficulties o f the older analysis as regards the 
existence o f limits, and in relation to the application to measurable 
quantity, lies in its inadequate conception o f the domain o f number, in 
accordance with Vv'hich the only numbers really defined were rational 
numbers. This inadequacy has now been removed by means of a purely 
arithmetical definition o f the irrational numbers, by means of which the 
continuum of real numbers has been set up as the domain o f the

^7Rindependent variable in ordinary analysis.

In a reversal of the historical order the arithmetical continuum is taken to clarify the 

geometrical continuum and exploring it deepens our knowledge o f the nature of space 

and time. This shifts the mathematical theory of continuity from geometric intuition of 

motion to the numerical notion of a series. To be precise, continuity is now defined as a 

series that is both dense and perfect. For any such series, becausc it is dense there will be 

an infinite number o f terms between any o f its tv/o terms, which means that there is no 

next point or next instant o f time for the body to pass through; and because it is perfect, 

See  Russell,  Principles  o f  M a t h e m a t k s .. p. 29Q-29!
E. W. H obson ,  “O n the Infinite and the Infinitesimal in M athematical A n a ly s is” p. 13
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tliere will be “enough” points on the line. Thus, continuous motion does not imply that a 

body occupies one point at one time and a consecutive point in the consecutive time. 

Rather, the continuous motion of a body is explained as that body occupying one position 

at a certain instant and another position at another instance, the distance between these 

two positions is alwa>s finite, but no matter how close the tŵ o points and tv/o instances 

arc there is an infinite number of points and instances that ,are still nearer together; 

coiisequently, the body never moves from one point to the next point, but continuously 

passes through an infinite number o f intermediar>' positions.^^^ The movement across this 

series is continuous because as there are no “next” points, the body never jumps from one 

position to another.

In order to characterise tlie arithm.etical continuum Cantor introduced set theory. 

One central concept here is Cantor’s idea of determining when two sets are 

equinumerous, or o f the same size; Cantor argues that if the elements o f two sets can be 

placed in a one-one relation with one another, such that every element in one set 

corresponds to one and only one element in the other, and vice versa, then these sets are 

said to be the same size. However, Cantor’s characterisatiori of the arithmecical
-30 A

continuum requires him to deal in actual infinite sets. And as Cantor holds that there is 

no difference in principle between finite and infmite sets -  he takes a set to be any 

collection that forms a whole of definite, well-differentiated objects -  he holds that the 

relation of one-one con-espondence will also determ.ine whether infinite sets are

Russel!. O ur K now ledge o f  the External W orld. (1914) Lecture v, pp. 129-152  
380  'This follow s iTom the fact that Cantor’s theory is constructed specifically  to prove the existence o f
limits in question; rather than inferring from within the domain o f  operation the ex istence o f  a number that
remains undefined within that domain, as D edekind had done, Cantor’s strategy is to  introduce the idea o f
one series being w holly  contained in another larger series.
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equivalent. I'his leads to a series oi'surpiising results: for instance, an infinite set can 

legitimately be equivalent to a proper part o f itself; as is the case with the set o f all 

natural numbers and the set o f  even natural numbers. More surprisingly, however, Cantor 

shows trsat there are infinite sets that are not equivalent with one another; rather, some 

infinite sets are bigger than others. To be precise, Cantor shows that while the set o f 

ratiunal jiuirilvers is equivalent to the set of natural numbers, and is thus what he terms 

“enumerable", the set o f  real numbers is noi equivalent to the natural numbers, and hence 

is “not enumerable” ; in fact, Cantor shows that the set o f  real numbers is a larger infinite

-3 0 1
set than the set o f  natural numbers. The importance o f  this result is twofold. First, as 

proof that the set o f reai numbers is larger than the set o f  natural numbers can be
/

repeated to show that there are infinite sets that are larger than the set o f  real numbers, it 

shov/s that there is an infinite hierarchy o f infinite sets. The smallest infinite cardinal 

number is the cardinality o f any enumera' ile set such as the rational numbers. Cantor cails 

this cardinal number "alephO'’ 'Jn symbols So), 'f'hc cardinality o f the set o f real numbers 

is g'‘eater than Ko, in fact it is 2*̂ .̂ This leads Cantor to the second important idea here, 

riamely -  it leads him to postulate ihat 2'̂  ̂is equiil to Ni; that is, he postulates that the 

cardinal number o f the set o f  real numbers is the next cardinal number after the cardinal 

number o f any enumerable set. (Cantor thus postulates that for each point on the straight 

line there corresponds one and only one number on the arithmetical continuum.

According to this account the real number system is sufficient for representing all 

forms o f continuous nhenumena. Hence, for Cantor, any continuous magnitude is reduced 

to a collection o f  separate, discrete points, and infinitesimal magnitudes are superfluous

Michael Haliett. Cantorian Set Theory and the Limiiation o f  S ize. (Oxford:Clarendon 1984) Chapter 1-2 
Joseph '\^'aiTen Dauben, Georp Cantor: His Mathematics and Philosophy o f  the Infinite. (Cambridge. 

M.A; Harvard University Press 1979); A. W. Moore, The inrmite. (London: Routleiige 1990)
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to any analysis o f the real line continuum. Bux moreover, because Cantor holds that the

real numbers obey the Archimedean axiom, he rejects infinitesimal numbers as being

inherently inconsistent. Thus, Cantor writes.

The fact o f  [the existence o f ] actually-infinitely large numbers is not a 
reason for the existence o f actually-infinitely small quantities; on the 
contrary, the impossibility o f the latter can be proved precisely by means 
o f  the former.^*^

For Cantor, all continuous lengths are composed o f  an infinite number o f points, and any 

two terminated lengths have a finite ratio to on another; consequently, there is no such 

thing as an infinitesimal length: such lengths are redundant in any analysis o f  the 

continuum; indeed, for Cantor, their supposition leads tc  contradictions.

While it is certainly the case that Cantorian set theory has been the mathematical 

orthodoxy for the past centur>', it is also clear that since its inception there has been a 

widespread, if not mathematical mainstream, ambivalence to its implied reduction o f the 

continuous to the discrete. However, so long as this ambivalence was not backed up with 

a logically rigorous version o f the continuum that does not reduce the continuous to the 

discrete, it appeared that the naturalist was correct to see the contest between the 

continuous and the discrete as a real debate in mathematics, which had a right and a 

w o n g  answer. In the next section, I shall argue that Jolm Lane Bell’s “smooth 

infinitesimal analysis” provides just such an account to justify this ambivalence to 

Cantor. Employing m.odem category-theoretic constructions, Bell introduces a rigorous 

account o f  infinitesimals, thereby proposes ihat the continuum has an inherently different 

mathematical structure than that o f Cantor's set theoretic, arithmeticization of the

G. Cantor, Mittcilunge.; zur Lchre von Transiiniten, 1887-1888, gesammeite Abhandlungen ed. E 
Zcmiolo, Berlin 1932, pp. 378-439 (Quoted and translated by A. Robinson, ‘The Metaphysics o f  'he 
Calculus, Selected Papers Volume 2, p. 548)
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continuum; essentially, smooth infmitesimal analysis views the continuum as inherently 

continuous, in the sense that he does not reduce the continuum to a series o f discrete 

points. I shall argue that the fact that smooth infmitesimal analysis is equally successful 

in accounting for all of contemporary analysis goes towards building a case for the 

reasonableness o f viewing the continuous continuum and the discrete continuum as a 

genuine branching point in mathematics.

1.4 Smooth infinitesimal analysis and the continuous continuum.

V/e have seen that once the continuum was put on a set theoretic footing, infinitesimals

were banished from mathematical analysis. Though this remained the situation in

“mainstream mathematics” for many years, there continued a “minority tradition” of

work in non-Archimedean geometry and algebra that attempted to restore infinitesimals

to mathematical respectability. A number of mathematicians succeeded in refounding the

concept of infinitesimal on a solid basis. Of particular importance, in the 1960s Abraham

Robinson achieved a model-theoretic construction of infinitesimals and a theory of “non-

standard analysis,” which realised Leibniz’s conception o f infinitesimal as ideal numbers

possessing the same propenies as ordinary real numbers. However, from our point of

view, the most interesting breakthrough came in the 1970s when Bell established that

category theory piovides a basis fur developing rigorous version of the old infinitesimal

anaij'sis. '['hus, Bell writes,

The startling nev/ developments in the mathematical discipline of 
category theory have led to the creation o i smooth infmitesimal analysis, 
a rigorous axiomatic theory of nilsquare and nonpunctifoiTn

Abrahdin Robinson, iNon-Standard A nalysis.
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inrinitesim als...[and that] within smooth infinitesimal analysis the basic 
calculus and differential geometry zan be developed along traditional 
‘infinitesimal’ lines -  with full rigour -  using straightforward 
calculations with infinitesimals in place o f the limit concept.^^

Bell’s insight is o f particular significance because, unlike non-standard analysis which is

an extensions o f  classical set theory and therefore is compatible with the reduction o f the

continuous to the discrete, smooth infinitesimal analysis restores a version o f the

continuum in v/hich the continuous is an autonomous notion, not explicable in terms o f

the discrete. Smooth infinitesimal analysis is made possible by new developments in

category theory, and I will begin my account o f Bell’s approach by briefly explaining

category theory.

Broadly speaking, categuiy theory is a branch o f mathematics focused on 

investigating "morphological variation,” or change o f form. It does this by providing a 

rigorous framework for dealing with mathematical structures and their mutual relations. It 

is generally accepted that Eilenbcrg andM ac Lane invented category theoi-y in 1945 in a

•5

paper entitled “General Theory o f Nauiral Equivalences” . However, this papev vvas 

pnmarily concerned with homological algebra, and the significance o f  the concept of 

category introduced here was not immediately evident. Indeed, Eilenberg and Iviac Lane 

themselves beiieved that categories were auxiliary concepts, wholly dispensable from 

mathen'jatics, whose only value was as a heuristic device, or convenient language, iii 

which to study already accepted mathematical concepts, such as sets."’̂  ̂However, 

category theory quickly transcended its origins once its remarkable generality was fully 

appreciated.

John L. Bel!, A  Primer o f  Infinitesim al A nalysis. (Cambridge; Cambridge U iiiversity Press 1998) p. 4 
Eileriberg and M ac Lane, ‘General Theory ofN atural E quivalences’ 1945 
Eilenberg and M ac Lane, ‘General Theory o f  Natural E quivalences’ 1945, p. 247
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Category theory can be understood as extending the generality of abstract algebra, 

in much the same way as abstract algebra is an extension of the generality o f elementary 

algebra. Elementary algebra achieves a level of generality by replacing constants, such as 

numbers, with variables, while insisting that the operations on these variables remain 

tixed; abstract algebra goes beyond this by allowing the operations themselves to vary, 

but it keeps fixed the form of the containing mathematical structure, such as groups or 

rings; in category theory, in contrast, even the mathematical structure itself is variable, 

thereby producing an important new understanding of mathematical form that raises the 

level o f generality o f the description of the structures in question.^** Thus, in category 

theory, what is important is not what the elements of mathematical system.s in question 

are made of, but the shared structural features o f these systems. This is because in 

category theory mathematical structures are not characterised in terms of their similar ity 

to other structures, but in ternis of the similarity of their relations among themselves; for 

example, instead o f characterising A as ‘like’ B, in category theory one characterises the 

way A 's relate to each other as being ‘like’ the way B’s relate to each other, that is, in 

terms of the shared structural features of the constitutive systems without having to 

chaiacterisc the objects generating these features.

The basic constituents o f a category are mathematical structures, such as sets, 

groups, or topological spaces, which are called “objects”, and functions or

•JO Q

transformations between these structures, called “maps” between these objects.' taking

This explanation com es from Bell ‘Lectures on the Foundations o f  M athem atics', p. 24, L'RL = 
htip://pubi'<h.uwo.ca/~jDC!l/

Bell, ‘‘Category Theory and the Foundations o f M athem atics”, B ritish Journal o f  the P hilosophy o f  
Scierice, vo\.?>2 1981; p. 350
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these constituents in turn, it is clear that category theory is strikingly different than set 

theory.

First, in category theory the relevant properties o f a mathematical object are the 

properties that can be specified in terms of their abstract structure, not those stated in 

terms of the elements that the objects are made of. For example, if  the objects of a 

category are sets, these will exhibit set theoretic relations such as membership, inclusion, 

and so on, that are central to how these objects are constructed, however, in category 

thecr>' these relations are imperceptible and irrelevant; rather, in category theory 

mathematical objects are seen as instances of a certain form, and maps as transformations 

between these instances that presen/e this form.

Second, in category theory, each m.ap is associated with a specific pair of objects 

called Its “domain” and “codomain”; a map goes from its domain to its codcmain, or is 

denned on its domain and takes values in its codomain; this is written a s /  /I -> 5, where 

/ i s  a map, A is its domain, and B its codom.ain. In addition, pairs of maps can be 

composed to generate new maps; where the codomain o f / i s  the domain o f g, i.e., /: A -> 

B andg: B —>C, then these maps are composite and generate the map/ o  g: A —>C. 

Finally, each object A is associated with an “identity map” on A, written as l.j.- A —>A'. it 

is assumed that for any pair of maps f:  B A and g: A —>C there is l̂ i o / = / a n d  g o \ a 

= One key point o f difference between category theory and set theory is that in 

categor)’ theory maps are not definable in temis of objects; that is, unlike set theory 

where functions between sets are reducible to the set of ordered pairs, in category theory 

a map between structures is an autonomous notion that is not further analysablc. Because

Bell, P rim er, p. 12, Bell says tha t possession  o f  those th ree p ropertie s is clefinltive o f  ihe notion o f  
category.
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a map is an irreducible basic datum, this means tnat a map embodies the notion of

variation or correlation; for this reason Bell calls a map a '‘variable quantity” . Thus, in

category theory, pure variation is an intrinsic and irreducible constituent of any category.

These two constituents together give category theory its startling generality,

which allows it to provide a rigorous framew'ork for dealing with mathematical structures

and their mutual relations. Like set theory, category theory achieves generality by rising

abo'.'e the particularity o f individual structures, however set theory and category theory

do this in radically different ways. Bell explains this as follows:

Both set theory and category theory transcends the particularity of 
matliematical structures. Set theory strips away structure from the 
ontology o f mathematics leaving pluralities of structureless individuals 
open to the imposition of new structure. Category theory, by contrast, 
transcends particular structure not by doing away with it, but by taking 
it as given and generalizing it It may be said that since the success of 
category theory as a unifying language for mathematics is due to the
fact that it, and it alone, gives direct expression to the centrality of
fonn and structure in mathematics.^^'

Bell argues here that set theory gives an ontology whose basic objects are sets, and rises

above particularity by eradicating the structure of an object, taking it as a structureless

individual, and as an instance of pure discreteness; in contrast, category theory rises

above particularity by generalising structure, not by stripping it away but by generalising

it. This means that the set concept itself can be generalised to produce the category Set

whose ‘‘objects” are ail entities w ith the structural features of sets, and whose maps a>'e

transformations between these “objects”. The classical universe of sets is riovv viewed as

one of a plurality o f categories, each of which is a local framework that possesses a

.1. L. Bell, T oposes and Local Set Theoi-v. (Oxford: Clarendon, 1988) p. 236-7  
Presumaoly Bell m eans to excludc Frege’s notion c.Fa set from this characterization.
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sufficiently rich internal structure to facilitate the intei'iiretation o f mathematical concepts

within them/^'* Thus, Bell writes.

The topos-theoretical viewpoint suggests that the absolute universe o f 
sets be replaced by a plurality o f “toposes o f discourse” , each o f which 
may be regarded as a possible “world” in which mathematical activity 
may (figuratively) take place. The mathematical activity that takes 
place within such "worlds” is codificd within local set theories; it 
seems appropriate, therefore, to call this codification local 
mathematics, to contrast it with the absolute (i.e., classical) 
mathematics associated with the absolute universe o f  sets. 
Constructive provability o f  a mathematical assertion now means tka* it 
is invariant, i.e., valid in every local mathematics.'^^''

It follows that in category' theory, set theory is just one objective mathematical structure

among others; it is used to view the world in terms o f  pure cardinality, but there are

others categories that are suited to viev\'ing the world according to a different purpose,

such as the category Eff. which views functions as procedures and requires them to have

algcrithjns.

In set theory all mathematical concepts are regarded as belonging to a single, 

fixed, and absolute universe o f sets; however, category theory challenges this picture as it 

implies that mathematical concepts have meaning only in relation to a series o f local 

categories. In category theory, any mathematical concept within a category must be 

interpreted through the form associated with that category. For example, the concept o f a 

group is interpreted differently depending on which category it is in: within the category 

o f topological spaces it is a topological group; v/ithin the category o f  manifolds it is a lie 

group; within the category o f  sheaves it is a sheaf o f groups; and so on.'’̂  ̂Hence, the 

reference o f this mathematical concept is ambiguous, relative to the local category it is

C ategories that have an internal structure rich enough to facilitate all the usual constructions o f  
m athematics are called “top oses”. Deil, Primer, p. 12 ,

Bell, T oposes and Local Set Tht-ory, p. 243
Bell, “Category Theory and the Foundations o f  M athem atics”, p. 35C ff
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interpreted in. This means that calegory theory is pluralistic in contrast to set theory’s 

absolutism: in contrast to the classical universe o f sets which was assumed to provide a 

universal fram.ework within which all mathematical concepts are to be interpreted, 

categories portray features o f the world, but no single category portrays the world in its 

totality.

Category theory provided the impetus for the emergence in the nineteen seventies 

for the development o f  “synthetic differential geometry” , or “smooth infinitesimal 

analysis” . Bell establishes that there is a specific category that possesses a sufficiently 

rich internal structure to facilitate the usual constructions o f mathematics to be carried 

out, but in w hich the continuous is an autonomous notion, not explicable in terms o f the 

discrete. This category provides a rigorous framework for mathematical analysis where 

the use o f limits in defining the basic concepts o f the analysis is replaced by the use o f the 

concept o f a “nilsquare infinitesimal*’, that is, a quantity not equal to zero but small 

enough that its square and higher powers can be disregarded. In this framework all 

functions or correlations between mathematical objects are “smooth” -  in that they can be 

divided indefinitely -  and so are continuous. Accordingly, since in smooth infinitesimal 

analysis all functions are continuous. Bell holds that it represents a return to Leibniz’s 

doctrine that “nature makes no jum p”.

This account o f smooth infinitesimal analysis gives a very different stoicture o f 

the continuum to that o f set theory. In set theory, the arithmetical continuum is thought to 

give an adequate representation o f the geometric continuum: every point on the 

continuum corresponds to a real number on the real number line. Thus, the continuum is

Bell. Primer, p. 5, footnote 4



rcduced to a set of discrete points, it satisfied the Archimedean axiom, and the order 

relation < on the rea! line satisfies the trichotomy law

x < y ^ x > y ' ^ x = y

Accordingly, < is a total ordering on the real line. In addition, the fundamental properties 

on ihe real line are first, that between any two points there is another, and second, that for 

any two nonempty subsets of the continuum one will contain the limit point o f the other.

In smooth infinitesimal analysis, in contrast, the continuum is not reduced to a set 

of discrete points. Rather, the ultimate parts of the continuum are nilsquare, 

nonpunctiform infinitesimals; that is, continuous magnitudes (not points) that are so small 

(but not actually zero) their powers can be disregarded. On this version o f the continuum- 

two locations on the line a, b are said to be ‘‘distinguishable” when they are not identical, 

i.e., when not a  = 6; in contrast, a, b are “indistinguishable” when the opposite is the 

case, i.e., when not not a = b. However, as was noted above, the internal logic of smooth 

infinitesimal analysis is intuitionistic logic, which means that the law of excluded middle, 

and its logical equivalent the law of double negation, do not hold universally in smooth 

infinitesimal analysis. It follows therefore, that the fact that two locations are 

indistinguishable, i.e., not not a = b, does not imply that they are identical, i.e.. a = b /  

This means that, in contrast to the discrete continuum where the ultimate points are 

arranged in an ordered series correlating with the natural numbers, in the contin'ious 

continuum, infinitesimals are arranged into ‘"infinitesimal neighbourhoods” that are 

indistinguishable from one another, bui are not identical to one another. Consequently, in 

contrast to the discrete, “connected” continuum implied by set theory, the continuous

Bell .  P r im er  p. 17
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continuum  is characterised by the property o f  “ indecom posabihty” : the continuous 

continuum  cannot be split into two disjoint nonem pty subsets.

In addition, because the law  o f  excluded m iddle fails, the order structure on the 

real line in sm.ooth infinitesim al analysis differs significantly from  that o f  the real line in 

set theory. In particular, the order structure here does not satisfy the trichotom y law, 

therefore, < is a partial not a total ordering on the real line in sm ooth infinitesim al 

analysis. In contrast, the order structure on any infm itesim al b is the relation < (“not less 

than”) X < y, as

E < 0 ^ 8 >  0

This ordar relation produces three distinct infinitesim al neighbourhoods o f  0 on the real 

line, each o f  w hich is contained in its successor; these are -  the set A o f  infm itesim al, the 

set /  o f  elem ents indistinguishable from 0, and fm aliy, . / th e  set o f  elem ents neither

■JQO

greater nor iess than  0. Therefore, there are infinitesirnal quantities that do. not coincide 

with 0, but we cannot infer from  this that there exists an infinitesim al w hich is ^  0; any 

such entity w ould possess the property o f  being both distinguishable and 

indistinguishable from  0, w hich w ould violate the law o f  non-contradiction, and vvould be 

inconsistent w ith sm ooth infinicesimal analysis.

S e ll’s analysis needs only a few axiom s for the sm ooth line. He states these as 

follows.

A xiom s for the continuum , or sm ooth real line R. There are the usual axiom s for 
a(n) (in tuitionistic) field expressed in term s of tw o operators + and •, and two 
distinguished elem.ents 0, 1.

Axiom s for the strict order relation < on R. These are:
1. a < b and b < c im plies a < c.

Bell ‘An Invitation to Sm ooth Infinitesim al A n alysis’, URL =  http://publish.uwo.ca/~jbeU/
Bell Prirr.sr. p 6-7
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2. 2 “’(a < a).
3. a < b implies a + c < b + c for any c.
4. a < b and 0 < c implies a.c < b.c.
5. either 0 < a or a < 1.
6. a ^ b implies a < b or b<

In addition, define infinitesimals as the set of all x in R for which = 0. That is, writing

A for the set o f infinitesimals, A = {x e. R: x  =0}, and che letter s for any arbitrary

infinitesimal, then the basic axioms of smooth infinitesimal analysis are, first the 

“'principle c f  microaffi.neness”:

(SIAi) y f e R ^ 3 \ a e  R3lb e RVs  e A ./e )  ^ a  + b.e  

Taking “3!” as the unique existential quantifier, this principle says that any function on A 

will be affine, in that it cannot be bent or broken; it can be subject only lo translations and 

rotations Second^ the “constancy principle”:

(SIA2) V /g  R^  [VxG/?Vse A ./x + e) =fyx) -^\/xeRVyeR.f{x) = Xy)]

The constancy principle states that any process that occurs continuously is assumed to be 

taking place at a constant rate of change over an infinitesimal period of time. For 

example, in the constant motion of a particle, the particle experiences no acceleration 

over an infinitesimal period of time."'^' Beli states that these four axioms, together with 

intuilionistic logic, constitute basic smooth infinitesimal analysis.”*®̂

The two principles of constancy and microaffineness give a precise 

characterisation of the continuum in smooth infinitesimal analysis. In classical set 

theoretic analysis, the continuum has the property of being “connected”; this means that 

if tne continuum is divided into tv/o, disjoint non-empty subsets then one of these will

Bell, “ The Continuum in Sm ooth infinitesim a! A nalysis” : p. 1 URL = http://publish.uwo.ca/~jbell/
Bell, Primer, p. 9
These axiom s are presented by Be!i in Primer p. 102-103
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contain the limit point o f the other. In contrast, in smooth infinitesimal analysis the 

continuum possesses the very much stronger property o f being “indecomposable” . The 

property o f  indecomposability means that the smooth continuum cannot be divided into 

two disjoint nonempty subsets; rather, the only detachable parts o f the continuum are the 

continuum itself and its empty part.'*''' U follows that in smooth infinitesimal analysis that 

an int'mitesimals may be regarded as (by analogy) what remains after the continuum has 

been subjected to an mdefinite differentiation; in other words, an infinitesimal is a 

continuum “viewed in the small” .

These principles give the precise sense in w'hich infinitesimals exist in smooth 

categories; infinitesimal quantities are quantities so sm.all that their square and all higher 

powers can be neglected, i.e., they are ‘nilsquare’, and are also ‘nonpunctiform,’ i.e., it 

cannot be a point Consequently, in smooth infinitesimal analysis the differential 

calculus can be reduccd to simple algebra, in which nilsquare, nonpunctiform 

infinitesimals replace o f  the classical limit concept. This means that in smooth 

infinitesimal analysis, differentiation or integration on a curve will be determined in 

terms o f  mfinitesimal, non-degenerate triangles v/hose hypotenuse is an infinitesimal 

tangent vector to the curve in question. The hypotenuse o f this triangle touches the cun^e 

at a single point, but this point is conceived as an infinitesimal line segment; 

consequentl}', the curve as a whole is conceived as composed o f multiple infinitesimal 

straight lines. This yields an account o f motion, for example, that is significantly different 

than that provided by classical set theory. In particular, motion is accepted as a state in 

itself and is not Simply identified with the result o f mution, i.e., the successive occupation

Bel!, Primer 31-32  
Bell, Primer p. 2 
Bell, Primer, p. 3
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of a series ot'distinct points in which no motion is detectable. The infinitesimal pans cf a

motion ars not discrete points but are continuous line segments that are just large enough

to allow motion across them. This state of motion is represented as a “smoothly varying

straight microsegment of its associated curve”'’*̂*. Similarly, smooth infinitesimal analysis

also provides an account of time, which Bell explains as follows,

Classically, time is represented as a succession of discrete instants, 
isolated ‘nows’, where time has, as it were, stopped. The principle of 
Microstraightness, however, suggests rather that time be regarded as a 
plurality of smoothly overlapping timelets each of which may be held to 
represent a ‘now’ (or ‘specious present’) and over which time is, so to 
speak, still passing. This conception of the nature of time is similar to 
that proposed by Aristotle {Physics, Book 6, Chapter ix) to refute Zeno’s 
paradox of the arrow.**̂ ^

Furthermore, Bell argues that because it is possible to give a purely categop.'-theoretic

account of all mathematical notions expressible in axiomatic set theory, it follows that

category theory can serve as a foundation for mathematics in the sense that set theory

does.̂ '** Therefore, all of the mathematical theorems of classical and modem analysis can

be developed in an elegant and simple manner within smooth infinitesimal analysis.

Moreover, smooth infmitesimal analysis is essentially consistent, but is incompatible with

classical set theory as it views the continuum as irreducible to a set of discrete points.

Bell Primer p. 10 
B ell Primer p. 10
Bell, “Category Theory and the Foundations o f  M athematics”; p. 355. Bell does not suggest that 

category theory can or should rcplace set theory as “the” foundation for mathematics; rather iie means that 
in category theory it is possib le to construct a formal interpretation o f  a first-order version o f  set theory, in 
sucii a way that the interpretation o f  any theorem o f  set theory is provable in this category
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L5 Real choice or branching point?

It is obvious, I think, that category theory affords a natural approach to the age-old 

problem of providing a coherent version of the continuous continuum. As ŵ as discussed 

briefly above, the use o f infinitesimals as put forward by Leibniz and its corresponding 

continuous version of the continuum fell into disrepute with the introduction of 

Weierstrass’ approach, which led to the analysis being founded on a rigorous, discrete 

foundation in set theory. However, the development of smooth infinitesimal analysis has 

put the classical and modem analysis on a logically rigorous foundation that returns to 

Leibniz’s original conception o f infinitesimal quantities as ‘ideal’ or ‘potential’ entities. It 

seems clear that this development reopens the issue of whether the dispute between 

continuous and discrete as a real debate in on-going science, generating in a right result, 

and suggests that there is a profound branching point in mathematics, originating at the 

ver)' origins o f western science in ancient Greek mathematics and metaphysics.

The question that faces us here, then, is whether it is more reasonable to view the 

debate between the discrete and continuous versions of the continuum as a real debate on 

a single branch, or as a genuine branching point in mathematics.

To begin, I will make the case for the reasonableness of viewing this debate as a 

real theory choice arising on a single branch. The case for seeing this as a real choice 

between two proposals immanent to the same branch amounts to the case for saying one 

is better than the other; by showing that one is right and the other wrong it becomes 

reasonable to hold that they both arise on the same branch, whereas if they belong to 

separate branches the choice between them is indeterminate. Thus, the case for view'ing
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this debate as a real theory choice turns on either showing that one ahem ative here is true 

right now, or is likely to be established as true in the future.

We have already seen that both o f the alternative versions o f the continuum are 

sufficient to account for all applications in modem and contemporary analysis. Therefore, 

there is no empirical basis for choosing between them: the discrete and the continuous 

are, in terms o f the indispensability argument, empirically equivalent. Ultimately, then, 

the case for seeing this as a real debate immanent to the same branch comes down to 

identifying the non-empirical factors that would make it more reasonable to reject one or 

other version o f the continuum, than to accept both as equally legitimate. Here Qiiine 

must determine that there is a real choice between the discrete and continuous versions o f 

the continuum in terms o f  the five virtues that he and Ullian listed in The Web o f Belief, 

namely -  conservatism, generality, simplicity, refutability, and modesty.

Hov/ever, taking any one o f these, for example simplicity, we begin to see that 

this approach is besei with problems. To begin, it is certainly not the case that the simpler 

theory is righi. For, as Quine him self pointed out earlier in his career, simplicity is not a 

clear and unambiguous notion when applied to competing theories, and is unlikely to 

presents a consistent standard; rather, it is like'y that each theory will be the simpler from 

different perspectives.''^^ W ithout seme formalized algorithm for detemiining what 

counts as simpler in all come?cts, it is not obvious that it makes sense to say that either 

one or the other is the more simple theory. Without this it seems just as reasonable to 

argue that cach theory is simpler in its own way. This point extends to the other virtues 

listed above, as none o f them appear to offer a precise standard to apply in all contexts.

Quine ‘On What There Is’ From a L ogical Point c f  V iew ., p. 17
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A deeper problem, however, is that here we are comparing theories in terms of not 

just simplicity or conservatism, but in terms of a number of non-empirical virtues that 

must be traded off against one another. Indeed, a gain in simplicity may translate to 

losses in conservatism and fecundity; that is, even if we could agree on what to take as 

the simpler theory, it may turn out that the simpler theory is the least fruitful, or that the 

more general theory is the least conservative, and so on. What is needed here is to have in 

hand some algorithm for weighing the competing non-empirical virtues sought in 

scientific theories against one another; we require a mc>re substantive account of the 

virtues sought in successful theories than the list offered by Quine and Ullian. But as has 

already been pointed out, Quine cannot devise a formalized algorithm for deciding the 

outcome o f this comparison, as any such formalized algorithm would constitute an un- 

re\ isable sentence about the nature of scientific method.

It seems that the type of trade off between competing virtues required here means 

that comparing the discrete and continuous versions o f the continuum in terms of 

fneoretical virtues is noi clear-cut; and, consequently, this approach does not give an 

obvious answer to whether the space-time continuum is discrete or continuous. And, 

because it is not obvious that there is a best theory here, it is not obvious that there must 

he a best theory here -  that is, this is not obviously a real theory choice arising on a single 

branch. At most, we can say that tiiere is still a possibility that this is a real debate, and to 

that extent it is reasonable to argue that it is not a branching point.

Let us turn now to the case for viewing this debate as a genuine branching point in 

mathematics. Ultimately, the case for seeing the debate between the discrete and the 

continuous versions of the continuum as a genuine branching point in mathematics comes
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down to the case for taking on-going scientific inquiry seriously. Given that there is no 

basis for choosing the uniquely correct version o f the continuum, the working scientist is 

likely to see the choice between them as indeterminate and hold that each should be 

developed to their fullest. On-going scientific inquiry will view these not as competing 

theories, much less contradictory: they are alternative versions each suited to a further 

purpose that the others are not. Hence, a scientist will switch opportunistically between 

Cantor’s version, or Bell’s version, or yet another \'ersion, depending on the task at hand 

-  for the working mathematician, “the situation is unlike matrimony'’.'” '̂

Moreover, the scientist will operate with the analysis without caring which 

continuum she is employing from among the various alternatives; she will be just content 

that in asserting the analysis they are operating somewhere in the ontology o f physics, 

any further questioning is a gratuitous decision among different alternatives. In contrast, 

viewing xhis debate as a real theory choice between competitors on the same branch, 

requires one lo rejecting either the discrete or the continuous version o f the continuum as 

false, which in turn means that either the set theoretic hierarchy or the category SIA is not 

a legitimate part o f mathematics. But, it is difficult to see any scientific benefit to 

restricting on-going inquiry in this manner.

In any honest and principled inquiry in physics the issue o f which version o f  the 

continuum is “best” simply does not arise; indeed. I feel that a scientist would be struck 

by both the artificiality and abstractness o f  the question ‘W hich o f  these accounts o f the 

continuum is right?’ It is hard to imagine a working scientist being convinced that either 

W eierstrass’s limit approach or smooth infinitesimal analysis is false solely on the 

grounds that philosophical naturalism depends on there always being one “best’’ theory.

Quine, 'w onl and O bject., p. 263
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Furthermore, to demand a choice between competitors where there is no basis for choice 

would lends an air o f  paradox to scientific inquiry, that alone suffices to rule it out as a 

genuine issue in honest on-going scientific inquiry.

We have seen that from Quine’s perspective, preserving his compromise position 

motivates him to view this as a real theory choice; but from the perspective o f  on-going 

inquiry in science there is no such motivation. Simply pointing out to Quine that this 

issue does not arise for any philosophy pursuing unrestricted naturalism, should bring 

sufficient pressure on him to accept that the question o f which version o f the continuum 

is the “best” is not a genuine question. From a scientific perspective, the rational position 

is to allov/ both versions to develop, allow both a secure place in mathematics, simply 

accept that they are each geared to doing further jobs, and switch between them as is 

pragmatic. This would mean accepting that theory choice here is indeterminate. It seems 

to me that anyone fully committed to taking scientific inquiry sericusly should be open to 

developments within science, whatever they turn out to be.

Consequently, it seems to me that the only reason for Quine to insist cn a real 

theory  choice, and a single best theory here is that the comproniise position demands it. 

That is, it is only Quine’s dogmatic rejection o f Camapian aloofness from inquiry that 

saves the compromise: both Carnap and Quine can allow all versions o f the continuum to 

be developed, the only difference between Quine’s view here and Carnap’s is that Quine 

dogmacically insists that these are real competitois, such that only one is true. However, 

if Quine were truiy open to on-going scientific inquiry he would not rule out the 

possibiUty that the discrete and continuous versions o f the continuum constitute a genuine 

branching point in on-going inathemafics. Hence, Quine’s compromise approach is
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dogmatic resisting recent developments in on-going inquiry in order to satisfy the 

naturalist’s “single best theory” model.

CONCLUSION.

To conclude this chapter, it is clear that the recent development o f  smooth infinitesimal 

analysis has provided a foundation for the continuous continuum that is equally rigorous 

but incompatible with the discrete account o f the continuum provided by set theory.

It seems to me that, as a consequence, there is good reason to see the debate 

between the continuous and the discrete as a potential branching point in on-going 

scientific inquiry'. Furthemiore, I argued that the only reason to hold that there is a real 

choice here is to preserve Quine’s compromise position by insisting that there is a true 

and false version o f  the continuum. But when we actually look closely at the history o f 

this issue we see that this picture is too simplistic. When we actually do analysis v/e see 

that the choice between the discrete and continuous versions o f the continuum is not a 

real choice with a true and false outcome; rather, it seems clear that working scientists see 

the choice between versions o f the continuum as a gratuitous choice w'ith no right or 

wrong outcome, determined entirely by the pragmatic purposes they are each best suited 

to, and consequently switch opportunistically between them. That is, for the working 

scientist the choice here is an indeterminate theory choice between equally good versions 

o f the continuum.

Quine’s coninromise position demands that there be a real decision between 

alternative versions o f  the continuum, but this view is based on a philosophical bias.



d(jgmatically held in the face o f on-going scientific inquiry. 1 argued that, in contrast, the 

con-ect attitude for a philosopher who is genuinely open to developments in on-going 

science is to accept that if he is open to doing science one way, he should be open to 

doing it another way, and also be open to simultaneously having multiple equally 

adequate ways of doing science. Furthermore, it is clear Carnap would accept that the 

choice here is indeterminate: he would view these alternative versions o f the continuum 

as different frameworks, and adopt a tolerant attitude towards developing both. The only 

difference between Quine and Carnap in this context, therefore, is Quine’s dogmatic 

insistence that only one o f these versions of the continuum can be true, whereas Carnap is 

open to the developments of on-going inquiry, what ever they may be. Hence, it is 

Carnap, not Quine, who appears to be genuinely open to on-going inquiry, and Qume 

rather than Carnap v/ho dogmatic imposes a pliilosophical bias on on-going scientific 

inquiry.

My conclusion, therefore, is that it is rational to view Cantor’s discrete continuum 

and Bell’s continuous continuum as a genuine branching point, i.e., as genuinely 

alternative proto-idealised conceptual schemes rather than as one theory going wrong, it 

follows that theory choice here is indeterminate. Quine's compromise is attractive 

because, unlike the extreme positions. Quine is open-minded aboui developments in on

going inquiry and does not impede scientific progress on the basis of a dogmatically held 

philosophical position, but it is only by being dogmatically anti-Camap that Quine can 

insist that there is a real debate here.
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CH APTER 7 

CO NCLU SIO N

At this stage it is time to stand back and try to get an overview o f the position now 

reached, and to consider possible avenues o f further inquiry suggested by this position.

Part 1 o f  this thesis examined Quine’s philosophical position as a compromise 

between the polarities o f  extreme realism and extreme relativism. In chapter 1 it was 

argued that Quine rejects Russell’s version o f extreme realism. I argued that from the 

start Quine holds that there is no such thiiig as the ultimate furniture o f  the world, or 

reality as it is in itse lf ih.dX is in some way not relative to our conceptual scheme. The key, 

for Quine, is that inquiry inevitably proceeds immanent to some conceptual scheme or 

other, and there is no possibility o f justifying our conceptual schemes from some more 

secure, transcendental perspective. From this immanent perspective theory is an 

extrapolation from the empirical checkpoints that count as evidence for or against it, but 

even simple theories gc far beyond v/hat can be supported by the evidence. It follows, for 

Quine, that our conceptual scheme is strcng-globally under-determined; that is, there is 

no possibility, even unto eternity, o f  formulating one systematisation o f our surface 

irritations that is better than all possible others. On the basis o f  the strong-global under- 

determination thesis Quine rebuts Russell’s epistcmological notion o f acquaintance, 

which holds that in knowledge the mind comes into direct and immediate contact with 

veality as it is in itself, rather, Quine holds that in knowledge we do not break through our 

conceptual sclieme to reality us it is in iiself. Furthermore, Quine holds that wc niu.st take 

seriously the account o f  reality that v/e develop im.raanent to our on-going conceptual 

scheme. This implies that Quine rejects the extreme realist metaphysical notion o f reality
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as it is in itself that is somehow more “real” than scientific reality. For Quine, this idea of 

reality above or beyond scientific account of reality would lead to transcendental 

scepticism and is a fundamentally unscientific concept. Finally, I show that Quine also 

rejects Russell’s extreme realist account of meaning by showing that the mere 

meaningfulness of language does not corranit us to the existence of any entities 

whatsoever.

I believe Quine’s philosophical position is properly understood only as a rejection 

of both extreme realism and extreme relativism, so in chapter 2 I charted Quine’s 

rejection o f Carnap’s extreme relativism. I emphasises that, as with Russell, the origin of 

Quine’s dispute with Carnap arises from his insistence that all inquiry proceeds imm.anent 

to some on-going conceptual scheme, such that there is no possibility o f stepping back to 

survey on-going inquiry from some neutral, transcendental perspective. In this case, 

hovv'ever. Quine's argument centred on rebutting Carnap’s claim that it is possible to 

distinguish purely pragmatic sentences from purely theoretical sentences within on-going 

inquiry. Carnap bases this view on the notion of a “linguistic framework” and the 

subsequent distinction between statements made internal to a framework and those made 

extemal to all frameworks. Because Carnap holds that for different reasons neither type 

of statement is ontologically committing, he denies that there is such a thing as reality as 

it is in itself, rather, he holds that reality is always relative to a framework. It is possible 

to construct frameworks about the world in numerous ways, and the choice between these 

frameworks, and hence ontologies, is a purely practical decision that can be neither true 

nor fftlse. Because he deflates ontological questions to the pragmatic issue o f choosing a 

framew'ork Carnap advocates a tolerant or extreme relaiivistic attitude to alternative
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frameworks, these afe not competitors vying for the truth, but are tools to be evaluated in 

pragmatic terms. The locus o f Quine’s argumerit against Carnap centres on Carnap’s 

internal-external distinction, and the plethora o f  distinctions related to this one. Quine 

targets the internal-external distinction by arguing that a scientific account o f  language 

will be incompatible with the distinction between analytic and synthetic statements. 

Moreover, this holistic account o f  language shows that all sentences are 

epistemologically on a par, and there is no shaip distinction between purely pragmatic 

and purely theoretical sentences as Carnap assumes; in contrast, Quine holds that 

pragmatic and theoretical factors are instrumental in the acceptance or rejection o f all 

sentences. By niling out the internal-external distinction, Quine argues that philosophy 

cannot stand back from on-going scientific inquiry, and view it from an aloof, neutral 

perspective. For Quine, philosophy is whole heartedly immersed in on-going inquiry, and 

takes theory choices in ontology, epistemology, meaning, and so on. as genuine real 

debates, not pragmatic framework choices as Carnap assumes. Consequently, Quine 

holds that we must take our on-going conceptual scheme seriously, judging as earnestly 

as we can from this im manent perspective.

In espousing these views, Quine is at once less-realist than Russell and less- 

relativist than Carnap. In chapter 3, I attempted to show-how Quine builds these realistic 

and rclativistic strands into a coherent compromise between these extremes. Many 

philosophers have questioned whether these competing realist and relativist tendencies 

undermine Quine’s position. In contrast, I have tried to show that rather than a source o f 

tension it is precisely this attempt to combine opposing dimensions that is attractive about 

Quine’s philosophical position. For by combining aspects o f each Quine avoids the
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probleriiS aGsociatcd with either extreme position, and presents a new, compromise 

picture, that attempts to supersede the old dichotomy of extreme realism verses extreme 

relativism.

In addition, I have explained how Quine proposes to reconcile these apparently 

opposing tendencies in a coherent unified position. I argued that the key here is to 

distinguish between '‘good” and “bad” relativism; that is, types of relativism that will and 

will not undermine the proposed compromise position. I have argued that much of what 

motivates the acceptance o f relativism can be accommodated by Quine in the notions of 

under-determination, inscrutability of reference, ontological relativity, and so on. While 

at the same time, Quine’s so-called “robust realism” prevents these relativistic doctrines 

from sliding into “bad” relativism.

The aim of Part 1 o f this thesis has been to emphasise that the attractive quality 

about Quine’s compromise position is its openness to on-going developments in inquirj^ 

and a refusal to confine inquiry to dogmatically held preconceptions. The key, for Quine, 

is that once he disabuses us of the notion of a transcendent vantage point, it becomes 

clear that both extreme positions are dependent on dogmatically held philosophical 

assumptions: extreme realism is based on Russell’s brute assumption that in knowledge 

we are acquainted with reality as it is in itself; while Carnap’s extreme relativism is 

dependent on his assumption that the philosopher can stand aloof from on-going inquiry. 

In contrast to these dogmatic positions, Quine presents an open-minded viev/ of 

developments in on-going inquiry, that is willing to take seriously the com.mitm.ents of 

our best inquiry, whatever they turn out to be.
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In Part 2 , 1 adopt a more critical stance towards Quine’s compromise position. In 

criapter 4 ,1 try to show the connection between a number o f coincident distinctions at 

play in Quine’s philosophy. In particular, I concentrated on the relationship between real 

and indeterminate theory choices and the distinction between different versions of the 

under-determination thesis. I argue that, for Quine, a theory choice is a real decision if it 

is only under-determined in the immanent, i.e., non-strong-global, sense; v/hile, in 

contrast, any theory choice ihat is strong-globally under-determined is also indetcriainate. 

I argued that because Quine’s compromise position is based on his assertion, against 

Russell, that theory choice at end-of-inquiry is strong-globally under-deterrrined, coupled 

with his assertion, against Carnap, that theory choices in on-going inquiry are rea! 

decisions, it follows that Quine’s compromise position is based on the assumpiion that 

while strong-global under-determination infects end-of-inquiry and illegitimate, i.e., non

physical science, modes of on-going inquiry, genuine on-going inquiry is insulated from 

strong-global under-determination. This assumption is the basis for Quine's assertion that 

all theory choices in on-going scientific inquiry are real decisions. The closing seclion of 

this chapter set out Quine’s explanation of this in terms of the notions of fi<!l-coverage, 

facis-of-the-matter and the reciprocal containment o f epistemology and ontology.

In chapter 5 ,1 argued that this analysis alerts us to a significant blind spot in 

Quine’s position. Quine’s commitment to strong-global under-determinaticn at end-of- 

inquir>- commits him to the possibility of brandling points in on-going inquiry; these are 

theory choices between proto-ideal conceptual schemes, i argued that the preserice o f a 

branching point reintroduces the internal-externa! distinction into on-going inquiry, 

where there is a branching point choices on either branch are internal, real decisions, but
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the choice between alternative branches is indeterminate. This creates a number of 

problems for Quine. In the first instance, even having to accept that certain on-going 

scientific theory choices are not real decisions suggests that the differences between his 

position and Carnap’s is a matter of degree rather than a difference in kind. However, the 

real problem for Quine lies in explaining how to draw the line between theor>' choices 

that are real from those that are indeterminate branching points. Because it means 

acknowledging that some decisions that we accept in on-going inquiry are neither true 

nor false, any attempt to dra\\' the line betv/een real and indeterminate theory choices will 

mean reintroducing a distinction between purely pragmatic and purely theoretical 

sentences. WTiat this shows is that the locus o f the disagreement between Carnap and 

Quine cannot be an eplstemologlcal dispute, as Quine likes to present it; rather, the 

bgica! core of the dispute centres on the question of the nature and role o f pliiiosophy. 

Fo>, while Carnap holds that philosophy is distinct from, science and so can appeal to it in 

order to distinguishes between real and indeterminate theory choices, because Quine 

rejects this view of philosophy as distinct from science Quine must hold that this 

distinction can be made immanent to on-going scientific inquiry. But it is heie that 

Quine’s compromise comes up short, as it is not clear how on-going scientific inquiry 

could do ihis.

Finally, 1 set out the case for viewing the age-old dispute between continuous and 

discrete versions o f the continuum as a genuine branching point in on-going scientific 

inquiry. I briefly presented the mathematical theories behind each of these versions of ihe 

space-time continuum, and noted that as these are taken as being equally rigorous 

malhematical theories, they must be considered to be empirically equivalent. However, it
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is clear that they are logically incompatible. 1 argued here that because there is no basis to 

choose between these alternative versions of the continuum, in any philosophy that is 

genuinely open to progress in on-going inquiry these alternatives should be viewed as a 

genuine branching point in on-going scientific inquiry.

As I stated at the outset, the task o f this thesis was to determine whether Quine 

can offer us an alternative to the polarities of Russell’s extreme realism and Carnap’s 

extreme relativism; that is. a compromise between them that balances imporlant aspects 

of both positions in a coherent middle position. It seems clear now that Quine has failed 

to do this. Quirve’s position fails because, when we take both sides o f his compromise 

position seriously, giving equal weight to both his anii-Russellian and his anti-Camapian 

arguments, he is faced with a problem that it is unclear if his position has the resources to 

deal with. The problem for Quine is that his anti-Russellian, anti-extreme realist side 

leaves him wilh the problem of having to account for r.trong-global under-detcrminatioii 

in on-going seientifi.c inquiiy While at the same time, his anti-Camapian, anti-extreme 

relativist side means that he does not have the tools to cope with this prcbleni. Therefore, 

as a compromise between these extreme polarities, Quine’s position is incomplete.

So where do we go from here? I think the discussion o f Quine in this thesis points us 

towards a deeper issue that has not been touched upon here, and suggests where this 

interpretation of Quine might lead us. I will finish by briefly setting out this idea.

!n chapter 2 1 discussed Quine’s criticism of Carnap’s extreme relativism, but I 

noted there that many contemporary Carnap scholars have argued that Quine’s reading of
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Camap, and consequently the generallv received reading of Camap, is mistaken. 

According to scholars such as Creath,'*" Friedman,'*'^ and O’Grady,'*’  ̂the received 

reading understands Carnap’s as primarily an empirical foundationalist, who employs 

radical verificationism to account for the justification and meaning of empirical truths, 

and anaiyticity to account for the traditional realm of non-empirical a priori icnowledge. It 

is clear that this received view of Carnap was relevant to my account o f Quine's position 

because this is the reading o f Camap that Quine responds to. But, in contrast to this view, 

the more sophisticated interpretation that they offer argues that while Camap tries to 

underpin natural science from an empiricist epistemological perspective, he has a much 

more “deflationist” attitude to epistcmology ajid semantics than is acknowledged by 

Quine. On this view, Carnap holds t-hat philosopliy attempts to underpin sciem e by 

simply clarifying the underlying stnicturc presupposed by science, but it does not attempt 

10 articulate any truths about the structure of knov/ledge. This is a “deflationary” view of 

epistemology and semantics because it makes no claims to truths about reality, 

knowledge or meaning; rather, it investigates the various possible frameworks within 

v/hich science can be carried out, and In this way aims to avoid meaningless debates by 

showing that an apparently genuine debate in epistemology or sema/itics is in fact a 

matter of practical choice.

As we saw in chapter 2, Camap rejects the notion o f reality as it is in itself, and 

holds that reality is always relative to a framev/ork. He then argues that different

Richard Creath, “Every Dogma has its Day", Erkenntnis, 35 (1991); 347-89
Michael Friedman. “Carnap’s Anjbau Rccop.cidered”, Nous 21(1987); 521-45; “Logical Truth anci 

Anal>'tict;y in Carnap’s Logical Syntax o f  Language”, in Hisiory and Philosophy o f  Modem Mathematics. 
W, Aspray & P. Kitchen, eds. (Minneapolis: University o f  Minnesota Press 1938); p. 82-94; “The Re- 
evaluation of Logical Positivism ” o f  Philosophy 88(10) (1991); 505-19

’ Paul O ’Grady. “Carnap and Two Dogmas o f  Empiricism”, Philosophy and Phenomenological Research 
5914); (1999): 1015-27
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frameworks -  and different ontologies -  are compared purely in terms of thsir usefulness 

in performing certain tasks: the phenomenalistic ontology takes sense data as primitive 

and is useful for discussing the relation of evidence to theory; the realistic ontology takes 

objects and properties as basic, and is useful for explaining how objects in science are 

related; and so on.'*''  ̂Carnap consistently held this deflationary view of ontology, but his 

deflationary view o f epistemology and semantics evolved over a period of time in 

response to problems that emerged within his position, hi particular, Carnap develops this 

deflationary view in response to problems with his strong verificationist doctrine of 

justificaiion and meaning. Carnap’s strong verificationsim demands a criterion that 

allows only scientific philosophy and rules out non-empirical inquiry. His original 

criterion, the well-knowTi “principle of verification”, held that to be meaningful a 

statement must in principle be supported by experience; without this a statement didn’t 

have any factual content and is a just a series o f meaningless marks or noises. Tl.e 

primary problem with this is that, by its own standards, the principle appeared to 

undermine itself. Carnap’s eventual response to this w'as to deflate both semantics and 

cpistemology. And as in deflating ontological questions, Carnap came lo reject the view 

ihat there is one true account of knowledge or meaning, and now holds that accoujits of 

confirmation are proposals to be evaluated on practical grounds, rather than assertions to 

be judged as true or false; ihal is, alternative theories of epistemology and semantics are 

tools that are more and less useful for different purposes. This fulfils Carnap’s aim of 

showing how to avoid merely verbal disputes in which disputants talk at cross puiposes 

to each other, and to show', in contrast, how discussion can move forward in a useful way.

R udolf Carnap, The L ogical S yntax o f  the World (A ijfoau), R. G eorg (traiis.) (^Berkeley, CA; University 
u f Ciiii.fornia Press, 1967); #59-60
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It is clear lhat Carnap stili needs analytic statements to play the role of clarifying 

and setting out the rules or preconditions o f a proposed framework. However, because 

Carnap is not now to be understood as presenting a substantive theory of a priori 

knowledge, but as attempting to motivate his deflationist view of ontology, epistemology 

and semantics, he only needs analyticity to distinguish changes in meaning (i.e., changes 

in framework rules) from changes in belief (i.e., changes internal to a framework). And, 

to do this Carnap does not require a principled criteiion for distinguishing analytic and 

synthetic sentences; rather, Carnap holds that opponents in any dispute can arbitralily 

agree upon this distinction, and can drav/ this distinction any way they see fit. The point 

is that once they have this distinction, disputants can set out their views in terms of 

sentences agreed upon as anal\1ic, thereby enabling them to distinguish framework issues 

from empirically answerable problems. Thus, for Carnap’s deflationist approach, an 

arbitrarily distinction between analytic and synthetic sentences is sufficient to prevent 

opponents talking at cross-purposes and from prolonging fruitless verbal debate. It 

follows that analytic sentences are do not serVe as an epistemological justification for 

scientific inquiry; rather, they are simply constructed to clarify specific aspects of inquiry 

and do not themselves make substantive claims.

The upshot o f this more sophisticated interpretation of Carnap is that, from 

Carnap’s point o f view, the debate between Quine and Carnap has been wrongly located. 

T o be precise, the core o f the dispute between them is not situated in a disagreement over 

the epistemclogical issue of anahlicity, as Quine would like to portray it, but is realiy a 

dispute over the role o f philosophy: specifically, v/hether philosophy offers a separate
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methodology to natural science/'^  On this reading o f  Carnap, the debate centres on 

Carnap’s view is that philosophy allows us to stand back from on-going scientific inquiry 

to distinguish real empirical decisions from pragmatic questions about the nature o f a 

framework, verses Q uine’s whole hearted immersion in on-going science, his willingness 

to get involved and take a stand on all theory choices, and his denial that it is possible to 

stand back from on-going inquiry and distinguish internal scientific questions from 

external pragmatic questions.

However, while this is a more sensitive interpretation o f  Carnap’s philosophy, it 

should now be clear from what has been said above that this is an inadequate reading o f 

Quine. In particular, this view o f Quine places insufficient emphasis on the anti-Russell, 

anti-extreme realist o f  Q uine’s position. When this dimension o f  Quine’s position is fully 

appreciated, in particular his commitment to strong-global under-determination, it is clear 

that Quine is also com mitted to the external-internal distinction in on-going inquiry.

Thus, on my reading o f  Quine, w'hich I believe takes on board not just Quine’s anti- 

Camapian stance, but also his equally im.portant anti-Russellian stancc. the question 

arises as to whether there is any real issue between Carnap and Quine at ail.

In particular, on this reading o f Carnap, Carnap shares Quine’s naturalistic mantra 

that there is no philosophical knowledge above or superior to science. The only difference 

between them is that, for Carnap, philosophy still has the distinctive role that he always 

claimed for it o f clarifying analytic fram.eworks in order to separate real debates from 

practical framework choices. However, Carnap claims that philosophy does this from an 

immanent perspective, arbitrarily deciding from within on-going inquiry those sentences 

to accept as analytic for the moment; for Carnap, philosophy has a distinct methodology, 

Paul 0 ‘Grady, “Carnap and Tw o Dogmas o f  Empiricism”, p 1025
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but is still linmHnent to on-going inquiry. But since v/e now know that Quine also accepts 

that we mast distinguish between internal and external questions in on-going inquiry, 

Carnap’s view here at least suggests a way to move forward that is compatible with 

Quine’s overall naturalism.

If this is indeed the case, then riot only has t!ie dispute between them been 

\vrongly located, but there does not appear to be any substantive dispute betv/een them at 

all. Ratlier, they just draw the distinction between real and indeterminate theory choices 

in different places.
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